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Summary
The incidence of both non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) and melanoma skin cancer are
increasing in Ireland and are associated with significant healthcare costs. Cost-effectiveness
analysis (CEA) can assist in resource allocation decisions which maximise health gain from a fixed
healthcare budget. The objective of this thesis was to assess the cost effectiveness of available
treatment modalities for non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) and melanoma skin cancer in the
Irish health care setting.

To determine the cost effectiveness of Mohs surgery for the removal of NMSC compared to
traditional surgical excision, a simple decision tree model was developed. Quality of life and
utility data was collected from an Irish patient cohort with NMSC. The validity of EQ-5D-3L in
NMSC was investigated. There was no statistically significant or clinically meaningful
improvement in utility post removal procedure, nor were there any statistically significant
differences between those undergoing surgical excision or Mohs. Assessments of
responsiveness, sensitivity and construct validity did not support the validity of EQ-5D-3L in this
condition. Mohs surgery was associated with an increase in costs and marginal increase in
quality adjusted life years (QALYs) compared to surgical excision in both primary and recurrent
basal cell carcinomas, the most common type of NMSC. Mohs could be considered cost-effective
for the treatment of recurrent basal cell carcinoma in Ireland.

A systematic literature review identified 15 model based economic evaluations of systemic
treatments for advanced melanoma. Important quality issues limiting their transferability to the
Irish setting were identified, and a de novo economic evaluation was undertaken. A systematic
literature review to identify clinical efficacy inputs was undertaken. This review identified 35
trials pertaining to nine drug treatments licensed in Ireland for the treatment of advanced
melanoma-nivolumab, pembrolizumab, ipilimumab, vemurafenib, trametinib, dabrafenib,
cobimetinib, talimogene laherparepvec and dacarbazine. A network meta-analysis was
conducted to derive relative efficacy estimates in the absence of head to head clinical trials,
using the outcomes of progression free and overall survival. Immunotherapy and targeted
treatments were more effective than chemotherapy in treatment naïve patients with or without
the BRAF mutation; results were less conclusive in the treatment refractory population.
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To determine the cost effectiveness of treatments for advanced melanoma, eight treatment
regimens were compared to standard of care chemotherapy across three distinct patient
populations using cost utility analysis. The economic model was developed in accordance with
the requirements of the Irish reference case for economic evaluation. Irish resource use and cost
data was used to project total costs of treatment. Utility data was sourced from the literature.
At a cost-effectiveness threshold of €45,000 per QALY, none of the included treatments were
cost effective compared to chemotherapy. Dominant options were identified in both BRAF
wildtype and BRAF V600 mutation positive patient populations.

Preliminary research for a cost effectiveness analysis of adjuvant treatment for stage III
melanoma was conducted. A budget impact analysis indicated that the budget impact of novel
adjuvant therapies over a five-year time horizon is in excess of €100 million. Analysis of drug
reimbursement data identified that the most appropriate comparator for an economic
evaluation of adjuvant treatment in the Irish setting is routine observation. Previously published
economic evaluations of adjuvant treatment are underpinned by assumptions that are no longer
plausible in the era of effective treatments for metastatic disease. Assessment of the cost
effectiveness of novel adjuvant treatments is currently premature, in the absence of a
demonstrated surrogacy relationship between relapse free survival and overall survival, and
mature data regarding both treatment costs and outcomes in the metastatic setting.

A Cochrane systematic review was conducted to identify the clinical evidence base for
neoadjuvant treatment for melanoma. Five randomised controlled trials were included in the
review. Heterogeneity between the trials in terms of treatment regimens, design and patient
population precluded meta-analysis. There is presently insufficient evidence to support the use
of neoadjuvant treatment outside of clinical trials.

The findings presented in this thesis present numerous issues for consideration by decision
makers. Based on the assumptions in the cost-utility analysis, currently reimbursed treatments
for melanoma are unlikely to be cost effective. The identification of dominant options presents
opportunities for divestment and more cost-effective prescribing, to optimise health gain within
this patient population.
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Abstract
The incidence of both non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) and melanoma skin cancer are
increasing in Ireland and are associated with significant healthcare costs. Cost-effectiveness
analysis (CEA) can assist in resource allocation decisions which maximise health gain from a
fixed healthcare budget. The aim of this thesis is to investigate the cost-effectiveness of
treatment modalities for NMSC and melanoma skin cancer in Ireland.
A simple decision tree model was developed to investigate the cost effectiveness of Mohs
surgery compared to traditional surgical excision (TSE). Quality of life and utility data was
collected from an Irish patient cohort with NMSC. There was no improvement in utility postremoval with either intervention. Assessments of responsiveness, sensitivity and construct
validity did not support the validity of EQ-5D-3L in this condition. Mohs was associated with an
increase in costs and marginal increase in quality adjusted life years (QALYs) compared to TSE
in both primary and recurrent basal cell carcinomas (BCC), the most common type of NMSC.
Mohs could be considered cost-effective for the treatment of recurrent BCC in Ireland.
A systematic review of published CEAs of systemic treatments for advanced melanoma was
conducted, which concluded that the outcomes of published CEAs were not transferable to the
Irish setting. To derive clinical efficacy inputs for a de novo CEA, a systematic review and
network meta-analysis was undertaken. This review identified 35 trials pertaining to nine drug
treatments licensed in Ireland for the treatment of advanced melanoma. Immunotherapy and
targeted treatments were more effective than chemotherapy in treatment naïve patients with
and without the BRAF mutation respectively; results were less conclusive in the treatment
refractory population.
In the de novo CEA, eight regimens were compared to chemotherapy across three distinct
patient populations using cost utility analysis. The model was developed in accordance with
the requirements of the Irish reference case for CEA. At a cost-effectiveness threshold of
€45,000 per QALY, the new regimens were not cost effective compared to chemotherapy.
Dominant options were identified in both BRAF wildtype and BRAF mutation positive
populations.
Preliminary research for a CEA of adjuvant treatment for stage III melanoma was conducted.
Budget impact analysis projected a drugs budget impact of €100 million with new adjuvant
treatments. Analysis of drug reimbursement data identified the most appropriate comparator
for a CEA of adjuvant treatment as routine observation. A proposed structure for a de novo
CEA is proposed, based on literature review of published models.
A Cochrane systematic review was conducted to identify the clinical evidence base for
neoadjuvant treatment for melanoma. Heterogeneity between the trials in terms of treatment
regimens, design and population precluded meta-analysis. There is presently insufficient
evidence to support the use of neoadjuvant treatment outside of clinical trials.
The findings presented in this thesis present numerous issues for consideration by decision
makers. Currently reimbursed treatments for melanoma are unlikely to be cost effective. The
identification of dominant options presents opportunities for divestment and more costeffective prescribing, to optimise health gain within this patient population.
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Glossary

Term

Description

Adjuvant treatment

Treatment given to patients after the primary therapy, which is
usually surgical removal of the tumour, when there is a high risk of
future recurrence based on tumour stage and histology, with a
view to reducing the risk of recurrence, or prolonging the time to
recurrent disease. Adjuvant treatment forms standard of care in
several tumour types such as breast and colorectal cancers.

Advanced melanoma

Unresectable or metastatic melanoma, refers to stage IIIC and IV
melanoma (AJCC 7th edition staging criteria)

Adverse Event

An unfavourable outcome that occurs during or after the use of a
drug or other intervention but is not necessarily caused by it.

AJCC TNM Staging

This method assigns the pathological disease stage according to
the T (primary tumour), N (regional lymph nodes) and M (distant
metastasis) status of the melanoma. According to the 7th edition
of the classification, stage IIIc melanoma includes patients with all
T stages and clinically positive lymph nodes or 4 or more positive
lymph nodes. Stage IV melanoma includes all patients with
metastases to distant sites.

BRAF mutation

Serine/threonine-protein kinase B-Raf, an oncogene occurring in
~50% cutaneous melanoma.

Checkpoint inhibitors

Drugs that block 'checkpoint' proteins that stop the immune
system from attacking the cancer cells; they override the
signalling/activation of immune system checkpoints, to encourage
the immune system to recognise cancer and stimulate an immune
response directed towards the cancer. Currently authorised
checkpoint inhibitors for melanoma include those targeting the
CTLA-4 and the PD-1 immune checkpoints.

Cytokine

A type of protein that is made by certain immune and non-immune
cells and has an effect on the immune system. Some cytokines
stimulate the immune system and others slow it down. They can
also be made in the laboratory and used to help the body fight
cancer, infections, and other diseases. Examples of cytokines are
interleukins, interferons, and colony-stimulating factors (filgrastim,
sargramostim).
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Cytotoxic

A substance that kills cells, including cancer cells. These agents
may stop cancer cells from dividing and growing and may cause
tumours to shrink in size.

Cytotoxic T-

A "checkpoint" protein found on T cells (a type of immune cell)

lymphocyte

that helps keep the body’s immune responses in check. When

associated protein 4

CTLA-4 is bound to another protein called B7, it helps keep T cells

(CTLA-4)

from killing other cells, including cancer cells. Some anticancer
drugs, called immune checkpoint inhibitors, are used to block
CTLA-4. When this protein is blocked, the “brakes” on the immune
system are released and the ability of T cells to kill cancer cells is
increased.

Dermoscopy

Refers to the examination of the skin using skin surface
microscopy, to evaluate pigmented skin lesions and diagnose
melanoma.

Disease-free survival

Defined as the length after primary cancer treatment ends that the
patient survives without any signs or symptoms of that cancer.

Distant metastatic

Defined as the time from randomisation to the first evidence of

free survival

distant metastatic disease, excluding loco-regional recurrence

ECOG PS

The Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group Scale of Performance
Status (ECOG PS) describes a patient’s level of functioning in terms
of their ability to care for themselves, daily activity, and physical
ability (walking, working, etc.). The scale runs from 0 (Full active,
able to carry on all pre-disease activity without restriction) to 5
(Death).

Granulocyte-

A cytokine that stimulates stem cells (cells with the ability to divide

macrophage colony-

for indefinite periods and to give rise to specialised cells) to create

stimulating factor

granulocytes and monocytes (types of white blood cells), thereby

(GM-CSF)

boosting the immune response.

Histopathology

The study of diseased cells and tissues using a microscope.

Immunotherapy

Immunotherapy is treatment that uses certain parts of a person's
immune system to fight diseases such as cancer. Some types of
immunotherapy are also called biological therapy or biotherapy.
Immunotherapy can stimulate the immune system to attack cancer
cells, or provide man-made immune system components

Loco-regional

Restricted to a localised region of the body.

MEK inhibitor

Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MEK) is part of the RAS-RAFMEK-ERK signalling pathway. A MEK inhibitor is a type of protein
kinase inhibitor which targets this pathway, to reduce tumour
growth and proliferation.
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Metastases

The spread of cancer cells from the place where they first formed
to another part of the body. In metastasis, cancer cells break away
from the original (primary) tumour, travel through the blood or
lymph system, and form a new tumour in other organs or tissues
of the body. The new, metastatic tumour is the same type of
cancer as the primary tumour. Satellite metastases are metastases
within the immediate vicinity of a primary tumour. Microscopic
metastases are so small they can only be identified by light
microscopic evaluation, whereas macro metastases are relatively
large metastases.

Mitotic rate

A measure of how fast cancer cells are dividing and growing. To
find the mitotic rate, the number of cells dividing in a certain
amount of cancer tissue is counted. Mitotic rate is used to help
find the stage of melanoma (a type of skin cancer) and other types
of cancer. Higher mitotic rates are linked with lower survival rates.

Mohs

Microscopically controlled surgery for the removal of skin cancers,
primarily non-melanoma skin cancer

Neoadjuvant

Treatment that is given before the (usually) surgical treatment of a

treatment

primary tumour with the aim of improving the results of surgery or
(chemo)radiotherapy and preventing the development of
metastases.

Overall Response

Defined as the proportion of patients with tumour size reduction,

Rate

assessed in accordance with RECIST v1.1 criteria for complete and
partial responses only

Overall Survival

Defined as the time from start of treatment (or randomisation) to
death from any cause.

Pathological

An absence of residual invasive and in situ cancer on haematoxylin

Complete Response

and eosin evaluation of the complete resected specimen and
sampled regional lymph nodes, following completion of
neoadjuvant systemic therapy. Pathological complete response has
previously been accepted as a clinically relevant endpoint by
regulators examining the efficacy of neoadjuvant treatment for
breast cancer and is a commonly chosen endpoint for neoadjuvant
studies in melanoma also.

Programmed Death-1

Programmed Death-1 (PD-1) is a protein found on T cells (a type of

(PD-1) regulatory

immune cell) that helps keep the body's immune responses in

pathway

check. When PD-1 is bound to another protein called PD-L1, it
helps keep T cells from killing other cells, including cancer cells.
When the PD-1 protein is blocked so that PD-L1 cannot attach, the
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"brakes" on the immune system are released and the ability of T
cells to kill cancer cells is increased.

Programmed Death-

Programmed Death-Ligand 1 (PD-L1) is a protein which binds to

Ligand 1 (PD-L1)

the PD-1 protein and prevents T cell activation against cancer cells.

Progression Free

Defined as the time from start of treatment (or randomisation) to

Survival

disease progression or death from any cause.

RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK

Also known as the MAPK/ERK pathway, this is a signalling pathway

pathway

that regulates cell production; it comprises a chain of proteins in
the cell that communicates a signal from a receptor on the surface
of the cell to the DNA in the nucleus of the cell.

Recurrence Free

Time from date of randomisation to local relapse/recurrence or

Survival

regional relapse/recurrence or distant metastases or death from
any cause

Sentinel lymph node

Removal and examination of the sentinel node(s), the first lymph

biopsy

node(s) to which cancer cells are likely to spread from a primary
tumour.

Tumour infiltrating

Tumour infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) are white blood cells that

lymphocytes

migrate into a tumour and are implicated in killing tumour cells as
part of a host immune response to cancer. The presence of TILs is
often associated with better clinical outcomes. TILs contain a
mixture of different immune cell types, such as B cells,
macrophages etc.; T cells are usually the most abundant type of
cell.

Traditional Surgical

Traditional surgical excision (TSE) is one of several available

Excision

methods for the removal of non-melanoma skin cancers
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1.1 Introduction
Skin cancer is the most common form of cancer in the world, and ranges in severity from benign
forms to aggressive tumours associated with high mortality rates (1,2). The incidence of both
forms of skin cancer are increasing in Ireland, due to an aging population and changing
behaviours leading to increased sun exposure (3). Treatment of skin cancer has significant and
increasing financial consequences for the Irish health care system (4).

Modern surgical techniques for treating benign non-melanoma skin cancers (NMSC) such as
Mohs micrographic surgery may reduce recurrence rates and improve cosmetic outcomes
through reduced scarring. In recent years immunotherapy and treatments targeted to specific
mutations have been authorised for metastatic melanoma, an aggressive form of skin cancer,
which can prolong life, and in some cases are associated with durable long-term periods of
disease remission. These novel interventions are associated with increased costs. Decisions to
allocate financial or other resources for the provision of these interventions within the
constraints of a fixed healthcare budget necessitates consideration of the ‘opportunity cost’ of
the alternatives forgone. Economic evaluation is increasingly used in healthcare as a decision
support aid, to enable evidence-based allocation of scare healthcare resources to maximise
health outcomes from a fixed budget.

There is insufficient capacity within the publicly funded health system in Ireland to meet the
high demand for surgical procedures for the removal of NMSC (5). Economic evaluation can
identify the most cost-effective procedure types, so that funding can be allocated to increase
capacity for the procedures delivering greatest value. While most of the recent therapeutic
advances for unresectable or metastatic advanced melanoma are now funded in Ireland, their
relative cost-effectiveness has not been assessed. Economic evaluation can optimise value
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attainment in this therapeutic area by establishing the most cost-effective treatment options
and identifying opportunities for strategic divestment from older technologies.

1.2 Aims and Objectives
This thesis sets out to answer the following question:
‘What is the cost effectiveness of treatment modalities for non-melanoma and melanoma skin
cancer in Ireland?’

In particular, the following areas are addressed:
•

Quality of life and utility pre- and post-removal of NMSC, and the validity of the EQ-5D3L instrument in NMSC. The cost-effectiveness of Mohs surgery compared to traditional
surgical excision for the treatment of NMSC in the Irish setting.

•

The transferability of published cost-effectiveness estimates for systemic treatment of
stage IIIC and IV melanoma (i.e. advanced melanoma) to the Irish setting.

•

The relative efficacy of systemic treatments for advanced melanoma using network
meta-analysis.

•

A cost utility analysis of systemic treatment for advanced melanoma.

•

Evaluation of the cost-effectiveness and budget impact of systemic adjuvant therapy for
stage III melanoma in Ireland.

•

Ascertainment of the clinical evidence base for systemic neoadjuvant treatment of stage
III and IV melanoma using Cochrane systematic review methodology.

1.3 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, a brief introduction to the Irish healthcare service is followed by an overview of
the methods of economic evaluation used in the thesis. The second part of the chapter describes
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melanoma and NMSC, with an introduction to some of the treatment interventions considered
in subsequent chapters.

Chapter 3 describes a study of patient reported quality of life while undergoing treatment for
NMSC. The validity of the utility measure EQ-5D-3L in NMSC is investigated. The costeffectiveness of Mohs surgery for NMSC in the Irish setting is evaluated using a simple decision
tree model.

Chapter 4 provides an overview of the modelling approaches and quality of previously published
economic evaluations of systemic treatments for advanced melanoma and considers the
transferability of published estimates of cost effectiveness to the Irish setting. Chapter 5
presents a review of the clinical evidence for systemic treatment for advanced melanoma and
presents estimates of the relative efficacy using a network meta-analysis. Chapter 6 describes
the cost-effectiveness of systemic treatments for advanced melanoma in Ireland, using a de
novo cost-utility model developed based on the findings of Chapter 4, and relative efficacy
inputs from Chapter 5.

Chapter 7 reviews the evidence for the clinical and cost-effectiveness of adjuvant treatment for
stage III melanoma and presents an analysis of current standard of care treatments in Ireland
and the projected budget impact of adopting new adjuvant therapies.

Chapter 8 is a Cochrane systematic review of the clinical efficacy of neoadjuvant treatment for
stage III and IV melanoma.

Chapter 9 summarises the conclusions on the cost-effectiveness of treatments for melanoma
and NMSC, and considers the implications for current policy and practice
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2.1 Introduction to the Irish Health Service
In Ireland, the provision of health care is the responsibility of the Minister of Health, operating
via the Department of Health (DOH), which has a mission statement “to improve the health and
wellbeing of the people of Ireland by keeping people healthy; providing the healthcare people
need; delivering high quality services; getting best value from health system resources” (6). The
role of the DOH is to ‘provide strategic leadership for the health service and to ensure
Government policies are translated into actions and implemented effectively’ (6). The Health
Service Executive (HSE) is tasked with the delivery and management of health and social services
to everyone living in Ireland. The HSE is the budget holder for the provision of health services in
Ireland, and for 2019 will be responsible for a budgetary allocation in excess of €17 billion (7).

Health services in Ireland are publicly financed through general taxation, and through out-ofpocket payments, particularly for primary care and pharmaceuticals. There is universal
entitlement to public health services in Ireland, which incorporates public health programmes
such as vaccination and specialist care. Currently, there is no universal entitlement to free
primary care. As of December 2017, 45.1% of the Irish population (2.7 million people)
additionally hold private health insurance (8). Private health insurance in Ireland covers care in
the hospital sector; in recent years, partial coverage of primary care and out-patient hospital
care has become more common. Irish citizens are incentivised to acquire private health care
through the provision of tax relief on private health insurance policies (9) and lifetime
community rating (10).

Health expenditure grew rapidly in Ireland between 2000 and 2008, by 186% to €15.36 billion
(11). Health expenditure was heavily criticised by the ‘Troika’ (International Monetary Fund,
European Central Bank and European Commission) during Ireland’s economic bailout of 2010,
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and the health budget was reduced by 22% (€3.3 billion) between 2008 and 2013 (12).
Pharmaceutical expenditure was highlighted as problematic; pharmaceutical expenditure in
Ireland was the third highest in the OECD in 2013 (13). The Health (Pricing and Supply of Medical
Goods) Act was introduced in 2013 with a range of measures to control pharmaceutical
expenditure and it provides the framework for the drug reimbursement process in Ireland (14).

2.2 Health Technology Assessment
Increasing demand for healthcare and increasing health expenditure are recognised challenges
for all developed economies. Within the confines of fixed healthcare budgets, it is acknowledged
that policy makers must make difficult choices regarding resource allocation. Health technology
assessment (HTA) is widely used internationally to support evidence-based resource allocation
in healthcare. HTA is a multidisciplinary process that summarises information about the medical,
social, economic and ethical issues related to the use of a health technology in a systematic,
transparent and unbiased manner (15). Economic evaluation is one component of HTA and is
conducted with a view to understanding the relative value of various technology options, and to
quantifying the opportunity cost, or the cost of the options forgone, when making resource
allocation decisions. Guidelines for the Economic Evaluation of Health Technologies in Ireland
are provided by the Health Information and Quality Authority (HIQA) (16), the statutory
authority for HTA in Ireland. Pharmacoeconomic evaluation (PE) is the term used to specifically
describe the economic evaluation of pharmaceuticals and plays a central role in the drug
reimbursement process in Ireland.

2.2.1 Types of Economic Evaluation

Implicit in the use of economic evaluation is the aim to maximise the health produced from a
given healthcare budget. Several economic evaluation approaches are taken in healthcare. Cost-
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consequence analysis involves the presentation of the costs (resource use) and consequences
(benefits, harms) of interventions to the decision-maker, with no formal analysis of the
relationship between them, allowing the decision-maker to apply their own judgements
regarding the implicit trade-offs. Cost-minimisation analysis is conducted when it can be
assumed that the consequences of competing interventions are equivalent, and all differences
can be accounted for in terms of costs. In cost-benefit analysis, both costs and consequences
are expressed in monetary terms. More commonly used in healthcare are cost effectiveness
analysis (CEA) and cost-utility analysis (CUA). CEA involves the synthesis of all costs and
consequences of the interventions and comparing them using an incremental cost effectiveness
ratio (ICER). This ratio is given by the difference in costs between competing interventions,
divided by the difference in consequences, measured in terms of the clinical outcome of interest
such as the number of life years gained with cancer treatments. CUA is similar, except that the
consequences of the intervention are quantified in units of utility, usually the quality adjusted
life year (QALY). In the Irish context, CUA is the preferred approach for economic evaluation in
healthcare (16).

Utility is a measure of the strength of preference for a specific health outcome. Preference refers
to the value attached to the health state produced by the intervention. For the purposes of
economic evaluation, a description of the health state (health outcome) and a valuation of that
health state is required. The Irish reference case for HTA recommends that the descriptions of
the health state or changes in the health state are reported directly by the patient where
possible, and that the valuation of the health state should be based on societal preferences for
that health state (16). Utility is measured on a cardinal scale, from 0 (dead) to 1 (perfect health),
although health states worse than death (<0) are possible. Further discussion of the
measurement of quality of life and utility is provided in Chapter 3.
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A QALY is a year of life, adjusted by this preference weighting or utility. By measuring health
outcomes in terms of this single metric, resource allocation decisions across various disease
areas and types of interventions can be compared in a consistent and objective manner. Herein
lies a major advantage of CUA compared to the other approaches previously outlined: applying
societal preferences for health outcomes to inform resource allocation decisions rather than
subjective or arbitrary value judgements by healthcare decision makers. CUA is the
mostcommon form of analysis conducted for the purpose of PE in Ireland.

2.2.2 Interpreting the Outcomes of Economic Evaluation
The ICERs generated from an economic evaluation can be interpreted in terms of a costeffectiveness threshold (λ), defined by the decision maker. This threshold represents a
maximum cost per QALY at which any intervention would be considered value for money.
Interventions with ICERs higher than the specified threshold would not be considered value for
money. Ireland has an explicit threshold range for resource allocation for drug treatments,
between €20,000 to €45,000 per QALY. Cost-effectiveness thresholds vary between countries,
and in recent years research on establishing an evidence-based threshold has been pursued, but
no such threshold has yet been established for the Irish context. An analysis of the impact of
differing national cost-effectiveness thresholds on the transferability of economic evaluations is
provided in Chapter 4.

The cost effectiveness plane is used as a visual representation of the outcomes of a CUA (Figure
1). The threshold is represented by a straight line through the origin. Interventions which are
more costly and more effective lie in the north eastern quadrant of the plane; those which fall
below the threshold line are considered cost effective, while those above the line are not.
Interventions which are less costly and more effective lie in the south eastern quadrant of the
plane and are described as ‘dominant’ of other options not in this quadrant. Those which fall in
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the north western quadrant are more costly and less effective and are described as ‘dominated’
by other options on the plane. Finally, those in the south western quadrant are less costly and
less effective.

Figure 1 Incremental cost effectiveness plane

ICERs in the north western and south eastern quadrants are difficult to interpret unless
presented graphically, and are commonly not reported as they are irrelevant due to dominance
of the new or comparator technology. An alternative to presenting them as ICERs is to present
the outcomes using the net monetary benefit (NMB) framework, which simply involves a
rearranging of relationship between the ICER and the threshold. Interventions with positive net
monetary benefit are considered cost-effective.
𝑁𝑀𝐵 = (𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑄𝐴𝐿𝑌𝑠 ∗ 𝜆) − 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠
Outcomes can also be presented using the net health benefit, which similarly involves
rearranging the equation as follows:
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𝑁𝐻𝐵 = 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑄𝐴𝐿𝑌𝑠 − (𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 ÷ 𝜆)

When interpreting the outcomes of economic evaluation, uncertainty must be considered.
There are several types of uncertainty, including parameter uncertainty resulting from
imprecision in parameter inputs, and decision uncertainty which incorporates the costs of
inappropriate allocation of healthcare resources (17). Probabilistic modelling can be used to
capture the parameter uncertainty, and to reflect decision uncertainty using value of
information analyses. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) can be presented using cost
effectiveness acceptability curves (CEACs) and cost effectiveness frontiers (CEFs). One-way
sensitivity analysis (OWSA) where important model parameters are varied to assess the impact
on the model results, and scenario analysis where the impact of single parameters or model
assumptions are considered, are key in demonstrating the uncertainty in the model outcomes.
Additionally, there is heterogeneity resulting from interpatient variability which should be
considered, usually through subgroup analyses based on identifiable baseline characteristics
(such as baseline risk, adherence etc.)

2.3 Drug Reimbursement Process in Ireland

2.3.1 Drugs Reimbursement Schemes
Drugs are dispensed in both primary care and hospital settings. The Primary Care
Reimbursement Service (PCRS) is responsible for administering the community drugs schemes
(CDS) in primary care. Hospitals retain individual responsibility for expenditure on drugs, except
for specific cancer drugs which are dispensed under the Oncology Drug Management System
(ODMS).
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2.3.1.1 Drugs Reimbursed in Hospitals
Drugs are funded in hospitals through the hospital block grant and are not linked to other
budgets within the health service. Special funding requests for high-cost drugs (for example for
cancer treatments or rare diseases) can be made through individual hospitals, giving rise to
issues of equity of access. This system is currently under review, with more centralised models
of reimbursement under consideration as part of the Acute Hospital Drugs Management
Programme (18).
2.3.1.2 Community Drugs Schemes
A variety of schemes operate under the umbrella of the CDS, through which drugs are provided
in the primary care setting. The most important of these is the General Medical Scheme (GMS),
a means-tested scheme which provides free access to primary and pharmaceutical care (19) to
2.09 million people in Ireland (20). Patients availing of the scheme must make a co-payment of
€2.00 per item dispensed up to a maximum of €20 per month (21). The Drugs Payment Scheme
(DPS) limits the amount an individual or family must pay towards their drugs (21). Currently the
limit is set at €134 per calendar month, all additional drug treatments obtained above this value
are provided free of charge to the individual or family. The Long-Term Illness Scheme provides
drugs, and medical and surgical appliances free of charge to people with one of a set list of 16
conditions, which include Parkinson’s disease, cystic fibrosis and multiple sclerosis (22,23). This
scheme is not means tested, and no prescription charges are levied. A variety of additional
schemes provide public health services or target specific groups, such as the Dental Treatment
Services Scheme, childhood immunisations and the Methadone Treatment Scheme (24).
2.3.1.3 High-tech Drug Arrangements
Ireland provides a scheme for the provision of high-tech medicines such as monoclonal
antibodies and oral anti-cancer treatments, through primary care rather than hospitals. Drugs
provided under the High-Tech Drug Arrangements (HTDA) are prescribed by hospital physicians,
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purchased centrally through the PCRS and provided free of charge to community pharmacies,
who dispense them for a patient care fee of €62.03 per month (25). Patients covered by the DPS
scheme must pay up to the monthly limit of €134 for these agents, whilst those under the GMS
scheme will obtain the treatment with a co-payment of €2.00 as for the GMS scheme.
2.3.1.4 Oncology Drugs Management Scheme
Specific hospital-only oncology drugs are listed on the ODMS which is administered through the
PCRS (20). For drugs reimbursed through this scheme, hospitals pay the full up-front cost, and
subsequently apply for a refund from the ODMS. The hospital is responsible for ensuring that
the drug is provided only in line with the agreed indications published in the National Cancer
Control Program (NCCP) Chemotherapy Regimen. This scheme does not cover cytotoxic
chemotherapy administered in hospital (which are funded through the hospitals own budget)
or oral anti-cancer agents which are funded through the HTDA.

2.3.2 Expenditure on Drugs in Ireland
The budget for drugs dispensed under the CDS is allocated annually to the PCRS. Approximately
€2 billion was spent on drugs by the PCRS across the CDS in 2017, with the GMS and HTDA
accounting for the majority of expenditure (Figure 2) (20). Expenditure has stabilised since 2010
on the GMS, due to a raft of measures introduced during the economic crisis, including reference
pricing and generic substitution at the point of dispensing (26). However, expenditure on the
HTDA has grown year on year, and stood at €685 million in 2017 (Figure 3) (20). Expenditure on
hospital drugs was estimated at between €310 and €420 million in 2016 (27,28). Collectively
expenditure across community and hospital settings on drugs is in the region of €2.5 billion
annually and increasing.
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Figure 2 Community Drugs Schemes (2017), showing total expenditure of €2 billion.
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Figure 3 Patterns in GMS and HTDA expenditure 2013-2017
GMS General Medical Services, HTDA High-tech Drug Arrangements. Source PCRS Statistical Analysis of Claims and
Payments, 2013-2017

2.3.3 Role of the National Centre for Pharmacoeconomics
The National Centre for Pharmacoeconomics (NCPE) is an independent group of academics,
pharmacists, clinicians, health economists, statisticians, and experts in pharmacoepidemiology.
The NCPE are commissioned by the Corporate Pharmaceutical Unit (CPU) of the HSE to appraise
PEs (usually CUA) of drugs reimbursed or for which reimbursement is sought through the
publicly funded health system (primary and specialist care) in Ireland. They also provide support
for the CPU in considering the impact of price negotiations on the cost-effectiveness and budget
impact of a drug.
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2.3.4 Statutory Basis and Procedural Rules
The statutory process for drug reimbursement is laid down in the Health (Pricing and Supply of
Medical Goods) Act 2013 (14). This Act specifies amongst other items, the creation of a ‘list’ of
drugs to be reimbursed by the HSE under the publicly funded CDS. It also specifies nine criteria
which the HSE must consider when making reimbursement decisions for drugs funded through
the CDS and through the hospital system. The responsibility for maintaining the list lies with the
PCRS. These criteria are as follows:
I.

The health needs of the public,

II.

The cost-effectiveness of meeting health needs by supplying the item concerned rather
than providing other health services,

III.

The availability and suitability of items for supply or reimbursement, or both, under
section 59 of the Act of 1970,

IV.

The proposed costs, benefits and risks of the item or listed item relative to
therapeutically similar items or listed items provided in other health service settings and
the level of certainty in relation to the evidence of those costs, benefits and risks,

V.

The potential or actual budget impact of the item or listed item,

VI.

The clinical need for the item or listed item,

VII.

The appropriate level of clinical supervision required in relation to the item to ensure
patient safety,

VIII.

The efficacy (performance in trial), effectiveness (performance in real situations) and
added therapeutic benefit against existing standards of treatment (how much better it
treats a condition than existing therapies), and

IX.

The resources available to the Executive.

Thus, through this Act, there is a statutory footing for the consideration of cost effectiveness
and opportunity cost when making reimbursement decisions for drugs.
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In addition to the Health Act 2013, there is an agreement with the representative body for the
pharmaceutical industry in Ireland, the Irish Pharmaceutical Healthcare Association (IPHA) (29).
The DOH-HSE-IPHA agreement is currently renegotiated every four years, and provides
procedural rules governing applications for drug reimbursement, as well as commitments to
provide rebate on sales, and rules governing pricing of off-patent products. The agreement
recognises the importance of achieving value and specifies the cost-effectiveness threshold used
in the drug reimbursement process. There is no explicit use of higher thresholds for drug
treatments for cancer, although it has been shown that factors other than the ICER can influence
reimbursement decisions in Ireland (30), reflecting the broad criteria included in the Health Act.
The DOH, HSE and IPHA are partners to this agreement.

Under the current agreement (2016-2020), manufacturers hoping to have drugs reimbursed in
Ireland through the public health service must apply for addition to the reimbursement list. The
CPU of the HSE is responsible for interfacing with pharmaceutical companies for this process.
Applicants complete a ‘Rapid Review’ template alongside a pricing application form and submit
them to the CPU. The rapid review process acts as a ‘triage’ process, so that resources are
focused on the drugs that are considered most likely to have a large drugs budget impact, safety
concerns, or concerns regarding the clinical efficacy compared to current treatments (31). This
same procedure must be followed for each new indication for the drug. The CPU commission
the NCPE to appraise the rapid review and make a recommendation regarding reimbursement,
which takes into account the relative clinical efficacy, safety, budget impact and likelihood of
cost-effectiveness (32).

The HSE Drugs Group consider the recommendation of the NCPE, in addition to the other criteria
specified in the Health Act, when making their reimbursement recommendations and decisions.
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The HSE Drugs Group is composed of the heads of various HSE Directorates and is charged with
making drug reimbursement decisions for drugs which are likely to be cost-effective at the
€20,000 per QALY or €45,000 per QALY threshold and have a budget impact of less than €5
million. For drugs which are not cost-effective at the €45,000 per QALY threshold, or have a
budget impact greater than €10 million, the Drugs Group make a recommendation regarding
reimbursement to HSE Senior Leadership. The HSE Senior Leadership can then sanction the
additional expenditure, or apply to the DOH for additional funding to make the drug available
(29). The Act states that a decision regarding a reimbursement application should be made
within 180 days of receipt of the application, in accordance with the EU Transparency Directive
(2013/50/EU) (7).

Approximately 50% drugs will receive a positive reimbursement recommendation from the
NCPE following rapid review, with the remaining 50% of applications requiring more detailed
consideration of the cost-effectiveness through a full PE (33). The NCPE are commissioned to
conduct a full PE of these selected products on behalf of the HSE. Almost all these drugs will be
for oncology or rare disease indications.

Subsequent to the NCPE appraisal and recommendation, the HSE Drugs Group will consider all
factors outlined in the Health Act 2013, as well as the outcome of price negotiations conducted
between the CPU and the manufacturer. The HSE Drugs Group can then make a reimbursement
decision, or a recommendation regarding reimbursement to the HSE Senior Leadership team as
outlined above.

As noted above, the Act requires explicit consideration of the opportunity cost of the provision
of a new technology, which is reflected in the chosen cost-effectiveness threshold. In the
absence of an evidence-based cost-effectiveness threshold, it is not clear that the decision-
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making process can truly take the opportunity cost of the new intervention into account. The
use of two different cost-effectiveness thresholds, contingent on the budget impact, to
determine at what administrative level (HSE Drugs Group or HSE Senior Leadership team) a
reimbursement decision can be made, is without precedence in other jurisdictions. Additionally,
the practice of allowing some flexibility to reimburse above the threshold effectively endorses
the acceptance of a higher opportunity cost for some technologies, in the absence of any clear
criteria for when this may be appropriate or acceptable to the health care payer, or the end
users of the health service. This approach inevitably leads to charges of a lack of transparency
and fairness in the decision-making process.

The Act additionally provides for reconsideration of the reimbursement status of drugs which
are currently on the reimbursement list. The CPU can commission re-appraisals of drugs any
time after three years of a positive decision to reimburse. Following PE of the drug, price
negotiations can ensue, or the drug can be removed from the list if it is not considered to meet
the reimbursement criteria set down within the Act and described above.
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2.4 Melanoma Skin Cancer

2.4.1 Disease Overview
2.4.1.1 Pathophysiology
Cutaneous melanoma is amongst the most aggressive of all skin cancers (34). It is a type of skin
cancer originating in the melanin-producing melanocytes, which are found between the outer
layer of the skin (the epidermis) and the layer beneath (the dermis); melanomas can also arise
on the eye, meninges, and mucosal surfaces (34). Cutaneous melanoma typically presents in
distinct subtypes, including superficial spreading melanoma (which remains in a horizontal
growth phase until vertical invasion and spread occurs), nodular melanoma (which appears as a
nodule from the outset), acral lentiginous melanoma (presenting on acral surfaces such as the
sole, and is more common in Asian populations), and lentigo maligna melanoma (invasive
melanoma developing in a premalignant condition).

2.4.1.2 Etiology
Melanocytes can become cancerous as a result of unrepaired DNA damage or other genetic
alterations, or both (35,36). There are several genetic and environmental factors that increase
the risk of melanoma, including exposure to sunlight and ultraviolet (UV) radiation; having a high
number of moles (naevi); being very fair skinned (especially with fair or red hair); family history;
age; and having a history of previous melanoma (37).

Melanoma tumours are known to have an exceptionally high mutational load due to the
combination of driver genetic mutations and continuous exposure to the carcinogen, UV
radiation (35). Recent work by the Cancer Genome Atlas suggested classification of melanomas
according to four genomic categories: BRAF, RAS, NF1 (neurofibromin 1), and Triple-Wild Type
(38). The high mutational load and immunogenicity of melanoma tumours has contributed to
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melanoma being the first disease area where checkpoint inhibitors were investigated and
received marketing authorisation in the US and Europe (39).

2.4.1.3 Diagnosis
Suspicious melanocytic lesions can be identified using the ABCD rule-Asymmetry, Border
irregularities, Colour heterogeneity and Diameter ≥5mm (34). The differential diagnosis of
melanoma includes other melanocytic pigmented lesions (e.g. congenital), non-melanocytic
pigmented lesions (e.g. haemangioma) and other non-pigmented tumours such as basal or
squamous cell carcinomas (34).

Diagnosis is based on full-thickness excisional biopsy and histopathological exam (40). Sentinel
lymph node biopsy (SLNB) is a prognostic surgical procedure involving pathologic assessment of
the nodal basin(s), and is recommended in patients with a tumour thickness >1mm or >0.75 mm
and additional risk factors, to increase accuracy of staging (40).
2.4.1.4 Disease Classification
Disease stage is classified according to the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging
guidelines1, using the Classification of Malignant Tumours categories of thickness (T), number of
nodes involved (N) and metastatic sites (M) (41,42). Information on ulceration and mitotic rate
and the nodal metastatic burden is also included. In stage 0 melanoma (in situ melanoma), the
abnormal melanocytes have not started to spread into deeper layers. In stage I and II melanoma,
an invasive cancer has formed, but there is no spread to lymph nodes or distant sites. With stage
III melanoma, the melanoma has spread to the lymph nodes or lymphatic channels and it may
or may not be ulcerated. In stage IV melanoma, the cancer has spread elsewhere in the body,
with the brain, lung, liver, the distant lymph nodes and other areas of the skin being the most

1

The AJCC guidelines were updated from the 7th to the 8th edition effective 2018. The 7th edition
definitions will be used throughout as they were in force when the clinical evidence for available
treatments was developed. Both versions are provided in Appendix 1.
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common places of metastasis (40). Within each stage there are sub-stages (A, B, C, D) defined
by the number of affected nodes, sites of metastatic disease and so on, which are based on
analysis of large observational datasets (41,42).

Molecular testing is now standard for all patients with melanoma2, and is likely to have higher
uptake with the advent of effective treatments for earlier stage disease. Tests look for the
presence of the BRAF V600 mutation to identify those who may benefit from BRAF targeted
treatment. Tests for NRAS and c-KIT mutations may also be conducted; no specific treatments
are currently authorised specifically for use in melanoma with these mutations, but imatinib is
a commercially available c-KIT inhibitor, and the MEK inhibitor binimetinib has shown some
efficacy in NRAS mutated melanoma and is currently under investigation in a Phase III trial
(43,44).
2.4.1.5 Prognostic Factors
Prognostic variables for poorer outcomes in melanoma include higher mitotic rate, the number
and site of distant metastases, and elevated serum lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels (42).
Male gender, age, and site of primary melanoma have also been identified as negative
prognostic indicators (34). Tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs, white blood cells that migrate
into a tumour and help kill tumour cells as part of the host immune response to cancer) have
been identified as a potential positive prognostic factor in melanoma, at both early and
advanced stages of the disease (45).

2

The term ‘advanced melanoma’ will be used throughout this thesis to refer to unresectable or
metastatic melanoma, which corresponds to stage IIIC and IV in the AJCC 7 th edition staging system
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2.4.2 Epidemiology
2.4.2.1 Incidence
Melanoma occurs primarily in European, North American, and Oceanic populations, which
account for almost 82% of the global incidence of melanoma (1). These populations also
represent approximately 64% of mortality associated with the disease (1). In 2015, there was a
global incidence of 351,880 cases and 59,782 deaths (2). The Lancet Global Burden of Disease
study showed that the incidence of malignant melanoma has increased between the years 2006
and 2016 and the age-standardised death rate and years of life lost due to malignant melanoma
decreased at a lower rate than the average for all neoplasms (46). Models predict this global
trend of increasing incidence will continue (47), although there are signs that incidence may
have peaked in Australia and New Zealand, the countries with the highest incidence in the world
(48). Incidence and mortality are higher in men than women (1).

The National Cancer Registry of Ireland (NCRI) provide national epidemiological data on cancer.
Between 2015 and 2017, there were 1,092 cases of invasive melanoma diagnosed in Ireland
annually, accounting for 4.9% of all invasive cancers (49). Melanoma has the 5th highest
incidence of all invasive cancers in Ireland, preceded only by lung, breast, prostate and colorectal
tumours (50). Age-standardised incidence of melanoma is increasing in both males and females,
but at a higher rate in males (annual percentage change 5.1% compared to 2.7%) (3). Patients
aged under 50 years account for 26% all diagnoses, and patients over 75 account for a further
25% (49). The majority of cases (>60%) are diagnosed at an early stage (stage I or II) (49).
2.4.2.2 Mortality
International estimates of ten-year survival range from 93% for stage IA to 39% for stage IIC; and
is markedly worse for stage III, where five-year survival rates range from 78% to 40%. The fiveyear survival in stage IV disease ranges from 10% to 25%, depending on LDH levels (42). There is
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an anomaly in the 7th edition staging guidelines where survival outcomes in stage IIC disease are
worse than those in stage IIIA (42).

In Ireland, mortality with melanoma is increasing, particularly for males where the age
standardised mortality rate has increased by 4.7% between 1994 and 2013 (51). Stage specific
mortality estimates are provided by the NCRI (Figure 4) and show 10-year survival with stage I
melanoma of 98.7%, to 16.9% with stage IV melanoma. Of note, risk of death is highest in the
years following diagnosis; there is little change in the risk of death from melanoma between 5
and 10 years.

Figure 4 Stage specific survival curves in melanoma
(Source National Cancer Registry of Ireland)

2.4.3 Management of Melanoma
The primary treatment for melanoma is surgical intervention to remove the tumour; 95%
patients in Ireland receive surgical intervention within one year of diagnosis (49). SLNB is
recommended for precise staging, and complete lymphadenectomy is recommended if lymph
node is found positive for metastases, although this confers only recurrence free survival (RFS)
benefit without proven effect on overall survival (OS) (40). There is no international consensus
on the most appropriate schedule for monitoring for recurrent disease.
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Pharmacological interventions for melanoma are administered in advanced disease to delay
disease progression and for symptom control. Treatments can be administered neoadjuvantly
to reduce tumour size enabling easier surgical resection, and potentially reducing risk of
recurrence thereafter. Adjuvant treatment is also used post-surgical resection of the tumour at
earlier stages of disease, with the aim of reducing risk of recurrence.
2.4.3.1 Chemotherapy
Historically, outcomes with pharmacological intervention in melanoma have been poor.
Cytotoxic chemotherapy was once the backbone of treatment for stage IIIC and IV disease.
Numerous regimens have been investigated over the decades, exhibiting variable levels of
disease response, but no proven impact on OS (52). Dacarbazine is an alkylating agent which
works by disrupting the DNA replication mechanisms of the tumour (52). Although now largely
displaced by the newer agents, it still plays a role in palliative chemotherapy. Temozolomide is
an oral analogue of dacarbazine, and has demonstrated non-inferiority to dacarbazine in phase
III randomised controlled trials (RCTs) (53,54). Combination chemotherapy regimens targeting
multiple mechanisms of cell growth and replication have also been investigated; frequently used
combinations included the Dartmouth regimen (cisplatin, dacarbazine, bendamustine and
tamoxifen), CVD (cisplatin, vinblastine and dacarbazine), and PC (paclitaxel and carboplatin)(55).
Compared to monotherapy, combination regimens are associated with an increase in toxicity, a
slightly higher response rate, and no significant improvement in OS (52).

2.4.3.2 Immunotherapy
Immunotherapy is treatment that uses part of the patients’ immune system to attack cancer
cells. Earliest investigations of immunotherapy in melanoma involved the cytokines interleukin2 (IL-2) and interferon alpha (IFN) in various treatment regimens. IFN is indicated as adjuvant
treatment for stage II and III disease and is associated with increased RFS and OS (56). Its precise
mechanism of action in melanoma is unknown, although it is postulated to be linked to its
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immuno-stimulatory effects on antigen-presenting cells, producing an increase in TILs causing
an innate immune response to the tumour, rather than a direct anti-tumour effect (56). IFN has
also been investigated in conjunction with chemotherapy (biochemotherapy) for stage IV
disease, demonstrating improvements in progression free survival (PFS) but not OS, and higher
toxicity rates than chemotherapy alone (52).

IL-2 has demonstrated a positive and durable effect on disease response in approximately 10%
of patients with advanced disease, but its use is limited by severe toxicity and lack of a biomarker
to predict efficacy (57). The administration of IL-2 has multiple effects at the tumour site and
the precise mechanism of action is unclear: it promotes differentiation and proliferation of T
lymphocytes, stimulates the production of cytokines, and may increase vascular permeability. It
has been displaced as a first-line treatment option by newer agents.

More recently, the cytotoxic T-lymphocyte associated protein 4 (CTLA-4) inhibitor ipilimumab
showed OS benefit in stage IIIC and IV melanoma, both as monotherapy and in combination with
dacarbazine (58,59), and as an adjuvant treatment for stage III disease (60). It is associated with
a modest increase in OS of approximately three months in advanced disease and has
demonstrated a durable response in a small proportion of patients (61). It acts by attenuating
inhibitory signals to T-cells from dendritic cells, allowing a T-cell driven response to the tumour
to develop; a number of additional local actions have been postulated including reducing Tregulatory cell function (T-regulatory cells suppress the immune responses of other cells) and
altering T-cell ratios which drives tumour cell death (39).

In 2015 two agents, nivolumab and pembrolizumab, both targeting the programmed death-1
(PD-1) regulatory pathway, were licensed in advanced melanoma (39). Disruption of the binding
of the programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) with its PD-1 receptor potentiates the T-cell immune
response against the tumour, and may influence the activity of other immunologic cells such as
B cells and natural killer cells (39). Monotherapy with these agents has demonstrated
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statistically significant improvement in PFS and OS compared to chemotherapy and ipilimumab
(62–65). The synergistic effects of joint CTLA-4/PD-1 inhibition with nivolumab and ipilimumab
has also been demonstrated (66,67).

Collectively, ipilimumab, pembrolizumab and nivolumab are known as checkpoint inhibitors,
and have become the standard of care treatments for advanced melanoma; all are associated
with increases in OS, a variable and unpredictable disease response with some patients
achieving a durable response, and are characterised by a unique immune-related adverse effect
profile (39). Because of the immuno-stimulatory effects of these treatments, there is
widespread research interest in their potential to prevent disease recurrence in earlier stage
disease, and various combinations and strategies are under investigation in the adjuvant and
neoadjuvant setting. Recently PD-1 inhibitors have received marketing authorisations for use as
adjuvant treatments in stage IIIC disease, demonstrating an increase in time to recurrent disease
compared to observation (68,69).

Talimogene laherparepvec (T-VEC) is an oncolytic viral immunotherapy derived from Herpes
Simplex Virus-1, designed to produce intra-lesional granulocyte-monocyte colony stimulating
factor (GM-CSF) (70). It was associated with an increase in OS, compared to GM-CSF
monotherapy in a phase III RCT, and received a marketing authorisation in Europe for stage IIIB,
IIIC and IVM1a disease. Concomitant administration of sargramostim, a GM-CSF-secreting
vaccine adjuvant, with ipilimumab also demonstrated improved treatment outcomes in a phase
III RCT (70), although there is no marketing authorisation for concomitant use.

2.4.3.3 Targeted therapies
The importance of the RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK pathway in melanoma genesis is long established; the
BRAF gene, and its protein product BRAF kinase, are key regulators of this pathway (Figure 5)
(36). The BRAF protein is involved in intra-cellular signalling, directing cell growth. The BRAF
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gene is mutated in approximately 50% of cutaneous melanomas and increases cell proliferation
and tumour growth; inhibition of these actions can have a detrimental effect on tumour growth.
Monotherapy with single-agent BRAF inhibitors such as vemurafenib and dabrafenib has been
superseded by dual BRAF/MEK inhibition, overcoming the issues of emergent resistance, and
increasing PFS and OS compared to monotherapy, with durable responses in a subset of patients
(71,72). Of note, the incidence of melanomas with the BRAF mutation in Ireland is lower than
international norms, and is estimated at approximately 25% (73).

Figure 5 RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK pathway
RAS Rat sarcoma, ERK Extracellular signal-regulated kinases, MEK Mitogen-activated protein kinase, RAF Rapidly
Accelerated Fibrosarcoma.

2.4.3.4 Limitations of Pharmacological Intervention
The availability of checkpoint inhibitors has ushered in a new era of excitement and hope in the
management of many cancers, and the trial outcomes reported in melanoma have been
unprecedented. Nevertheless, there remains a large cohort of patients (approximately 50%)
who have no response to checkpoint inhibitors, and many more who experience progression
following an initial response. Similarly, with dual BRAF/MEK inhibition most patients will develop
resistance to the treatment after 12 months, when the disease resumes its usual course. Initial
hopes of a ‘cure’ for metastatic melanoma have receded, but there is consistent evidence that
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these treatments provide meaningful extensions to life, with much improved safety and
tolerability profiles compared to chemotherapy. A network meta-analysis comparing the
relative efficacy of these new agents in advanced disease is presented in Chapter 7.
2.4.3.5 Radiotherapy
Radiation therapy uses high-energy radiation to shrink tumours and kill cancer cells by damaging
their DNA so that they can no longer replicate. The role of radiotherapy in the management of
melanoma has traditionally been peripheral, focused primarily in the management of brain
metastases (stereotactic ablative radiotherapy) and symptom control. For the treatment of
localised disease, radiotherapy is considered after resection of bulky nodal disease; radiotherapy
reduces the likelihood of recurrence in the radiation field with no effect on disease free survival
(DFS) and OS (40). There may be synergism between radiation therapy and immune checkpoint
inhibitors, where an abscopal effect is seen in metastatic lesions distant to the site of irradiation;
this is under investigation at present (74,75).

2.5 Non-Melanoma Skin Cancer
2.5.1 Disease Overview
2.5.1.1 Pathophysiology
Non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) is a broad ranging term used to describe all types of skin
cancers that are not melanoma. The most common types covered by the term include basal cell
carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), but also include cutaneous lymphomas,
Merkel-cell carcinomas and others (76). BCC is a benign condition, but rare cases can
metastasise (rate < 0.1%). Most cases occur in the facial region, with associated morbidity in
terms of tissue destruction, functional impairments and aesthetic concerns. SCC is also relatively
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benign, but has a greater propensity to metastasise; the rate of metastasis has been estimated
at 2-5% (77).
2.5.1.2 Etiology
NMSC results primarily from exposure to UV radiation, which induces direct damage to DNA and
RNA (78). Risk factors for NMSC include UV exposure, fair complexion, older age,
photosensitising medications and benign sun-related disorders such as actinic keratosis. NMSC
occurs most commonly on the sun-exposed areas of the body (face, neck) (76). Other known
risk-factors include chemical exposure, ionizing radiation, and organ and stem cell transplant,
where risk is related to duration of immunosuppression (78–80). Some genetic conditions can
predispose to NMSC including albinism and xeroderma pigmentosum, as can viruses such as
Human Papilloma Virus (76). BCCs are linked to intermittent UV exposure, whereas long-term
chronic sun-exposure is the greatest risk factor for SCC (51,81).
2.5.1.3 Diagnosis
History and physical examination of suspicious lesions can lead to a diagnosis of NMSC (82,83),
which is confirmed by skin biopsy.

2.5.2 Epidemiology
2.5.2.1 Incidence
NMSCs are the most common types of cancer internationally. The true global incidence is
unknown, as many countries do not record incident cases in cancer registries (80). Highest rates
are found in Australia, and lowest in parts of Africa (84); the disease has greatest incidence in
regions nearest the equator or with high UVB index (78). Incidence is increasing internationally,
estimated at a rate of 3-8%, which may be attributed to improving registration procedures,
increased sun exposure and increased longevity (80,84). Once an individual develops an NMSC,
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there is an increased risk of developing a new skin cancer (78,79). The risk is highest within the
first year, and may be up to 52% within 5 years of the first SCC (80).

From 2011 to 2015, there were on average 9,919 cases registered with NCRI, with BCCs
accounting for 62.3% and SCCs 27.7% of the total (51). This reflects the international statistics
that BCCs outnumber SCCs by approximately 2:1 (76). There is significant difference in incidence
rates between genders, with the rate in males 46% higher than females. The incidence rate is
increasing in Ireland, particularly in males aged over 60 years (annual percentage change 6.1%).
Rates in 2011 were between 33% and 39% higher than in 2002. Over 20% patients with BCC had
between 2 and 5 additional tumours within 5 years, and 17.7% of those with SCC; multiple
tumours are more common in men than women (51).

There is significant geographical variation in incidence of both SCC and BCC throughout Ireland,
with the highest incidences occurring in the HSE Dublin-Mid Leinster area and the lowest in HSE
West (85). NCRI research has examined the correlation between incidence rates, the deprivation
index and urban or rural area of residence and has shown that there are statistically significant
higher rates of incidence of NMSC in the most affluent urban areas (86).
2.5.2.2 Mortality
NMSC is a largely benign disease. Approximately 70 deaths are attributed to NMSC in Ireland
annually, with higher mortality rates seen in men (51). The 5-year survival for BCC in Ireland is
100%, and for SCC is 99.3%.

2.5.3 Management of NMSC
The goal of treatment of BCC and SCC is to completely remove the tumour, and to preserve
function and cosmesis (82,83). Treatment is primarily surgical with radiotherapy considered in
some cases depending on patient performance status. Around 90% patients in Ireland have
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tumour directed surgery (51). Approximately 10% NMSC patients receive biopsy only, mainly
where the tumour was likely to be fully removed at biopsy. Surgical options include traditional
surgical excision (TSE), curettage and electrodessication, and Mohs micrographic surgery
(Mohs). Mohs is a minimally invasive surgical technique for the removal of NMSC, which is
associated with improved cosmetic outcomes and potentially lower recurrence rates, and
potentially higher costs than other standard procedures (87).

Topical agents (imiquimod, 5-fluorouracil) may be used in low-risk, superficial cases of BCC or
SCC in situ (82,83). In the event of metastatic disease developing, treatment regimens include
chemotherapy and targeted therapies such as vismodegib, sonidegib or cetuximab. Cemiplimab,
a PD-1 targeted checkpoint inhibitor, has recently received marketing authorisation from the
FDA for the treatment of patients with metastatic cutaneous SCC or locally advanced cutaneous
SCC who are not candidates for curative surgery or radiation (88).

2.6 Costs Associated with Skin Cancer in Ireland
Our analysis of Hospital In-Patient Enquiry (HIPE) data highlights the high cost of the
management of skin cancer in Ireland (4). From 2010 to 2014, it was estimated that procedures
related to melanoma and NMSC cost at least €83.4million in the hospital setting, a cost which
excludes outpatient disease management, management in primary care, and the cost of drug
treatments.

Checkpoint inhibitors and targeted treatments for advanced melanoma with an estimated
cumulative gross drugs budget impact of in excess of €100 million over 5 years have been
introduced to the Irish market since 2016 (89–92). The checkpoint inhibitors are reimbursed in
Ireland through the ODMS, and BRAF/MEK inhibitors are funded through the HTDA, within the
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terms of their specific marketing authorisations. All these treatments are associated with a very
high cost per patient, and affordability is a serious challenge. Confidential rebates are in place
for all these drugs. The most affluent European countries have placed restrictions on the
prescribing of these drugs, and there is significant disparity in access across Europe (93). Irish
data provided to this study suggests Ireland compares favourably to many European countries
in terms of access to these treatments. However, the affordability challenge is illustrated by the
time from reimbursement recommendation by the NCPE, to the final reimbursement decision
by the HSE for these drugs (median 359 days, Figure 6). T-VEC is not funded through any central
mechanism as the manufacturer failed to submit a HTA dossier (94).

Pembrolizumab
Dabrafenib
Vemurafenib
Nivo + Ipi
Cobimetinib
Ipilimumab
Trametinib
Nivolumab
0

200
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1000

Time (days)
Recipt of RR to NCPE HTA Recommendation

Time to Final Reimbursement Decision

Figure 6 Time from receipt of Rapid Review application to HSE reimbursement decision
(Source NCPE website)

Given the high and increasing incidence of melanoma and NMSC in Ireland, the development of
new and expensive technologies and ongoing budgetary constraints, it is important to identify
and implement cost-effective methods for the management of these diseases.
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3.1 Introduction
Non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) is managed through surgical removal of the tumour. There
are multiple surgical modalities used, including traditional surgical excision (TSE), curettage and
electrodessication, and Mohs micrographic surgery (Mohs) (82,83). There is only one centre in
Ireland currently providing Mohs surgery for public patients, in St James’s Hospital, and there is
one additional unit in a private hospital. There is significant demand for removal of skin lesions
such as NMSC in Ireland, as indicated by lengthy waiting times (5), and the number of Mohs
procedures conducted in St James’s hospital annually has doubled since 2013 (95). To determine
if the provision of additional Mohs services in public hospitals is desirable, consideration of the
cost-effectiveness of Mohs surgery is warranted. A study was conducted to assess utility in
patients undergoing Mohs and TSE for the removal of NMSC, and to assess the validity of EQ5D-3L in NMSC. A review of the literature was conducted to identify published studies
considering the cost-effectiveness of Mohs surgery. A simple decision tree model was adapted
to estimate the cost-effectiveness of Mohs in the Irish healthcare setting.

3.2 Background
Mohs surgery involves surgical removal of the ‘minimal amount of tissue to eradicate cancerous
tissue with precise mapping of the entire surgical margin while preserving normal skin’(96). It
consists of the administration of a local anaesthetic, local tumour debulking, followed by the
excision of a saucer of tissue which is examined microscopically by the surgeon (96). This allows
for complete margin visualisation by the surgeon, compared to visualisation of only a small
percentage of the margin by standard excision techniques. Additional layers of skin can be
removed and examined until the surgeon is satisfied that all cancerous cells have been removed.
The site is then allowed to heal by granulation or reconstruction. As less tissue is removed
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compared to TSE, there should be an improvement in cosmetic outcomes. With better
visualisation of the margins, there is also greater chance that all the cancerous cells are
removed, thus reducing the possibility of recurrence.

There has been enormous growth in the use of Mohs in the US, where there was over 1.1 million
Mohs procedures reimbursed through Medicare alone in 2013, at a cost of $550 million (97).
Utilisation is increasing at a greater rate than disease incidence (98). Several US costing studies
have been published, many concluding that Mohs is less expensive than TSE (99–101). Concerns
have been expressed over the methodologies used in these studies (102). From an Irish
perspective, these costing studies are based on insurance reimbursement rates, rather than
treatment costs and are unlikely to represent costs in the Irish setting. Additionally, in many of
these studies Mohs is performed in a dermatologist clinic rather than in the hospital setting. This
does not reflect practice in Ireland, where both TSE and Mohs occur in the inpatient day-case
setting and as such are likely to incur similar over-head costs. A Dutch study comparing costs for
TSE and Mohs in the hospital setting found that Mohs was associated with a statistically
significant higher cost per procedure (103). Given the large numbers of primary and recurrent
NMSC treated annually in the Irish health service, even small incremental costs per surgical
procedure could have significant budget impact. The cost effectiveness of Mohs surgery has not
previously been considered in the Irish healthcare setting.

As outlined in Chapter 2, NMSC is a largely benign condition. Since NMSC is unlikely to impact
on life expectancy, cost effectiveness of treatment is most likely to be affected by differences in
treatment costs between interventions, and differences in the impact on utility. It is known that
NMSC may impact patient quality of life (QOL), arising from the tumour itself or treatment
associated with the tumour, or through symptoms, cosmetic burden, functional limitations and
fear and anxiety regarding appearance or disease spread (104). However, few studies measuring
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utility in NMSC have been published (105). Additionally, a systematic review did not identify any
literature pertaining to the validity of generic preference based measures (PBMs) of health
related QOL in patients with NMSC (106). PBMs of health are required for economic analysis to
establish the relative value patients place on the QOL changes brought about by specific
interventions. To facilitate economic evaluation of surgical procedures for the removal of NMSC,
a study was designed to gather utility data from a cohort of patients in Ireland undergoing
surgical procedures in a tertiary referral centre.

3.3 Assessment of Quality of Life in Patients Undergoing Removal of
NMSC in a Tertiary Referral Centre
The aims of this study were as follows:
a) To measure QOL as reported by patients at baseline and following removal of NMSC by
either Mohs or TSE, using two condition specific measures (CSMs), Skindex-16 and the
Skin Cancer Index (SCI).
b) To obtain preference-based estimates of utility at baseline (pre-removal procedure) and
following removal of NMSC by either Mohs or TSE, using a generic PBM, the EQ-5D-3L.
c) To examine the validity, sensitivity, and responsiveness of EQ-5D-3L in NMSC.
d) To analyse demographic information (age, sex, location and histology of NMSC, previous
history of NMSC and socioeconomic status) to ascertain if it is a determinant of QOL in
this patient cohort.

3.3.1 Study Design
A longitudinal observational cohort study was initiated, in the Department of Dermatology in St
James’s Hospital, with ethics approval from Tallaght University Hospital/St James’s Hospital Joint
Research Ethics committee. All patients referred to the Dermatology department were eligible
and invited to participate in the study if they were aged ≥ 18 years, able to self-report their QOL
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and scheduled to undergo either TSE or Mohs surgery to remove any type of NMSC. The planned
sample size was 200 participants, based on the expected number of patients it would be feasible
to recruit and sample sizes in previous QOL studies.

A study schematic is shown in Figure 7. Once informed consent was provided, patients
completed three QOL measures prior to undergoing their surgical procedure. On the day of the
surgical procedure, the physician or nurse who consented the patient completed a brief
questionnaire providing patient characteristics, including age on day of procedure, sex,
procedure type, NMSC type, location of NMSC, and prior history of NMSC. Follow-up
questionnaires were administered by post, three months after the surgical procedure. The time
lapse to follow-up questionnaires was based on clinical advice as to when the wound would be
healed. Postage paid envelopes were included with the follow-up questionnaires to improve
response rate.

Figure 7 Outline of NMSC Quality of Life study design
EQ-5D-3L EuroQol 5-Dimensions, SCI Skin Cancer Index, QOL quality of life, NMSC non-melanoma skin cancer
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3.3.1.1 Instrument Selection
Published reviews of patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) in NMSC were used to select
validated measures for assessing QOL in NMSC for this study (105,107,108). One review
identified six different instruments which potentially could be used to measure QOL in patients
with NSMC, and recommended the SCI as the only instrument that had undergone a formal
validation process in NMSC (107). They also considered that a general dermatology index such
as Skindex-16 could be useful to measure the symptoms and psychosocial effects of NMSC. A
structured review identified nine CSMs and two generic non-PBMs previously used to evaluate
QOL in NSMC, and concluded that there was robust evidence for the use of both SCI and Skindex16 to measure QOL in NMSC (105). The authors further noted a limited body of evidence
supporting the use of generic PROMs in skin cancer, arguing for the investigation of EQ-5D-3L in
NMSC given its widespread use in other disease areas. Finally a review of PROMs for facial NMSC
identified nine instruments used in previous studies, and noted that while there were a number
of limitations to the SCI including a lack of detailed questions relating to appearance, scar
concerns, body-image distress and the effect of appearance on lifestyle, employment and
finances, it was the most appropriate tool for facial NSMC (108).

Based on these reviews, one generic dermatology measure, Skindex-16, and one NMSC specific
measure, SCI, were administered in this study. The Skindex-16 was chosen as the generic
dermatology measure because of the published evidence of clinical responsiveness, internal and
construct validity in patients with NMSC (109). The SCI was chosen as the NMSC specific measure
in light of published evidence of its clinical responsiveness and internal validity (110).The EQ-5D3L was chosen for this study as it is a commonly used generic PBM in Irish CUA, and widely used
in CUA internationally. Furthermore a systematic review found that EQ-5D-3L was the only
generic PBM used in dermatology studies, and there was good evidence for its validity and
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responsiveness in skin conditions (particularly psoriatic arthritis and plaque psoriasis)(106).
Copies of the three instruments are provided in Appendix 2.
3.3.1.2 Skindex-16
There are three dimensions covered by the Skindex-16 questionnaire, symptoms (questions 14), emotion (questions 5-11) and functioning (questions 12-16). Patients respond to 16
questions, marking one answer to each question on a 7-point Likert scale of ‘never bothered’ to
‘always bothered’. Each question score is then transformed to a score out of 100 by multiplying
by 16.6667, and the average of the transformed score across all the questions in each domain is
reported (111). Higher scores are indicative of a greater impact of skin disease on QOL. The
composite score (average across the three domains) is not a validated measure but is widely
reported. Previous studies have shown greatest impairment in the emotions and symptoms
scales, with little impact of NMSC on functioning (112).
3.3.1.3 The Skin Cancer Index
There are three dimensions covered by the SCI questionnaire, emotion (questions 1-7), social
(questions 8-12) and appearance (questions 13-15). Patients respond to 15 questions, marking
one answer to each question on a 5-point scale ‘very much’ to ‘not at all’. This scale is then
transformed from a 0 (worst) to 100 (best) score and an index score estimated as the average
of the three domain scores (110); high SCI scores suggest that NMSC has little impact on QOL,
while lower scores are indicative of a greater impact. This questionnaire is the only tool to
contain specific questions relating to appearance. Instrument validation occurred in a sample of
211 NMSC patients leading to the development of the 15 item, three domain instrument
(110,113,114). Responses were moderately skewed to the upper range, in common with other
PROMs. Previously published studies show greatest impairment in the emotions and
appearance scales, indicating that these aspects of QOL have greatest potential to benefit from
clinical intervention (110).
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3.3.1.4 EQ-5D-3L
There are 5 dimensions covered by the EQ-5D-3L questionnaire, mobility, self-care, usual
activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression (115). Each of these dimensions has three
levels for the patient to choose from, giving rise to a description of 243 distinct health states.
These health states are then ‘scored’ according to preferences expressed by a nationally
representative sample of citizens, using the time trade off method to establish their preferences.
The UK tariff was used to value the reported health states in this study in the absence of an Irish
dataset, which ranges from -0.594 to 1 (116). The EQ-5D-3L also includes a visual analogue scale
(VAS), ranging from 0 (worst imaginable health) to 100 (best imaginable health); the score is
taken directly from patient responses.

3.3.2 Analysis
Descriptive statistics for the population were calculated. Non-parametric tests were used when
comparing QOL scores across measures, acknowledging that QOL data is skewed and unlikely to
conform to the assumptions of normality. Normality of continuous variables was examined with
the Shapiro-Wilk test. Summary scores for each instrument at baseline were estimated.

Matched pairs (baseline and follow-up) are compared using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test in the
whole population, and in sub-group analysis by histology and procedure type.

The sensitivity of a PROM is the ability of the instrument to measure change in a state; this
health change may not be clinically meaningful or relevant to the decision maker (117).
Sensitivity of the chosen instruments was considered in terms of the ability to detect statistically
significant differences between the populations at baseline and follow-up; statistically
significant changes in utility are deemed strong evidence of sensitivity, where this change is also
demonstrated by CSMs.
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Responsiveness has been defined as the ability to measure meaningful changes in health, and is
related to both reliability and validity of the measures (118). There is no gold-standard measure
for responsiveness (106), and so a number of assessments were undertaken. Firstly,
responsiveness was assessed in terms of the minimum clinically important difference (MCID).
The MCID for Skindex-16 has been previously identified as 10 points, and for EQ-5D-3L as 0.08
points (112,119). There is no published MCID for SCI. Secondly, standardised response means
(SRMs) were used as an index of responsiveness. SRMs were calculated by dividing the mean
change from baseline to follow-up, by the standard deviation of the change and were further
adjusted for repeated measurements accounting for correlations between respondents. SRMs
<0.2 were considered a trivial effect, 0.2-0.5 a small effect, 0.5-0.8 a moderate effect and >0.8 a
large effect (Cohen’s D cut-offs3) (120,121). Finally, the proportions of patients reporting best
and worst scores across each instrument were compared for consistency across measures.

Validity is the extent to which a measure captures what it is intended to measure (122). Content
validity is defined as the extent to which the items of an instrument are appropriate for the
health dimensions being measured (122), and has previously been established for SCI and
Skindex-16 (109,110,113). Face validity examines whether the items of each dimension are
sensible and appropriate (122). This is assumed to be established for each of these instruments
given their widespread use. Construct validity refers to the extent to which a measure agrees
with other measures or indicators of health (123). Construct validity of EQ-5D-3L in NMSC was
examined using known-group analysis and through assessment of convergent validity in the
baseline sample.

3

Cohen’s D cut-offs were originally defined by Cohen as a rule-of-thumb to encourage the use of power
calculations in psychological research. The effect size (ES) is effectively a representation of the degree to
which the null hypothesis (H0) is considered to be false (H0: ES=0). Each statistical test has its own ES
index. For ES and SRMs, H0 is that the difference between groups (d) is 0, and that the small, medium
and large ES are d=0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 respectively. A ‘medium’ difference between means is half a
standard deviation.
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In known-group analysis, groups where QOL is expected to differ, for example based on age or
disease severity, are identified, and results are compared to determine if differences are
detected. The groups identified a priori were females versus males, previous history or no
previous history of NMSC, and patients aged > or < 50 years. These were identified based on
published studies using SCI, but it must be noted that previous studies using Skindex-16 found
that these factors were not predictive for QOL (112,124). Effect sizes (ES) were calculated for
each instrument, based on the mean difference (MD) between groups, divided by the pooled
standard deviation. ES were classified based on Cohen’s D cut-offs as described above.
Differences between groups were tested using the Mann-Whitney U test. Differences were also
defined using the non-parametric probability of superiority (PS), the probability that a randomly
sampled member of a population will have a score that is higher than the score attained by a
randomly sampled member of comparator population (125). This measure gives a stochastic
superiority of one group’s scores over another. PS is given by the U statistic divided by the total
number of possible comparisons (sample size in one population multiplied by sample size in the
comparator population). PS of 0.5 suggests no difference between the populations.

Convergent validity is the extent to which the EQ-5D-3L correlates with other measures of
health. It was examined by assessing correlations between the CSM domain and composite
scores, and the EQ-5D-3L utility values, using Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient. A priori,
it was expected that if there was good convergent validity, high values of EQ-5D-3L would be
correlated with low Skindex-16 values, and high SCI values. Values between -1 and 0 suggest
negative correlation, between 0 and 1 suggest positive correlation. Values of 1 or -1 suggest
perfect association of ranks; the weaker association between ranks the closer to 0. Correlations
between CSM domain scores and each EQ-5D-3L domain were also examined, and between CSM
domains thought likely to overlap with EQ-5D-3L domains, as follows: Anxiety/Depression and
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Pain/Discomfort with the Emotion domains of both CSMs, and Usual Activities and Skindex-16
Functioning and SCI Social.

Address details were used to assign a socioeconomic category, using the Pobal Deprivation Index
(126). This measure uses census data to assign one of eight deprivation categories (extremely
affluent, very affluent, affluent, marginally above average, marginally below average, deprived,
very deprived, extremely deprived) at the small electoral area level, which subdivides the
country into 18,448 regions with a mean population of <100 households in each division.
Deprivation scores are normally distributed, and therefore experiences of those living within
each category are only expected to be different one or two standard deviations away from the
mean (126). Thus, the marginally above and marginally below categories were merged and
treated as a single category. Linear regression models with instrumental variables for the nonbinary categories, were used to investigate relationships between identified sociodemographic
factors and baseline QOL. All statistical analysis was conducted in RStudio using R version 3.5.0©.

3.3.3 Results
3.3.3.1 Baseline Demographics
Ninety-two patients were recruited to the study. Baseline demographics are provided (Table 1).
The mean age of enrolled patients was 64.8 years, with 82.6% aged ≥ 50 years. The cohort was
almost evenly split between men and women. Most patients (75%) had BCC histology. The mean
age of those with BCC was 63 years, compared to 75.5 years for those with SCC.
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Table 1 Demographics in included cohort, QOL study

Baseline demographics
Male
Female
History NMSC
Previous NMSC
No previous NMSC
Unknown history
Histology
BCC
SCC
Unknown
Procedure type
Mohs
Traditional Surgical Excision
Other
Unknown
NMSC location
Face
Scalp/Neck
Other
Unknown
Socioeconomic status
Affluent
Average
Disadvantaged
Very Disadvantaged

N
48
44

%
52.17
47.83

30
51
11

32.61
55.43
11.96

66
4
22

71.74
4.35
23.91

71
14
4
3

77.17
15.22
4.35
3.26

70
7
11
4

76.09
7.61
11.96
4.35

18
61
11
2

19.6%
66.3%
11.9%
2.2%

NMSC non-melanoma skin cancer, BCC basal cell carcinoma, SCC Squamous cell carcinoma

3.3.3.2 Quality of Life Pre-Removal Procedure
Responses to each instrument were scored as described above. The rules for scoring Skindex-16
state that if ≥25% questions in a given domain are unanswered, no score is derived for that
domain; thus, there was a higher level of missing data for Skindex-16 than for other instruments.
The number of included observations for each domain are reported alongside the scores in Table
2. High scores for Skindex-16 and low scores for SCI are indicative of poorer QOL.
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Table 2 Quality of life at baseline, as assessed by Skindex-16, Skin Cancer Index and EQ-5D-3L

Composite (N=78)
Symptoms (n=81)
Emotions (N=81)
Functioning (n=84)

Composite (N=90)
Emotion (N=91)
Social (N=89)
Appearance (N=90)

EQ-5D-3L Utility (N=85)
EQ-5D VAS (N=68)

Skindex-16 Domain Scores
Mean
SD
23.53
20.61
18.23
21.53
42.17
31.52
11.69
21.21
Skin Cancer Index Domain Scores
Mean
SD
69.41
22.32
57.72
27.37
79.14
24.03
70.93
26.95
EQ-5D-3L Scores
Mean
SD
0.86
0.23
79.04
15.47

Median
17.84
8.33
40.48
0
Median
75.56
60.71
90.00
79.17
Median
1
82

SD standard deviation, EQ-5D EuroQol 5-Dimensions, VAS Visual Analogue Scale

Patients reported little impairment in functioning by Skindex-16 (median 0, mean 11.69) and
reported a relatively low impact in terms of symptoms (median 8.33, mean 18.23). Questions
relating to the emotion domain showed greatest impairment in QOL, by both Skindex-16 and
SCI (Table 2). SCI scores for the social and appearance domains showed some signs of
impairment, with concerns regarding appearance causing greater reduction in QOL (mean score
70.9, median 79.2). Reported EQ-5D-3L utility values were high (mean 0.86) and were higher
than age-adjusted UK population norms across each age category. Correlation between utility
and VAS scores was moderate, rho=0.58.

The mean utility for those with SCC was 0.79, compared to 0.86 for those with BCC. Similarly,
the mean score by Skindex-16 for SCC was 42.87 (n=3) compared to 23.43 with BCC, and for SCI
was 53.93 (n=4) for SCC and 69.89 for BCC. These differences were not statistically significant.
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3.3.3.3 Quality of Life Post-Removal Procedure
Follow-up questionnaires were not sent to one patient as they had not completed the baseline
survey appropriately. Surveys were returned by 59 of 91 study participants (65%). Differences
in reported QOL between matched pairs were assessed using Wilcoxon rank sum tests for nonparametric data.

Statistically significant improvements in QOL with three months follow up were seen for all
Skindex-16 domains except for functioning, which showed little evidence of impairment at
baseline (Table 3). Statistically significant improvements in QOL with three months follow up
were seen for all SCI domains (Table 3). By contrast there was no statistically significant
difference in utility at follow up as measured by EQ-5D-3L or VAS. The mean difference between
baseline and follow up for Skindex-16 was 13.45, 12.70 for SCI and 0.014 for EQ-5D-3L (Figure
8).
Table 3 Differences from baseline to follow-up in patients with complete data.

Instrument

Composite
Symptoms
Emotions
Functioning
Composite
Emotion
Social
Appearance
Utility
VAS

Mean baseline

Mean Follow-up

Mean
difference
Skindex-16 Domain Scores
24.05
10.60
-13.45
18.19
8.25
-9.94
42.24
16.62
-25.62
11.70
6.29
-5.41
Skin Cancer Index Domain Scores
71.15
83.84
12.70
60.03
72.50
12.46
81.38
91.95
10.58
72.39
87.07
14.68
EQ-5D-3L Scores
0.893
0.907
0.014
80.935
80.451
-0.484

EQ-5D EuroQol 5-Dimensions, VAS Visual Analogue Scale
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p-value

P<0.0001
0.0005
P<0.0001
0.239
P<0.0001
P<0.0001
0.0002
0.0002
0.3601
0.8685

Figure 8 Boxplot illustrating baseline and follow up composite scores for each instrument.
SCI Skin Cancer Index

The mean utility at follow-up for those with BCC was 0.89; only one patient with SCC was
included in the follow-up data, with a utility of 1. The mean utility at baseline and follow up for
patients undergoing TSE was 0.87 and 0.88 respectively (Table 4). The corresponding figures for
Mohs were 0.90 and 0.92 (Table 4).
Table 4 Baseline and Follow-up scores by procedure type and histology

Skindex-16
Mohs TSE
SCC BCC

Skin Cancer Index
Mohs TSE
SCC
BCC

EQ-5D-3L Utility
Mohs TSE SCC BCC

Baseline 25.66 18.89 0

23.38 68.45 79.89 65.48 69.70 0.90

0.87

1

0.88

Followup

12.46 83.26 87.48 74.76 83.02 0.92

0.88

1

0.89

10.84 6.59

0

TSE traditional surgical excision, SCC squamous cell carcinoma, BCC basal cell carcinoma, EQ-5D EuroQol 5-Dimensions

3.3.3.4 Validation of EQ-5D-3L in NMSC
3.3.3.4.1 Sensitivity
As described above, the CSM instruments showed statistically significant improvements in QOL
between the baseline and follow-up assessments, whereas there was no statistically significant
change in utility or VAS scores between baseline and follow-up. As both CSMs captured a
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difference in QOL, it is considered that there is a difference between QOL from baseline and
follow-up, and the EQ-5D-3L was insufficiently sensitive to detect same.

3.3.3.4.2 Responsiveness
Responsiveness was assessed in all patients with follow-up QOL scores. Responsiveness was first
considered in terms of MCIDs. The improvement in Skindex-16 scores from baseline to followup was greater than the defined MCID (10 points) in the emotion domain and in the composite
score and was close to the MCID at 9.6 for the symptom domain. By contrast, the change in EQ5D-3L was far below the MCID threshold (0.08). There is no published MCID for SCI.

Secondly, responsiveness was considered using SRMs. SRMs for the CSMs were similar in terms
of magnitude, ranging from 1.1 (Skindex-16 symptoms) to 2.4 (Skindex-16 emotion). Using
Cohen’s D cut-offs, the SRMs for the CSMs were considered to have a ‘large’ effect for both
composite scores and across each domain; by contrast the responses seen with EQ-5D-3L and
VAS were trivial (<0.2), and of an entirely different magnitude compared to the CSMs (Table 5).
Table 5 Assessment of responsiveness to change of each instrument

Composite
Symptoms
Emotion
Functioning
Composite
Emotion
Social
Appearance
Utility
VAS

Mean difference
Effect Size
SRM
Skindex-16 Domains
-13.447
1.031
1.874
-9.942
0.752
1.112
-25.623
1.309
2.421
-5.509
0.482
1.148
Skin Cancer Index Domains
12.695
0.964
1.899
12.463
0.684
1.273
10.575
0.870
1.892
14.682
0.904
1.749
EQ-5D-3L
0.014
0.142
0.044
-0.484
-0.047
-0.015

Cohen’s D
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Trivial
Trivial

SRM standardised response mean, SCI Skin Cancer Index, EQ-5D EuroQol 5-Dimensions

Finally, best and worst scores for each instrument were compared for consistency. The worst
QOL state was not reported in any instrument in the baseline sample. There were 50 (54%)
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assessments of perfect health by EQ-5D-3L, compared to just 7 (7.6%) by Skindex-16 and 2
(2.2%) by SCI. Clustering of scores close to perfect health is noted for all instruments; this effect
is notably greater for EQ-5D (Figure 9 and Appendix 2, Figures A3-A5). Of the patients reporting
perfect health by EQ-5D-3L, the average Skindex-16 score was 18.3 and the average SCI score
was 75.1 (Table 6). Of those reporting perfect health by EQ-5D-3L, 84% and 96% of Skindex-16
and SCI respondents respectively reported QOL impairment. One patient reported perfect
health by Skindex-16 and a utility of 0.746.
Table 6 CSM scores from patients with baseline EQ-5D-3L score of 1

Mean
score
Skindex-16 Composite
Skindex-16 Symptoms
Skindex-16 Emotion
Skindex-16 Functioning
Skin Cancer Index
Composite
Skin Cancer Index
Emotion
Skin Cancer Index Social
Skin Cancer Index
Appearance

SD

Median

18.3
13.9
32.9
8.0
75.1

20.8
21.8
31.6
21.3
22.5

17.9
9.7
39.3
0
75.6

Percentage of
respondents reporting
QOL impairment
84%
50%
84%
2%
96%

65.0

27.5

60.7

90%

82.8
76.7

24.2
27.2

90
79.2

60%
62%

SD standard deviation, QOL quality of life, SCI Skin Cancer Index

Figure 9 Histograms showing distribution of baseline scores across instruments.
SCI Skin Cancer Index
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3.3.3.4.3 Known Group Analysis
Known group analysis was used to assess the ability of the instruments to differentiate between
groups known to differ in QOL. Groups analysed were based on sex, previous history of NMSC
and age greater than or less than 50 years. Effect sizes (ES) were estimated based on the mean
difference between groups at baseline, divided by the pooled standard deviation. Tests for
differences between groups used the Mann-Whitney U test.

Overall ES were mainly trivial (<0.2) or small (<0.5) between groups for all instruments, except
for previous history NMSC by SCI, where the ES was moderate at 0.67 (Table 7). Statistically
significant differences between groups was noted only for the SCI instrument, between patients
with and without previous history of NMSC (p=0.006). The PS analyses found that there was a
higher probability of a lower SCI score in those with a previous history of NMSC (Table 7).
Table 7 Effect sizes and outcomes of Mann-Whitney U tests for known group analysis

Sex
Mean Difference
Effect Size
p-value
PS

3.51
0.14
0.71
0.32

Mean Difference
Effect Size
p-value
PS

2.37
0.11
0.80
0.44

Mean Difference
Effect Size
p-value
PS

0.08
0.35
0.50
0.39

Age
Skindex-16
2.93
0.15
0.76
0.36
Skin Cancer Index
4.13
0.21
0.86
0.46
EQ-5D-3L
0.08
0.39
0.4253
0.46

Previous History
7.22
0.33
0.13
0.26
13.65
0.67
0.006
0.65
0.06
0.26
0.06
0.44

PS non-parametric probability of superiority, EQ-5D EuroQol 5-Dimensions

3.3.3.4.4 Convergent Validity
Spearman’s correlation was used to assess convergent validity between EQ-5D-3L and the
previously validated instruments (Table 8). A priori, it was expected that if there was good
concurrent validity, high values of utility would be correlated with low Skindex-16 values, and
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high SCI values. The correlation coefficient between SCI composite score and EQ-5D-3L utility
was 0.295, and that between Skindex-16 and EQ-5D-3L utility was -0.338 (Figure 10). By contrast
the correlation coefficient between Skindex-16 and SCI was -0.651, suggesting strong correlation
between the instruments (Table 8, Figure 10). Correlations were particularly strong between the
SCI composite and social scores and the emotion domain of Skindex-16 (Table 8).
Table 8 Coefficients for correlation between SCI, Skindex-16 and EQ-5D-3L

Skindex-16
Composite

Skindex-16
Symptoms

Skindex-16
Emotion

Skindex-16
Functioning

EQ-5D-3L
Utility

EQ-5D
VAS

SCI Composite

-0.651

-0.333

-0.735

-0.603

0.295

0.160

SCI Emotion
SCI Social
SCI Appearance

-0.551
-0.662
-0.528

-0.269
-0.336
-0.281

-0.666
-0.703
-0.601

-0.46
-0.691
-0.486

0.266
0.225
0.240

0.153
0.159
0.041

EQ-5D-3L Utility -0.338

-0.344

-0.329

-0.352

1.0

0.581

EQ-5D VAS

-0.312

-0.137

-0.19

0.581

1.0

-0.17

SCI Skin Cancer Index, EQ-5D EuroQol 5-Dimensions, VAS Visual Analogue Scale

Figure 10 Scatterplots of correlation between each instrument
SCI Skin Cancer Index

Table 9 presents Spearman’s correlations between CSM scores and EQ-5D-3L domains.
Correlations are presented for the composite scores, and for CSM domains where it is was
considered that there would be conceptual overlap with EQ-5D-3L domains, e.g. anxiety and
depression in EQ-5D-3L and the emotion domains of the CSMs. Poor correlation was seen
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between the composite scores and the EQ-5D-3L domains, but also with the CSM domains
where conceptual overlap was considered likely.
Table 9 Correlations between CSM scores and EQ-5D domains

Skindex-16 Composite
Skindex-16 Emotion
Skindex-16 Functioning
SCI Composite
SCI Emotion
SCI Social

Mobility

Self-care

0.024
0.052
0.094
-0.08
-0.057
-0.098

-0.159
-0.14
-0.177
0.073
0.05
0.049

Usual
Activities
0.1322
0.142
0.165
-0.168
-0.2
-0.142

Pain/
Discomfort
0.3633
0.322
0.280
-0.293
-0.22
-0.278

Anxiety/
Depression
0.345
0.391
0.416
-0.313
-0.295
-0.254

SCI Skin Cancer Index

3.3.3.5 Socioeconomic Status and Quality of Life

Multivariable linear regression models were used to investigate the relationship between
sociodemographic predictors and baseline QOL. No patients were from extremely affluent, very
affluent or extremely disadvantaged areas. As the marginally above and below average
categories were treated as one, only four categories-affluent, average, disadvantaged and very
disadvantaged were included in the analysis (Table 10).
Table 10 Deprivation status of included patients

Sociodemographic status
Affluent
Average

Sample size
18
61

Disadvantaged
Very Disadvantaged

11
2

Poor deprivation status was associated with a statistically significant poorer baseline QOL
compared to those lived in affluent areas, as measured by the SCI only (p<0.05). Similarly, a
previous history of NMSC was associated with poorer QOL as assessed by the SCI. These patterns
were not seen with the other measures, where no statistically significant relationships were
seen between any of the variables and the reported QOL.

3.3.4 Discussion
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Baseline QOL showed little impairment in terms of impact on functioning and symptoms when
measured by Skindex-16. This is in keeping with the expected results that NMSC has limited
impact on functioning, and few symptoms. The highest impact is seen in the emotion domain of
Skindex-16, and this is mirrored in the emotion domain of SCI. Impaired QOL was seen across all
domains of the SCI instrument, emotions, social and appearance. Reported baseline QOL was
similar to that seen in previous studies using the SCI (124). Mean baseline utility values were
higher than age-adjusted norms, showing no evidence of an NMSC-related impact on utility.

With three months follow-up, statistically significant improvements in QOL were seen with the
CSMs, and these were clinically meaningful in the case of Skindex-16. The mean differences in
each domain were similar to those previously seen with Skindex-16, with greatest improvement
in the emotion domain (127). Increases in QOL as measured by SCI were slightly higher than
some previous estimates in the literature, but were largely consistent (124). By contrast there
was a trivial increase in utility following the removal procedure. The incremental QALY gain post
procedure was 0.014, far short of the estimated MCID for EQ-5D-3L of 0.08.

The sensitivity of the EQ-5D-3L to changes in NMSC-related QOL of life can be considered in
terms of these statistically significant changes detected by the CSMs. The absence of a
statistically significant change in utility suggests a lack of sensitivity to change. Previously,
generic non-PBMs such as SF-36 were found not to detect changes in QOL with NMSC, further
finding that scores of patients with NMSCs are comparable to population norms (105,128,129).

Responsiveness of the EQ-5D-3L was poor, as assessed by comparing differences in before and
after scores, and by comparing standardised response means as a measure of ES, which were
considered large across all domains of the CSMs and trivial for EQ-5D-3L. The number of patients
reporting best scores with EQ-5D-3L was many multiples of those by CSMs.
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Investigation of the construct validity of EQ-5D-3L compared to the CSMs highlights poor
concurrent validity, which suggests the instruments may be measuring different constructs and
may explain the poor sensitivity to change. EQ-5D-3L considers five dimensions of QOL, mobility,
self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression, whereas the Skindex-16 and
SCI focus on aspects of QOL more specific to NMSC such as the emotional impact, the impact on
appearance, social interactions and the consequences of symptoms of the disease. The areas
upon which NMSC showed the greatest impact using the CSMs were the emotional aspects, as
well as social impact and appearance. The emotional impact of NMSC was expected to show
some correlation with the anxiety and depression domain of the EQ-5D-3L, but correlation was
poor with both instruments (0.39 with Skindex-16, and -0.295 with SCI). This may be related to
the descriptive system used in each instrument; there are 9 questions on the Skindex-16 making
up the emotions domain, with seven possible levels to answer each, compared to just a single
question with three levels of response on the EQ-5D-3L. Similarly, there are 7 questions on the
SCI in the emotions domain, with five possible levels to answer each.

The EQ-5D-5L has been proposed as an alternative instrument to the EQ-5D-3L, with an
improved descriptive system and five levels to record the impacts in each domain, with the aim
of increasing sensitivity and reducing ceiling effects of the EQ-5D-3L. A recent paper assessing
utility in patients with BCC, SCC and actinic keratosis using EQ-5D-5L in German patients
reported an age-adjusted mean value of 0.87 and 0.84 for utility in patients with BCC and SCC
respectively, close to the values reported here (130). Reported mean VAS scores were 74 and
72 for BCC and SCC respectively (130). Ceiling effects remain with the EQ-5D-5L with 38%
patients reporting perfect health (130), although this is less than the 54% seen in this study.

The known-group analysis was inconclusive. This was not surprising, as the evidence for clear
differences within these groups in the literature is conflicting. The largest ESs with EQ-5D-3L
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were seen when the groups were broken down based on age and sex, which is likely to reflect
known impairments in utility in older patients and females rather than NMSC-related QOL.

Comparisons between generic PBMs and CSMs pose difficulties in terms of comparing sensitivity
and responsiveness, as QOL estimates by CSMs may not reflect preferences for health. Thus, the
lack of change in utility, ES and SRMs may indicate that the changes in QOL are simply not valued
according to the societal tariff, as opposed to the instrument being insufficiently sensitive or
responsive to detect these changes.

There was no evidence of a greater improvement in QOL in patients who underwent the Mohs
procedure compared to those undergoing surgical excision. There was also no evidence of a
statistically significant difference in QOL between those with BCC and SCC according to the SCI
or Skindex-16. Sample sizes for both these comparisons were small, and the outcomes may not
be robust.

The purpose of examining the relationship between QOL and sociodemographic factors was to
identify if there were a patient population with a systematically lower QOL, as a potential means
to prioritise patients requiring removal of NMSC. The lack of relationship seen between
sociodemographic factors and QOL may be influenced by the small sample size. There were
suggestions that there may be a statistically significant relationship (p<0.05) between previous
history of NMSC and poorer socioeconomic status, as assessed by the SCI measure but this was
not replicated with the other instruments.

It was planned to recruit 200 patients to this study. Due to limited staffing levels it was not
possible to accrue to the target level. This study was not powered to detect particular outcomes,
and so the reduced sample size did not impact on the statistical methods used. The Skindex-16
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and SCI scores are similar to those collected in previous studies, suggesting the smaller sample
size had no material impact on the results. The number of patients recruited is similar to sample
sizes employed in some previous studies examining the validity and responsiveness of EQ-5D-3L
in skin conditions (sample size range 32 to 27,994 participants)(106).

In this cohort, removal of NMSC was associated with a statistically significant and clinically
meaningful improvement in QOL when assessed using CSMs, but no difference was observed
when using the EQ-5D-3L utility instrument.

3.4 Overview of Published Economic Evaluations of Mohs Surgery
The literature was reviewed to identify published economic evaluations of Mohs surgery
compared to TSE.

3.4.1 Methods
A pearl-growing literature search technique was used (131). This method requires identification
of one or more ‘pearl’ studies - milestone publications or well conducted systematic reviews on
the topic of interest. Three ‘pearl’ publications considering the cost-effectiveness of Mohs
surgery were identified from the literature for this search, consisting of two published CEAs and
a systematic review (103,132,133). These papers were published between 2006 and 2013. The
following strategies were adopted for each publication:
1. Backwards review, where the bibliographies of the included publications were reviewed
to identify other relevant studies.
2. Forwards review, using citation searching to identify all publications which cited the
three ‘pearl’ articles.
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Bibliographies and citation searches were hand-searched for key terms such as ‘cost’,
‘economic’, ‘cost-effectiveness’. Only cost-effectiveness studies were eligible for inclusion; cost
comparison, cost of illness and cost minimisation studies were excluded.

3.4.2 Results
One additional CEA was identified through the search process (Table 11).
Table 11 Identified studies of the cost effectiveness of Mohs surgery compared to TSE

Study reference
Essers et al,
2006*(103)

Title
Cost-effectiveness of Mohs
Micrographic Surgery vs Surgical
Excision for Basal Cell Carcinoma
of the Face

Seidler et al,
2009*(132)

Mohs versus Traditional Surgical
Excision for Facial and Auricular
Nonmelanoma Skin Cancer: An
Analysis of Cost-Effectiveness
Cost-effectiveness of surgical
excision versus Mohs
micrographic surgery for
nonmelanoma skin cancer: A
retrospective cohort study.

Nassiripour et
al, 2016 (134)

Setting
Dermatology Clinic,
University Hospital
Maastricht,
Maastricht, the
Netherlands
University of
Connecticut
dermatology clinic,
US
Al-Zahra and Seyed
Al-Shohada Hospitals
in Isfahan, Iran

Outcomes
Cost per
recurrence
avoided

Cost per
QALY

Cost per
recurrence
avoided

*’Pearl Study’, QALY Quality Adjusted Life Year

The study by Essers et al examined the cost effectiveness of Mohs compared to TSE in patients
with primary and recurrent BCC of the face in the Netherlands (103). Clinical efficacy inputs were
derived from a prospective RCT of Mohs compared to TSE conducted in the Netherlands (87).
The evaluation was performed from a hospital perspective as no differences in out of pocket or
other health care costs were expected. The time horizon was that of the clinical trial (30 months
for primary BCC (pBCC) and 18 months for recurrent BCC (rBCC)), and discounting was applied
to both costs and effects (4%). A micro-costing approach was used to determine resource use in
each arm, and costs were estimated based on unit costs from the hospital department (€ 2001).
Recurrence rates were estimated directly from the trial outcomes, excluding patients who were
lost to follow-up. The trial found a recurrence rate of 3% with TSE and 2% with Mohs in pBCC,
with 30 months follow-up. The outcome was cost per recurrence avoided, obtained by dividing
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the difference in costs by the difference in recurrence rates between the two arms. The study
found that for pBCC, Mohs was associated with an ICER of €29,231 per recurrence avoided, and
in rBCC was €8,094 per recurrence avoided. Sub-group analysis suggested an ICER of €4,820 per
recurrence avoided in an aggressive histological sub-type of rBCC. There was considerable
uncertainty in the outcomes for pBCC, with 31% iterations suggesting Mohs was more costly and
less effective in the PSA. There was more certainty in the rBCC analysis as all simulations
suggested Mohs was associated with greater efficacy and higher costs. No cost-effectiveness
threshold for the outcome of cost per recurrence avoided is specified. The authors consider that
Mohs is unlikely to be cost-effective relative to TSE in either pBCC or rBCC of the face in the
Netherlands, although it may be considered cost-effective for aggressive rBCC.

A study set in the US by Seidler et al sought to establish the cost-effectiveness of Mohs compared
to TSE for facial and auricular primary NMSC (132). Evidence for clinical efficacy was based on a
prospective cohort of primary NMSC patients treated with Mohs surgery at the University of
Connecticut (135), and additional data on 5-year recurrence rates was incorporated from
various observational data sources (136,137). A 5-year recurrence rate of 1% was applied to
Mohs, and 5% to TSE. Study perspective was not specified but appears to be the third-party
payer. A decision tree model was used, where it was assumed that only patients undergoing TSE
would experience a recurrence requiring additional surgeries; recurrences in the Mohs arm did
not appear to incur a cost for additional surgery. Utilities were derived from a focus group, for
two health states based on scarring type (simple versus complex) using time-trade-off methods;
the value set used to derive the utility values is not specified. Costs ($US 2002) were based on
Medicare reimbursement tariffs. There was an assumption that TSE would occur in the
ambulatory outpatient setting (incurring both physician and facility costs) and Mohs in an officebased setting where only physician costs were incurred. The study found that Mohs was a
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dominant strategy compared to TSE (incremental costs -$292, incremental QALYs 0.056). At a
threshold of $50,000, Mohs was cost-effective in 90% samples.

Nassiripour and colleagues considered the cost-effectiveness of Mohs surgery, compared to TSE
in the Iranian setting (134). Clinical efficacy inputs were based on a retrospective cohort of
patients treated for NMSC (both BCC and SCC) in two Iranian hospitals between 2007-2014. No
significant difference in recurrence outcomes were detected between TSE and Mohs (7.9% and
8.7% respectively). Costs (2015 Iranian Rials and converted to US dollars) were based on hospital
records for each procedure, and included pathologic tests, physician costs, drugs, consumables,
and follow-up costs. The perspective was that of the payer. Discounting was applied in scenario
analysis using WHO rates (3%) and Iranian rates (7.2% costs, 3% outcomes). TSE was associated
with higher costs ($618.7 versus $408.10) and an ICER of $263 per recurrence avoided. No
results by histologic sub-type were provided. No probabilistic analysis was presented.

3.4.3 Relevance of Published Evaluations to the Irish Setting
The three studies provide contradictory evidence regarding the cost effectiveness of Mohs
surgery compared to TSE. There are conflicting findings regarding the relative costs of the two
procedures, which is mirrored in other cost-comparison studies published (99–102,138).
Additionally, the studies employ opposing estimates of relative efficacy of the two procedures.
This may reflect previous concerns raised about the difficulty of comparing outcomes across
trials but also the uncertainty in their relative effectiveness (137,139). The included studies did
not consider sub-group analysis of cost-effectiveness in BCC and SCC which, given the different
recurrence rates could be expected to result in different cost-effectiveness outcomes.

The identified studies were not aligned with the Irish reference case for HTA, specifically in
relation to structural assumptions like time horizon and discount rate, but also in terms of the
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sourcing of clinical evidence. The US study does not reflect the Irish perspective of the publicly
funded health service, and additionally the setting for the procedures is not relevant to the Irish
setting (132). This cost difference was one of the main drivers of incremental costs between the
treatment arms in this study. It is likely that the cost of Mohs would increase relative to TSE in
the Irish setting due to the additional physician time required, and therefore the results of the
cost effectiveness analysis are likely to be different in the Irish setting. With little familiarity with
the Iranian health system it is difficult to say with any certainty if either the costs or outcomes
are transferable to the Irish setting, where the epidemiology of NSMC is likely to be significantly
different. Thus, neither of these studies were considered transferable to the Irish setting.

Despite some deviations from the Irish reference case, the Dutch study was considered most
relevant to the Irish healthcare setting as the services are delivered in a similar manner, and the
disease epidemiology is likely to be similar also. The micro-costing approach used to estimate
relative treatment costs allows consideration of the applicability of the direct costs incurred in
the study to the Irish setting. Based on the greater resource use identified with Mohs in the
study, the conclusions regarding the higher cost of Mohs are likely transferable to the Irish
setting, even if the absolute differences in cost are not the same. The lack of a cost per QALY
outcome is a limitation of this study, based on the authors assumption that ‘treating BCC had no
substantial effect on general quality of life’. A sizable proportion of patients with NMSC will have
unmet social care needs and experience heightened distress levels (140,141). Therefore, the
assumption that NMSC will have no impact on general QOL is without support in the literature.
The impact of this assumption on the cost-effectiveness analysis is considered in the next
section.
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3.5 Cost effectiveness of Mohs Surgery in the Irish setting

Only the study by Essers et al examining the cost-effectiveness of Mohs surgery compared to
TSE was considered relevant to the Irish setting (103). This study was a cost-effectiveness rather
than a cost-utility analysis. The authors justified their analytic approach based on an assumption
that NMSC was unlikely to have ‘substantial effect on general quality of life’. Irish specific utility
data has been collected and analysed and showed no statistically significant difference in utility
pre and post-removal of NMSC. There was also no statistically significant difference between
Mohs or TSE in post-procedure utility. Thus, a cost-effectiveness analysis, with an outcome of
cost/recurrence avoided may be an adequate approach to assess the cost-effectiveness of Mohs
versus TSE. To evaluate the cost-effectiveness of Mohs surgery compared to TSE, this study was
adapted to the Irish setting.

3.5.1 Adaptation to the Irish Setting
Model inputs were extracted from the study publication. These inputs were used to recreate
the model used in the paper, and the outcomes were calculated to ensure they replicated the
published results (Model 1,Table 12).

Extracted costs were inflated to 2017 costs using the Dutch CPI for health and converted to Irish
euros using Eurostat PPPs, and the model outcomes recalculated. Applying the inflated costs to
the original efficacy inputs resulted in ICERs of €36,658 per recurrence avoided in the pBCC
population and €10,150 per recurrence avoided in the rBCC population (Model 2,Table 12).

The literature review identified an updated publication from the clinical trial used to inform the
clinical efficacy inputs from the original model (142). This publication had 10 years of follow-up
for the trial outcomes and showed over this longer time horizon an advantage for Mohs surgery
in terms of lower recurrence rate in both the pBCC and rBCC patient populations. Recurrence
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data was extracted from this paper, and the 10-year recurrence rate was calculated for both the
primary and recurrent populations by TSE and Mohs, in the same manner as for the original
publication (Model 3,Table 12). Estimated effects were discounted at a rate of 5% after year 1.
Costs are discounted by 4% based on the original model estimates. Model time horizon was
extended to 10 years to account for the more mature data. No non-NSMC costs or costs for
recurrence were included in the model, reflecting the original publication. Univariate sensitivity
analyses were conducted by varying costs and effect estimates +/- 20%.
Updating the model with the newer efficacy inputs and applying a 5% discount rate to effects
beyond year 1, the ICERs were €3,784 per recurrence avoided for pBCC and €2,091 per
recurrence avoided for rBCC (Model 3, Table 12). In univariate sensitivity analysis, the outcomes
were more sensitive to changes in efficacy than costs; ICERs remained below €5,000 per
recurrence avoided for pBCC and €3,000 for rBCC.
Table 12 Replicated and updated cost-effectiveness analyses, Mohs surgery

Model 1 Original publication
Model 2 Inflated to Irish costs (2017)
Model 3 Updated efficacy inputs and
discount rate
Model 1 Original publication
Model 2 Inflated to Irish costs (2017)
Model 3 Updated efficacy inputs and
discount rate

Incremental
efficacy

Incremental
costs

Cost per
recurrence
avoided

Primary BCC
0.0091
0.0091
0.088

€266
€333.59
€333.59

€29,231
€36,658
€3,784

Recurrent BCC
0.032
0.032
0.155

€259
€324.81
€324.81

€8,094
€10,150
€2,091

BCC basal cell carcinoma

3.5.2 Incorporation of Utility Values
Separately, a simple decision tree model was created to generate a cost per QALY outcome
(Figure 11). This model incorporated costs of recurrence, and the utility values collected as part
of the described study. The simulated cohort was of 100 patients with the same characteristics
as those included in the Dutch trial. The baseline utility value collected in the QOL study was
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applied for patients experiencing recurrence (0.89), and the follow-up utility (0.91) was applied
to all patients not experiencing recurrence. A weighted mean cost for recurrence was estimated
using on the proportions of patients with recurrence in the trial, and the removal procedures
they underwent (€994.86). This cost was applied based on the numbers experiencing recurrence
in each arm of the trial. Costs and outcomes were discounted at a rate of 5% beyond year 1.

Figure 11 Simple decision tree model comparing Mohs surgery and TSE
TSE traditional surgical excision, QALY quality adjusted life year

Outcomes from the decision tree model are presented in Table 13. The ICER in pBCC was €37,887
per QALY (incremental costs €160, incremental QALYs 0.004), and in rBCC was €25,233 per QALY
(incremental costs €131, incremental QALYs 0.005).
Table 13 Outcomes from the decision tree model with utilities incorporated.

Primary BCC
Mohs
TSE
Recurrent BCC
Mohs
TSE

QALYs

Costs

ICER

0.903
0.899

€1,099
€939

€37,887

0.903
0.898

€1,099
€967

€25,233

QALYs quality adjusted life year, ICER incremental cost-effectiveness ratio, BCC basal cell carcinoma, TSE traditional
surgical excision
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3.5.3 Discussion
The costs per recurrence avoided from the model using the updated efficacy inputs and discount
rate are lower than those in the original model, due to the greater efficacy of Mohs treatment.
With additional follow-up, Mohs was associated with statistically significant lower recurrence
rate than TSE in both pBCC and rBCC. This is in line with other publications which suggest that
recurrences occur over a 5 or even 10-year time frame, and suggests that the data used in the
original study was simply too immature to adequately estimate the cost-effectiveness of Mohs
(136,137). The findings of a lower recurrence rate with time were supported by a US cohort
study which found 5-year recurrence rates of 4.2% with TSE compared to 3.5% with Mohs (143).
Nevertheless, despite the reduced risk of recurrence, Mohs is still associated with a higher cost
relative to TSE, particularly in the pBCC population.

In the decision tree model with a cost per QALY outcome, the ICER in the pBCC population was
€37,887 per QALY (incremental costs €160, incremental QALYs 0.004), and in the rBCC
population was €25,233 per QALY (incremental costs €131, incremental QALYs 0.005). Even
when the costs of recurrences are factored in, Mohs remains a more costly strategy than TSE,
albeit with a marginally higher QALY gain.

There is no accepted cost-effectiveness threshold in Ireland for health interventions that are not
pharmaceutical technologies. Recent HTAs conducted by HIQA have recommended the
adoption of interventions such as mechanical thrombectomy (ICER €14,016 per QALY) and HPV
screening for cervical cancer (ICER €29,788 per QALY) (144,145). The incremental QALY gain with
mechanical thrombectomy was 0.19 over 5 years, much higher than seen in this study (144). For
the HTA of HPV screening, the proposed program was predicted to be cost-saving in addition to
being cost-effective, although the incremental QALY gain was small (0.0001) (145). Considering
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these recommendations, it is likely that Mohs could be considered cost-effective in the Irish
setting for rBCC, although the decision would be less clear for pBCC.

There are several limitations to this analysis. Large numbers of patients were lost to follow-up
over the 10-year time horizon of the RCT, which could potentially bias effect estimates. Effect
estimates are from a single RCT, rather than incorporating the totality of the literature. However,
a Cochrane review of interventions for BCC did not identify any additional trials of Mohs versus
TSE (143). Resource use estimates are based on that of a Dutch hospital and may not accurately
reflect resource use in Ireland. Additionally, univariate sensitivity analysis suggests that the
outcomes are most sensitive to changes in effect measures rather than costs. No probabilistic
analysis has been conducted. In the absence of evidence, no conclusions can be drawn regarding
the cost-effectiveness in the SCC population.

3.6 Conclusions
Three published economic evaluations of Mohs surgery for NMSC were identified. One
previously published study has been adapted to the Irish setting, as an approximation of the
cost-effectiveness of Mohs in Ireland. Utility values were collected from an Irish patient
population undergoing removal of NMSC by excision or Mohs surgery. There was no statistically
significant improvement in utility post-procedure, nor was there any statistically significant
difference in change in utility according to procedure type. A simple decision tree model was
constructed to incorporate utility estimates. Mohs surgery was associated with an increase in
costs and marginal increase in QALYs compared to TSE in both pBCC and rBCC. It is likely that
Mohs could be considered cost-effective in the rBCC population in Ireland; the ICER for the pBCC
population was higher due to higher incremental costs and may not be considered cost effective.
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The validity of EQ-5D-3L in NMSC was considered. Poor concurrent validity with CSMs (Skindex16, SCI) was shown. Poor responsiveness was seen with EQ-5D-3L, when compared with the
CSMs which measured statistically significant and clinically meaningful increases in QOL
following removal of NMSC. EQ-5D-3L may not be sufficiently sensitive to capture changes in
QOL experienced by patients following removal of NMSC.
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4.1 Introduction
In recent years the treatment paradigm for advanced melanoma has transformed. The
development of BRAF targeted treatments and checkpoint inhibitors have improved the survival
prognosis with advanced melanoma and these drugs are now under investigation in earlier
stages of the disease, to determine if they can prevent recurrence of surgically removed
tumours. These drugs are very high-cost, and many publicly funded health systems in Europe
have struggled to provide funding to make them available to all eligible patients (146).

The objective of this chapter is to identify published economic evaluations of treatments for
melanoma. The aim is to determine if the outcomes of published evaluations are transferable
to the Irish setting. Transferability of economic evaluation has been defined as ‘the ability to
extrapolate results obtained from one setting or context to another’ (147). A distinction has
been drawn between the ‘generic transferability’, a property of the study itself reflecting chosen
methods and reporting, and ‘specific transferability’, a function of the decision context in a given
jurisdiction. Critical factors affecting the generic transferability of economic evaluations include
quality, transparency, accuracy of reporting and methods (148). Methodological requirements
differ between jurisdictions and have been identified as important factors to consider when
assessing transferability (147). There is limited empirical information on how relevant these
methodological requirements are. The importance of decision thresholds and broader decision
context to specific transferability, in understanding the conclusions and potential application of
economic evaluations has been documented (149). The structural and methodological
assumptions used in published models are reviewed and their quality appraised to assess
transferability, and also to inform the development of a de novo cost effectiveness model.
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4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Systematic Review
A systematic review protocol was developed in line with the objectives of the review, with
reference to published literature on systematic review of economic evaluations (150), and the
Guidelines for the Retrieval and Interpretation of Economic Evaluations of Health Technologies
in Ireland (151). The search strategy was derived based on published search filers for economic
evaluations (Appendix 4, Table A3). EconLit, Cochrane Library (restricted to NHS EED and HTA
database), Embase and MEDLINE were searched from inception. Searches were conducted on
9th August 2017 and updated on 17th September 2018.

Decision-analytic models which examine the cost-effectiveness of treatments for patients with
advanced melanoma, irrespective of the line of treatment, were eligible for inclusion. Only
pharmacological treatments for advanced melanoma were considered, including comparisons
with best supportive care and no treatment. All studies with an outcome of cost per QALY, cost
per life year gained (LYG) or alternative measure of health outcome, and cost-minimisation
studies were included. Cost-of-illness studies, non-English language studies and conference
abstracts were excluded.

Titles and abstracts were screened by one author to remove clearly irrelevant studies. The full
texts of the remaining studies were reviewed by two independent reviewers in accordance with
the eligibility criteria. Disagreements were resolved by discussion and arbitration where
necessary. Study data was extracted using a data extraction form, which included the study title,
author, country, perspective, model type, time horizon, discount rate, treatment(s), resource
use, modelling of adverse events (AEs), survival extrapolation, utility, funding sources, and cost
and effectiveness outcomes. Data extraction was conducted independently by two authors.
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Extracted total costs and ICERs were inflated to 2017 costs using the country-specific consumer
price index (CPI) for Health (or overall CPI if CPI Health not available), then converted to US
dollars using the OECD Purchasing Price Parity (PPP) index (152). For studies where the cost year
was not specified, it was assumed to be the year of publication. Correlation tests were used to
investigate the relationship between predicted total costs and QALYs.

4.2.2 Reporting and Quality Assessment
Completeness of reporting was assessed using the CHEERS checklist (153). The CHEERS checklist
contains 25 recommendations to optimise reporting of economic evaluations. Quality of the
economic evaluations was assessed using the Philips Quality Checklist (154). Philips Quality
Checklist is designed to inform critical appraisal of the methodological quality of economic
modelling. Both the CHEERS and Philips checklists are qualitative instruments with no overall
‘score’ reported. The number of compliances with the CHEERS checklist and positive
assessments of quality for each field of the Philips checklist are reported. Checklists were
completed independently by two authors and disagreements were resolved by discussion.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to examine the relationship between completeness
of reporting and study quality. Logistic regression models were used to investigate associations
between journal type (health economics versus clinical) and reporting and study quality. Chisquared tests were performed to determine if there were relationships between study
conclusions (cost effective or not), and journal type (health economics or clinical) or study
sponsor (pharmaceutical industry versus other).

4.2.3 Transferability of Study Outcomes
Generic transferability to the Irish setting was examined using the Economic Evaluation Domain
of the EUnetHTA transferability tool (155). This tool was developed as part of the HTA
Adaptation Toolkit. The section on transferability consists of three questions: 1) how
generalisable and relevant are the results and validity of the data and model to the relevant
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jurisdictions and populations?; 2) are there any differences in the following parameters:
perspective, preferences, relative costs, indirect costs, discount rate, technological context,
personnel characteristics, epidemiological context, factors which influence incidence and
prevalence, demographic context, life expectancy, reproduction, pre- and post-intervention
care, integration of technology into the health care system, and incentives; 3) does the
evaluation violate the national guidelines for economic evaluation? Additional questions
pertaining to relevance and reliability focus on the suitability of the methods employed. The tool
is a qualitative instrument and no quantitative score for transferability is produced. Two authors
completed the assessment independently, and differences were resolved by arbitration.
Deliberations on transferability were made with reference to the publicly funded Irish health
care system, the current clinical management of advanced melanoma in Ireland (156), Irish
national reference case for economic evaluation (16), and guidelines on pharmacoeconomic
submissions to the NCPE (157). Conclusions on each of the domains and overall conclusions
regarding transferability of each study are presented.

4.2.4 Assessment of Transferability of Study Conclusions
The specific transferability of model conclusions was considered within the context of the
national cost-effectiveness threshold, developing an approach previously adopted by Barbieri et
al when considering generalisability (158). The Irish thresholds of €20,000 and €45,000 per QALY
were converted to US dollars using the PPP method. The incremental costs and QALYs for each
comparison were used to calculate the net monetary benefit (NMB) at (i) the threshold used in
the published evaluation, and (ii) the Irish thresholds of $26,667 and $60,000 per QALY. NMB
was calculated according to the formula:
𝑁𝑀𝐵 = (∆𝑄𝐴𝐿𝑌𝑠 𝑥 𝜆) − ∆𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
where λ is the cost-effectiveness threshold. A positive value for the NMB implies that the
product is cost effective at the chosen threshold. NMB was used in preference to ICERs to allow
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dominant strategies to be explored. The proportion of comparisons where the NMB changed
from positive to negative or vice versa, indicating a change in the decision when interpreted at
the Irish cost-effectiveness threshold was calculated.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Outcome of Systematic Review
A total of 660 records were identified through database searching, and one additional record
through reference searching; 636 records were screened after duplicates were removed.
Following title and abstract screening, 505 publications were excluded, and 131 underwent full
text review. The majority did not meet the eligibility criteria; 15 studies were included in the
final review. A PRISMA diagram combining the outcomes of the initial and updated search is
presented in Figure 12.Summary details of the included studies are provided in Table 14.
Excluded studies and reasons for exclusion are provided (Appendix 4, Table A4).
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Figure 12 PRISMA diagram, systematic review for published economic evaluations of treatments for advanced
melanoma
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Table 14 Summary of identified cost effectiveness assessments of treatments for advanced melanoma

Author, year,

Intervention

Comparator

country

Perspective,

Discount

Model

Time horizon

rate

type

3%

MM

Kohn, 2017

Treatment

Treatment

Third-party

US (159)

sequences of

sequences of

immunotherapy

immunotherapy

Oh, 2017

Nivo-ipi

US (160)

Sponsor

ICER (cost per QALY), 2017

Conclusions

US$
National Cancer

1L Pembrolizumab:

PD-1 monotherapy followed by

payer,

Institute,

Dominant

ipilimumab is the most cost-

Lifetime

Wellcome

1L Ipilimumab: $72,117

effective sequence in the US. Nivo-

1L Nivolumab: $93,154

ipi followed by chemo is not cost

1L Nivo-ipi: $203,862

effective.

NS (Cost/progression-free

Nivo-Ipi not cost effective

QALY)

compared to nivolumab, nivolumab

Nivolumab,

Societal, 15

ipilimumab

years

3%¥

MM

No Funding

dominant of ipilimumab in the US.
Matter-

Dabrafenib with

Walstra,

trametinib

Vemurafenib

Payer,

3%¥, 6%ψ

MM

$275,472

Dabrafenib with trametinib unlikely

Secretariat for

to be cost effective in the Swiss

2015

Education,

setting.

Switzerland

Research, and

(161)

Innovation

Barzey, 2013

Ipilimumab

US (162)

Lifetime

State

Best Supportive

Third-party

Care

payer,

3%

MM

Bristol Myers

$157,434

Squibb

Ipilimumab associated with an
increase in costs and QALYs, likely

Lifetime

to be cost effective in the US at a
threshold of $200,000/QALY.

Bohensky,

Nivolumab

Ipilimumab

2016

Payer, 10

5%

MM

years

Bristol Myers

$32,424

Squibb

Nivolumab cost effective in the
Australian setting.

Australia
(163)
Curl, 2014
US (164)

Vemurafenib

Dacarbazine,

Societal,

vemurafenib

Lifetime

3%

Decision
Tree

No Funding

$395,782 versus

Vemurafenib and subsequent

dacarbazine

ipilimumab associated with an
increase in QALYs, but likely in
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Delea, 2015

Dabrafenib

Canada

followed by

excess of accepted cost-

ipilimumab

effectiveness thresholds.

Dacarbazine,

Payer, 5 years

5%

PSM

vemurafenib

Glaxo

$311,028 versus

Dabrafenib not cost effective at

SmithKline

dacarbazine

common cost-effectiveness

(165)

thresholds. Likely to be cost saving
versus vemurafenib, with similar
QALYs.

De

Ipilimumab

Francesco,

Dacarbazine,

Payer, 15

vemurafenib

years

3%

PSM

Bristol Myers

$66,691 ϕ versus

Ipilimumab associated with

Squibb

dacarbazine

increase in costs and QALYs, ICER

2016

similar to other countries. Likely to

Italy (166)

be dominant of vemurafenib at
mark-down price in Italy.

Miguel, 2017

Pembrolizumab

Ipilimumab

Portugal

Payer, 40

5%

PSM

years

Merck, Sharpe,

$63,286

and Dohme

Pembrolizumab cost effective at a
cost-effectiveness threshold of

(167)

€50,000/QALY ($84,459/QALY) in
Portugal.

Shih, 2015

Dabrafenib,

US (168)

vemurafenib

Wang, 2017
US (169)

Pembrolizumab

Dacarbazine

Societal,

NA

MM

NS

lifetime

Ipilimumab

Payer, 20

3%

PSM

years

Merck. Sharpe
and Dohme

$166,636 versus

Dabrafenib associated an increase

dacarbazine

in QALYs but not cost effective at a

Dominant of vemurafenib

threshold of $100,000/QALY in

Vemurafenib versus

USA. Dabrafenib dominant of

Dacarbazine: $357,745

vemurafenib.

€86,277

Pembrolizumab cost effective at a
cost-effectiveness threshold of
$100-150,000/QALY in US.
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Jensen, 2016

Nivo-Ipi

US (170)

Dabrafenib with

Payer and

trametinib

societal, NS

NS

NS

Novartis

NS

Dabrafenib and trametinib
associated with lower total costs,
lower total costs, cost/month PFS,
cost/responder in US.

Pike, 2015

All licensed

Norway

treatments

Dacarbazine

Payer, 10

4%

MM

NIPHNO

years

(171)

Versus Dacarbazine:

None of the treatments are cost

Nivo-ipi: $172,031

effective compared to dacarbazine

Nivolumab: $113,925

in Norway.

Pembrolizumab: $119,381
Ipilimumab: $172,444
Dabrafenib with trametinib:
$292,176
Vemurafenib with
cobimetinib: $268,800
Vemurafenib: $264,057
Dabrafenib: $229,126
Hillner, 2000

Temozolomide

Dacarbazine

US (172)

Societal, 1

NA

NS

Schering Plough

NS

There is a trend towards greater

year

survival with temozolomide at an
acceptable cost/LYG.

Meng, 2018

Nivolumab

Ipilimumab,

Payer, 40

England

dacarbazine,

years

(173)

3.5%

MM

Bristol Myers

Nivolumab versus

Nivolumab cost effective at mark-

Squibb

Ipilimumab (BRAF negative):

down price compared to

vemurafenib,

$34,338ϕ

ipilimumab and BRAF

dabrafenib

Ipilimumab (BRAF positive):

monotherapy, in both BRAF

$24,351

ϕ

positive and negative patients, in

Vemurafenib: Dominant
Dabrafenib: Dominant

ϕ

UK.

ϕ

NS not Specified, NA not applicable, MM Markov Model, PSM Partitioned Survival Model, 1L first line, nivo-ipi nivolumab in combination with ipilimumab. ¥ Applied to
costs only, ψ Applied to outcomes only, ϕ Based on mark-down prices.
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4.3.2 Study Design and Structural Assumptions
The identified studies (n=15) were published between 2000 and 2018. Nine studies were
sponsored by the pharmaceutical industry, five funded independently, and one did not include
declarations of funding.

Most studies (n=8) stated that a Markov modelling approach was used. One study used a
decision tree model (164), four used partitioned survival models (PSMs) (165–167,169), and the
modelling approach was not described in two studies (170,172).

Most studies used the

conventional three-health state model of Progression Free (PF), Progressive disease (PD) and
Death (n=10). Health state descriptions were not specified in two studies (170,172). One study
examining the effects of treatment sequencing modelled seven health states incorporating
various progression states, and a response state with or without AEs (159). One model had two
sub-states in the PF state, defined according to PD-L1 status (160).

Time horizons varied from 1 year to 40 years, were not always clearly specified or justified, and
were specifically mentioned as drivers of uncertainty in three studies (162,163,165). Cycle
length varied from 1 week to 9 weeks, and was not reported in five studies
(162,164,170,172,173). The most common cycle length was 1 month (n=4); half cycle correction
was the exception rather than the rule (n=1). Most studies were set in the US (n=8), with five
from European countries, and one each from Canada and Australia. The payer perspective was
most common (n=13). Two studies provided the societal perspective (170,172), while three
stated a societal perspective was taken but did not document the inclusion of indirect costs and
so were categorised as payer perspective (160,164,168). Three studies did not apply or did not
specify a discount rate (168,170,172). One study applied a different discount rate to costs (3%)
and outcomes (6%) (161); the remaining studies applied the same rate to both costs and
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outcomes. Discount rates applied varied from 3 to 6%. Nine studies estimated model costs in
US dollars, with the cost year ranging from 1999 to 2016. Cost year was not stated in three
studies (161,162,173).

One study obtained evidence for clinical inputs through a de novo systematic review and
evidence synthesis process (171); one identified clinical evidence inputs through published
systematic reviews (165). For all remaining studies, no evidence of a systematic approach to the
identification of clinical inputs was presented. Only one study performed a quality assessment
of the included studies (171). Six studies used evidence from a single phase III clinical trial (160–
162,167,169,172). For the remaining studies approaches to evidence synthesis were varied and
sometimes unclear (166), and included naïve comparison (159,163,164,168,170), Bucher
indirect comparison (165), mixed covariate adjusted indirect comparisons using individual
patient data (173), and network meta-analysis (NMA)(171).

Most commonly PFS and OS outcomes from clinical trials were the source of the treatment
effects in the studies (n=13). Two studies incorporated response rates into the modelling of
treatment effects, using mean and median times to response from the pivotal trials (164,170).
In most cases it was necessary to extrapolate the data to the time horizon of the model;
parametric extrapolation methods were the most common (n=9). One study carried forward the
last observed transition probability (160), one assumed constant hazard (161), while another
used the DEALE (approximation of survival by a simple exponential function) method (168). No
data extrapolation was required in one study as the data was relatively mature at the model
time horizon (172). Extrapolation of OS curves used external data sources (e.g. cancer registries
, long-term follow up of ipilimumab trials) in a number of the studies, to capture the natural
history of the disease (165,167,169,173). Only one study reported adjusting the OS data for
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treatment crossover (165). With one exception (162), studies did not consider the suitability of
parametric modelling or explore alternative options.

Thirteen cost-utility analyses were identified, and two were cost-effectiveness analyses. Utility
values were sourced from the literature derived using standard gamble methods (n=6), or from
pivotal clinical trials (n=7) using EQ-5D-3L. Three studies adopted a time to death approach to
modelling utility in the base case (167,169,173); two used a response-based approach (162,164)
and the remainder (n=8) modelled utility based on progression status. Five studies applied a
utility decrement for AEs (159,160,162,164,169). The value set used to generate the utility
values was stated in only two studies (163,167). Estimated total QALYs for each treatment are
shown in Table 15.

The estimation of costs varied in the studies (Table 15). Treatment acquisition costs were
commonly based on the publicly available price, with three exceptions where confidential markdown prices were used (160,166,173). Administration and monitoring costs were excluded from
two studies (161,168), while the approach was not clearly described in three studies
(164,167,169). Most studies included costs for AEs (n=13), while the application of costs for
subsequent treatments was variable.
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Table 15 Extracted total costs and QALYs from each study, 2017 US$. Figures given are the total predicted costs and QALYs, not incremental values.

Drug
Treatment

USA

UK (173)

Norway (171)

Italy (166)

Portugal
(167)

Australia
(163)

Canada
(165)

Switzerland
(161)

Cytotoxic
chemotherapy

Dacarbazine $7,013,
Temozolomide $13,092(172)

$35,383 ϕ
1.23 QALYs

$16,714
0.88 QALYs

$23,785ϕ
0.65 QALYS

-

-

$31,328
1.32 QALYs

-

$80,165ϕ
3.66 QALYs

$99,189
1.36 QALYs

$107,124ϕ
1.9 QALYs

$147,467
2.33 QALYs

$147,8751.2
QALYs

-

-

$137,304ϕ
4.31 QALYs

$110,340
1.7 QALYs

-

-

$190,034
2.5 QALYs

-

-

-

$112,692
1.68 QALYs

-

$209,430
3.31 QALYs

-

-

-

-

$156,539
1.69 QALYs

-

-

-

-

-

$103,788ϕ
1.7 QALYs

$97,894
1.19 QALYs

$151,612ϕ
1.66 QALYs

-

-

$128,823
1.48 QALYs

$74,040
0.99 QALYs

$17,018, 0.18 QALYs¥ (168)
$9,382, 0.3 QALYs (164)
$150,462, 0.26 QALYs (159)
$26,782, 0.62 QALYs (162)
Ipilimumab

$227,433ϕ, 3.68 PFQALYs (160)
$156,231, 0.34 QALYs (159)
$206,315, 1.76 QALYs (162)
$255,163, 2.67 QALYs(169)

Nivolumab

$180,148ϕ, 4.24 PFQALYs(160)
$176,545, 0.54 QALYs (159)

Pembrolizumab

$130,832, 0.38 QALYs (159)
$322,914, 3.45 QALYs (169)

Nivolumab in
combination
with
ipilimumab

$242,955ϕ, 4.37 QALYs (160)

Vemurafenib

$175,345, 0.72 QALYs

$211,620, 0.56 QALYs (159)
$275,875 (170)

$55,833, 0.29¥ QALYs
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Dabrafenib

$43,097, 0.34¥QALYs

$100,296ϕ,
1.69 QALYs
-

$97,834, 1.23
QALYs
$256,784,
1.77 QALYs

-

-

-

$95,242,
1.53 QALYs
-

-

Vemurafenib
with
cobimetinib
Dabrafenib
$207,338 (170)
$257,892,
$200,869,
with trametinib
1.71 QALYs
1.45 QALYs
PFQALYs progression free QALYs. pembrolizumab, Dab+Tram dabrafenib in combination with trametinib, Vem+Cobi vemurafenib in combination with cobimetinib,
Vem vemurafenib, DTIC Dacarbazine, Dab dabrafenib, BSC Best supportive care, Tem temozolomide. ¥Undiscounted QALYs. ψ No QALYs reported. ϕ Based on markdown prices.
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4.3.3 Model Outcomes
4.3.3.1 Immunotherapies
Ipilimumab was compared to chemotherapy in two studies, in first line and treatment refractory
populations respectively (162,166). Ipilimumab was associated with an increase in costs and
QALYs compared to chemotherapy in both studies. The predicted QALYs associated with
ipilimumab varied from 1.76 (refractory) to 1.9 (first line). The predicted total costs ranged from
$107,124 (first line) to $206,315 (refractory); drug acquisition cost in first line included a
confidential mark-down price available to the Italian health service. Incremental treatment cost
was the driver of the increased cost in both models. It was concluded that ipilimumab was likely
to be cost-effective in treatment refractory patients at a cost-effectiveness threshold of
$200,000 per QALY in the US. No clear conclusion on cost-effectiveness was presented for the
first line indication but it was noted that the ICER was in line with that in other countries such
as UK and Sweden. In a comparison with vemurafenib as first line treatment for BRAF positive
patients, it was concluded that ipilimumab was dominant, with some uncertainty noted in the
PSA where 24% of the iterations were in the South-West quadrant (166).

Nivolumab and pembrolizumab were compared with ipilimumab in four studies, all in first line
treatment. All models predicted that PD-1 inhibitors were associated with an increase in costs
and QALYs and were likely to be cost-effective at the national cost-effectiveness thresholds.
They were associated with costs ranging from $110,340 (171) to $322,914 (169), while the
attributed QALYs ranged from 0.38 (159) to 4.31 (173). Mark-down prices were used in one
study and so generalisability is questionable (173). All studies were from a payer perspective,
and spanned a range of continents including US, Australia, and Europe.

One study compared nivo-ipi to monotherapy with nivolumab or ipilimumab in the first line
setting, based on PFS results from CheckMate 067 (160). This study found that nivo-ipi was
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associated with the highest costs and QALYs of the three interventions; nivolumab was
dominant of ipilimumab, and nivo-ipi was associated with an ICER of $483,131 per PFQALY
versus nivolumab monotherapy (incremental costs $62,807, incremental progression-free
QALYs 0.13). It concluded that at a threshold of $100,000 per QALY, nivolumab was cost
effective, and nivo-ipi was not cost effective even in PD-1 negative patients where relative
efficacy is greatest (174). These conclusions were robust to sensitivity analysis, including higher
cost-effectiveness thresholds.

Two multi-technology assessments (MTAs) evaluated all four immunotherapy regimens (PD-1
inhibitors, ipilimumab and nivo-ipi) with conflicting findings (159,171). One study examining
sequences of immunotherapy and chemotherapy treatments, found first line pembrolizumab
to be associated with the lowest costs, and was dominant of chemotherapy and ipilimumab; the
ICER for nivolumab versus pembrolizumab was $304,755 per QALY ($45,713 incremental costs,
0.16 incremental QALYs) (159). Nivo-ipi was associated with an incremental QALY gain of 0.02
versus nivolumab and an ICER of $1,753,774 per QALY. By contrast, pembrolizumab was
dominated by nivolumab (higher costs and lower QALYs) in a separate study which found that
none of the new treatments were cost-effective in the Norwegian setting relative to
chemotherapy, with an ICER of $92,113 per QALY for nivolumab versus chemotherapy (171).

4.3.3.2 BRAF targeted treatment
Three models examined the cost effectiveness of BRAF inhibitor monotherapy compared to
chemotherapy for the treatment of BRAF V600 mutant melanoma (164,165,168). All concluded
that BRAF inhibitor monotherapy was associated with an increase in QALYs (ranging from 0.29
to 1.66) and costs, and was unlikely to be cost effective at national cost-effectiveness thresholds
(164,165,168). Two models compared dabrafenib to vemurafenib and both concluded that
dabrafenib is dominant (165,168). One study compared the cost effectiveness of combination
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BRAF/MEK inhibitor therapy to BRAF inhibitor monotherapy (161). It found that combination
therapy was associated an increase in QALYs and a significant increase in costs, producing an
ICER far in excess of the national cost-effectiveness threshold. In an MTA of all melanoma
treatments, BRAF inhibitor monotherapy and dabrafenib in combination with trametinib were
excluded due to dominance, and vemurafenib in combination with cobimetinib was associated
with an ICER in excess of $2 million per QALY versus nivolumab (171). Finally, a study (with
outcomes in terms of cost per month PFS) (170) compared dabrafenib and trametinib
combination therapy versus nivo-ipi. Dabrafenib in combination with trametinib was associated
with a lower per patient treatment cost ($207,338 v $275,875), a lower cost per month PFS
($18,849 v $23,578) and a lower cost per responder ($300,490 v $413,605).

4.3.3.3 Cytotoxic chemotherapy
One study compared the cost effectiveness of temozolomide, an oral form of dacarbazine, to
intravenous dacarbazine using results from the Schering I95-018 clinical trial (172). The outcome
was cost per LYG. The ICER for temozolomide versus dacarbazine was $70,165 per LYG; there
was a 60% chance of cost effectiveness at a threshold of $50,000 per LYG.

4.3.4 Reporting and Quality Assessment
Compliance with the CHEERS checklist was variable. No studies were found to have perfect
compliance with the CHEERS reporting requirements; three studies were assessed as having
only one non-compliance (Table A5, Appendix 4) (165,166,171). One study was judged to have
13 out of a possible 25 non-compliances (164), one had 12 (170), and two were judged to have
11 (168,172). Almost all studies did not provide reasons for the type of decision model used
(n=11), even when a detailed description of the model was provided. Most (n=11) did not report
differences in costs and outcomes in sub-groups and failed to report on all relevant aspects of
the setting and location (n=8). The descriptions of structural assumptions underlying the model
were poorly reported in many studies (n=8), with some providing inadequate discussion of
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uncertainty on inputs, structure, and assumptions (n=5). Many studies did not report the dates
of estimated resource use and unit costs (n=7), although they did provide some description of
the method for converting costs.

No study was considered to have a positive quality assessment for each field of the Philips
checklist (Table A6, Appendix 4). No study considered competing theories about model
structure or provided evidence of testing the mathematical logic of the model. No study
considered all feasible options (T-VEC was not included in any study) but three did provide
justification (159,166,172). Only one study provided adequate assessment of the four principal
types of uncertainty (171); two other studies did address methodological uncertainty (165,167).
All studies provided clear statements of the decision problem, although two used inputs
contrary to the stated perspective (160,164,168). Only one study described and justified the
choices made between data sources (171). This study was also the only study preforming a
quality assessment of the included studies. Three studies were deemed to have performed
appropriate synthesis of evidence (163,165,171); for one study the outcome was unclear (173)
while the remainder were considered not to meet best practice standards.

The relationships between the assessment of reporting and study quality, and between study
conclusion, sponsor, and journal type were examined. A data table was constructed with the
numbers of compliances with CHEERS and the numbers of positive assessments with the Philips
checklist (higher numbers indicating better reporting or quality) for each study. The relationship
between reporting compliance and greater numbers of positive assessments with the Philips
checklist was examined using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. There was a strong positive
correlation between numbers of CHEERS reporting compliances and positive assessments on
the Philips checklist (rho=0.72), showing a strong relationship between reporting and quality
assessment.
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Using logistic regression modelling, publication in a health economics journal was associated
with better compliance with the CHEERS checklist (p=0.002) and a greater number of positive
assessments on the Philips checklist (p=0.01). Pharmaceutical industry sponsorship was not
associated with better reporting (p=0.385) or higher quality (p=0.247).

Chi-squared tests were used to investigate the relationship between a journal type or study
sponsor, and studies producing positive conclusions regarding cost effectiveness (Table 16). Two
studies were excluded from this analysis as no conclusions regarding cost effectiveness were
advanced in one of the studies (170), and no funding declaration was available in the other
(168). Studies with pharmaceutical industry sponsors were more likely to conclude positively on
cost-effectiveness relative to SOC therapy, although this finding did not demonstrate statistical
significance at the p<0.05 level. No relationship was detected between journal type and study
conclusions.
Table 16 Outcome of Chi-squared tests investigating the relationship between journal type or study sponsor, and a
positive assessment of cost effectiveness.

Study outcome

Study Sponsor
Academic

Cost-effective
Not costeffective
χ2
P-value

1
4

Pharmaceutical
Industry
7
1
3.4145
0.0646

Journal Type
Clinical
journal
3
4

Economics
journal
5
2

0.29167
0.5892

4.3.5 Transferability of Included Studies
4.3.5.1 Generic Transferability
The conclusions of the transferability assessment are shown in Table 17. Assessments of
transferability were made with reference to the Irish national reference case for HTA (16).
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Table 17 Conclusions of EUnetHTA transferability assessment with Irish refence case stated with each question

Barzey (162)

Bohensky
(163)

Curl (164)

De Francesco
(166)

Delea (165)

Hillner (172)

Jensen (170)

Oh (160)

Pike (171)

Shih (168)

Miguel
(167)

Wang (169)

MatterWalstra (161)

Kohn (159)

Meng (173)

Generalisability
How generalisable and
relevant are the results,
and the validity of the data
and model to the relevant
jurisdictions/populations?

NG

NG

NG

NG

NG

NG

NG

NG

NG

NG

NG

NG

NG

NG

NG

Are there any differences in the following parameters?
Perspective
Same
Same Diff
Publicly funded health
Preferences
Diff
Same Diff
EQ-5D-3L
Relative costs
Diff
Diff
Diff
Direct costs only
Indirect costs
Same
Same Diff
Excluded
Discount Rate
Diff
Same Diff
5% on costs and outcome
Technological Context
Diff
Same Diff
Routine care
Personnel Characteristics
Unc
Unc
Unc
NS
Epidemiological context Diff
Diff
Diff
(including genetic variants)
Relevant target population
Factors which influence Diff
Diff
Diff
incidence and prevalence
Relevant target population
Demographic context
Unc
Unc
Unc
NS

Same

Same

Diff

Diff

Diff

Same

Diff

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Diff

Diff

Diff

Same

Diff

Same

Same

Same

Diff

Same

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Same

Same

Diff

Diff

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Diff

Same

Same

Diff

Same

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Same

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Same

Same

Same

Diff

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Same

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc
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Life Expectancy
Relevant target population
Reproduction
NS
Pre- and post-intervention
care
Routine care
Integration of technology
in health care system
NS
Incentives
Publicly funded health and
social care
Overall impressions
If differences exist, how
likely is it that each factor
would impact the results?
In which direction? Of
what magnitude?
Taken together, how
would they impact the
results and of what
magnitude?
Given these potential
differences, how would the
conclusions likely change
in the target setting? Are
you able to quantify this in
any manner?
Does the economic
evaluation violate your
national/regional
guidelines for health
economic evaluation?

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Unc

Diff

Diff

Same

Diff

Diff

Diff

Same

Diff

Diff

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Diff

Same

Diff

Diff

Diff

Diff

Unc

Unc

Same

Diff

Diff

Same

Same

Same

Same

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Diff

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Diff

Unc

Diff

Same

Same

Diff

Diff

Diff

Same

Diff

Same

Diff

Unc

Diff

Same

Unc

Unc

Very
likely

Very
likely

Unc

Likely

Likely

Likely

Unc

Likely

Likely

Very
likely

Highly
likely

Unc

Likely

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Signif
icantl
y

Signif
icantl
y

Unc

Unc

Diff

Diff

Unc

Unc

Unc

Unc

Likely

Likely

Likely

Likely

Unlikely
to
change

Likely

Likely

Likely

Unc

Unlikely
to
change

Likely

Likely

Unlikely
to
change

Likely

Likely

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

*NCPE Guidance. NG Not generalisable, Diff Different, Unc Unclear, NS not specified
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No studies were generically transferable to the Irish setting as none aligned with the Irish
reference case. Agreement with the reference case was most commonly seen for perspective,
treatment of indirect costs and the technological context. Disagreement was most commonly
seen for the discount rate (n=12). Discount rates applied varied from 3% to 6% with differential
rates applied to costs and outcomes in some studies; only three studies applied the same
discount rate as the Irish reference case of 5% (163,165,167). Three studies did not provide a
cost per QALY outcome in line with requirements for HTA in Ireland (160,170,172). For some of
the older studies (n=6), the technological context was considered not relevant, where the
intervention was compared to comparator(s) not currently in use in Ireland, limiting
transferability (162,164–166,168,172). Treatment acquisition costs were commonly based on
the publicly available price, with three exceptions where mark-down prices were used which
limits generalisability (160,166,173).

The epidemiological context and factors which influence incidence and prevalence were
considered to be different in all cases, with the exception of one study set in Norway (171)
where it was felt that incidence and prevalence of advanced melanoma may be similar to
Ireland, justified on the basis of the high incidence of melanoma in Northern European countries
(175). Demographic context was marked unclear for all studies, because although Ireland is a
demographic outlier with a younger population than many developed countries, it was
considered unlikely to affect the outcomes of the economic evaluations in this particular context
(176). Similarly, the integration of technology in health care system and personnel
characteristics were marked unclear for all studies.

Pre- and post-intervention care was considered likely to be similar in six studies
(159,161,163,169,171,173), and unclear in two studies (160,170), based on comparisons with
reimbursed treatments in Ireland. Incentives were considered likely to be the same in five
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studies with publicly funded health systems, as they provide health care in a similar model to
Ireland (165–167,171,173). Studies conducted within the US health system were assumed to
have different incentive structures, due to differences in the model of health care provision
(159,160,162,164,168–170,172). The incentive structure was considered unclear in two studies,
set in Australia and Switzerland, due to the interplay of private and public provision and
compulsory private health insurance respectively (161,163).

It was considered that the broader differences were likely to change the study conclusions in 11
of the 15 studies if applied to the Irish setting. The conclusions of three studies were in line with
the findings by the NCPE and unlikely to change given the high ICERs relative to the Irish
threshold (161,165,168), and for one study it was considered unclear (171). The primary reasons
that conclusions were classified as likely to change were the exclusion of relevant comparators
and a cost-effectiveness threshold far in excess of the Irish threshold.
4.3.5.2 Specific Transferability
Using the extracted study costs and QALYs, the NMB was calculated at the Irish threshold, to
explicitly consider the Irish decision context. Three studies (four comparisons) were excluded
from this analysis, two with cost per LYG outcome and one with cost per progression-free QALY
outcome as there is no cost-effectiveness threshold for these outcomes in Ireland
(160,170,172). Incremental costs, QALYs, and decision thresholds were extracted from the
included studies (n=12). Thirty-one comparisons were considered from these studies. One study
did not provide a national threshold for decision making, but the study concluded that the
intervention was likely to be cost effective and was included in the analysis set with the
assumption that the intervention had positive NMB at their study threshold (166).

Of the 31 comparisons, 15 had a positive NMB (I.e. were cost effective) at the threshold used in
the study (48.4%) (Table 18). When the Irish threshold of $60,000 per QALY was applied to the
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calculation of NMB, only nine comparisons had a positive NMB (29%), a reduction of 19.4%
(Table 18). In the six studies where the recommendations changed, four changed to be in
agreement with the NCPE conclusions, whilst two which had previously agreed with the NCPE
conclusions were now different (167,169). Using the lower Irish threshold ($26,667 per QALY),
only six studies (19.4%) had a positive NMB, a reduction of 60% from the initial number, with
the additional three studies now also in accordance with the NCPE findings.
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Table 18 Net Monetary Benefit at study cost-effectiveness threshold and Irish cost-effectiveness threshold.

Author, year, country
Kohn 2017, US
Kohn 2017, US
Kohn 2017, US
Kohn 2017, US
Kohn 2017, US
Matter-Walstra 2015,
Switzerland
Barzey 2013, US
Bohensky 2016,
Australia
Curl 2014, US

Costeffectiveness
Intervention
threshold
US$ 2017
$100,000
Pembrolizumab
$100,000
Ipilimumab
Pembrolizumab
$100,000
every 2 weeksa
$100,000
Nivolumab
$100,000
Nivo-ipi
Dabrafenib
$68,000
with trametinib
$200,000
Ipilimumab

Comparator

Incremental
cost
US$ 2017

Incremental
QALYs

NMB at
study
threshold

NMB at Irish
NMB at Irish
threshold
threshold
$60,000/QALY $26,667/QALY

Dacarbazine
Dacarbazine

-$19,630
$5,769

0.12
0.08

$31,630
$2,231

$26,830
-$969

$22,830
-$3,636

Dacarbazine

$169,012

0.17

-$152,012

-$158,812

-$164,479

Dacarbazine
Dacarbazine

$26,083
$61,159

0.28
0.30

$1,917
-$31,159

-$9,283
-$43,159

-$18,616
-$53,159

Vemurafenib

$126,829

0.46

-$95,549

-$99,229

-$114,562

BSC

$179,534

1.14

$48,466

-$111,134

-$149,134

$35,000

Nivolumab

Ipilimumab

$42,159

1.30

$3,341

$35,841

-$7,492

$100,000

Dacarbazine

$165,963

0.42

-$123,963

-$140,763

-$154,763

Vemurafenib

$109,417

0.20

-$89,417

-$97,417

-$104,084

Dacarbazine
Vemurafenib

$63,915
-$33,580

0.21
0.05

-$31,061
$41,350

-$51,585
$36,496

-$58,435
$34,876

Curl 2014, US

$100,000

Delea 2015, Canada
Delea 2015, Canada
De Francesco 2016,
Italy
De Francesco 2016.
Italy
Miguel 2017, Portugal
Shih 2015, US
Shih 2015, US
Shih 2015, US

$159,872
$159,872

Vemurafenib
Vemurafenib
followed by
ipilimumab
Dabrafenib
Dabrafenib

NS

Ipilimumab

Dacarbazine

$83,339

1.25

CE

-$8,339

-$50,006

NS

Ipilimumab

Vemurafenib

-$44,488

0.24

CE

$58,888

$50,888

$66,666.67
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000

Pembrolizumab
Dabrafenib
Vemurafenib
Dabrafenib

Ipilimumab
Dacarbazine
Dacarbazine
Vemurafenib

$61,963
$26,080
$38,815
-$12,736

0.98
0.16
0.11
0.05

$3,370
-$10,430
-$27,965
$17,536

-$3,163
-$16,690
-$32,305
$15,616

-$35,830
-$21,907
-$35,922
$14,016
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Wang 2017, US

$100,000

Pembrolizumab

Ipilimumab

$67,751

0.79

$11,249

-$20,351

-$46,684

Pike 2015, Norway

$49,169

Nivo-ipi

Dacarbazine

$139,825

0.81

-$99,998

-$91,225

-$118,225

Pike 2015, Norway
Pike 2015, Norway
Pike 2015, Norway

$49,169
$49,169
$49,169

Dacarbazine
Dacarbazine
Dacarbazine

$93,625
$95,977
$82,475

0.82
0.80
0.48

-$53,306
-$56,642
-$58,874

-$44,425
-$47,977
-$53,675

-$71,758
-$74,644
-$69,675

Pike 2015, Norway

$49,169

Dacarbazine

$241,178

0.83

-$200,368

-$191,378

-$219,045

Pike 2015, Norway

$49,169

Dacarbazine

$240,069

0.89

-$196,309

-$186,669

-$216,336

Pike 2015, Norway
Pike 2015, Norway
Meng 2018, England
Meng 2018, England
Meng 2018, England
Meng 2018, England

$49,169
$49,169
$70,126
$70,126
$70,126
$70,126

Nivolumab
Pembrolizumab
Ipilimumab
Dabrafenib
with trametinib
Vemurafenib
with
cobimetinib
Vemurafenib
Dabrafenib
Nivolumab
Nivolumab
Nivolumab
Nivolumab

Dacarbazine
Dacarbazine
Ipilimumab
Dacarbazine
Vemurafenib
Dabrafenib

$81,180
$81,120
$57,139
$101,921
$33,516
$37,008

0.31
0.35
1.67
3.08
3.33
3.33

-$65,938
-$63,911
$59,972
$114,068
$200,004
$196,512

-$62,580
-$60,120
$43,061
$82,879
$166,284
$162,792

-$72,913
-$71,787
-$12,606
-$19,788
$55,284
$51,792

NS Not specified, NMB Net Monetary Benefit, BSC Best Supportive Care, QALY Quality adjusted life year, NIVO-IPI nivolumab with ipilimumab. aNot a licensed regimen
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4.4 Discussion
The systematic review identified 15 economic evaluations of the cost effectiveness of
treatments for advanced melanoma, published between 2000-2018.

These new drug

treatments are associated with unpredictable clinical benefit and a high cost per patient, raising
questions about both cost-effectiveness and affordability.

While most studies used a simplified 3-health state model, there were important differences in
the structural assumptions underpinning the included models, including in the modelled time
horizons, model type, application of discounting, application of utility and extrapolation of
survival. There was large variation in the predicted costs and QALYs associated with each
treatment, for example the predicted QALY gains with pembrolizumab varied from 0.38 to 3.45.

Six pharmaceutical industry sponsored studies evaluated the cost effectiveness of
immunotherapies. Ipilimumab was associated with an increase in costs and QALYs compared to
chemotherapy, and PD-1 inhibitors were associated with an increase in costs and QALYs
compared with ipilimumab. All studies had positive conclusions regarding the cost-effectiveness
of the interventions. These findings were largely at odds with the conclusions of the NCPE
regarding cost-effectiveness of these interventions in Ireland (91,177–179). Many other national
HTA bodies cast doubt on the cost-effectiveness of ipilimumab at the time of marketing
authorisation (179–182).

All studies agree that PD-1 agents are associated with higher QALYs than ipilimumab, and in
many instances are dominant, and that nivo-ipi is unlikely to be cost effective even in biomarker
enriched populations.
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All studies found that BRAF monotherapy is associated with an increase in QALYs compared to
chemotherapy, but the increase in costs is such that the treatment is unlikely to be cost effective.
Similarly, BRAF/MEK therapy is associated with an increase in QALYs compared to BRAF
monotherapy but is considered unlikely to be cost effective at national cost-effectiveness
thresholds. Two studies include a comparison between immunotherapies and BRAF
monotherapy; both found that immunotherapy is likely to be dominant of BRAF monotherapy
(166,173). In an MTA, vemurafenib and cobimetinib was associated with an ICER of
$2,053,845/QALY versus nivolumab (171). These findings are largely in line with the conclusions
of the NCPE regarding the cost-effectiveness of BRAF inhibitors and BRAF/MEK combination
therapy (90,92,183,184).

No publication was found to have perfect compliance with the CHEERS reporting requirements.
Publication in a health economics journal was associated with fewer non-compliances (p=0.002).
CHEERS is an assessment of reporting, not methodological quality, and failure to follow all the
requirements in the CHEERS statement is not indicative of a poor-quality study. It has been
previously noted that poor reporting can make assessment of quality difficult (150). The strong
correlation between CHEERS compliances and positive assessments of quality by the Philips
checklist in this analysis supports the finding that their assessment is interdependent. Quality
assessment of the studies highlighted significant deficiencies, mainly in the areas of identifying
the evidence and the synthesis of relative treatment effects, with only one study describing and
justifying the choices made between data sources (171). The exploration of uncertainty in the
models was also of a poor standard.

Publication in a health economics journal was associated with higher quality assessment. Studies
with pharmaceutical industry sponsors were more likely to conclude positively on costeffectiveness relative to SOC therapy, although this finding did not demonstrate statistical
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significance at the p<0.05 level. Pharmaceutical industry sponsorship was not associated with
greater quality of economic evaluation.

Assessment of transferability was difficult due to poor quality reporting. No studies
demonstrated generic transferability to the Irish setting as none were aligned with the national
reference case. The technological context has changed from when many of these studies were
published, with the availability of new treatments for melanoma, which in some cases
undermined model assumptions about post-progression mortality and the availability of ‘pre
and post intervention care’. The potential impact on study conclusion of differences from the
Irish reference case was not always easy to predict; the parameters considered most likely to
cause variation include the addition of relevant comparators, and the discount rate, time
horizon and relative costs.

The EUnetHTA transferability tool does not explicitly consider the cost-effectiveness threshold.
Using the Irish thresholds of $26,667 and $60,000 per QALY to estimate the NMB of each
intervention, there was a 19.4% and 60% reduction respectively in the proportion of positive
recommendations, compared to when the study specific threshold was used. Overall, the
decision would have changed from a positive to a negative recommendation in six of 15
comparisons (assuming no aspects other than cost effectiveness are considered) if the upper
Irish threshold is applied, and in nine comparisons if the lower threshold is used. Applying the
Irish threshold changed the conclusions to be in line with NCPE recommendations regarding cost
effectiveness in almost all comparisons. In addition to model quality and the generic
transferability of the model outputs, the broader decision-making context must be taken into
account when considering the specific transferability of models across jurisdictions.
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There is limited correlation between costs and QALYs in the included studies. It has recently
been shown that there is poor correlation between time to reimbursement and the anticipated
benefit of melanoma treatments, using the European Society of Medical Oncology (ESMO)
Magnitude of Clinical Benefit Scale , where the most promising treatments were associated with
the greatest delays in reimbursement, and also the highest median prices (93). These findings
of poor correlation between costs and predicted benefits in economic evaluations may go some
way to explaining this discrepancy.

4.5 Development of a De Novo Model for Cost Utility Analysis
This review highlighted the poor transferability of published models to the Irish setting, and the
need to develop a de novo analysis to assess the cost effectiveness of these interventions in the
Irish context. Quality assessment of the published studies highlighted several weaknesses in
previously published work, in particular the use of naive methods for evidence synthesis and the
exclusion of relevant comparators. In particular, the following issues were identified as relevant:
•

MTA provides useful information for decision makers, particularly when multiple
technologies are available.

•

A model with three health states, representing progression-free disease status, postprogression disease status, and death is commonly used to capture end-stage
metastatic disease, and is likely to be appropriate for advanced melanoma, given the
information available.

•

Clinical efficacy inputs should be derived from systematic review rather than selective
use of the literature. Advanced methods for evidence synthesis such as NMA should be
used.

•

Three distinct patient populations have been identified, where clinical and costeffectiveness estimates are likely to vary:
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o

Treatment naïve patients eligible for treatment with a PD-1 inhibitor or nivoipi,

o

Treatment refractory patients, who have failed first line chemotherapy, and

o

BRAF V600 mutation positive patients eligible for treatment with a BRAF
inhibitor, MEK inhibitor, a combination of both, or a PD-1 inhibitor or nivo-ipi.

Cost-effectiveness should be evaluated separately in these three populations, reflecting current
treatment pathways.
•

There has been limited exploration of cost-effectiveness in the treatment refractory
population.

•

There has been limited exploration of the impact of treatment sequencing or multiple
lines of treatment.

•

Resource use and unit costs are not major drivers of uncertainty in these published
evaluations.
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5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4, the quality of published economic evaluations of systemic treatments for advanced
melanoma was appraised. The review identified concerns regarding inadequate methods for
the identification of clinical evidence and the use of naïve methods of evidence synthesis in
published evaluations. The Irish national guidelines for economic evaluation require clinical
evidence inputs to be derived by systematic review, and recommend against using naïve
methods for evidence synthesis (16). To obtain estimates of relative efficacy for the systemic
treatments licensed for advanced melanoma for use in a de novo economic evaluation, a
systematic review and Bayesian network meta-analysis (NMA) was undertaken.

5.2 Methods
A systematic review protocol was developed in line with the objectives of the review, with
reference to the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions (Appendix 5)(185).
Assistance was obtained for creating and running the search strategy from Medical Librarian
David Mockler (Trinity College Dublin). The relevant interventions were identified as all drug
treatments authorised by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) or Health Products Regulatory
Authority in Ireland for the treatment of adult patients with advanced melanoma, which
included pembrolizumab, nivolumab, ipilimumab, dabrafenib, trametinib, vemurafenib,
cobimetinib, dacarbazine, temozolomide, and talimogene laherparepvec (T-VEC), or any
combination of same. The comparators were cytotoxic chemotherapy, any of the included
interventions, best supportive care, or placebo. Both randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and
non-randomised trials were eligible for inclusion. Expanded access programs and registry-based
studies were excluded. The primary outcomes of interest were PFS, OS and overall response rate
(ORR) outcomes, which can be incorporated directly into the CUA.
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MEDLINE and Embase were searched via Ovid, and the CENTRAL database was searched, all from
inception to February 2017. Proceedings from the Society of Melanoma Research and ESMO
conferences were hand-searched from 2012 to 2017. References were managed using
EndNote®. A single reviewer reviewed and extracted the studies; where there was uncertainty
regarding eligibility a second reviewer adjudicated. Where multiple publications from the same
trial were identified, publications with the most similar duration of follow-up were utilised for
the evidence synthesis. Data was extracted using a data extraction form modelled on a template
from the Cochrane Skin Group, and included details of trial authors, title and publication date,
trial design, patient population, pharmacological treatments administered, trial outcomes,
adverse events (AEs), QOL and author conclusions. AEs were classified according to the CTCAE
v4.0 criteria. Extracted outcome data was double-checked by a second author. RCTs were
assessed for risk of bias (ROB) using the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool according to the methods
outlined in the Cochrane Handbook (185). GRADE was used to assess the quality of the evidence
for the OS and PFS outcomes for each relevant comparison, using the criteria described in the
GRADE handbook (186). Summary of findings tables were generated using GRADEproGDT®(187).

To derive estimates of relative efficacy of the treatments compared to dacarbazine for use in
the economic evaluation, a Bayesian NMA was conducted by Dr Joy Leahy (NCPE) using the
extracted trial data. In NMA, clinical evidence is synthesized over a network of comparisons to
assess the comparative effects of interventions for the same condition. Important assumptions
underpinning NMA include transitivity, referring to clinical and methodological homogeneity so
that included trials do not differ in terms of the distribution of treatment effect modifiers, and
consistency referring to statistical homogeneity. Outputs of an NMA are estimates of relative
efficacy of the included interventions (in this case expressed in terms of the hazard ratio (HR))
and a ranking of the included interventions. Cumulative rankograms present the cumulative
probability for the interventions to assume each of the possible ranks (highest probability of
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being most effective, second highest probability of being most effective etc.), thus assigning a
single numeric value to each treatment. The area under the cumulative rankogram (surface
under the cumulative ranking curve, SUCRA) can be expressed as a percentage (range 0 to
100%), where the larger the SUCRA ranking and closer to 100%, the higher the likelihood that
the treatment is in the top rank or one of the top ranks. Of note, SUCRA rankings do not provide
information on the magnitude of difference in treatment effect between included treatments,
nor allow for chance to explain the difference between treatments (188). They also only apply
to each individual outcome evaluated rather than encompassing an overview of all important
aspects of a treatment, and do not take account of the quality of evidence, which is considered
separately through the GRADE assessment.

Three separate patient populations were identified for the cost-effectiveness analysis, a)
treatment naïve BRAF wildtype (WT), b) treatment refractory, and c) BRAF V600 mutation
positive. The distinction based on BRAF status was based on clinical guidelines for the treatment
melanoma, which indicate that treatment choices are dictated by BRAF mutation status.
Guidelines also indicate that patients may receive subsequent treatment with alternative agents
following disease progression on first line treatment. As the disease progresses, interventions
are likely to have lesser benefit, affecting estimates of cost-effectiveness. In Chapter 4, it was
identified that there was little published evidence regarding cost-effectiveness of licensed drugs
in the treatment refractory population. Thus, cost-effectiveness in the treatment refractory
population was considered explicitly in this analysis. For each identified population, an NMA was
conducted using RCTs only. Both fixed effects and random effects models were considered,
where possible.

For the BRAF V600 mutation positive population an additional network including single-arm
evidence was examined, to determine if the use of non-randomised trials improved precision in
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estimates and impacted cost-effectiveness outcomes. Single-arm trials were incorporated by
two methods, a) using a naïve pooled model, b) using a hierarchical model. In conjunction with
Dr Joy Leahy, individual patient data (IPD) was created by digitising the published Kaplan-Meier
(KM) curves according to the method described by Guyot (189). To incorporate the nonrandomised evidence, Dr Leahy matched the single-arm trials to the corresponding RCTs
according to the relative proportions of patients with certain prognostic factors (LDH ≥ULN,
ECOG ≥1). The goal of this method is to minimise potential bias introduced by included nonrandomised evidence. In the pooled model, the non-randomised trials are treated as if they
came from the RCT to which they are matched, so that no distinction is made between the
different trial types. The hierarchical model is similar but recognises the matched nonrandomised trials as a distinct source of evidence. This model also provides the option for the
analyst to down-weight the matched non-randomised trial’s contribution to the overall
treatment effect due to the lower quality.

5.3 Results
The review was conducted in accordance with the protocol (Table A7, Table A8, Appendix 5).
Searches were conducted on 9th March 2017. Hand-searching of journals was completed in
March 2017 and updated in June 2017 to include abstracts from the 2017 ASCO conference. The
review identified 35 studies eligible for inclusion, and multiple publications from the same trials
(Figure 13). The included publications are tabulated (Table A9, Appendix 5). The identified trials
are summarised in Table 19 (chemotherapy), Table 20 (BRAF targeted treatments) and Table 21
(Immunotherapies) below.
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Figure 13 PRISMA diagram, systematic review for systemic treatments for advanced melanoma
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Table 19 Summary of included chemotherapy trials

Trial

Intervention
2

Bleehan et al,

Temozolomide 150mg/m /day

1995 (190)

PO, days 1-5 of 28-day cycle,

N=60

then

dose

increased

Comparators

Design

Participants^

Endpoints

N/A

Phase II single arm trial.

Treatment naïve

Primary: ORR
Others: Toxicity, OS

if

2

tolerated to 200mg/m /day
days 1-5 of subsequent 28-day
cycles
Middleton et

Temozolomide 200mg/m2/day

Dacarbazine 250mg/m2/day IV

Phase

al, 2000 (54)

PO, days 1-5 of 28-day cycle

for days 1-5 of a 21-day cycle

N=305

III

open-label

RCT,

Treatment naïve, aged ≥

Primary: OS

randomised 1:1 stratified by

18

Secondary: PFS, ORR,

sites of disease, gender, and

performance status 0-2

safety, QOL

years,

WHO

performance status.
Avril

et

al,

2

2

Fotemustine 100mg/m IV on

Dacarbazine 250mg/m /day IV

Phase

RCT,

Treatment naïve, aged

Primary: ORR

2004 (191)

days 1,8,15 of an 8-week cycle

for days 1-5 of a 28-day cycle

randomised 1:1, stratified by

18-75 years, with life

Secondary: DOR, OS,

N=229

(1

(2

country,

expectancy ≥3 months.

safety, QOL

Chemotherapy

Primary: PFS

cycle).

Maintenance

cycles).

Maintenance
permitted

in

III

open-label

presence/absence

treatment 100mg/m2 IV Q3W

treatment

brain

metastases

and

permitted in nonprogressive

nonprogressive patients at the

assessment method for CNS

patients

same dosing schedule

sites. Disease assessment WHO
criteria.

2

2

Hersh et al,

Nab-paclitaxel 150mg/m IV on

Dacarbazine 1g/m

IV Q3W

2014 (192)

days 1,8,15 of a 28-day cycle

until disease progression or

randomised 1:1, stratified by

stage

N=529

until disease progression or

unacceptable toxicity

disease

ECOG 0-1, LDH≤2ULN, no

unacceptable toxicity

Phase

region,

III

open-label
stage,

and

RCT,

geographic

baseline

LDH.

IV

naïve,

melanoma,

Secondary: OS, ORR,
safety

brain metastases

Disease assessment RECIST V1.0
^All trials recruited patients with stage IIIC or IV cutaneous melanoma unless otherwise specified. PO: per oral. Q3W: every three weeks. IV: IV infusion. RCT: Randomised controlled
trial. ORR: Overall response rate. PFS: progression free survival. OS: Overall survival. DOR: Duration of response. QOL: Quality of Life. WHO: World Health Organisation. RECIST: Response
Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumours. LDH: Lactate dehydrogenase. ULN: Upper limit of normal
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5.3.1 Chemotherapy
One non-randomised trial and three RCTs with chemotherapy agents as the intervention were
identified. All three trials included dacarbazine as a comparator.

In the non-randomised trial, the oral pro-drug of dacarbazine, temozolomide (150mg/m2/day
per oral (PO) on days 1-5 of a 28-day cycle) was administered to 60 patients, and was associated
with an ORR of 20%, a median duration of response (DOR) of 6 months and a median OS of 5.5
months (95% CI 0.5, 29.5) (190). In one phase III RCT, dacarbazine (250mg/m2 IV on days 1-5 of
a 21-day cycle) was compared to oral temozolomide (200mg/m2/day for on days 1-5 of 28-day
cycle) in 305 patients with advanced melanoma (193). There were no statistically significant
differences between treatment arms in terms of OS and safety; temozolomide was associated
with a slightly greater median PFS (1.9 months versus 1.5 months, p=0.012)). Toxicity was
similar, but patients treated with temozolomide reported improvement or maintenance of
physical functioning at week 12.

Another phase III RCT compared fotemustine (100mg/m2 IV once weekly for 3 weeks, then once
every three weeks) with dacarbazine (250mg/m2 on days 1-5 of a 28-day cycle) in 229 previously
untreated patients with advanced melanoma (191). Fotemustine was associated with higher
ORR (13.4% versus 6%) although the difference was not statistically significant. Median OS was
slightly longer with fotemustine (7.3 months versus 5.6 months), but again was not statistically
significant. Haematological toxicity was worse with fotemustine.

Nab-paclitaxel (150mg/m2 IV once weekly for 3 weeks of a 28-day cycle) was compared with
dacarbazine (1g/m2 IV three weekly (Q3W)) in 529 previously untreated patients with advanced
melanoma in the final RCT (192). Nab-paclitaxel was associated with a higher ORR (15% versus
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11%, p=0.24) and a statistically significant increase in PFS (HR 0.79, 95.1% CI 0.63, 0.99). There
was no statistically significant increase in OS (HR 0.9, 95.1% CI 0.74, 1.09) and nab-paclitaxel was
associated with greater haematologic and non-haematologic Grade ≥3 AEs, in particular with
Grade ≥3 peripheral neuropathy which affected 24% treated patients. A marketing
authorisation for nab-paclitaxel was not pursued for this indication.

5.3.2 Targeted Treatments
5.3.2.1 BRAF inhibitor monotherapy
Vemurafenib is a BRAF inhibitor, licensed by the EMA in March 2012, for the treatment of
advanced melanoma in adult patients with the BRAF V600 mutation. The treatment dose is
960mg orally (PO) twice daily (BD), until disease progression or until the development of
unacceptable toxicity (194). Three non-randomised trials and one RCT of vemurafenib were
identified (Table 20).

In one non-randomised trial of vemurafenib in treatment refractory patients with BRAF V600E
mutant-melanoma, vemurafenib demonstrated an ORR of 53%, a median PFS of 6.8 months and
a median OS of 15.9 months (95% CI 11.6, 18.3) (195). A separate non-randomised trial
demonstrated efficacy in non-V600E mutations (196). Superior efficacy versus dacarbazine in
treatment naïve patients was confirmed in the BRIM-3 RCT where, with 12 months follow-up
(FU), vemurafenib was associated with a statistically significant increase in both PFS (by
investigator assessment) and OS (Table 21), and an impressive ORR of 57% (197). Toxicity was
significant, with large numbers of patients experiencing Grade 3 ≥ AEs, including squamous cell
carcinoma (19%), altered liver function (10%), keratoacanthoma (10%), rash (9%), and
photosensitivity reactions of any grade occurring in 41% patients (198). Eight patients
developed a new primary melanoma. AEs led to dose modification or interruption in 38%
vemurafenib patients, and treatment discontinuation in 7%. A non-randomised phase IV study
of 3226 patients showed toxicity was similar in the ‘real-world’ setting, with a suggestion that
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toxicity was reported more frequently in patients aged ≥ 75 years (199). AEs leading to death
were reported in 3% patients.

In 2013 the EMA authorised dabrafenib, a second BRAF inhibitor, for the same indication (213),
at a dose of 150mg PO BD. Ten publications pertaining to two non-randomised trials and one
RCT, were identified (Table 20). A non-randomised dose titration study confirmed inactivity in
the absence of the BRAF mutation, and enrolled 36 patients in the phase II portion to receive
dabrafenib 150mg PO BD (202), which demonstrated an ORR of 50%. In the BREAK-2 nonrandomised trial, an ORR of 41% was seen, with responses in patients with BRAFV600E and
V600K mutations (203). DOR was approximately six months. Relative efficacy versus
dacarbazine was confirmed in the BREAK-3 RCT, where dabrafenib was associated with a
statistically significant increase in PFS (by investigator assessment) and OS, and an ORR of 49.7%
(Table 21) (204,214). Toxicity was similar to that seen with vemurafenib; dabrafenib causes
Grade ≥3 pyrexia in 3% patients.
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Table 20 Summary of included BRAF targeted treatment trials

Trial

Intervention

Comparators

Design

Participants^

Endpoints

BRIM-2 (200)
NCT00949702
N=132
BRIM-3 (201)
NCT01006980
N=675

Vemurafenib 960mg PO BD

N/A

Phase II non-randomised trial.
Disease assessment RECIST v1.1

Primary: ORR
Secondary: PFS, OS

Vemurafenib 960mg PO BD

Dacarbazine 1g/m2
IV Q3W

NCT01586195
N=29 (196)

Vemurafenib 960mg PO BD

N/A

Phase III open-label RCT,
randomised 1:1, stratified by M
stage, ECOG PS, region and LDH
levels. Disease assessment RECIST
v1.1
Phase II open-label non-randomised
trial. Disease assessment RECIST
v1.1

Treatment refractory, BRAF
V600E mutation, stage IV
disease, ECOG 0-1.
Treatment naïve, BRAF V600E
mutation, ECOG 0-1.

Primary: ORR INV
Secondary: DOR, PFS,
OS, safety.

NCT01307397
N=3226 (199)

Vemurafenib 960mg PO BD

N/A

Phase IV open-label nonrandomised trial.

NCT00880321
(202)
N=36 (Phase
II)

Dabrafenib 150mg PO BD
chosen for the phase two
dose

N/A

Phase I-II open-label cohort trial.

BREAK-2 (203)
NCT01153763
N=132

Dabrafenib 150mg PO BD

N/A

Phase II open-label non-randomised
trial.
Disease assessment RECIST v1.1

Mixed treatment naïve &
refractory, ECOG 0-2, BRAFV600
mutation other than
BRAFV600E.
Mixed treatment naïve &
refectory, BRAF V600 mutation,
ECOG 0-2.
With or without BRAF mutation
and including some patients
with untreated brain
metastases.
Mixed treatment naïve &
refractory, BRAFV600E/K
mutation, ECOG 0-1.

BREAK-3*(204)
NCT01227889
N=250

Dabrafenib 150mg PO BD

Dacarbazine 1g/m2
IV Q3W

NCT00687622
(205)
N=97

Various doses of trametinib

N/A

Phase III open-label RCT,
randomised 3:1, stratified by M
stage. Disease assessment RECIST
v1.1
Phase I, dose-escalation trial
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Treatment naïve, BRAF V600E
mutation, ECOG 0-1.

Treatment refractory,
with/without a BRAF mutation,
stage IIIC or IV cutaneous or
uveal melanoma.

Primary: OS, PFS INV
Secondary: ORR, DOR

Primary: Safety

Primary: safety
Secondary: ORR

Primary: ORR in
BRAFV600E
population
Secondary: PFS, OS,
DOR
Primary: PFS INV
Secondary: PFS, OS,
ORR
Primary: safety
Secondary: ORR

NCT01037127
(206)
N=97

Trametinib 2mg PO OD

N/A

Phase II, open-label, multi-cohort
trial.

Mixed treatment naïve &
refractory, BRAFV600 mutation,
ECOG 0-2.

Primary: ORR INV
Secondary: NS

METRIC*(207)
NCT01245062
N=322

Trametinib 2mg PO OD

Primary: PFS INV
Secondary: OS, ORR,
DOR, safety.

Various dosing regimens of
vemurafenib in combination
with cobimetinib

Phase III, open-label, RCT,
randomised 2:1, stratified according
to LDH level and previous treatment
status. Disease assessment RECIST
v1.1
Phase Ib dose-finding trial

Mixed treatment naïve &
refractory, no prior BRAF
inhibitor or ipilimumab,
BRAFV600 mutation, ECOG 0-1.

BRIM7 (208)
NCT01271803
N=129

Choice of
dacarbazine
1000mg/mg2 IV
Q3W or paclitaxel
175mg/m2 IV Q3W
N/A

Mixed treatment naïve &
refractory, BRAFV600 mutation,
ECOG 0-1.

coBRIM (209)
NCT01689519
N=495

Vemurafenib 960mg PO BD,
plus cobimetinib 60mg PO
OD for days 1-21 of a 28-day
cycle.
Arm 1: Dabrafenib 150mg
OD BD with trametinib 2mg
PO OD
Arm 2: Dabrafenib 150mg
OD BD with trametinib 1mg
PO OD
Dabrafenib 150mg OD BD
with trametinib 2mg PO OD

Vemurafenib
960mg PO BD

Phase III, double-blind, placebocontrolled trial, randomised 1:1,
stratified by stage and region.
Disease assessment RECIST v1.1
Phase II, open-label RCT,
randomised 1:1:1
Disease assessment RECIST v1.1

Treatment naïve, BRAF V600
mutation, ECOG 0-1.

Primary: safety and
pharmacokinetics
Secondary: ORR, PFS,
OS, DOR
Primary: PFS INV
Secondary: OS, ORR,
DOR, safety

Mixed treatment naïve &
refractory, no prior BRAF or
MEK inhibitors, BRAFV600
mutation, ECOG 0-1.

Primary: Safety, ORR,
PFS, DOR
Secondary:
pharmacokinetics, OS

Treatment naïve, BRAF V600
mutation, ECOG 0-1.

Primary: PFS INV
Secondary: OS, ORR,
DOR, safety

Dabrafenib 150mg OD BD
with trametinib 2mg PO OD

Vemurafenib
960mg PO BD

Phase III, double-blind RCT,
randomised 1:1, stratified by LDH
and BRAF genotype
Disease assessment RECIST v1.1
Phase III, open-label RCT,
randomised 1:1, stratified by stage
and geographical region.
Disease assessment RECIST v1.1

Treatment naïve, BRAF V600
mutation, ECOG 0-1.

Primary: OS
Secondary: PFS, ORR,
DOR, safety

NCT01072175
(210)
N=162*

COMBI-D (211)
NCT01584648
N=423
COMBI-V (212)
NCT01597908
N=704

Dabrafenib 150mg
PO BD

Dabrafenib 150mg
PO BD

^All trials recruited patients with stage IIIC or IV cutaneous melanoma unless otherwise specified. PO per oral, OD once daily, BD twice daily, Q3W every three weeks. IV IV infusion. RCT
Randomised controlled trial, ORR Overall response rate, INV by Investigator assessment, PFS progression free survival, OS Overall survival, ITT Intention to treat population, DOR Duration
of response, QOL Quality of Life, BRAF WT BRAF wild-type (no BRAF mutation). RECIST Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumours, LDH Lactate dehydrogenase. * Crossover permitted
upon progression
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Table 21 Efficacy outcomes with BRAF targeted treatments (RCTs only).

Treatment

Median

OS

HR

OS

(95%

CI),

(95% CI)

months

Median PFS,
(95%

HR PFS

ORR

CI),

Grade≥3
AEs

months
BRIM-3 (197)

Vemurafenib

13.6

(12,

15.2)
Dacarbazine

0.7 (0.57,

6.9 (6.1, 7)

0.87) *

9.7 (7.9, 12.8)

0.38

(0.32,

57%

73%(198)

9%

42%(198)

49.7%

NS

6.3%

NS

0.46) *
1.6 (1.6, 2.1)
Break-3 (214)

Dabrafenib

18.2

(16.6,

NR)
Dacarbazine

15.6

0.76

6.9 (NS, NS)

(0.48,
(12.7,

1.21)

0.37

(0.23,

0.57)
2.7 (NS, NS)

NR)
*Censored at crossover. Uncensored HR for OS 0.76 (0.63, 0.93). NS=not specified. NR=not reached. PFS: progression
free survival. OS: Overall survival. ORR: Overall response rate

5.3.2.2 MEK inhibitor monotherapy
Trametinib is a MEK inhibitor, licensed by the EMA as monotherapy for adults with advanced
melanoma with a BRAF V600 mutation (215). The dose is 2mg PO once daily (OD), and treatment
continues until disease progression. One RCT and two non-randomised trials of trametinib
monotherapy were identified (Table 20 ).

Activity was initially demonstrated in a dose-escalation study where an ORR of 33% was
observed (205). In a non-randomised trial of trametinib 2mg PO OD in two cohorts of patients,
one previously exposed to a BRAF inhibitor and the other not, trametinib was associated with
an ORR of 0% in those previously treated compared to 25% in those who had not previously
received a BRAF inhibitor (206). Efficacy relative to chemotherapy was demonstrated in the
Phase III METRIC trial, where it was associated with a median PFS (by investigator assessment)
of 4.8 months compared to 1.5 months in patients treated with cytotoxic chemotherapy (HR
0.45, 95% CI 0.33, 0.63). The ORR was 22% with trametinib and 8% with chemotherapy, and the
median DOR was 5.5 months with trametinib and not reached with chemotherapy. There was a
statistically significant increase in OS (HR 0.54, 95% CI 0.32, 0.92) but the number of events was
very low in both treatment arms (16% with trametinib and 27% with dacarbazine). With
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additional follow-up (duration unspecified), there was no statistically significant increase in OS
with trametinib (HR 0.78, p>0.05), however median OS was longer with trametinib 15.6 months
versus 11.3 months, and was confounded by 65% crossover (216). Toxicity profile is somewhat
different to the BRAF inhibitors, with lower incidence of SCCs or hyperproliferative skin lesions
and higher incidence of diarrhoea and ocular AEs (205).

5.3.2.3 BRAF/MEK combination therapy
Combination treatment with vemurafenib and the MEK inhibitor cobimetinib was authorised by
the EMA in December 2015, for the treatment of advanced melanoma in patients with the BRAF
V600 mutation, regardless of line of treatment (217). Cobimetinib is only licensed for use in
combination with vemurafenib. The dosing schedule is 60mg PO on days 1-21 of a 28-day cycle.
The dosing schedule of vemurafenib when given in combination with cobimetinib is the same
as the monotherapy dose, 960mg PO BD, continuously. One non-randomised trial and one RCT
were identified (Table 20)

BRIM-7 was a Phase Ib dose finding study in treatment refractory patients with advanced
melanoma (either progressed on vemurafenib monotherapy or BRAF-inhibitor naïve) with BRAF
positive melanoma (208). The ORR was 87% in BRAF-inhibitor naïve patients compared to 15%
in the previously treated population. The median DOR was greater in BRAF-inhibitor naïve
patients, as was the median PFS (13.7 versus 2.8 months). The median OS in BRAF-inhibitor
naïve patients was 31.2 months (218). Two BRAF inhibitor naïve patients attained a CR at cycle
31 and 34, increasing the CR rate to 19%, indicating persistent activity with continued therapy.
In the coBRIM RCT, vemurafenib in combination with cobimetinib demonstrated superior ORR,
PFS and OS compared to vemurafenib monotherapy, with little additional toxicity (Table 22)
(209,219,220). There were no clinically meaningful changes in QOL in either treatment arm over
the first eight cycles of treatment, as assessed by the EORTC-QLQ-C30.
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The treatment combination of dabrafenib and trametinib was licensed by the EMA in November
2015, for the same indication as vemurafenib in combination with cobimetinib (221). The dosing
schedule is trametinib 2mg PO OD in combination with dabrafenib 150mg PO BD, until the
patient no longer derives benefit, or the development of unexpected toxicity. Two RCTs and one
phase I/IIb trial with a randomised component were identified (Table 20).

From an open-label, phase I-II dose finding study, results were reported from a randomised
cohort (Part C), where 162 patients were assigned to one of three treatment arms, dabrafenib
monotherapy, dabrafenib in combination with trametinib 1mg or dabrafenib in combination
with trametinib 2mg (210). An ORR of 76% was seen with dabrafenib in combination with
trametinib 2mg compared to 54% with dabrafenib monotherapy. Data with five years follow up
shows a 5-year PFS of 13% and OS of 28% (222). Two RCTs comparing dabrafenib in combination
with trametinib to either dabrafenib (COMBI-D) or vemurafenib (COMBI-V) have been
conducted. Both trials show that combination treatment is associated with a statistically
significant and clinically meaningful increase in ORR, PFS and OS compared to BRAF inhibitor
monotherapy (Table 22) (212,223,224).

Combination BRAF/MEK therapy is associated with a slightly different safety profile compared
to BRAF inhibitor monotherapy. Combination therapy reduces the incidence of SCCs and other
hyperproliferative skin disorders seen with BRAF inhibitors. The MEK inhibitor component
introduces new AEs including retinal and cardiovascular AEs. Dabrafenib in combination with
trametinib is associated with a slightly higher incidence of Grade≥3 pyrexia compared to
monotherapy.
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Table 22 Efficacy outcomes from BRAF/MEK inhibitor combination trials (RCTs only)

Treatment

Median OS

HR OS (95% CI)

Median PFS,

(95% CI),

(95% CI),

months

months

HR PFS

ORR

Grade≥3
AEs

coBRIM (220)
Vemurafenib

22.3

(20.3,

0.7 (0.55, 0.9)

12.3

(9.5,

with

NR)

13.4)

17.4 (15, 19.8)

7.2 (5.6, 7.5)

0.58

(0.46,

70%

62%

50%

58%

69%

32%*

53%

30%*

64%

52%

52%

63%

(0.37,

50%

48%

(0.25,

76%

55%

54%

43%

0.72)

cobimetinib
Vemurafenib

COMBI-D (223)
Dabrafenib

25.1

with trametinib

NR)

(19.2,

0.71 (0.55, 0.92)

11 (8, 13.9)

0.67

(0.53,

0.84)

2mg
Dabrafenib

18.7

(15.2,

8.8 (5.9, 9.3)

23.7)
COMBI-V (212)
Dabrafenib

NR (NR, NR)

0.69 (0.53, 0.89)

with trametinib

11.4

(NR,

NR)

0.56

(0.46,

0.69)

2mg
Vemurafenib

17.2 (NR, NR)

7.3 (NR, NR)
NCT01072175 (210)

Dabrafenib

NR

with trametinib

0.98

9.2 (6.4, 11)

(0.51,1.87)(225)

0.56
0.87)

1mg
Dabrafenib

NR

with trametinib

0.67

(0.34,

9.4

(8.6,

0.39

1.34)(225)

16.7)

0.62)

-

5.8 (4.6, 7.4)

-

2mg
Dabrafenib

NR

*Treatment Related adverse events. NR=not reached. PFS: progression free survival. OS: Overall survival. ORR: Overall
response rate. AEs: Adverse events

5.3.2.4 Risk of Bias
Risk of bias (ROB) assessment, using the Cochrane ROB tool, is shown in Figure 14 for the studies
included in the NMA. Studies were generally considered to be at a low ROB. All trials were
multicentre trials using computer generated centralised randomisation methods, and so
sequence generation and allocation concealment were considered to be at ‘low’ ROB. Similarly,
trial protocols were publicly available for all included studies except NCT01072175, and selective
reporting of outcomes was not identified.
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Three studies were considered to have a high ROB for PFS and ORR outcomes in terms of the
blinding of outcomes assessment. These studies were open-label, with investigator assessments
of PFS and ORR; additionally in one trial where independently assessed PFS was also reported,
there was a significant discrepancy in the PFS as assessed by an independent committee and
the investigators (210).

A potential bias was identified for the COMBI-V trial, which was stopped early for efficacy.
Studies stopped early for efficacy may bias in favour of the intervention; consequently, ROB in
the ‘other’ domain was considered ‘unclear’. The BRIM-3 trial was considered to be at a ‘high’
ROB in the domain of incomplete outcome data, due to the unequal drop-out rate between trial
arms (15% with dacarbazine versus <1% with vemurafenib), which may have been exacerbated
by the open-label nature of the trial. It was also considered at high ROB in the ‘other’ domain,
due to the sizeable proportion of crossover (25%) and the reporting of HRs derived from data
censored at crossover. This was regarded as high ROB for OS, because while crossover was
common to most studies, data was not reported in this manner. Other studies with crossover
(BREAK-3, NCT01072175 and METRIC) were considered to have ‘unclear’ ROB due to crossover,
only for the OS outcome.

The METRIC trial was considered at high ROB due to the relative immaturity of the OS HR at date
of trial publication (16% events had occurred in the trametinib arm and 27% with chemo) (207),
and the fact that with additional follow-up the HR was much disimproved and not statistically
significant (216). The median duration of follow-up is not specified in either publication, making
like-for-like comparisons with the other included studies difficult.
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Other

Selective reporting

Incomplete
outcome data

Blinding outcome
assessment

Blinding
participants/
personnel

Allocation
concealment

Randomisation

Trial name
NCT01072175
Break-3
Combi-D
Combi-V
BRIM-3
coBRIM
METRIC

Figure 14 Risk of bias assessment in targeted treatment trials, assessed using the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool.

5.3.2.5 Quality of Evidence
Quality of the included trials was assessed using GRADE (Table A10 to A15, Appendix 5). The
evidence for BRAF inhibitor monotherapy compared to dacarbazine was considered ‘moderate’
certainty in terms of OS outcomes. Certainty in OS outcomes for vemurafenib was downgraded
for ROB due to high levels of crossover and incomplete outcome data. For dabrafenib, certainty
in OS outcomes was downgraded for imprecision as the confidence intervals did not exclude no
effect. The evidence for trametinib monotherapy compared to dacarbazine for OS outcomes
was downgraded to ‘low’ quality, due to high ROB and imprecision. PFS outcomes were rated
as ‘high’ certainty for trametinib and dabrafenib monotherapy, and ‘Moderate’ for
vemurafenib, downgraded for ROB due to incomplete outcome data. The evidence for the use
of BRAF/MEK inhibitors in combination rather than BRAF inhibitor monotherapy was graded as
‘high’ certainty evidence for OS and PFS outcomes. Estimates of effect were consistent, across
three high-quality RCTs at low ROB, which provided direct comparisons of the interventions of
interest.

5.3.2.6 Evidence Synthesis
One treatment network for the BRAFV600 mutation positive population was constructed.
Patient characteristics and NMA inputs are tabulated (Table 23). The network diagram is shown
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in Figure 15. All identified RCTs were included in the network. Patient characteristics were
similar between trials, except for the higher proportion of patients in BRIM-3 with LDH>ULN,
which is a prognostic indicator of poorer survival prognosis and could bias outcomes against
vemurafenib. No RCTs reporting results in treatment refractory patients were identified.

Figure 15 Network diagram for targeted treatments in BRAF V600 mutation population.
Dab: Dabrafenib, Tram: Trametinib, Vem: Vemurafenib, Chemo: Chemotherapy, Cobi: Cobimetinib
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Table 23 Patient characteristics and evidence synthesis inputs, targeted treatments in BRAFV600 mutation positive population

Characteristic
s
Interventions

BRIM-3

Break-3

Metric

COMBI-V

Vem

Dacarb

Dab

Dacarb

Tram

Chemo

Patients
randomised
Median Age
(years)
% Male
% ECOG 0
% M1C
% LDH≥ULN
BRAF
V600
mutation
HR PFS
(95% CI)
HR OS
(95% CI)

337

338

187

63

214

56

52

53

50

59.3%
67.9%
65.6%
57.9%
100%

53.5%
68%
65%
57.9%
100%

59%
66.3%
66.3%
35.8%
100%

58.7%
69.8%
63.5%
30.2%
100%

COMBI-D
Vem

108

Dab/
Tram
352

55

55

56.1%
63.6%
67.3%
35.9%
100%

49.1%
63.9%
58.3%
38.9%
100%

coBRIM
Vem

212

Vem/
Cobi
247

248

NCT01072175
Dab/
Dab/
Tram 1mg* Tram 2mg
54
54

55

56.5

56

55

49

58

50

52.6%
73.5%
67.3%
36.5%
100%

53.8%
70.8%
65.1%
33.5%
100%

59.1%
74.5%
59.1%
45.3%
100%

56.5%
66.1%
61.7%
41.9%
100%

56%
70%
61%
46%
100%

63%
65%
70%
41%
100%

54%
63%
69%
50%
100%

0.56 (0.37,
0.87)
0.98
(0.51,1.87)

0.39 (0.25,
0.62)
0.67 (0.34,
1.34)

-

Dab

352

Dab/
Tram
211

55

54

59.1%
70.5%
62.8%
33.5%
100%

51.1%
70.5%
59.1%
32.4%
100%

0.38 (0.32, 0.46)

0.37 (0.23, 0.57)

0.45 (0.33, 0.63)

0.56(0.46, 0.69)

0.67 (0.53,0.84)

0.58(0.46, 0.72)

0.76 (0.63, 0.93)

0.76 (0.48, 1.21)

0.54 (0.32, 0.92)

0.69 (0.53, 0.89)

0.71 (0.55, 0.92)

0.7 (0.55, 0.9)

Dab
54

-

Vem=vemurafenib. Dacarb=dacarbazine. Dab=dabrafenib. Tram=trametinib. Chemo=dacarbazine or paclitaxel. Cobi=cobimetinib. NS: Not specified. NR=not recorded. CI=confidence
intervals. HR=hazard ratio. PFS=progression free survival. OS=overall survival. *This arm is excluded from the NMA for the base case analysis.
Table 24 NMA outcomes, hazards ratio given versus dacarbazine in the BRAFV600 mutation positive population

Random effects

Fixed effects

Comparator

PFS HR (95% CrI)

OS HR (95% CrI)

PFS HR (95% CrI)

OS HR (95% CrI)

Trametinib

0.45 (0.05, 4.3)

0.55 (0.13, 2.66)

0.46 (0.33, 0.63)

0.54 (0.32, 0.92)

Dabrafenib

0.37 (0.04, 2.87)

0.78 (0.25, 2.96)

Vemurafenib

0.36 (0.06, 2.14)

0.77 (0.22, 2.76)

0.38 (0.32, 0.46)

0.77 (0.64, 0.92)

Dabrafenib with trametinib

0.2 (0.02, 1.81)

0.54 (0.15, 2.41)

0.22 (0.17, 0.27)

0.53 (0.4, 0.7)

Vemurafenib with cobimetinib

0.21 (0.01, 3.65)

0.54 (0.08, 3.86)

0.22 (0.17, 0.29)

0.54 (0.4, 0.73)

0.36 (0.27, 0.47)

N/A: Not applicable. SD: Standard deviation. PFS: progression free survival OS: Overall survival. CrI: Credible Intervals
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0.75 (0.55, 0.98)

The fixed effects and random effects models both produced similar point estimates for the HRs
for both PFS and OS (Table 24). The SUCRA rankings are given in Table 25, and rankograms are
shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17 . Both models suggest similar efficacy between BRAF inhibitors,
and between the BRAF/MEK inhibitor combinations, when compared with dacarbazine. Both
models predict that trametinib is marginally inferior to BRAF inhibitor monotherapy in terms of
PFS, but better in terms of OS, and in fact predicts OS similar to that of the BRAF/MEK inhibitor
combinations.
Table 25 SUCRA ranking scores for PFS and OS outcomes in the BRAFV600 mutation positive population

Dabrafenib

Vemurafenib

with

with

trametinib

cobimetinib

Trametinib

Dabrafenib

Vemurafenib

Dacarbazine

Random effects
PFS

83%

78%

38%

47%

47%

7%

OS

75%

71%

68%

38%

36%

12%

Fixed effects
PFS

91%

89%

26%

51%

43%

0

OS

82%

78%

74%

34%

31%

1%

Figure 16 Rankograms for OS and PFS outcomes, fixed effects model, BRAF targeted treatments
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Figure 17 Rankograms for OS and PFS outcomes, random effects model, BRAF targeted treatments

Outcomes from the NMA incorporating the non-randomised trials are provided (Table A23,
Appendix 5). For PFS, inclusion of the non-randomised trials had negligible impact on the point
estimates for dabrafenib and dabrafenib in combination with trametinib. Efficacy of
vemurafenib and vemurafenib in combination with cobimetinib were slightly improved, while
those for trametinib were worse. For OS, estimates for trametinib and BRAF/MEK inhibitor
combination therapy were largely unchanged. Estimates for BRAF inhibitor monotherapy
showed more sensitivity to the method of matching the trials, increasing or decreasing
accordingly. Standard deviations were generally reduced by including the non-randomised
evidence. The ranking of treatments remains the same for PFS regardless of which model is
used, and largely the same for OS, although vemurafenib in combination with cobimetinib ranks
higher than dabrafenib in combination with trametinib in the pooled model.

5.3.3 Immunotherapy
The 22 included immunotherapy trials are summarised in Table 26.
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Table 26 Summary of included immunotherapy trials

Trial

Intervention

Comparators

Design

Participants^

Endpoints

Notes

MDX010-20
(59)
NCT00094653
N=676

Arm 1: Ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV
Q3W for 4 doses with GP100 SC
injection
Arm 2: Ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV
Q3W for 4 doses with
retreatment
Maintenance ipilimumab Q12W
permitted in both arms.
Ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV Q3W for 4
doses plus
Dacarbazine 250mg/m2 IV for
D1-5 for up to 6 cycles
Ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV Q3W for 4
doses

GP100 peptide
vaccine via SC
injection

Phase III double-blind RCT,
randomised 3:1:1. Disease
assessment by mWHO criteria

Treatment
refractory, ECOG 0-1,
HLA-A*0201 positive.

Primary: ORR,
amended to OS
Secondary: OS
between
ipilimumab
containing arms,
DOR, PFS

Trial is powered for
comparison of
ipilimumab plus
GP100 to GP100
monotherapy.

Ipilimumab
3mg/kg IV Q3W
for 4 doses

Phase II open-label RCT,
randomised 1:1.
Disease assessment by RECIST
criteria
Phase II open-label nonrandomised trial. Disease
assessment by RECIST criteria

Treatment naïve.
Aged ≥18 years

Primary: Safety,
ORR INV
Secondary: DOR
Primary: OS rate
at 12 months
Secondary: N/S

Arm 1: Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV
Q3W for 4 doses then Q12W
Arm 2: Ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV
Q3W for 4 doses then Q12W
Arm 3: Ipilimumab 0.3mg/kg IV
Q3W for 4 doses then Q12W
Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV Q3W for
4 doses then maintenance Q12W

N/A

Phase II double-blind RCT, 12
countries. Patients randomised
on a 1:1:1 basis. Disease
assessment by mWHO criteria

Previously treated,
including mucosal or
ocular melanoma,
ECOG 0-2
Previously treated,
aged ≥16 years.

Ipilimumab
3mg/kg IV Q3W
for 4 doses then
maintenance
Q12W
N/A

Phase II double-blind RCT,
randomised on a 1:1 basis
Disease assessment by mWHO
criteria

Mixed previously
treated & treatment
naïve, ECOG 0-1.

Primary: ORR INV
Secondary: DCR,
PFS, OS, DOR

Trial not powered
for any comparison
of survival
outcomes

Phase II open-label nonrandomised trial. Disease
assessment by mWHO criteria

Treatment
refractory, aged ≥16
years, ECOG 0-1.

Primary: ORR
Secondary: OS,
DCR

226 patients
enrolled and
screened, but no
longer met the
criteria when
treatment due to
start.

MDX010-08*
(226)
NCT00050102
N=72
NCT01355120
(227)
CA184-137
N=83
NCT00289640
(228)
CA184-022
N=217

NCT00261365
(229)
CA184-004
N=82
NCT00289627
(230)
CA184-008
N=155

Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV Q3W for
4 doses, then maintenance
Q12W until progressive disease.

N/A
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Primary: ORR at
week 24
Secondary: PFS at
24 weeks, OS

Trial not powered
for any comparison
of survival
outcomes
Trial not powered
for any
comparisons of
survival outcomes

NCT00162123
(231)
CA184-025

Ipilimumab at doses of
0.3mg/kg, 3mg/kg or 10mg/kg IV
Q3W, following completion of 4
cycles of induction treatment

N/A

Phase II open-label trial, roll-over
follow-up study of patients
enrolled into ipilimumab trials

Patients enrolled in
CA184-004, CA184007, CA184-008,
CA184-022, MDX01008, MDX010-025.

CA184-024
(58)
NCT00324155
N=452

Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV Q3W for
4 doses with maintenance
treatment Q12W plus
dacarbazine 850mg/m2 IV Q3W
for up to 7 cycles.
Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV Q3W for
4 doses, then maintenance
Q12weeks plus sargramostim
250mcg SC D1-14 of 21-day cycle

Dacarbazine
850mg/m2 IV Q3W
for up to 7 cycles

Phase III double-blind RCT,
randomised 1:1, stratified by M
stage, study site, and ECOG.
Disease assessment by mWHO
criteria.
Phase II RCT, stratified according
to M stage and prior treatment

Treatment naïve.

Mixed treatment
naïve & refractory,
ECOG 0-1, no CNS
metastases.

Primary: OS
Secondary: PFS,
ORR, safety

Phase II double-blind placebocontrolled RCT,
randomised 1:1, stratified by
previous immunotherapy.
Disease assessment by mWHO
criteria.
Phase III double blind RCT,
randomised 1:1, stratified
according to M stage, previous
treatment and ECOG. Disease
assessment by mWHO criteria
Phase Ib multi-cohort nonrandomised trial.

Mixed previously
treated and
treatment naïve,
ECOG 0-1.

Primary: Rate if
≥Grade 2
diarrhoea in first
24 weeks
Secondary: ORR,
DCR, OS
Primary: OS
Secondary: PFS,
ORR, DOR

Mixed treatment
naïve and ipilimumab
refractory

Primary: ORR

Phase II open-label RCT,
randomised 1:1, stratified by
ECOG, LDH levels and BRAF
status. Disease assessment
RECIST v1.1

Ipilimumab
refractory.

Primary: PFS, OS
Secondary: PFS
INV, ORR, DOR,
safety
Exploratory: QOL

NCT01134614
(232)
N=245

Ipilimumab
10mg/kg IV Q3W
for 4 doses then
maintenance
Q12W
Ipilimumab
10mg/kg IV Q3W
for 4 doses

CA184-007
(233)
N=115

Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV Q3W for
4 doses with Budesonide 9mg PO
OD

NCT01515189
(234)
N=727

Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV Q3W for
4 doses

Ipilimumab
3mg/kg IV Q3W
for 4 doses

Keynote-001
(235)
NCT01295827
N=655
Keynote-002*
(63)
NCT0174287
N=540

Various dosing regimens of
pembrolizumab including
2mg/kg IV Q3W

N/A

Arm 1: pembrolizumab 2mg/kg
IV Q3W
Arm 2: pembrolizumab 10mg/kg
IV Q3W

Investigator’s
choice
chemotherapy
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Naive to treatment
with immunotherapy
or BRAF targeted
therapy, ECOG 0-1.

Primary: OS based
on those enrolled
in CA184-004,
CA184-007,
CA184-008,
CA184-022
Primary: OS
Secondary: PFS,
ORR, DOR, safety

Keynote-006
(62)
NCT01866319
N=834

Arm 1: pembrolizumab 10mg/kg
IV Q3W
Arm 2: pembrolizumab 10mg/kg
IV Q2W

Ipilimumab
3mg/kg IV Q3W
for 4 doses

CheckMate
003 (236)
NCT00730639
N=107

Varying dosing regimens of
nivolumab including nivolumab
3mg/kg IV Q2W

N/A

CheckMate
037 (65)
NCT01721746
N=405

Nivolumab 3mg/kg IV Q2W as
long as clinical benefit is
observed.

Investigator’s
choice of
chemotherapy
(dacarbazine or
paclitaxel with
carboplatin)

CheckMate
066 (237)
NCT01721772
N=418

Nivolumab 3mg/kg IV Q2W as
long as clinical benefit is
observed.

Dacarbazine 1g/m2
IV Q3W

CheckMate
172 (238)
NCT02156804

Nivolumab 3mg/kg IV Q2W for
as long as clinical benefit is
observed, and for a maximum
duration of 24 months
Nivolumab 1mg/kg IV Q3W in
combination with ipilimumab
3mg/kg IV Q3W, for 4 doses,
then nivolumab 3mg/kg IV Q2W

N/A

Phase IV non-randomised study
in Europe.

Ipilimumab
3mg/kg IV Q3W
for 4 doses

Phase II double blind RCT,
randomised 2:1, stratified by
BRAF mutation status. Disease
assessment RECIST v1.1.

CheckMate
069 (67)
NCT01927419
N=142*

Phase III open-label RCT,
randomised 1:1:1, stratified by
ECOG, line of treatment and PDL1 expression. Disease
assessment RECIST v1.1. PD-L1
positivity was defined as PDL1≥1%
Phase I dose-escalation, cohort
expansion study.

Phase II open label RCT,
randomised 2:1 basis, stratified
by PD-L1 expression, BRAF status
and best response to previous
CTLA-4 therapy. Disease
assessment RECIST v1.1. PD-L1
positivity was defined as PDL1≥5%
Phase III double blind RCT,
randomised 1:1, stratified by PDL1 and M stage. Disease
assessment RECIST v1.1.
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CTLA-4 naïve

Primary: PFS INV,
OS
Secondary: ORR,
DOR, safety

Treatment
refractory, no
previous treatment
with CTLA-4 or PD-1
targeted treatments
ECOG 0-2
Ipilimumab
refractory, also BRAF
inhibitor refractory if
BRAF V600 positive.
ECOG 0-1

Pharmacokinetics,
ORR INV, safety

Treatment naïve,
BRAF WT. ECOG 0-1

Ipilimumab
refractory, including
at least 300 patients
with ECOG 2
Treatment naïve,
ECOG 0-1
No active brain
metastases

Primary: ORR and
OS in first 120
patients
randomised
Secondary: PFS,
OS, assessment of
PD-L1 as response
biomarker, QOL
Primary: OS
Secondary: PFS
INV, ORR, QOL,
PD-L1 as
predictive
biomarker
Primary: Safety
Secondary: OS,
ORR INV
Primary: ORR INV
in BRAF WT
population

23% dropout rate
in comparator arm
versus 1% in
intervention arm

Trial ongoing, no
results published to
date

as long as clinical benefit is
observed

CheckMate
067 (239)
NCT01844505
N=945

N=50 (240)

Arm 1: Nivolumab 1mg/kg IV
Q3W in combination with
ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV Q3W, for
4 doses, then nivolumab 3mg/kg
IV Q2W as long as clinical benefit
is observed
Arm 2: Nivolumab 3mg/kg IV
Q2W as long as clinical benefit is
observed.
T-VEC
via intralesional injection

NCT00769704 T-VEC
via intralesional injection
(241)
OPTiM
N=436

PD-L1 positivity defined as PDL1≥5%

Ipilimumab
3mg/kg IV Q3W
for 4 doses

Phase III double blind RCT,
randomised 1:1:1, stratified by
BRAF mutation status, PD-L1
expression and M stage. Disease
assessment RECIST v1.1.
PD-L1 positivity defined as PDL1≥5%

Treatment naïve,
ECOG 0-1
No active brain
metastases

N/A

Phase II open-label nonrandomised trial.
Disease assessment by RECIST

GM-CSF SC

Phase III open-label RCT,
randomised 2:1, stratified by site
of first recurrence, stage,
presence of liver metastases and
prior treatment. Disease
assessment by mWHO criteria.

Stage IIIC-IV
unresectable
melanoma suitable
for direct or
ultrasound guided
injection, ECOG 0-1
Mixed treatment
refractory & naïve,
with stage IIIB-IV
unresectable
melanoma suitable
for direct or
ultrasound guided
injection, ECOG 0-1

Secondary: PFS
INV in BRAF WT
population, QOL
Exploratory: OS
Primary: PFS, OS
Secondary: PFS
INV, ORR INV,
QOL

Trial not powered
to detect
differences
between nivo-ipi
and nivolumab
monotherapy.

Primary: ORR
Secondary: OS,
safety

Primary: Durable
response rate
(DRR)
Secondary: OS,
ORR, time to
treatment failure

^All trials recruited patients with stage IIIC or IV cutaneous melanoma unless otherwise specified. * Crossover permitted upon progression. Q3W: every three weeks. Q2W: Every two
weeks. Q12W: Every 12 weeks. IV: intravenous infusion. SC: sub-cutaneous. GM-CSF: Granulocyte monocyte-colony stimulating factor. RCT: Randomised controlled trial. ORR: Overall
response rate, INV=Investigator assessment. PFS: progression free survival. OS: Overall survival. PD-L1=programmed death ligand 1. QOL: Quality of Life. BRAF WT: BRAF wild-type (no
BRAF mutation). mWHO=modified WHO. DOR: Duration of Response. T-VEC talimogene laherparepvec
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5.3.3.1 Ipilimumab
Ipilimumab was granted a marketing authorisation by the EMA in May 2011 for patients with
treatment refractory advanced melanoma (242). The authorised dose is 3mg/kg via IV infusion,
Q3W for four doses. Maintenance treatment at 12 weekly intervals (Q12W) was permitted in
some trials of ipilimumab but is not referenced in the product SPC and is not commonly used in
Ireland (243). Six RCTs and five non-randomised trials were identified as eligible for inclusion in
the review (Table 26).

Marketing authorisation was granted based on the MDX010-20 trial, which demonstrated a
statistically significant increase in OS after almost three years follow-up, compared to the GP100
peptide vaccine, itself an investigational agent (59). Of note, the ORR with the GP100 control
arm was less than the ORR traditionally expected with chemotherapy, and the rate of Grade ≥3
AEs was higher than commonly seen with chemotherapy agents such as dacarbazine. A phase II
trial indicated that a higher ORR is seen with ipilimumab in combination with dacarbazine,
compared to ipilimumab alone (226). A non-randomised German trial enrolling patients with
ECOG 0-2, showed a lower median OS (6.8 months, 95% CI 5.3, 9.9) and similar ORR (16%) to
that seen in the MDX010-20 trial (227).

A phase II RCT, CA184-022, indicated that there would be greatest efficacy seen with ipilimumab
at a dose of 10mg/kg (228), although this finding wasn’t consistent across all studies (229,244).
Ipilimumab 10mg/kg Q3W was combined with dacarbazine in treatment naïve patients in the
CA184-024 trial, showing a statistically significant increase in OS compared to dacarbazine alone
(Table 27)(58). DOR was significantly longer in ipilimumab treated patients; maintenance
treatment with ipilimumab was permitted. Treatment advantage for ipilimumab in combination
with dacarbazine was confirmed in 5-year follow-up data (245). Separately, ipilimumab
10mg/kg in combination with sargramostim (GM-CSF) was associated with a statistically
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significant increase in OS compared to ipilimumab 10mg/kg monotherapy; maintenance
treatment with ipilimumab Q12W was permitted in this trial (232). In addition, toxicity was
improved by the administration of sargramostim, with a lower incidence of Grade ≥3 AEs, and
fewer treatment-related deaths (two compared to seven in the ipilimumab only arm). No
marketing authorisation for sargramostim has been pursed for this indication. A separate trial
of concomitant budesonide (an oral steroid) to mitigate diarrhoea showed no reduction in
efficacy, but additionally no reduction in treatment-related AEs or Grade ≥2 diarrhoea (233).

Based on the CA184-024 trial, ipilimumab was authorised for treatment naïve patients, retaining
the 3mg/kg dosing without maintenance treatment. There was an assumption of clinical
equivalence between the 3mg and 10mg/kg dose, and no additional benefit with continued
treatment beyond four doses (246). More recently, outcomes from a Phase III RCT have shown
this assumption to be incorrect, with ipilimumab 10mg/kg Q3W associated with a statistically
significant survival advantage compared to ipilimumab 3mg/kg Q3W, at the cost of additional
toxicity (Table 27) and a reduction in QOL (234,247).
Table 27 Efficacy outcomes from ipilimumab RCTs

Treatment

Median OS

HR OS

(months)

Median PFS

HR PFS

ORR

(months)

Grade
≥3 AEs

MDX010-20 (59)
Ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV

10.1 (95% CI

Q3W

8, 13.8)

Ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV

10 (95% CI

Q3W plus GP100

8.5, 11.5)

GP100

6.4 (95% CI

0.66

2.86 (95% CI

0.64

10.9%

22.9%*

0.81

5.7%

17.4%*

-

1.47%

47%*

3.1 (95% CI

0.87 (95% CI

14.8%

58.3%*

0.69, 1.23)
15.5%

44.9%*

2.76, 3.02)
0.68

2.76 (95% CI
2.73, 2.79)

-

2.76 (95% CI

5.5, 8.7)

2.73, 2.83)
NCT01134614 (232)

Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV

12.7 (95% CI

0.64

Q3W for 4 doses, then

10, NR)

2.9, 4)

Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV

17.5 (95% CI

3.1 (95% CI

Q3W for 4 doses, then

14.9, NR)

2.9, 4.6)

Q12W

Q12W plus sargramostim
250mcg SC Daily D1-14
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CA184-024 (58)
Dacarbazine 850mg/m2 IV

9.1 (95% CI

Q3W for up to 7 cycles

7.8, 10.5)

Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV

11.2 (95% CI

Q3W for 4 doses then

9.4, 13.6)

0.72

NS

0.76

NS

10.3%

27.5%

15.2%

56.2%

15%

34%

12%

18%

Q12W plus dacarbazine
850mg/m2 IV Q3W for up
to 7 cycles
NCT01515189 (234)
Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV

15.7 (95% CI

2.8 (95% CI

Q3W for 4 doses

11.6, 17.8)

2.8, 3)

Ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV

11,5 (95% CI

0.84 (95%

2.8 (95% CI

0.89 (95% CI

Q3W for 4 doses

9.9, 13.3)

CI 0.7,

2.8, 2.8)

0.76, 1.4)

0.99)
CA184-022 (228)
Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV

11.4 (95% CI

Q3W for 4 doses then

6.9, 16.1)

N/A

NS

N/A

11.1%

NS

N/A

NS

N/A

4.2%

NS

N/A

NS

N/A

0%

NS

NS

12.1%

55%*

15.8%

47%*

Q12W
Ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV

8.7 95% CI

Q3W for 4 doses then

6.9, 12.1

Q12W
Ipilimumab 0.3mg/kg IV

8.6 95% CI

Q3W for 4 doses then

7.7, 12.7

Q12W
CA184-007 (233)

Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV

17.7 (6.8,

Q3W for 4 doses +

NR)

NS

NS

Budesonide 9mg PO OD
Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV

19.3 (12.0,

Q3W for 4 doses

NR)

*Treatment related adverse events. AEs=adverse events. NS =not specified. NR=Not reached. N/A not applicable.
PO: per oral. OD: once daily. Q3W: every three weeks. Q12W: every 12 weeks. IV: IV infusion. SC-sub-cutaneous.
D=Day. RCT: Randomised controlled trial. ORR: Overall response rate. PFS: progression free survival. OS: Overall
survival.

5.3.3.2 Pembrolizumab monotherapy
Pembrolizumab was licensed by the EMA in July 2015, for the treatment of advanced melanoma
in patients previously untreated with ipilimumab, and in patients refractory to treatment with
ipilimumab (248). The licensed dose is 2mg/kg Q3W by IV infusion, and treatment should
continue until confirmed disease progression or unacceptable toxicity. A description of the
included studies (N=3) is provided in Table 26.
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Keynote-001 was a multi-cohort phase Ib dose-finding study which included both treatment
naïve and ipilimumab refractory patients (249). With a median follow-up of 32 months, the
median OS was 23.8 months (84% CI 20.2, 29) across all cohorts (250), and was 32 months in
the treatment naïve population. The PFS rate was also higher in treatment naïve patients, 30%
compared to 21% at 36 months. AEs lead to treatment discontinuation in 9% cases (249).

In Keynote-002, pembrolizumab administered at a dose of 2mg/kg or 10mg/kg Q3W, was
associated with a higher ORR and a statistically significant increase in OS at a dose of 10mg/kg
Q3W only, compared to chemotherapy in an ipilimumab refractory patient population (Table
28) (251). This was consistent following adjustment for crossover (55% chemotherapy patients),
although no statistically significant differences between the pembrolizumab arms were
detected. QOL was assessed using EORTC-QLQ-C30 questionnaire; at 12 weeks QOL scores were
maintained to a higher degree with pembrolizumab than with investigator’s choice of
chemotherapy (ICC) (252). In Keynote-006 with a median of 22.9 months follow-up, both
pembrolizumab 10mg/kg Q2W and 10mg/kg Q3W was associated with a higher ORR and
statistically significant increases in PFS and OS compared to ipilimumab (Table 28) (253), with
no statistically significant difference between the pembrolizumab arms. Median DOR was
similar in all three treatment arms. Sub-group analysis showed greater benefit with
pembrolizumab in patients with PD-L1 positive tumours (254). Pembrolizumab was associated
with an improved safety profile compared to ipilimumab. In patients who completed the 2-year
treatment course of pembrolizumab, at 9.7 months following completion the PFS rate was
91%(255). This suggests that durable efficacy beyond treatment cessation in responding
patients is plausible and raises questions regarding optimum duration of treatment for patients
(255).
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Table 28 Efficacy outcomes from pembrolizumab RCTs.

Treatment

Median OS

HR OS

Median PFS

(months)

HR PFS

ORR

(months)

Grade
≥3 AEs

Keynote-002 (251)
Pembrolizumab

13.4

2mg/kg Q3W
Pembrolizumab

14.7

10mg/kg Q3W
Chemotherapy

0.86 (95% CI

2.9 (95% CI

0.57 (95% CI

0.67, 1.1)

2.8, 3.8)(63)

0.45, 0.73)(63)

2.9 (95% CI

0.5 (95% CI

2.8, 4.7)(63)

0.39, 0.64)(63)

2.7 (95% CI

0.74 (95% CI
0.57, 0.96)

11

ψ

-

22%

13%*

28%

17%*

-

4%

26%*

0.61 (95% CI

37%

17%*

36%

17%*

13%

20%*

2.5, 2.8)(63)
Keynote-006 (253)
Pembrolizumab

NR (22.1,

0.68 (95% CI

10mg/kg Q2W

NR)

0.53, 0.87)

Pembrolizumab

NR (23.5,

0.68 (95% CI

10mg/kg Q3W

NR)

0.53, 0.86)

Ipilimumab

16 (13.5, 22)

-

5.6 (3.4, 8.2)

0.5, 0.75)
4.1 (2.9, 7.2)

φ

0.61 (95% CI
0.5, 0.75)

2.8 (2.8, 2.9)

ψ

-

¥

φ

HR for pembrolizumab 10mg/kg v’s2mg/kg 0.87 (95% CI 0.67, 1.12). HR for pembrolizumab Q2W versus Q3W
1.01, p=0.93. ¥ HR for pembrolizumab Q2W versus Q3W 0.95 (95% CI 0.11, 1.17). *Treatment related adverse
events. OS: Overall survival, PFS: Progression Free survival, ORR, Overall response rate, AEs: Adverse events.

5.3.3.3 Nivolumab monotherapy
Nivolumab monotherapy was licensed by the EMA in December 2015, for the treatment of
advanced melanoma in adults, with no restrictions for line of treatment (256). The licensed dose
is 3mg/kg IV every two weeks (Q2W) and treatment can continue for as long as clinical benefit
is observed or until treatment is no longer tolerated. Two RCTs and two non-randomised trials
were identified (Table 26).

CheckMate 003 was a non-randomised dose escalation cohort expansion study, where various
dosage schedules of nivolumab were administered, including 17 patients who received the
licensed dose for a maximum of 96 weeks (257). ORR was 41.2% in this group with a median
DOR of 75.9 weeks (236). With a minimum of 45 months follow-up, the median OS was 20.3
months (7.2, NR) and the 60-month OS rate was 35.3% (258). CheckMate 172 is an ongoing nonrandomised safety study in European centres, enrolling approximately 1800 patients who have
progressed following treatment with ipilimumab, and at least 300 patients with ECOG 2 (259).
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Maximum treatment duration with nivolumab is 24 months; no results were identified in the
search.

In CheckMate 037, patient’s refractory to ipilimumab (and BRAF inhibitor) were treated with
nivolumab or ICC. At a median follow-up of 8.4 months, ORR was 31.7% with nivolumab
compared to 10.6% with ICC, in an analysis of the first 120 patients recruited to the trial (65).
Further follow up contradicted the promising findings from the earlier publication; final median
OS was 15.7 months with nivolumab versus 14.4 months with ICC, HR 0.95 (95.5% CI 0.73, 1.24),
with no PFS benefit seen (Table 29)(260). When patients who crossed over from ICC to
nivolumab (41%) were censored at crossover, the HR was 0.81 (95 % CI 0.59, 1.1) which failed
to reach statistical significance. ORR was higher with nivolumab (27% versus 10%), and median
DOR was longer (32 months versus 13 months). In CheckMate 066 treatment with nivolumab
was associated with a statistically significant increase in PFS and OS, and a higher ORR compared
to dacarbazine in treatment naïve patients with BRAF WT disease (Table 29)(237). Median DOR
was not reached with nivolumab and was 6 months with dacarbazine, with 16.7 months median
FU. No significant difference in outcomes according to PD-L1 status was seen. In both trials,
nivolumab was associated with an improved safety profile compared to chemotherapy,
although more patients treated with nivolumab died in the first three months of CheckMate
037. No QOL data was identified from this trial.
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Table 29 Efficacy outcomes from nivolumab RCTs

Treatment

Median OS

HR OS

Median PFS

(months)

HR PFS

ORR

(months)

Grade ≥3
AEs

CheckMate 037 (260)
Nivolumab

15.7

3mg/kg Q2W
Chemotherapy

0.95

3.1

(95.54%
14.4

0.73, 1.24)

1 (95% CI

31.7%

34%*

10%

14%*

40%

11.7%*

13.9%

17.6%*

0.78, 1.4)
¥

3.7

CheckMate 066 (237)
Nivolumab

NR

3mg/kg Q2W
Dacarbazine

0.42

5.1

(99.79% CI
10.8

0.25, 0.73)

0.43 (95% CI
0.34, 0.56)

2.2

*Treatment related adverse events. AE: Adverse events. PFS: progression free survival. OS: Overall
Survival. ORR: Overall response rate. Q2W: every two weeks. ¥HR 0.81 (95% 0.59, 1.1) following
adjustment for crossover

5.3.3.4 Nivolumab with Ipilimumab
The combination of nivolumab and ipilimumab (nivo-ipi) was licensed by the EMA in June 2016,
for the treatment of advanced melanoma in adults, with no restrictions on line of treatment
(261). The licensed treatment schedule is nivolumab 1mg/kg by IV infusion Q3W, given
concurrently with ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV Q3W, for a total of 4 cycles. Treatment with nivolumab
monotherapy continues at a dose of 3mg/kg Q2W, for as long as clinical benefit is observed or
until treatment is no longer tolerated. Two relevant trials were identified, CheckMate 069 and
CheckMate 067 (239,262) (Table 26).

At 24 months median follow-up in CheckMate 069, ORR rates were 59% with nivo-ipi compared
to 11% with ipilimumab (Table 30), and median DOR was not reached in either treatment arm
(67). Combination therapy was associated with a statistically significant increase in PFS, and a
non-statistically significant increase in OS (HR 0.74 (95% CI 0.43, 1.26, p=0.26)) at a cost of
significant additional toxicity; median OS was not reached. Three deaths were attributed to
combination treatment and none to ipilimumab monotherapy. Treatment discontinuation due
to adverse events (AEs) occurred in 47% of combination patients and 17% of monotherapy
patients. There were no statistically significant differences in outcomes between the two arms
when analysed by PD-L1 expression, at a level of 1% or 5% (263).
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In CheckMate 067, both combination treatment and nivolumab monotherapy were associated
with a statistically significant increase in median PFS compared to ipilimumab monotherapy,
which was the basis for the marketing authorisation (239,261). With 36 months follow-up, the
PFS treatment advantage for nivo-ipi over ipilimumab was confirmed (HR 0.43, 95% CI 0.35,
0.52)(66), and a clinically significant OS advantage was demonstrated (HR 0.55, 95% CI 0.45,
0.69). Treatment advantage was consistent across all subgroups. Nivolumab was also associated
with statistically significant improvements in PFS and OS compared to ipilimumab (Table 30).
The trial was not powered to detect differences between nivo-ipi and nivolumab, but HRs for
PFS (0.78, 95% CI 0.64, 0.96) and OS (0.85, 95% CI 0.68, 1.07) have been published (66).
Treatment advantage with nivo-ipi compared to nivolumab may be confined to those with low
PD-L1 expression (66).
Table 30 Efficacy outcomes from nivolumab in combination with ipilimumab RCTs

Treatment

Median OS

HR OS

Median PFS

(months)

HR PFS

ORR

(months)

Grade≥3
AEs

CheckMate 069, All randomised patients (67)
Nivo-ipi

NR

0.74

NR

0.36 (0.22,

59%

54%*

Ipilimumab

NR

(0.43,1.26),

3

0.56),

11%

24%*

57.6%

59%*

43.7%

21%*

19%

28%*

p=0.26

P<0.0001

CheckMate 067 (66)
Nivo-ipi
Nivolumab
Ipilimumab

NR (38.2, NR)
37.6 (29.1, NR)
19.9 (16.9,
24.6)

0.55 (95% CI

11.5 (8.7,

0.43 (95% CI

0.45, 0.69)

19.3)

0.35, 0.52)

0.65 (95% CI

6.9 (5.1,

0.55 (95% CI

0.53, 0.8)

9.7)

0.45,0.66)

-

2.9 (2.8,

-

3.2)

NS=Not specified, NR=Not reached *Treatment related adverse events. AE: Adverse events. NS: Not specified, NR:
Not reached, PFS: Progression free survival, OS: Overall survival, ORR: Overall response rate.

5.3.3.5 Talimogene Laherparepvec
T-VEC is an oncolytic GM-CSF secreting viral therapy, authorised by the EMA in February 2016,
for the treatment of adult patients with unresectable melanoma that is regionally or distantly
metastatic (stage IIIB, IIIC or IVM1a) with no bone, brain, lung or other visceral disease (264). T-
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VEC is administered via intralesional injection into cutaneous, subcutaneous, or nodal lesions
that are visible, palpable or detectable by ultrasound guidance. Following induction, a maximum
of 4ml is injected at each administration (equivalent to 108 plaque forming units/ml) every two
weeks for as long as there are injectable lesions remaining and for at least six months. One RCT
and one non-randomised trial were identified.

In a non-randomised trial of 50 patients treated with T-VEC, the ORR was 26%, including 8 CRs,
and responses appeared durable (240). The OPTiM RCT compared T-VEC to subcutaneous
injection of GM-CSF, demonstrating that T-VEC was associated with a statistically significant
higher durable response rate (16.3% versus 2.1%), ORR (26.4% versus 5.7%) and a nonsignificant increase in OS (HR 0.79, 95% CI 0.62, 1, p=0.51)(241). The incidence of Grade ≥3 AEs
with T-VEC was 36% compared to 21% with GM-CSF, and included cellulitis (2.1%), fatigue and
vomiting (1.7%) and pain in extremities (1.4%). Using GRADE, the evidence for OS and PFS from
OPTiM for the use of T-VEC was considered to have ‘low’ certainty, downgraded for imprecision
(non-statistically significant hazard ratio for OS) and for indirectness (investigational control arm
and novel definition of PFS).Trials considering the efficacy of T-VEC in combination with other
immunotherapies (pembrolizumab and ipilimumab) are ongoing (265,266); preliminary results
suggest a higher ORR with T-VEC and ipilimumab combination compared to ipilimumab alone
(267).
5.3.3.6 Risk of bias
The outcomes of the ROB assessment for the RCTs included in the immunotherapy NMA are
shown in Figure 18. Most studies were considered to be at ‘low’ ROB. As with the targeted
treatments, these were all multicentre clinical trials with automated centralised randomisation,
reducing bias in sequence generation and treatment allocation. Trials were either double-blind,
or outcomes were assessed using blinded outcome assessors, and so were all rated at ‘low’ ROB
for outcome assessment. CheckMate 037 was considered at ‘high’ ROB for incomplete outcome
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data as the rate of attrition from the chemotherapy arm was much higher than from the
nivolumab arm (23% versus 1.4%), likely due to the open-label nature of the trial. This risk was
considered ‘unclear’ for Keynote-006, as the attrition rate was much lower (7.9% with
ipilimumab compared to 0% with pembrolizumab). The ROB from lack of blinding was
considered ‘unclear’ for three studies, as the open-label nature of the studies could potentially
bias the management of those patients both while on the trial and subsequently. Two studies
(Keynote-002 and CheckMate 069) were rated as ‘unclear’ ROB in the ‘other’ domain as both
allowed crossover in the analysis used within the NMA, and 55% patients crossed over in each

Other

Selective
reporting

Incomplete
outcome data

Blinding
outcome
assessment

Blinding
participants/
personnel

Allocation
concealment

Trial name

Randomisation

trial.

Keynote-002
CheckMate 037
MDX010-20
CheckMate 066
CheckMate 067
CheckMate 069
Keynote-006
Figure 18 Risk of Bias in immunotherapy trials, assessed using the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool

5.3.3.7 Quality of Evidence
Using GRADE, there was ‘moderate’ certainty that pembrolizumab was more efficacious than
chemotherapy in treatment refractory patients in terms of OS (downgraded for imprecision as
OS was not statistically significant), whereas there was ‘low’ certainty that nivolumab was more
efficacious (Tables A16-A22, Appendix 5). Evidence for nivolumab was downgraded for ROB due
to incomplete outcome data, and imprecision, as OS was not statistically significant. Evidence
for increased efficacy of ipilimumab compared to chemotherapy was considered ‘low’, having
been downgraded for indirectness (as only a comparison with GP100 is available) and
imprecision as the trial was not powered for this comparison.
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GRADE assessment for nivo-ipi compared to ipilimumab alone was based on a pooled analysis
of treatment naïve patients in CheckMate 067 and 069. There was ‘high’ certainty that
combination treatment offered a treatment advantage (PFS and OS) compared to ipilimumab
monotherapy. There was ‘moderate’ certainty that combination treatment was more effective
than nivolumab monotherapy, downgraded for imprecision as the confidence intervals crossed
1. There was ‘moderate’ certainty that pembrolizumab was more efficacious than ipilimumab
in terms of PFS and OS, downgraded by one level for indirectness as the trial dose is multiples
of the licensed dose. Finally, there was ‘high’ certainty that nivolumab was more efficacious
than dacarbazine in treatment refractory patients, for both PFS and OS.
5.3.3.8 Evidence synthesis
As previously outlined, two separate networks were considered, for treatment naïve and
treatment refractory patients. This was based on the differences in survival outcomes seen in
the RCTs, and on the clinical guidelines. T-VEC was excluded from the evidence synthesis as
there was no way to create direct connections with the network as the OPTiM trial did not
include any recognised comparator as the control arm (268). No RCTs of BRAF targeted agents
in the treatment refractory setting were identified.
5.3.3.8.1 Treatment Naïve BRAF Wild Type Population
The patient characteristics and NMA inputs for the treatment naïve BRAF WT population are
shown in Table 31, and the network diagram in Figure 19. The CA184-024 trial of ipilimumab
10mg/kg with dacarbazine was excluded as it does not reflect the licensed dose of ipilimumab,
and it is now known that the ipilimumab 3mg/kg and 10mg/kg doses are not therapeutically
equivalent. The OPTiM trial was excluded as it was not possible to connect it to the network.
Patient characteristics were similar across the trials, except for the CheckMate 069 trial, where
more of the recruited patients had favourable characteristics (81% patients were ECOG 0, only
45.5% M1C and 28.6% with LDH ≥ ULN (Table 31)). The NMA outcomes are provided in Table
32, the SUCRA rankings in Table 33 and Rankograms in Figure 20 and Figure 21. Only results
from the fixed effects model are presented as the random effects model did not converge. As
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there was only one trial informing most comparisons, results for pairwise comparisons were
similar to those seen in the RCTs. The PFS benefit for ipilimumab versus dacarbazine was not
statistically significant; otherwise all treatments were associated with statistically significant
increases in PFS and OS compared to dacarbazine. Nivo-ipi was ranked highest in terms of both
PFS and OS outcomes. Results for nivolumab and pembrolizumab were similar in terms of OS
rankings, although nivolumab was ranked higher in terms of PFS.
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Table 31 Patient characteristics and evidence synthesis inputs in included trials, treatment naïve BRAF WT population

Characteristics

CheckMate 066

CheckMate 067 λ

Interventions

Nivolumab

Nivo-ipi

Dacarbazine

Nivolumab

Ipi

CheckMate 069

Keynote-006¥

Nivo-ipi

Pembro

Pembro

10mg/kg Q3W

10mg/kg Q2W

Ipi

Ipi

Patients randomised

210

208

314

316

315

95

47

277

279

278

Median Age (years)

64

66

59*

59*

61*

64

67

63

61

62

% Male

57.6%

60.1%

65.6%

63.9%

64.1%

66.3%

68.1%

62.8%

57.7%

58.3%

% ECOG 0

70.5%

58.2%

73.2%

75.3%

71.1%

83.2%

78.7%

68.2%

70.3%

67.6%

% M1C

61%

61.1%

57.6%

58.2%

58.1%

46.3%

44.7%

68.2%

61.2%

63.7%

% LDH≥ULN

37.6%

35.6%

36.3%

35.4%

36.5%

31.6%

25.5%

35.4%

29%

29.1%

BRAF V600 mutation

0%

0%

32.2%

31.6%

30.8%

24.2%

21.3%

35%

35.1%

38.5%

HR PFS (95% CI)

0.43 (0.34, 0.56)

0.43 (0.35, 0.52)

0.55 (0.45, 0.66)

-

0.36 (0.22, 0.56)

0.61 (0.5, 0.75)

0.61 (0.5, 0.75)

-

HR OS (95% CI)

0.42 (99.79% CI 0.25, 0.73)

0.55 (0.45, 0.69)

0.65 (0.53, 0.8)

-

0.74 (0.43, 1.26)

0.68 (0.53, 0.86)

0.68 (0.53, 0.87)

-

Nivo-ipi nivolumab in combination with ipilimumab, ipi ipilimumab 3mg/kg Q3W for 4 doses, pembro pembrolizumab, NR not recorded. CI confidence intervals. LDH lactate
dehydrogenase, ULN upper limit of normal, PFS progression free survival, OS overall survival. *mean age. ¥ HR for pembro Q3W versus pembro Q2W 0.95 (95% CI 0.77, 1.17), HR for
OS 1.01. λHR for nivo-ipi versus nivo 0.78 (95% CI 0.64, 0.96), HR for OS 0.85 (95% CI 0.68, 1.07).
Table 32 NMA outcomes, hazard ratios given versus dacarbazine in the treatment naïve BRAF WT population

PFS HR (95% CrI)

OS HR (95% CrI)

Ipilimumab 3mg/kg

0.82 (0.6, 1.12)

0.65 (0.44, 0.98)

Pembrolizumab 10mg/kg Q3W

0.5 (0.35, 0.73)

0.44 (0.28, 0.7)

Pembrolizumab 10mg/kg Q2W

0.5 (0.34, 0.73)

0.44 (0.28, 0.71)

Nivolumab

0.44 (0.34, 0.56)

0.43 (0.31, 0.61)

Nivo-ipi

0.34 (0.25, 0.47)

0.38 (0.25, 0.57)

PFS Progression free survival, OS Overall survival, CrI Credible Interval
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Figure 19 Network diagram for immunotherapy treatments in treatment naïve BRAF WT population
Table 33 SUCRA rankings for immunotherapies in treatment naïve BRAF WT population

Nivo-ipi

Nivolumab

Pembrolizumab

Pembrolizumab

Q3W

Q2W

Ipilimumab

Dacarbazine
/ Placebo

PFS

100%

73%

54%

54%

18%

2%

OS

91%

65%

63%

62%

20%

0%

Figure 20 Rankograms for PFS outcomes, fixed effects model, treatment naïve patients, immunotherapy only
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Figure 21 Rankograms for OS outcomes, fixed effects model, treatment naïve patients, immunotherapy only

5.3.3.8.2 Treatment refractory population
The patient characteristics and NMA inputs for the treatment refractory population are shown
in Table 34, and the network diagram in Figure 22. To create the network, it was assumed that
the control arms of all trials (ICC, GP100) were equivalent, despite utilising different treatment
regimens. This was tested in a sensitivity analysis by excluding the MDX010-20 ipilimumab trial,
as there were concerns that the GP100 control arm in this trial had worse outcomes than
chemotherapy. Patient characteristics were similar across the trials, although the nivolumab
arm of CheckMate 037 had a slightly higher percentage of patients with LDH≥ upper limit of
normal (ULN). NMA outcomes are shown in Table 35. A fixed effects model was used as only a
single trial informed each comparison.
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Table 34 Patient characteristics and evidence synthesis inputs in included trials, treatment refractory population

Characteristics

CheckMate 037

Keynote-002^

MDX010-20*

Interventions

Nivolumab

ICC

Pembro 2mg

Pembro 10mg

ICC

Ipilimumab

Ipi + GP100

GP100

Patients randomised

272

133

180

181

179

137

403

136

Median Age (years)

59 (23-88)

62 (29-85)

62 (15-87)

60 (27-89)

63 (27-87)

NS

NS

NS

% Male

65%

64%

58%

60%

64%

59.1%

61.3%

53.7%

% ECOG 0

60%

63%

54%

54%

55%

52.6%

57.6%

51.5%

% M1C

75%

77%

82%

83%

82%

73%

70.7%

72.1%

% LDH≥ULN

51%

35%

43%

40%

38%

38.7%

37%

38.2%

BRAF V600 mutation

22%

22%

24%

22%

23%

NR

NR

NR

HR PFS (95% CI)

1 (0.78, 1.44)

0.57 (0.45, 0.73)

0.5 (0.39, 0.64)

-

0.64 (0.5, 0.83)

0.81 (0.66, 1)

-

HR OS (95% CI)

0.95 (0.73, 1.24)

0.86 (0.67, 1.1)

0.74 (0.57, 0.96)

-

0.66 (0.51, 0.87)

0.68 (0.55, 0.85)

-

Ipi=ipilimumab 3mg/kg Q3W for 4 doses, pembro=pembrolizumab. ICC=investigator’s choice of chemotherapy. NS: Not specified. NR=not recorded. CI=confidence intervals.
LDH=lactate dehydrogenase, ULN=upper limit of normal. PFS=progression free survival. OS=overall survival. ^HR for PFS pembro 2mg vs 10mg 0.91 (95% CI 0.71, 1.16), HR for OS 0.87
(95% CI 0.67, 1.12). *HR for PFS ipi vs GP100 1.25 (95% CI 1.01, 1.53), HR for OS 1.04 (95% CI 0.83, 1.3).
Table 35 NMA outcomes, treatment refractory network, hazard ratios given versus chemotherapy as comparator in treatment refractory network

Base case (all three trials)

Scenario analysis (MDX010-20 excluded)

Comparator

PFS HR (95% CrI)

OS HR (95% CrI)

PFS HR (95% CrI)

OS HR (95% CrI)

Pembrolizumab 2mg/kg

0.57 (0.45, 0.73)

0.86 (0.67, 1.1)

0.57 (0.45,0.73)

0.86 (0.67, 1.1)

Pembrolizumab 10mg/kg

0.5 (0.39, 0.64)

0.74 (0.57, 0.96)

0.5 (0.39, 0.64)

0.74 (0.57, 0.96)

Nivolumab

0.94 (0.7, 1.28)

0.95 (0.73, 1.24)

0.94 (0.7, 1.28)

0.95 (0.73, 1.24)

Ipilimumab 3mg/kg

0.64 (0.5, 0.83)

0.67 (0.51, 0.87)

N/A

N/A

Ipilimumab + GP100

0.81 (0.66, 1)

0.68 (0.55, 0.85)

N/A

N/A

N/A: Not applicable. SD: Standard deviation. PFS: progression free survival OS: Overall survival. CrI: credible interval
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Figure 22 Network diagram for treatments in treatment refractory population

The SUCRA rankings are shown in Table 36, and Rankograms in Figure 23. In both scenarios,
pembrolizumab 10mg/kg was ranked highest for PFS, with pembrolizumab 2mg/kg in second
place. In the base case OS network ipilimumab appears to be most effective. In the scenario
analysis excluding ipilimumab, pembrolizumab 10mg/kg was most effective, with
pembrolizumab 2mg/kg in second place.
Table 36 SUCRA rankings for immunotherapies in treatment refractory population

Pembrolizuma

Pembrolizuma

Ipilimuma

Ipilimuma

Nivoluma

Chemotherap

b 10mg/kg

b 2mg/kg

b

b + GP100

b

y

Base case
PF

96%

77%

66%

36%

18%

8%

68%

38%

84%

79%

22%

10%

S
OS

Scenario (excluding MDX010-20)
PF

95%

71%

N/A

N/A

22%

12%

92%

58%

N/A

N/A

34%

16%

S
OS

PFS Progression Free Survival, OS Overall Survival
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Figure 23 Rankograms for OS and PFS outcomes, fixed effects model, treatment refractory patients, with and without
ipilimumab
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5.4 Discussion
This systematic review identified a large number of studies conducted in patients with advanced
melanoma. There were multiple publications from each trial, many of which contained no
additional information.

No studies have shown a chemotherapy agent to be superior to dacarbazine in the management
of advanced melanoma. There is consistency in the historic outcomes with dacarbazine and the
outcomes seen in the patients recruited to the trials included in the NMA, in terms of PFS and
ORR. Based on these findings, coupled with clinical practice in Ireland, dacarbazine is used as
the current SOC treatment for the NMA. Other chemotherapy agents are considered equivalent
to dacarbazine where necessary to form networks; this was tested in sensitivity analyses where
it was considered possible it may bias NMA outcomes.

The clinical evidence in favour of the enhanced clinical efficacy of BRAF inhibitors versus
dacarbazine was assessed to be moderately certain; they are associated with high response
rates (approximately 50%) and both statistically significant and clinically meaningful increases in
PFS and OS in patients with a BRAF V600 mutation. Both BRAF inhibitor monotherapy trials had
high levels of crossover, making it difficult to judge the absolute benefit of treatment, which
appears to be in the region of four to five months of additional median PFS and potentially
similar increases in OS. The NMA indicated that both dabrafenib and vemurafenib were likely
to be more effective than dacarbazine.

MEK inhibition with trametinib was evaluated in a single RCT. The median PFS and OS outcomes
were similar to those seen with BRAF inhibitor monotherapy, but it was ranked much higher in
terms of efficacy in the NMA due to the immaturity of the OS data, which provides a spurious
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HR for OS. A subsequently published abstract suggested that the HR for OS was not statistically
significant in the intent-to-treat population, but there was insufficient information available to
include these inputs in the NMA. Based on this, certainty in the OS benefit was considered low.
There is little confidence that the high ranking of trametinib in the NMA is appropriate and it is
more likely that it has clinical efficacy similar to that of the BRAF inhibitors, based on similar ORR
rates and DOR.

The evidence for increased clinical efficacy for combination BRAF/MEK inhibition compared to
BRAF inhibitor monotherapy was associated with high certainty, with three robust RCTs
demonstrating clear benefit in terms of ORR, PFS and OS. Particularly remarkable are the high
ORR rates, and the limited additional toxicity of combination treatment. There are now reports
of ongoing responses in approximately 20% of patients at three years (224). However, toxicity is
not insignificant, with relatively high rates of dose reductions and treatment discontinuations
due to AEs. The different toxicity profile leads to additional monitoring requirements which
should be considered in any comparative analyses of costs, and also creates a cohort of patients
in whom these agents will not be suitable (e.g. significant heart failure). Both combination
agents were ranked highest in the NMA, with dabrafenib in combination with trametinib ranked
marginally higher than vemurafenib in combination with cobimetinib in both the fixed effects
and random effects models.

Both BRAF inhibitors and BRAF/MEK combination regimens are authorised for use regardless of
previous lines of treatment. However, there are no RCTs in the treatment refractory population,
and it was not possible to include BRAF targeted treatments in the treatment refractory
network.
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The inclusion of non-randomised evidence increased precision in most cases but had
insignificant impact overall on the ranking of treatments. Incorporating the non-randomised
trials via the pooled analysis gave the most precise results and the outcomes will be considered
in the cost-effectiveness model as a scenario analysis. In this analysis, vemurafenib in
combination with cobimetinib is ranked higher than dabrafenib in combination with trametinib.

Ipilimumab was hailed as a huge breakthrough in the management of melanoma. The MDX01020 trial included a comparator arm of GP100, which was also an investigational treatment, and
showed an ORR less than expected with chemotherapy, with higher toxicity. Thus, versus a
potentially harmful comparator, it is difficult to interpret the true treatment benefit of
ipilimumab in treatment refractory patients. This is reflected in the higher SUCRA rankings for
pembrolizumab and nivolumab in the NMA scenario where the MDX010-20 trial is removed. It
is likely the transitivity assumption of the NMA is violated in this instance, and a scenario
excluding ipilimumab is presented. In ipilimumab refractory patients, pembrolizumab showed a
significant improvement in OS at the 10mg/kg Q3W dose and but not with the 2mg/kg Q3W
dose, although no statistically significant differences were seen between treatment arms.
Despite early promise in CheckMate 003, nivolumab failed to show statistically significant
improvement compared to cytotoxic chemotherapy in previously treated patients in CheckMate
037, with lower response rates seen than in the treatment naïve setting. Pembrolizumab was
ranked higher than nivolumab for both PFS and OS in the treatment refractory population.

With regards to ipilimumab, further confusion is added with the discrepancy between the trial
and licensed doses, and the issue of maintenance treatment. There are no trials of ipilimumab
versus SOC therapy in treatment naïve patients at the licensed dose. Despite this uncertainty,
ipilimumab became the SOC for treatment naïve patients in many developed countries,
including Ireland. Ipilimumab is associated with a low rate of response, and to date no
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mechanism has been able to identify prospectively those who may benefit most from treatment.
Pooled analyses of long-term follow-up data lends credence to the assertations of long-term
responses in a small proportion of patients (61,231), although uncertainty around the optimal
dosing remains. With a cost per patient of approximately €80,000 for four doses, and marginal
and uncertain improvement in survival, ipilimumab sets a low bar for demonstrating relative
improvement in cost-effectiveness for subsequent agents.

The issue of appropriate dosing also applies to pembrolizumab. In treatment naïve patients, it
demonstrated an OS benefit and improved toxicity profile versus ipilimumab, but at a dose five
times higher than the licensed dose. The EMA licensed the 2mg/kg Q3W dose for both treatment
naïve and treatment refractory patients. Observational studies will play a key role in establishing
if the same clinical benefit will be seen in clinical practice with the lower dose of pembrolizumab
2mg/kg. In common with ipilimumab, many patients do not demonstrate a response to
pembrolizumab; PD-L1 levels are not a strong predictor of clinical benefit in melanoma as they
appear to be in other tumour types.

Nivolumab has demonstrated superiority over dacarbazine and ipilimumab in terms of ORR, PFS
and OS in treatment-naïve patients, although at the time of marketing authorisation it had only
proved superiority to dacarbazine which was no longer standard of care. Nivolumab represents
an advance in terms of both clinical efficacy and safety in treatment naïve patients, with an
improved AE profile, although again not all patients demonstrate a response to nivolumab
treatment.

Both RCTs of nivo-ipi demonstrated a PFS and OS advantage versus an out-dated standard of
care (ipilimumab) with a significant increase in toxicity. There is no adequately powered trial to
demonstrate benefit versus PD-1 inhibitors, although CheckMate 067 suggests a PFS advantage
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and potentially an OS advantage in a sub-group of patients with low PD-L1 expression. Safety is
a significant concern with combination therapy, with much higher incidence of Grade ≥ 3
treatment-related AEs, Grade ≥3 immune-related AEs and a much higher percentage of patients
discontinuing treatment due to AEs. Post-hoc analyses of outcomes in these patients suggest
treatment benefit may still be seen in patients who discontinue due to AEs (269); the evidence
is currently uncertain. All trials were conducted in a previously untreated patient population,
and it is unclear if the efficacy results would be replicated in patients previously exposed to
treatment. Finally, the lack of reported QOL information from these studies, a pre-specified
endpoint, is troublesome.

In the NMA, nivo-ipi is ranked highest in the treatment naïve population, in terms of both PFS
and OS. Nivolumab is second highest, although there is little difference between it and
pembrolizumab in terms of PFS. Both PD-1 inhibitors are ranked higher than ipilimumab, which
in turn is ranked higher than dacarbazine chemotherapy.

The response rates seen with T-VEC are much less than those of PD-1 inhibitors or targeted
treatments. Certainty in the estimates of effect was graded as low, as the RCT was against an
unproven comparator and T-VEC failed to show a statistically significant improvement in OS. It
is considered unlikely that T-VEC will play an important role in the management of advanced
melanoma in Ireland, given the availability of multiple treatments with demonstrated survival
benefit. It may find a role in the neoadjuvant treatment of resectable tumours, where it could
potentially improve local control rates; clinical trials are underway (270).

None of the available immunotherapies were trialled in treatment naïve patients at the licensed
doses versus the current SOC (ipilimumab or dacarbazine). Whether this represents a failure by
the regulatory authorities or an appropriately calculated clinical risk is open to debate.
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Regardless, it highlights the difficulties in the assessment of relative clinical efficacy and value in
rapidly changing clinical fields.

The interpretation of OS is challenging in most of these studies, due to high levels of treatment
crossover within trials, and also subsequent treatment with clinically active agents once trial
treatment is finished. It is tempting to use PFS as a surrogate marker to compare the relative
clinical efficacy of these treatments, as was done in a recently published Cochrane review (52).
However, due to the mechanism of action of immunotherapies, it is not a given that PFS is
indicative of OS outcomes, and it has been shown that the medians are poorly correlated (271).
Additionally, comparisons of PFS when assessed by the investigator as opposed to blinded
review may be biased, particularly in an open-label trial. Several trials included in the NMA had
investigator assessed PFS as the survival outcome, and thus may not be directly comparable
across trials. Furthermore, the different assessment scales used to measure progression
(modified WHO and RECIST v1.1), while similar are not identical which may reduce comparability
of the PFS outcome. Finally, PFS is an interval censored outcome, and different schedules of
disease assessment could lead to the reporting of large differences in PFS which are of little
clinical relevance. Thus, OS remains the gold-standard endpoint when considering the relative
effectiveness and cost effectiveness of these agents. Comparisons of OS for the purposes of costeffectiveness analysis should at least include the costs of subsequent treatments (including
crossover treatments) to ensure appropriate costs are allocated to the demonstrated benefit.
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5.5 Conclusions
In Chapter 4, it was identified that published economic evaluations of systemic treatments for
melanoma rarely adopted a systematic approach to the identification of clinical efficacy inputs
and were reliant on naïve methods of evidence synthesis. The Irish reference case for economic
evaluation requires clinical efficacy inputs to be derived from systematic review of the literature
and recommend against using naïve methods of evidence synthesis.

To produce an economic evaluation compliant with the Irish reference case, a systematic search
of the literature was conducted for clinical efficacy outputs included in an economic evaluation,
including OS, PFS, ORR and safety. Estimates of relative efficacy were derived using a Bayesian
NMA, the gold-standard approach for evidence synthesis. In the following chapter, these
estimates of relative efficacy are incorporated into a decision analytic model to assess the
relative cost effectiveness of the licensed interventions for the treatment of advanced
melanoma in Ireland.
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6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4, quality concerns regarding methods used in previously published costeffectiveness analyses were identified, particularly in relation to approaches to evidence
synthesis and the consideration of uncertainty. Additionally, investigation of the transferability
of published models to the Irish setting found that none of the published models were
transferable due to methodological differences to the Irish reference case, and the conclusions
could not be generalised to the Irish context largely due to differences in the cost-effectiveness
threshold.

In Chapter 5, a systematic review identified all published evidence for the licenced treatments
for advanced melanoma in Ireland. Bayesian NMA was used to derive estimates of relative
efficacy in three distinct patient populations.

This chapter presents the results of a de novo CUA developed to address quality concerns
identified in the published models. The estimates of relative efficacy from Chapter 5 are
combined with Irish cost data in a decision analytic model designed in line with the
methodological requirements for HTA in Ireland. A variety of scenario analyses are presented
including the use of Irish real-world time on treatment (TOT) data, and a fully probabilistic
analysis is presented. This CUA compares all new interventions to the original standard of care
therapy, chemotherapy, in a manner that was not possible at the time of reimbursement
decision due to the rapid pace of clinical change. This analysis can identify opportunities to
increase health outcomes from a fixed health care budget through incentivising or promoting
the use of the most cost-effective treatment options within the range of treatments currently
reimbursed. It can also be used to inform cost-effective clinical treatment guidelines for the
management of advanced melanoma in Ireland.
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6.2 Model Development
6.2.1 Reference Case
The national reference case for HTA is described in the HIQA Guidelines for Economic Evaluation
of Health Technologies in Ireland and is summarised in Table 37 (16). The CUA is developed in
accordance with this reference case.
Table 37 Reference case for cost utility analysis, adapted from HIQA Guidelines

Model structure
Evaluation Type
Cost utility analysis
Perspective on costs
Health Service Executive, Ireland
Perspective on outcomes Health benefits accruing to individuals
Time Horizon
Sufficient to capture meaningful differences in
future costs and outcomes
Comparator
Routine care in Ireland
Synthesis of
Based on systematic review
effectiveness
Outcome measurement
Quality Adjusted Life Years
Discount rate
5% on costs and outcomes
Sensitivity analysis
Probabilistic and deterministic sensitivity analysis
Equity rating
Equal rating applied to the outcome measure

6.2.2 Model Structure
6.2.2.1 Model Type
A partitioned survival model (PSM) was developed to simulate the progression of patients
through a succession of health states. Three health states were included in the model,
progression-free (PF), progressive disease (PD) and death (Figure 24). Patients are partitioned
between the health states based on the area under the curve (AUC) of the PFS and OS curves,
thus the trial endpoints are directly used to simulate state occupancy at any given time. The AUC
of the OS curve represents the simulated mean OS. The proportion of patients in the death
health state is given by 1 minus the area under the curve (AUC) of the OS curve (Figure 24). The
proportion in the PD state is given by subtracting the AUC of the PFS curve from the OS curve.
The proportion in the PF health state is given by 1 minus the AUC of the OS curve minus the
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proportion in the PD state. This is also equal to the simulated PFS curve. Separate PFS and OS
curves are applied for each intervention included in the model, representing the differences
between the treatment choices. Specific costs and utility weights are associated with the PF and
PD health states.

Figure 24 State Membership in a three health-state partitioned survival model
PFS Progression Free Survival, OS Overall Survival. (Adapted from NICE DSU TSD 19 Partitioned Survival Analysis)

A PSM model was chosen in preference to a Markov model, as without published individual
patient data (IPD), it is not possible to model transitions from PF to death (i.e. patients who die
prior to recorded disease progression), as the PFS curve includes both patients who progress or
die. Given the number of patients who die prior to documented progression in the advanced
melanoma trials, especially in the treatment refractory population, this would result in biased
estimates of survival as these patients would not be captured in the analysis.

The model cycle length was one week, chosen as the treatments are administered according to
different cycle lengths. A half-cycle correction was applied. The perspective was that of the HSE.
The model time horizon was 30 years, equivalent to a lifetime horizon (median age of melanoma
diagnosis in Ireland is 60-64 years) (49). Scenario analyses with a 10-year time horizon, reflecting
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the follow-up time of available registry data, is presented. The applied discount rate was 5% on
both costs and outcomes after the first year, based on the rate set by the Department of Public
Expenditure and Reform. Scenario analyses using a 4% discount rate are presented, based on a
recent report which supports reducing the discount rate to 4% in 2019 (272).

6.2.3 Population
The population under consideration was patients with advanced melanoma. Three distinct
populations of patients were considered: patients testing positive for the BRAF V600 mutation
(BRAF V600 network), treatment naïve BRAF V600 WT patients (BRAF WT network), and
treatment refractory patients (treatment refractory network). These networks were defined
based on clinical guidelines indicating BRAF status dictates treatment choices, and the paucity
of economic evaluations of these interventions in the treatment refractory setting, identified in
Chapter 4. The population demographics (age, gender, disease stage) for each network are
based on the population characteristics enrolled in the RCT used to simulate the baseline
survival and thus differ slightly between networks.

6.2.4 Interventions
The interventions included in the model are described in Table 38. The treatments were
identified as described in Chapter 5, and include all treatments licensed in Ireland with the
exception of T-VEC. T-VEC was excluded as a comparator from the model due to the difficulty
in including it reliably in a treatment network to estimate its relative effectiveness. It is not
currently marketed in Ireland and its exclusion is unlikely to bias model outcomes or conclusions.
Trametinib monotherapy was excluded from the BRAF V600 network base case as there is no
formal reimbursement protocol for it in Ireland. It is included in a scenario analysis as it is
available on the HTDA and its marketing authorisation allows for its use as monotherapy in the
BRAF V600 mutation positive patient cohort.
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Table 38 Description of interventions included in the model

INN
Cobimetinib

Brand, formulation
(pack size)
Cotellic® 60mg tablets
(60)

Vemurafenib

Zelboraf ® 240mg
tablets (56)

Dabrafenib

Tafinlar ® 75mg
capsules (120)

Trametinib

Mekinist® 2mg tablets
(30)

Pembrolizumab

Keytruda® 25mg/ml
concentrate for solution
for infusion (4ml)
Nivolumab
Opdivo® 10mg/ml
concentrate for solution
for infusion (24ml)
Ipilimumab
Yervoy® 5mg/ml
concentrate for solution
for infusion (40ml)
Nivolumab
in Opdivo® and Yervoy® as
combination
described above
with ipilimumab

Indication

Populati
on
BRAF
V600
positive
BRAF
V600
positive

Dose

BRAF
V600
positive

150mg PO twice daily for 28 days of a 28-day cycle. Treatment continues
until the patient no longer derives benefit or unacceptable toxicity.

BRAF
V600
positive

2mg PO once daily for 28 days of a 28-day cycle. Treatment continues
until the patient no longer derives benefit or unacceptable toxicity.

All
comers

200mg IV Q3W. Treatment continues until confirmed disease
progression or unacceptable toxicity.

Advanced melanoma

All
comers

240mg IV Q2W or 480mg IV Q4W. Treatment continues as long as clinical
benefit is observed or until treatment is no longer tolerated.

Advanced melanoma

All
comers

3mg/kg IV once every three weeks for a total of four doses

Advanced melanoma

All
comers

Ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV Q3W for four doses in combination with
nivolumab 1mg/kg IV Q3W for four doses, followed by nivolumab 240mg
IV Q2Wor 480mg IV Q4W. Treatment with nivolumab monotherapy
continues until disease progression or unacceptable toxicity.

BRAF V600 mutation positive
advanced
melanoma,
in
combination with vemurafenib
BRAF V600 mutation positive
advanced
melanoma,
as
monotherapy or in combination
with cobimetinib
BRAF V600 mutation positive
advanced
melanoma,
as
monotherapy or in combination
with trametinib
BRAF V600 mutation positive
advanced
melanoma,
as
monotherapy or in combination
with dabrafenib
Advanced melanoma

60mg PO once daily for 21 days of a 28-day cycle. Treatment continues
until the patient no longer derives benefit or unacceptable toxicity.
960mg PO twice daily for 28 days of a 28-day cycle. Treatment continues
until the patient no longer derives benefit or unacceptable toxicity.

PO per oral, IV intravenous infusion, Q2W every two weeks, Q3W every three weeks, Q4W every four weeks
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6.2.5 Comparators
The comparator in this assessment for the BRAF WT and the BRAF targeted treatment network
is dacarbazine, the only approved cytotoxic chemotherapy agent for advanced melanoma (Table
39). The licensed dose is 850g/m2 IV Q3W (273). The NCCP protocol recommends the same
dosage (274), although in clinical practice the higher dose (1000mg/m2) seen in most of the RCTs
is widely used4. The comparator in the treatment refractory network is combination
chemotherapy with paclitaxel and carboplatin (PC). There is no NCCP protocol for this treatment
regimen, so the dosage is based on usage in the Keynote-002 and CheckMate 037 trials, which
reflects Irish clinical practice5.
Table 39 Description of comparators included in the model

INN

Brand, formulation

Indication

Population

Dose

Dacarbazine

Off patent, powder for solution for

Advanced

All comers

1000mg/m2

infusion, 1000mg

melanoma

Off patent, concentrate for solution

Advanced

Treatment

175mg/m2

for infusion 6mg/ml (50ml)

melanoma

refractory

IV Q3W

Off patent, concentrate for solution

Advanced

Treatment

AUC 6,

for infusion, 10mg/ml (45ml)

melanoma

refractory

IVQ3W

Paclitaxel

Carboplatin

IV Q3W

IV intravenous, Q3W every three weeks

6.2.6 Outcome(s)
The outcomes of the cost utility model are incremental cost effectiveness ratios (ICERs),
expressed in terms of cost per QALY. Deterministic and probabilistic outcomes are provided.

6.2.7 Software
The model is programmed in Microsoft Excel®. All statistical analysis was conducted in R Studio
using R version 3.5.0©. Details of the packages used are provided below.

4
5
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6.3 Methods
6.3.1 Efficacy Inputs
6.3.1.1 Generation of Individual Patient Data
For each network, the method to derive individual patient data (IPD) from published Kaplan
Meier (KM) curves described by Guyot was used to derive IPD for PFS and OS from Kaplan Meier
(KM) curves of one included trial in each network, referred to as the base trial (189). The curves
were digitised using Digitizelt® software (275). The published Guyot algorithm was run in ‘R’
using the digitised data to generate the IPD. To generate IPD, the ‘Mass’, ‘Splines’ and ‘Survival’
packages were used. The IPD for the control arm was used to simulate the baseline survival
curves for PFS and OS.
6.3.1.2 Extrapolation of Survival
IPD data was extrapolated to the time horizon of the model using parametric models in
accordance with the process outlined in the NICE Decision Support Unit Guidance on
extrapolation of survival curves (276). The proportional hazards assumption was assessed by
examining the log-cumulative hazard plots and the Schoenfeld residuals. Where it was found
the proportional hazards assumption could be considered valid, a single parametric curve fit
was applied with adjustment for treatment arm as a covariate. Where the proportional hazards
assumption could not be considered to hold, treatment arms were modelled independently.

‘Flexsurv’ was the main package used to derive coefficients for each parametric curve fit in R
(276). Several functions from the survival package were used, namely:
•

surv to create a survival object. These are used as the response variable in
parametric model formulas.

•

survfit to create KM survival curves.

•

coxph to fit Cox proportional hazards models.
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•

cox.zph to test the proportional hazards assumption and to get Schoenfeld
residuals.

•

flexsurvreg to fit the standard parametric models.

Using these parameters, the different survival curves were programmed in Microsoft Excel® to
populate the health states to the full-time horizon of the model. As per the NICE guidance, a
combination of visual assessment of fit to the KM data, consideration of the Akaike Information
Criteria (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) values, statistical plausibility, clinical
plausibility, and comparison with external data was used to choose the best fit parametric
curves. Uncertainty in the survival curves was captured using Cholesky decomposition to
correlate the survival parameters, drawing from the variance covariance matrix (277). OS curves
were further adjusted to account for general mortality using Irish data from the Central Statistics
Office (278).
6.3.1.3 Adjustment for Disease-specific Mortality
As described in Chapter 2, most patients with advanced melanoma die within two years of
diagnosis, after which the risk of death rapidly plateaus with a cohort of patients experiencing
long-term survival (10-year survival in Ireland is 16.9%). While prognostic factors for poor
survival with melanoma are known (LDH≥ULN, metastatic disease ≥3 sites), there are currently
no known markers to identify those patients who are likely to achieve long-term survival.
Applying parametric survival curves to immature OS data overestimates the baseline risk of
death as the initial high risk of the event is simulated over the entire extrapolated period, as
shown in Figure 25 for BRAF V600 mutation positive patients recruited to the BRIM-3 trial. This
is likely to over-estimate cost-effectiveness of new interventions by overstating the risk of
mortality in the baseline population. Thus, it is necessary to adjust the survival curves to
accurately represent the natural history of the disease.
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The AJCC 7th edition staging criteria are based on long-term follow-up of almost 39,000 patients
treated at 17 major cancer treatment centres in the US and provide stage-specific survival
curves with 10 years of follow-up, accounting only for disease specific mortality only (42); this
data was selected to adjust the parametric curves to reflect disease specific mortality. The
published KM curves were digitised using the methods previously described to generate stagespecific survival curves. These curves were combined to produce a weighted survival curve
based on the proportion of patients with each disease stage in the base trial patient population.
The baseline OS curves were adjusted from two years onwards, so that the projected OS did not
drop below that projected by the AJCC curves (Figure 26). This time point was chosen based on
visual inspection of the stage-specific survival curves, which suggest that the rapid decline in OS
seems to taper from this two-year timepoint. Uncertainty in the disease specific mortality curves
was captured in the same manner as the parametric curves, using Cholesky decomposition.
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Figure 25 Parametric extrapolation of the dacarbazine arm from BRIM-3, generated from digitised Kaplan-Meier data,
representing baseline overall survival (unadjusted) in the BRAFV600 network
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Figure 26 Baseline survival in the dacarbazine arm, BRAF targeted network, following adjustment for disease specific
mortality

While the use of US data is not necessarily representative of disease specific mortality in the
Irish population, stage specific data is not available from the NCRI. The modelled baseline risk
shown in Figure 26 is slightly lower than that recorded in the NCRI population (Figure 4, Chapter
2). This is likely due to clinical differences in patients recruited to the trials compared to the realworld population but may also be a result of data collection methods in NCRI where only the
initial stage at diagnosis is recorded, and a significant proportion of patients are recorded
without staging.
6.3.1.4 Relative Efficacy
Estimates of relative efficacy compared to all comparators in the network were derived from
the NMA conducted by Dr Joy Leahy from the NCPE and described in Chapter 5. The HRs derived
from the NMA were applied to the baseline PFS and OS curves to generate survival curves for
each intervention included in the model. This approach assumes that the assumption of
proportional hazards is reasonable. HRs were varied using the log-normal distribution for the
PSA, as recommended by Briggs et al (277). HRs were varied within their 95% credible intervals
in the OWSA. Estimated survival is compared with RCT outcomes to assess face validity of the
projections.
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6.3.2 Utility Inputs
The method of applying utility values, and estimates of utility, were derived through review of
the literature. NCPE guidelines express a preference for utility values measured using EQ-5D-3L;
there is no Irish value set for this instrument, and so the UK value set is commonly used (279).
While QOL outcomes for many of the pivotal trials are published, utility values are commonly
not included in these publications.

As highlighted in Chapter 4, there is significant variation in utility values used and method of
application of utility in published economic evaluations in advanced melanoma. In the main the
studies did not apply different utility values to each treatment but assumed that utility varied
only by health state. Six published evaluations (159–162,164,168) used values obtained through
a utility elicitation study which used melanoma health state vignettes administered to healthy
volunteers in the UK and Australia (280). These utilities were valued using standard gamble
methodology. Three studies used these values to conduct ‘responder’ utility analysis, whereby
patients who achieved a complete or partial response were assigned a higher utility value than
those with stable disease (159,162,164).

Three published evaluations applied utility values based on time-to-death rather than based on
health state occupancy (167,169,173), in line with findings that the time to death was a
statistically significant predictor of utility in trial datasets (281). A weakness of this approach is
that it requires the discarding of many observations in the utility dataset as they cannot be
assigned to a time-to-death category since the time of death is unknown, and so this approach
was not adopted for this analysis. Additionally, these studies did not apply a utility decrement
for disease progression which is repeatedly shown to have a detrimental effect on utility (281–
283). Furthermore, time-to-death was not found to be a predictor of utility in all checkpoint
inhibitor trials (283), and no comparable information was identified for BRAF inhibitors.
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A review of the utility values included in PE submissions to the NCPE for treatments for advanced
melanoma was undertaken (284). Nine PEs were considered. Seven of the submissions used EQ5D-3L utilities in line with NCPE recommendations. Three studies used the time-to-death
approach. Five of the nine submissions applied different utility values to the intervention and
comparator while on treatment. The utility values applied varied greatly between the
submissions even though the patient population was the same in all submissions, ranging from
0.85 to 0.76 in the PF state and from 0.75 to 0.59 in the PD health state.

The NICE website was searched for EQ-5D-3L utilities for these treatments. Again, the approach
to the application of utility varied between health state occupancy and time to death. Utility
values were extracted and considered for inclusion in this model. These values are closely
aligned with the requirements of the Irish reference case as in most instances they are based
on data collected directly from patients with the condition enrolled on clinical trials.

For the model base case, utility is applied according to health state occupancy. A study
examining utility in patients with melanoma in five European countries, stratified by disease
stage, suggests a statistically significant and clinically meaningful difference in utility between
early stage IIIB to IV M1a patients (n=325, utility 0.75) compared to those with later stage IV
M1b/c melanoma (n=324, utility 0.67), p=0.012 (284). This suggests that treatments which delay
disease progression may be expected to conserve QOL, which supports the application of utility
based on progression status. This is reinforced by data from multiple RCTs showing a decline in
utility upon progression (281,283,285,286). Details and justification of the values selected and
applied are provided separately for each network in the relevant sections below. No disutility is
applied for adverse events as it is assumed this is captured by using utility values collected
during the RCTs.
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A variety of scenario analyses using alternative utility values are provided. Additionally, a
‘responder’ analysis is presented applying a higher utility value to the proportion of patients in
the PF state who attain a complete response to treatment, from week 8 (targeted treatment)
or week 12 (immunotherapy networks), corresponding to the first response assessment. This
analysis is supported by elicitation studies showing a higher preference for response health
states (280,287). For the PSA, utility values were varied according to the beta distribution as it
is constrained between zero and one, which was plausible as there were no values close to zero
included (277). Utility values were varied +/- 10% in the OWSA.

6.3.3 Cost Inputs
An analysis of HIPE data was conducted to identify common costs incurred in patients with a
diagnosis of skin cancer (diagnostic codes C43, C44 and C79.2) (4). The most common inpatient
discharges were Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG) J11Z (Other Skin, subcutaneous tissues and
breast procedures), J69B (Skin Malignancy without CCCC) and J08B (Other skin graft and/or
debridement procedures -CC). The most commonly recorded adjacent DRGs for day case
discharges were J11 (Other Skin, subcutaneous tissues and breast procedures), R64
Radiotherapy, R63 Chemotherapy and J69 Skin Malignancy. The DRG J11 covers a variety of
surgical procedures for skin cancer, while J69 is a medical DRG.

The use of the R63

Chemotherapy DRG increased 29% in the period 2011-2014, corresponding to the introduction
of the first effective treatments for melanoma. Based on this finding, costs for the day case
administration of drug treatments was included in the model, as detailed below. The surgical
costs identified were not included in the model as it was assumed that they were mainly
incurred in early stage disease rather than at the advanced stage where the disease is
unresectable, and thus were unlikely to be affected by the interventions under consideration.
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The following categories of costs were considered in the model: treatment initiation costs, drug
acquisition costs, treatment administration and monitoring costs, disease assessment costs, AE
costs, subsequent treatment costs and palliative care costs. Palliative care costs were applied
as a once off cost when entering the death state. Resource use estimates were based on Irish
treatment protocols, supported by resource use studies from the UK and the Netherlands
(288,289). Irish costs were sourced where possible, using the HSE Ready Reckoner (2011) for
DRG costs and local estimates obtained from the NCPE internal database or from a tertiary
hospital. Costs were inflated to 2018 costs using the CPI for health (290). Costs are discounted
at a rate of 5% from the start of the second year. Unit costs, and a breakdown of resource use
estimates used in the model are provided in Appendix 6. Costs were varied in the PSA using the
gamma distribution which is constrained between zero and positive infinity (277), and +/-20%
in the OWSA.
6.3.3.1 Treatment Initiation Costs
Treatment initiation costs were applied on a treatment specific basis, according to the eligibility
requirements and baseline tests outlined in the NCCP Chemotherapy Regimens. Only protocolmandated assessments and those specified in the product SPC were included. A single cost per
treatment was calculated, which was applied as a once off cost in the first model cycle (Table
40, and Table A25, Appendix 6 for detailed breakdown). Costs such as disease staging costs were
excluded, as it was assumed, they would be similar across treatment arms and be incurred
regardless of treatment choice. Costs for a test for the BRAFV600 mutation were applied only
to the BRAF targeted treatments.
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Table 40 Costs for treatment initiation applied in the model, associated with each agent

Treatment Arm
Cobimetinib in combination with Vemurafenib
Dabrafenib in combination with Trametinib
Vemurafenib
Dabrafenib
Dacarbazine, carboplatin and paclitaxel
Ipilimumab
Nivolumab
Pembrolizumab
Nivolumab in combination with ipilimumab

Treatment initiation costs
€807.84
€721.32
€533.32
€448.32
€163.18
€305.09
€317.50
€320.47
€305.09

6.3.3.2 Drug Acquisition Costs
Drug acquisition costs (Table 41) were estimated based on the current reimbursement price to
the HSE accounting for rebates agreed under the HSE-IPHA agreement as well as dispensing fees
incurred by the HSE (Table A26, Appendix 6). Drug costs were applied at the start of each weekly
cycle for drugs administered on a daily basis. For drugs administered on an interval basis (every
two or three weeks), costs were applied at the first week of the treatment cycle.

Treatment was assumed to be discontinued upon transition to the PD health state in the model,
as TOT data was rarely available. This may underestimate the true cost of treatment, as many
of these agents are continued beyond progression, and in addition assessments of progression
in clinical practice are likely to be further apart than in RCTs. However, by applying the same
assumption to all treatments, it is assumed they will be underestimated to the same extent and
should not bias model outcomes. Treatment intensity was assumed to be 100% in the model
base case. Alternative scenarios using real-world treatment intensity or trial-based treatment
intensity where available, are presented. Treatment duration is validated where possible
against published estimates from RCTs.
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Table 41 Drug acquisition costs applied in the model

Drug name
Cobimetinib
Vemurafenib

Cost per model cycle
€1,836.39
€1,769.18

Cost per month
€5,509.17
€7,631.36

Trametinib

€1,510.87

€6,570.12

Dabrafenib

€1,504.27

€6,479.41

Paclitaxel

€106.69

€463.97

Carboplatin
Dacarbazine

€15.65
€30.48

€68.07
€132.56

Pembrolizumab

€2,256.99

€9,814.48

Nivolumab

€1,620.75

€7,047.93

Ipilimumab

€6,548.91

€28,478.40

Nivolumab plus Ipilimumabcombination phase
Nivolumab plus IpilimumabNivolumab monotherapy phase

€6,947.67

€30,212.43

€1,620.75

€7,047.93

In Ireland, treatment with dacarbazine commonly continues for a fixed period of six cycles due
to cumulative toxicity, or less in the case of disease progression or unacceptable toxicity (274).
In most of the identified RCTs, treatment with dacarbazine was continued until disease
progression and was allowed to continue beyond 6 cycles in patients who were responding to
treatment without unacceptable toxicity. In the model base case it was assumed that duration
of treatment with dacarbazine was aligned with the PFS curve; a scenario analysis assuming
treatment cessation at six cycles is presented. Similarly, for chemotherapy in the treatment
refractory setting, the base case assumes treatment to progression with a scenario presented
where treatment duration is limited to a maximum of four cycles. Treatment intensity was
assumed to be 100% throughout treatment, and vial sharing was assumed, in line with current
practice in Irish hospitals.

For the model base case, it was assumed that nivolumab was administered every two weeks;
scenarios are presented with four-weekly administration. It was assumed that fixed dosing was
administered for nivolumab and pembrolizumab with the assumption of equal efficacy with the
weight-based dosing used in the RCTs. For ipilimumab, it was assumed that vial sharing was not
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possible due to the small numbers of patients likely to be undergoing treatment at any given
time at the national centres. The maximum duration of treatment with ipilimumab was assumed
to be four cycles; no costs for maintenance treatment were included in line with Irish treatment
protocols.
6.3.3.3 Administration and Monitoring Costs
Costs were applied in the model to cover the administration costs of the drugs and the routine
monitoring associated with same. Administration costs for IV drugs were based on costings
from a tertiary hospital in Ireland, and the single cost applied includes all staff costs. This was
used in preference to the DRG cost as the DRG cost is inclusive of drug costs which would lead
to double counting. For oral products, an administration cost equivalent to the cost of an OPD
visit was incurred every three months to cover prescription requirements. Treatment
monitoring costs were estimated based on the requirements listed in the NCCP Chemotherapy
Regimen Protocol, and any additional requirements specified in the product SPC. As some of
the included treatments have monitoring requirements which vary with TOT, monitoring costs
were calculated separately for two time periods. Treatment monitoring costs include costs for
anti-emetics where required. Administration and monitoring costs were applied as a per
model cycle cost for oral treatments, and for IV treatments were applied in line with the
administration schedules (Table 42, and Table A27 Appendix 6).
Table 42 Per cycle treatment administration and monitoring costs applied in the model

Treatment Regimen
Cobimetinib and Vemurafenib
Dabrafenib and Trametinib
Vemurafenib
Dabrafenib
Nivolumab in combination with
ipilimumab
Dacarbazine, carboplatin in
combination with paclitaxel
Pembrolizumab 2mg/kg
Nivolumab 3mg/kg
Ipilimumab 3mg/kg

Administration & Monitoring
(Up to week 15)
€44.13
€52.84
€29.63
€43.14

Administration & Monitoring
(Week 16 onwards)
€43.90
€73.01
€17.05
€50.35

€89.12

€398.31¥

€430.60*
€372.97*
€398.31¥
€398.31*

€430.60*
€372.97*
€398.31¥
N/A

*Applied Q3W, ¥applied Q2W
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Additionally, a radiological disease monitoring cost was applied every 12 weeks while on
treatment. This was assumed to be the cost of a Computed Tomography (CT) scan of the thorax,
abdomen, and pelvis, €116.87. This was applied based on a resource use study conducted as
part of the ipilimumab HTA submission to NICE which found that 96% of patients were in receipt
of same while on treatment (277), and a Dutch resource use study in melanoma which identified
an average resource use of 1.71 while on treatment with ipilimumab (289).
6.3.3.4 Adverse Event Costs
Costs were applied to each treatment for Grade ≥3 AEs occurring in more than 1% patients,
based on the incidence of AEs in the pivotal RCT(s). The figure of 1% was chosen to ensure that
low incidence but costly AEs are captured in the model. Resource use for AE management was
estimated using published AE management guidance and the product SPC. Costs were
established for each AE, then multiplied by the proportion of patients experiencing the AEs to
give a single total cost of AEs for each treatment. This was applied as a one-off cost in the first
cycle of the model. The costs applied for each treatment are provided in
Table 43 (see also Tables A28 and A29, Appendix 6 for detailed calculations).
Table 43 Adverse event costs applied in the model

Drug

Cost

Dabrafenib in combination with trametinib
Vemurafenib in combination with cobimetinib
Vemurafenib
Dabrafenib
Dacarbazine in BRAF V600 positive patients
Paclitaxel and carboplatin in treatment
refractory patients
Nivolumab in treatment refractory patients
Pembrolizumab in treatment refractory
patients
Dacarbazine in treatment naïve patients
Nivolumab in treatment naïve patients
Pembrolizumab in treatment naïve patients
Ipilimumab in treatment naïve patients
Nivolumab in combination with ipilimumab in
treatment naïve patients
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€82.47
€179.66
€166.71
€50.32
€109.39
€66.58
€5.89
€2.91
€56.89
€211.59
€225.76
€562.23
€1,272.79

6.3.3.5 Costs of Subsequent Treatment
As identified in Chapter 5 many patients crossed over to the intervention arm or received
subsequent treatment with active agents upon disease progression. In most instances the OS
HRs reported are unadjusted for crossover and so the effects of these subsequent treatments
are included in the efficacy estimates. Thus, it is important to include the costs of these
treatments, otherwise the ICER would be significantly underestimated. In addition, including the
costs of subsequent treatments is a more accurate representation of the clinical scenario, where
patients are likely to cycle through multiple lines of treatment as long as they are physically fit
enough to receive treatment. To calculate costs of subsequent treatment, a weighted average
cost per cycle was applied, based on the proportions of patients receiving subsequent treatment
options in the RCTs. The cost applied in each network is specified in the relevant section.

6.3.4 Presentation of Model Outcomes
For each network, an incremental analysis is presented; pairwise ICERs with chemotherapy are
also presented.

6.3.5 Examination of Uncertainty
All parameters were varied within the described estimates of uncertainty. The PSA was run for
1000 iterations. A PSA is presented for each network. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves
(CEACs) are presented to assess the probability of cost effectiveness at cost-effectiveness
thresholds of up to €500,000 per QALY. An OWSA is conducted for the pairwise comparisons
with dacarbazine; all included model parameters are varied in the OWSA except unit costs. A
variety of scenario analysis are presented.

6.4 Treatment Refractory Network
6.4.1 Baseline Efficacy Inputs and Outputs
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CheckMate 037 was chosen as the base trial. The survival curves (PFS and OS) were digitised
using the methods described previously, to generate IPD for extrapolation. The proportional
hazards assumption was explored through examination of the log cumulative hazard plots
(Figures A7, A11, Appendix 7), and the Schoenfeld residuals (Figures A8, A12, Appendix 7). The
assumption was considered not to hold for the PFS curve, and parametric curve fits were applied
independently to each arm (Figure A9, Appendix 7). The log-normal curve was chosen for the
model base case for PFS based on AIC/BIC (Table 44), visual inspection and plausibility, and the
chemotherapy arm was used to model the baseline PFS for treatment refractory patients. For
the OS curve, it was considered that the proportional hazards assumption was valid, and curve
fits were applied to the data jointly with treatment arm as a covariate. Again, the log-normal
was chosen for the base case model fit, based on AIC/BIC, visual inspection and plausibility
(Figure A13, Appendix 7).
Table 44 AIC/BIC values for parametric extrapolation of OS and PFS curves from CheckMate 037 for the treatment
refractory network

Gompertz
Log-logistic
Log-normal
Weibull
Generalised
Gamma
Exponential

Nivolumab PFS
AIC
BIC
1245.0
1252.2
1253.3
1260.5

Chemotherapy PFS
AIC
BIC
461.9
467.7
427.8
433.6

OS
AIC
2213.7
2206.98

BIC
2225
2218.99

1253.1
1314.3
1234.6

1260.3
1321.5
1245.4

425.4
454.6
416.0

431.2
460.4
424.6

2202.7
2221.3
2204.5

2214.7
2233.3
2220.57

1356.3

1359.9

459.9

462.8

2220.3

2228.3

PFS Progression Free survival, OS overall survival, AIC Akaike information criteria, BIC Bayesian information criteria

For the relapsed/refractory patient cohort, no adjustment for disease specific mortality was
made, as it is unclear if treatment refractory patients are among those likely to experience longterm survival. The impact of this assumption was explored in a scenario analysis.
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6.4.2 Relative Efficacy Inputs and Outputs
The relative efficacy outputs described in Chapter 5 were applied to the baseline survival curves
generated from CheckMate 037 (Figure 27). The projected survival estimates are provided in
Table 45.

Figure 27 Projected PFS and OS, treatment refractory network
Table 45 Predicted PFS and OS with each treatment in the treatment refractory network.

Intervention

Progression Free Survival

Overall Survival

6

12

18

24

6

12

18

24

mths

mths

mths

mths

mths

mths

mths

mths

Paclitaxel and
Carboplatin
Nivolumab

32.3%
34.3%

10.2%
11.5%

3.7%
4.4%

1.6%
2.0%

78.2%
79.2%

58.7%
60.2%

44.3%
46.1%

34.9%
36.8%

Pembrolizumab

52.3%

27.0%

15.1%

9.4%

81.0%

63.3%

49.7%

40.5%

Ipilimumab

48.3%

22.9%

11.9%

7%

84.9%

70.1%

58.0%

49.6%

Mths Months

The predicted OS for PC and nivolumab closely resembles that seen in the CheckMate 037 trial
at 12 months (55.1%

and 58.9% respectively) and 24 months (33.9% and 38.7%

respectively)(243). The model predicts OS outcomes close to those seen with pembrolizumab in
Keynote 002, where pembrolizumab was associated with a 24-month OS of 36% compared to
30% with chemotherapy (291).
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While the predicted PFS for PC is close to the CheckMate 037 trial outcomes at six and 12
months, the predictions for nivolumab are close at six months but significantly less than the trial
estimates at 12 months. At 12 months, PFS was approximately 30% in the trial, compared to
11.5% in the model. The model also predicts lower PFS at 24 months with pembrolizumab than
was seen in the Keynote-002 trial (9.4% compared to 16%). This may lead to an underestimation
of the relative QALY gain with nivolumab compared to pembrolizumab in the PFS health state.

The model hugely overestimates OS with ipilimumab, which was 45.6% at 12 months and 23.5%
at 24 months in the MDX010-20 trial. This is likely due to violation of the NMA transitivity
assumption. In order to create the treatment network, an assumption was made that the GP100
arm of MDX010-20 was therapeutically equivalent to the chemotherapy arms of CheckMate 037
and Keynote 002. However clinical outcomes in the GP100 arm appear worse than expected
with chemotherapy, with higher rates of AEs, lower ORR and shorter survival outcomes than
those seen in the other two trials. This leads to an overestimation of the relative treatment
effect of ipilimumab relative to PC in the network. For the model base case, ipilimumab was
excluded as a comparator due to the unreliability of the outcomes of the NMA. Model outcomes
with ipilimumab included are shown in Appendix 7. The projected OS and PFS with each
treatment arm for the model base case is shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28 Projected PFS and OS excluding ipilimumab (model base case), treatment refractory network
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6.4.3 Other Model Inputs and Outputs
6.4.3.1 Utility
In Keynote-002, both chemotherapy and pembrolizumab were associated with declines from
baseline in QOL scores, and disease progression was associated with a clinically meaningful
decrease in QOL regardless of treatment intervention (282). No publications providing utility
values based on progression status for pembrolizumab or nivolumab were identified. For the
model, it was assumed that all treatments had the same utility in the PF state (0.697). This value
was based on the progressed disease utility used for the treatment naïve patient population.
For the PD state, the value of 0.59 derived from the study by Beusterien et al was used, in the
absence of utility data from RCTs (280). The projected QALY gain, disaggregated by health state
is presented Table 46 below.
Table 46 Projected QALY gain (undiscounted) disaggregated by treatment arm and health state in the treatment
refractory network

Paclitaxel and

Nivolumab

Pembrolizumab

0.3446

0.3638

0.6271

Disease 1.6804

1.8180

1.9453

2.0249

2.1818

2.5724

Carboplatin
Progression Free state
Progressed
state
Total QALY gain

6.4.3.2 Costs
Cost inputs were derived and applied as described above. It was assumed that following
progression after treatment with a checkpoint inhibitor, patients would receive no subsequent
drug therapies and would only incur costs for palliative care in the progressed state. The average
proportion of patients (48%) in the chemotherapy arm of the trials who received subsequent
treatment with PD-1 inhibitors was used to apply a cost for subsequent PD-1 inhibitors in the
model, accounting for the high crossover rates seen in the CheckMate 037 (41%) and Keynote
002 (55%) trials. The average weekly cost of pembrolizumab and nivolumab was applied, and it
was assumed that treatment duration was 12 weeks, the median PFS seen in the CheckMate
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037 and Keynote 002 trials. This was applied as a per-cycle cost of €1,085.84, which included
administration costs, starting upon entry into the PD state. The total costs per health state
attributed to each treatment are shown in Table 47.
Table 47 Projected costs (undiscounted) disaggregated by treatment arm and health state in the treatment refractory
network

Paclitaxel and
carboplatin
Nivolumab
Pembrolizumab

Progression
Free

Progressed
Disease

Total Costs

€19,907.51

Drug
acquisition
costs
€3,278.23

€7,354.39
€50,713.46
€114,342.78

€7,343.25
€7,278.59

€44,729.88
€107,685.66

€58,056.71
€121,621.37

€27,752.63

The estimated drug acquisition costs were compared with information from the RCTs for
validation. In CheckMate 037, median TOT with nivolumab was 4.7 months, which is closely
mirrored in the model where the estimated proportion of patients in receipt of treatment at 4.6
months is 49% (260). The proportion remaining on chemotherapy is overestimated by the
model, where the median TOT in the trial was 2 months, the model predicts 81% remaining on
treatment at 2 months. Given the low cost of PC relative to nivolumab, this is unlikely to render
the model outcomes unreliable. In Keynote 002, at 24 months 9% patients were still on
treatment with pembrolizumab (7.14% in the model) and 0% remained on chemotherapy (1%
in the model) (251). The median time TOT was 112.5 days (range 1-988), which is just over 16
weeks. The model predicts 57% patients remain on treatment at week 16, and 54% at week 17,
which is similar. Data is currently too immature to evaluate real-world TOT with PD-1 inhibitors
in Ireland. A scenario analysis is provided where treatment duration with PD-1 inhibitors is
limited to two years, and with PC to four cycles.

6.4.4 Model Outcomes
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6.4.4.1 Deterministic Model Outcomes
The deterministic model outcomes are presented in Table 48 (incremental analysis) and Table
49 (pairwise versus PC). The cost-effectiveness frontier (CEF) is shown in Figure 29.
Pembrolizumab is associated with an ICER of €249,450 per QALY versus PC. Model outcomes
when ipilimumab is included as a comparator are shown in Appendix 7 (Figure A14 and A15,
Tables A30 and A31).
Table 48 Incremental analysis of cost effectiveness of immunotherapy in the treatment refractory population,
dominated options excluded

Intervention

Total Cost

Paclitaxel and
€26,886
Carboplatin
Pembrolizumab €116,805

Total QALYs
1.63

Incremental
cost
-

Incremental ICER (cost
QALYs
per QALY)
-

1.99

€89,919

0.36

€249,450

QALY Quality Adjusted Life Year, ICER Incremental cost effectiveness ratio

Figure 29 Cost effectiveness frontier, treatment refractory network

In the pairwise analysis versus chemotherapy, none of the treatment options are cost-effective
at the €20,000 or €45,000 per QALY thresholds.
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Table 49 Pairwise analysis versus chemotherapy, treatment refractory network

Intervention

Total
Costs

Paclitaxel and
Carboplatin
Nivolumab

€26,886

Total Incremental Incremental ICER
QALYs costs
QALYS
(cost per
QALY)
1.63
-

€56,875

1.74

€29,990

0.10

NMB

NHB

-

-

€293,088
€25,385 0.56

Pembrolizumab €116,805 1.99

€89,919

0.36

€249,450
€73,698 1.64

QALY Quality adjusted life year, ICER incremental cost effectiveness ratio, NMB net monetary benefit, NHB net health
benefit

6.4.4.2 Probabilistic Model outcomes
The PSA scatterplot is shown (Figure 30). The CEAC is presented in Figure 31. The outcomes of
the PSA are shown in Table 50 and are similar to results seen in the deterministic analysis. The
probability of CE at the national thresholds of €20,000 and €45,000 per QALY is 0%.

Figure 30 Scatterplot from probabilistic sensitivity analysis, treatment refractory network
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Figure 31 Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve, treatment refractory network

Table 50 Probabilistic model outcomes, treatment refractory network

Intervention
Paclitaxel

Total Costs

and €26,985

Total

Incremental

Incremental

ICER

QALYs

costs

QALYs

1.63

-

-

-

2.00

€92,157

0.36

€254,184

Carboplatin
Pembrolizumab €119,142

QALYs Quality Adjusted Life Years, ICER Incremental cost effectiveness ratio

6.4.4.3 One-way Sensitivity Analysis
The outcomes of the OWSA for both comparisons are shown (Figure 32, Figure 33). The OWSA
is provided in terms in the NMB as some of the ICERs are negative making the OWSA more
difficult to interpret. For both agents, the main drivers of changes in the ICER are the HRs for OS
and PFS versus PC. Changes in any of the parameters do not cause the NMB to be positive for
pembrolizumab, but the extreme of the HR for OS with nivolumab produces a positive NMB of
€2,141 (Figure 32).
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Figure 32 OWSA nivolumab versus chemotherapy, treatment refractory network

Figure 33 OWSA pembrolizumab versus chemotherapy, treatment refractory network

6.4.4.4 Scenario Analysis
The robustness of the model outcomes was tested by adopting alternative assumptions for
key parameters in the model. The results were robust to all changes (Table 51).
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Table 51 Scenario analysis-treatment refractory network

Scenario
Base case ICERs (cost per QALY)
Including adjustment for disease specific mortality

Nivolumab Pembrolizumab
€293,088
€249,450
€420,026
€332,038

Log-logistic curve for PFS and OS baseline survival

€283,419

€285,179

Gompertz curve for PFS and OS baseline survival

€275,489

€225,040

TOT with PD-1 inhibitors limited to 2 years, and with
chemotherapy to 4 cycles
10-year time horizon
4% discount rate on costs and outcomes

€321,394

€221,591

€418,022
€272,718

€349,705
€233,977

Nivolumab administration every four weeks

€283,440

€249,450

PFS Progression free survival, OS overall survival, TOT time on treatment
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6.5 BRAF V600 Wildtype Network

6.5.1 Baseline Efficacy Inputs and Outputs
The dacarbazine arm from the CheckMate 066 trial was selected to model the baseline hazard
rate. As described above, the KM curves (PFS and OS) were digitised to generate IPD. Plots of
the log cumulative hazard for both the PFS and OS curves suggested the proportional hazards
assumption was not valid, confirmed by examination of the Schoenfeld residuals (Figures A17A18, A21-A22, Appendix 8). Parametric curves were fit separately to each arm for both the PFS
and OS curves. The preferred curve fit was selected based on AIC/BIC values (Table 52), visual
fit (Figures A19 and A23, Appendix 8) and clinical plausibility. The log-normal curve was
considered the best fit for both OS and PFS in both treatment arms.
Table 52 AIC/BIC values for parametric curve fits for PFS and OS baseline hazard, treatment naïve network

PFS
Gompertz
Log-logistic
Log-normal
Weibull
Generalised Gamma
Exponential

AIC
766.3
696.7
702.1
743.5
700.3
765.8

OS
BIC
772.9
703.3
708.8
750.2
710.3
769.1

AIC
692.6
684.8
683.4
686.4
685.2
698.6

BIC
699.3
691.5
690.1
693.1
695.3
701.9

PFS Progression Free Survival, OS Overall Survival, AIC Akaike information criteria, BIC Bayesian information criteria

6.5.2 Relative Efficacy Inputs and Outputs
The relative efficacy inputs derived from the NMA were presented in Chapter 5. The fixed effects
model was used for the base case. The projected PFS and OS with each treatment is shown in
Figure 34. Estimates of survival are shown in Table 53.
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Figure 34 Projected PFS and OS, BRAF WT network
Table 53 Model outcomes, BRAF WT network

Dacarbazine
Nivolumab
Pembro
Ipilimumab
Nivo-Ipi

6
mths
17.1%
46.2%
41.4%
23.7%
55.1%

PFS
12
18
mths mths
3.6% 0.9%
23.2% 13.0%
18.9% 9.7%
6.6% 2.2%
32.4% 20.7%

OS
24
mths
0.3%
0.8%
5.8%
0.9%
14.5%

6
mths
70.6%
86.1%
85.8%
79.7%
87.7%

12
mths
48.7%
72.0%
71.4%
60.7%
75.0%

18
mths
37.6%
60.4%
59.7%
46.7%
64.2%

24
mths
30.7%
52.3%
51.5%
37.5%
56.6%

36
mths
22.7%
40.8%
40.0%
25.8%
45.6%

Mths Months, Pembro pembrolizumab

The model predicts outcomes closely matched to CheckMate 066 for both nivolumab (6-month
PFS 50% and 12-month OS 72.9%) and dacarbazine (6-month PFS <20% and 12-month OS
42.1%)(237). Outcomes are similarly close for pembrolizumab and ipilimumab in Keynote-006
for PFS initially (6-month PFS 46.4% and 26.5% respectively) (62), but less accurate at 24 months
(28% for pembrolizumab and 14% for ipilimumab) (253). OS estimates are close at 12-months
(68.4% for pembrolizumab and 58.2% for ipilimumab) and 24-months (55% with pembrolizumab
and 43% with ipilimumab) (253). PFS estimates for CheckMate 067 are not published at 6- or
12-months, but from examination of KM curves are closely aligned at the 6-month mark, but
divergent by 12 months (239). The 3-year PFS in CheckMate 067 was 39% for nivo-ipi, compared
to 8% projected by the model; PFS for nivolumab and ipilimumab were similarly underestimated
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48
mths
18.2%
33.2%
32.4%
18.8%
38.0%

(66). OS is also underestimated compared to the RCT, both in absolute terms but also in terms
of the incremental benefit of nivo-ipi treatment compared to nivolumab monotherapy, and the
incremental benefit of nivolumab monotherapy compared to ipilimumab (292).

6.5.3 Other Model Inputs and Outputs
6.5.3.1 Utility
In Keynote 006 there was no statistically significant or clinically meaningful differences in QOL
scores between treatment arms (293). There was evidence for a decrease in utility on
progression in both arms. Analysis of utility by disease response suggested that responding
patients had evidence of stable or increasing QOL from baseline. In CheckMate 066 there were
large differences in baseline utility between nivolumab and dacarbazine (0.75 and 0.69)
respectively, and baseline utility, time to death and progression status were statistically
significant predictors of utility with time (281). High baseline utility was seen in CheckMate 069,
with pooled values of 0.861 reported, which declined significantly at week 7 before rising to
exceed baseline values at week 13, which may have been caused by responder bias (completion
rate of the EQ-5D-3L at week 13 was 48%)(281). Finally in CheckMate 067, pooled baseline utility
across arms was 0.775, and progression status and treatment arm were statistically significant
predictors of utility over time, with a decrement associated with nivo-ipi and ipilimumab
compared to nivolumab monotherapy (294).

In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it was assumed that all the checkpoint inhibitors had
the same utility value in both the PF and PD state (Table 54). The values used were those in the
NICE assessment of pembrolizumab for treatment naïve melanoma (295). These values were
collected in Keynote-006 and were close to those seen in CheckMate 067. The PD health state
value closely resembled that used in the BRAF V600 mutation network and in the PF state for
the treatment refractory patients, providing face validity to the choices. In line with evidence
from RCTs, a lower utility was applied to those receiving ipilimumab and nivo-ipi in the PF state
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for the duration of ipilimumab treatment only. A value of 0.649 was applied, based on SF-6D
derived utility values collected during the MDX010-20 study (286). It was assumed there was no
difference in utility between dacarbazine and checkpoint inhibitor therapy. In a scenario
analysis, the values used in the NICE appraisal of nivo-ipi were used (294). The QALY gain with
each treatment, disaggregated by health state is shown in Table 55.
Table 54 Utility values applied in the BRAF WT network

Progression Free
Progressed Disease
Utility while on
ipilimumab treatment

Base Case
Dacarbazine Nivolumab Pembrolizumab
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.7

Ipilimumab
0.8
0.7

Nivo-ipi
0.8
0.7

-

0.649

0.649

0.7954
0.7625

0.7954
0.7625

-0.03136

-0.03373

Progression Free
0.7954
Progressed Disease
0.7625
Utility decrement while
on ipilimumab treatment -

Scenario analysis
0.7954
0.7954
0.7625
0.7625
-

-

Table 55 Predicted QALY gain, disaggregated by treatment arm, BRAF WT network

Health State

Dacarbazine

Nivolumab

Pembrolizumab

Ipilimumab

Nivo-ipi

Progression

0.2684

0.6545

0.5534

0.2960

0.9138

2.7240

3.2884

3.3140

2.8406

3.4711

2.9924

3.9428

3.8674

3.1366

4.3849

Free
Progressed
Disease
Total

6.5.3.2 Costs
Cost inputs were derived and applied as described previously. For subsequent treatments, a
different cost was applied to each treatment, based on the large disparity in those receiving
subsequent treatments in each trial. The lowest per cycle cost was applied to nivo-ipi, €501.21,
reflecting the lower proportion of patients receiving subsequent treatment. Similar costs were
applied to nivolumab and pembrolizumab (€1,114.33 and €1,192.68 respectively), and to
ipilimumab and chemotherapy (€1,462.54 and €1,404.39 respectively). The total costs per
health state attributed to each treatment are shown in Table 56.
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Table 56 Costs disaggregated by treatment arm and health state (undiscounted), BRAF WT network

Dacarbazine
Nivolumab
Pembrolizumab
Ipilimumab
Nivolumab with
ipilimumab

Progression
Free

Progressed
Disease

€3,439.97
€79,038.09
€88,743.10
€71,316.07
€172,788.26

€23,671.96
€20,190.44
€17,721.57
€20,960.11
€9,420.99

Drug
acquisition
costs
€564.06
€69,656.06
€83,317.45
€68,915.81
€160,474.28

Total Costs

€27,111.93
€99,228.54
€106,464.67
€92,276.18
€182,209.25

No information on TOT from CheckMate 066 was identified. In Keynote 006, the median TOT
with pembrolizumab Q3W was 168 days (24 weeks), which is closely aligned with the model
estimates of 46% on treatment in week 24 (242). The model slightly underestimates the
proportion remaining on treatment at 24 months, which was 9% in the RCT compared to 5.8%
in the model. The model overestimates TOT with ipilimumab, estimating that 73.5% patients
received all four cycles, compared to 59% in Keynote 006. An analysis of ODMS data from Ireland
showed that 59% patients received all 4 cycles of ipilimumab in a mixed treatment naïve and
refractory cohort (243); a scenario using this dose intensity is presented. In CheckMate 067, the
median TOT with nivolumab was 30 weeks, which is closely aligned with the model estimate of
42% remaining on treatment at 30 weeks (66). The median TOT with combination treatment
was four doses of combination treatment, but data was not identified for the subsequent
nivolumab monotherapy period. It is likely the model overestimates the cost of treatment with
combination therapy as there was a high rate of treatment discontinuation due to AEs. A
scenario is provided assuming treatment duration with PD-1 inhibitor monotherapy is limited
to 24 months, and also using four weekly dosing schedules for nivolumab.

6.5.4 Model Outcomes
6.5.4.1 Deterministic Model Outcomes
The deterministic model outcomes are presented in Table 57 (incremental analysis) and Table
58 (pairwise versus dacarbazine). The CEF is shown in Figure 35. Ipilimumab was excluded due
to extended dominance, and nivolumab was dominant of pembrolizumab. The ICER for
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nivolumab versus dacarbazine was €85,044 per QALY and for nivo-ipi was €287,501 per QALY
versus nivolumab monotherapy. In the pairwise analysis versus dacarbazine, none of the
treatment options were cost-effective at the €20,000 or €45,000 per QALY thresholds.
Table 57 Incremental analysis of cost effectiveness of immunotherapy in the BRAF WT population, dominated options
excluded

Intervention

Total Cost

DTIC
Nivolumab
Nivo-Ipi

€26,696
€95,452
€184,722

Total
QALYs
2.03
2.84
3.15

Incremental
costs
€63,163
€89,270

Incremental
QALYs
0.8073
0.3105

ICER (cost
per QALY)
€85,166
€287,501

QALY Quality adjusted life year, ICER incremental cost effectiveness ratio

Figure 35 Cost-effectiveness frontier, BRAF WT network
Table 58 Pairwise analysis versus chemotherapy, BRAF WT network

Intervention

Total
Costs

Total
QALYs

Incremental
Costs

Incremental
QALYs

NMB

NHB

0.14

ICER
(cost per
QALY)
€495,473

Dacarbazine
Ipilimumab

€26,696
€94,389

2.03
2.17

€67,693

-€61,545

-1.37

Pembrolizumab

€105,971

2.78

€79,275

0.75

€105,831

-€45,567

-1.01

Nivolumab

€95,452

2.84

€68,756

0.81

€85,166

-€32,426

-0.72

Nivo-ipi

€184,722

3.15

€158,025

1.12

€141,369

-€107,724

-2.39

QALY quality adjusted life year, ICER incremental cost effectiveness ratio, NMB net monetary benefit, NHB net health
benefit
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6.5.4.2 Probabilistic Model Outcomes
The PSA scatterplot is shown (Figure 36). The CEAC is presented in Figure 37. The outcome of
the PSA is shown in Table 59 and is similar to results seen in the deterministic analysis. The
probability of CE at the national thresholds of €20,000 and €45,000 per QALY is 0%.

Figure 36 Scatterplot from probabilistic sensitivity analysis, BRAF WT network

Figure 37 Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve, BRAF WT network
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Table 59 Probabilistic model outcomes, BRAF WT network

Intervention

Total Cost

DTIC
Nivolumab
Nivo-Ipi

€26,492
€96,897
€186,012

Total
QALYs
2.32
3.14
3.41

Incremental
costs
€70,405
€89,115

Incremental
QALYs
0.82
0.27

ICER (cost
per QALY)
€85,417
€332,529

QALYs Quality Adjusted Life Year, ICER Incremental cost effectiveness ratio

6.5.4.3 One-Way Sensitivity Analysis
The outcomes of the OWSA for all comparisons are shown. The OWSA is provided in terms of
the NMB for ipilimumab as some of the ICERs are negative making the OWSA more difficult to
interpret (Figure 38). In all comparisons, the HR for OS was the main driver of uncertainty. For
pembrolizumab, nivolumab and nivo-ipi, the HR for PFS was also important, likely as it drives
the cost of treatment in the model (Figure 39, Figure 40, Figure 41).

Figure 38 OWSA ipilimumab versus dacarbazine, BRAF WT network
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Figure 39 OWSA pembrolizumab versus dacarbazine, BRAF WT network

Figure 40 OWSA nivolumab versus dacarbazine, BRAF WT network
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Figure 41 OWSA nivolumab in combination with ipilimumab versus dacarbazine, BRAF WT network

6.5.4.4 Scenario analysis
The robustness of the model outcomes was tested by implementing alternative assumptions
(Table 60). The model conclusions were robust to all assumptions. The ICERs were particularly
sensitive to the adjustment for disease specific mortality, and also to treatment duration and
intensity.
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Table 60 Scenario analyses presented as ICERs (cost per QALY), BRAF WT network

Scenario

Nivolumab

Pembrolizumab

Ipilimumab

Base case

€85,166

€105,831

€495,473

Nivolumab with
Ipilimumab
€141,369

Time horizon
(10 years)
Discount rate
4%
Alternative
utility values
Limit TOT to 2
years with PD-1
inhibitors
Assume 59%
dose intensity
with ipilimumab
Assume 4
weekly dosing
schedules with
nivolumab
Log-logistic
curve to OS and
PFS
No adjustment
for disease
specific
mortality
Responder
analysis

€87,352

€109,118

€500,751

€154,813

€83,343

€103,084

€488,399

€136,926

€81,374

€100,331

€404,884

€133,316

€73,696

€96,770

€505,867

€116,881

€85,166

€105,831

€288,659

€112,551

€82,187

€105,831

€495,473

€142,603

€101,803

€118,973

€668,937

€158,069

€40,812

€49,252

€108,169

€76,513

€83,949

€104,797

€491,742

€138,262

6.5.5 Price-ICER relationship
The OWSA showed the model was sensitive to PFS, a surrogate for TOT. A 60% discount
(inclusive of IPHA rebate) would bring the ICER for nivolumab to €43,537 per QALY versus
dacarbazine, with a probability of cost-effectiveness of 28%. A discount of 85% brings the ICER
for nivo-ipi to €43,854 per QALY, but the ICER versus nivolumab remains above the threshold at
€92,341 per QALY.
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6.6 BRAF V600 Mutation Network

6.6.1 Baseline Efficacy Inputs and Outputs
The dacarbazine arm from the BRIM-3 trial was selected as the base trial for the BRAF V600
network. The KM curves (PFS and OS) were digitised to generate the IPD as described above
(Figures A24, A28, Appendix 9). Plots of the log cumulative hazard suggested the proportional
hazards assumption may not be appropriate, confirmed by examination of the Schoenfeld
residuals (Figures 25-A26, A29-A30, Appendix 9). Parametric curves were fit separately to each
arm. The fitted curve parameters were extrapolated to the 30-year time horizon of the model.
The preferred curve fit was selected based on AIC/BIC values (Table 61), visual fit (Figure A27
and A31 Appendix 9), and clinical plausibility. The log normal curve was considered the best for
both OS and PFS in both treatment arms.
Table 61 AIC/BIC values for each curve fit, BRAF V600 network

Exponential
Weibull
Gompertz
Log logistic
Log normal

Dacarbazine OS
AIC
BIC
1214
1217
1215
1223
1215
1222
1206
1214
1198
1206

Dacarbazine PFS
AIC
BIC
1255
1259
1254
1262
1242
1250
1160
1168
1162
1170

6.6.2 Relative Efficacy Inputs and Outputs
The relative efficacy inputs derived from the NMA were presented in Chapter 5. The fixed effects
model was used for the base case. The projected PFS and OS with each treatment is shown in
Figure 42 and Figure 43. The estimated survival is shown in Table 62.
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Figure 42 Extrapolated Progression Free Survival, BRAF V600 network
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Figure 43 Extrapolated Overall Survival, BRAF V600 network
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Table 62 Predicted PFS and OS with each treatment arm, BRAF V600 network

Intervention

Dacarbazine
Dabrafenib
Vemurafenib
Dabrafenib
with trametinib
Vemurafenib
with
cobimetinib

Progression Free Survival
6mths 12 mths 18mths

64.6%
72.0%
71.5%
79.3%

12
mths
45.4%
54.9%
54.2%
65.6%

Overall Survival
18
24
mths
mths
34.2%
27.4%
43.4%
35.8%
42.6%
35.2%
55.5%
48.5%

6mths

36
mths
19.7%
26.1%
25.4%
38.8%

48
mths
15.6%
20.1%
19.5%
32.4%

19.1%
55.0%
53.0%
69.9%

5.6%
35.3%
33.1%
53.6%

2.0%
24.5%
22.5%
43.1%

69.4%

52.9%

42.4%

79.0%

65.0%

54.9%

38.1%

31.6%

47.8%

Mths Months

The final OS analysis for BRIM-3 indicates 1, 2, 3 and 4-year OS rates with dacarbazine treatment
of 46%, 24.5%, 18.9%, and 15.6% which are closely aligned with the model estimates (296). The
model predicts higher OS with vemurafenib at year 2 (35.2% versus 30.2% in trial) and year 3
(25.4% versus 20.8% in trial) but is more closely aligned by year 4 (19.5% versus 17% in trial). By
contrast, the model predicts lower PFS and OS with dabrafenib at 5 years (PFS 12% versus 6% in
model, OS 24% versus 16.1%) (296). It similarly predicts lower survival with dacarbazine than
seen in the control arm of the BREAK-3 study. Undetected heterogeneity between the BRIM-3
and BREAK-3 trials may explain the divergence of outcomes between the interventions, violating
the transitivity assumption of the NMA. Similar proportions of patients received subsequent
ipilimumab (28% in BRIM-3 and 24% in BREAK-3) in both trials.

Long-term follow up of the NCT01072175 trial of dabrafenib in combination with trametinib
shows a 5-year PFS of 13% and 5-year OS of 28% with combination treatment (297). The model
predicts 5-year PFS of 18.5% which is higher than seen in the RCT but predicts 5-year OS of
27.69% which is very close to the trial data.
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Scenario analyses are provided using the estimates from the random effects model, and also
using estimates derived from the inclusion of single-arm trials using the pooled method
described in Chapter 5. These results are presented in Appendix 10.

6.6.3 Other Model Inputs and Outputs
6.6.3.1 Utility
Published QOL analyses from the coBRIM, COMI-D and COMBI-V studies indicated that there
were statistically significant and clinically meaningful differences in QOL between BRAF/MEK
combination treatment and BRAF inhibitor monotherapy (298–300). In the COMBI-V study,
statistically significant and clinically meaningful differences in utility were recorded at a number
of timepoints (298). Based on these findings, it was considered appropriate to apply a higher
utility value to BRAF/MEK combination therapy compared with BRAF inhibitor monotherapy in
the PF health state. By contrast, no statistically significant or clinically meaningful differences
were seen in QOL or utility between dabrafenib and dacarbazine in the BREAK-3 study (301),
and so the same value was applied to both. In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it was
assumed that there were no differences in utility between dabrafenib and vemurafenib, and
between the BRAF/MEK combinations. The applied utility values are shown in Table 63. Equal
values were applied to all agents in the PD state.
Table 63 Utility values applied in the BRAF V600 network

Progression Free
Progressed Disease
Progression Free
Progressed Disease
Progression Free
Progressed Disease

Base Case
Dabrafenib with Vemurafenib with
trametinib
cobimetinib
Dabrafenib
0.837
0.837
0.767
0.697
0.697
0.697
Scenario analysis 1
0.767
0.767
0.767
0.697
0.697
0.697
Scenario Analysis 2-EQ-5D-5L
0.837
0.837
0.817
0.798
0.798
0.798
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Vemurafenib
0.767
0.697

Dacarbazine
0.767
0.697

0.767
0.697

0.767
0.697

0.817
0.798

0.817
0.798

The values applied in the PF state to the BRAF/MEK inhibitor combinations were sourced from
the NICE appraisal of dabrafenib in combination with trametinib, which used a pooled analysis
of the data from the COMBI-V and COMBI-D trials (301). This was used in preference to the data
collected in coBRIM, which used the EQ-5D-5L and crosswalked to the 3L value set introducing
uncertainty; the impact of this value set was considered in a scenario analysis. The values
applied to dabrafenib and vemurafenib in the PF state were based on those collected in the
BREAK-3 trial using the EQ-5D-3L, again sourced from the NICE HTA TA321 submission (302). It
was assumed that the same value would apply to dacarbazine. For the PD state, there was no
reason to consider that utility should be different between the treatment arms, and so the same
value was applied to all interventions. This value was taken from the dabrafenib in combination
with trametinib submission to NICE, as the results were from a larger sample size than the
BREAK-3 study. The QALY gain for each intervention predicted by the model, disaggregated by
health state is shown in Table 64.
Table 64 Disaggregated QALY gain (undiscounted), BRAF V600 network

Health State

Dacarbazine

Dabrafenib

Progression Free
Progressed Disease
Total

0.2856
2.4212
2.7068

1.1631
1.8670
3.0300

Vemurafenib Dabrafenib
with
Trametinib
1.0507
3.0358
1.9381
1.2664
2.9888
4.3021

Vemurafenib
with
Cobimetinib
2.9339
1.2784
4.2123

6.6.3.2 Costs
Cost inputs were derived and applied as described above. To reflect current management of the
disease more accurately, it was assumed that all patients receiving subsequent treatment with
immunotherapy received it in accordance with up-to-date treatment guidelines, which was
assumed to be a PD-1 inhibitor rather than ipilimumab. The total costs per health state
attributed to each treatment is shown in Table 65. The predicted drug acquisition costs are also
shown.
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In the coBRIM trial, the median duration of treatment was 9 months with vemurafenib in
combination with cobimetinib, compared to 9.2 months with vemurafenib monotherapy (220).
This compares to 60% remaining on treatment with vemurafenib and cobimetinib in the model
at 9 months (50% of patients remaining on treatment reached at 13 months), and 40.7%
patients remaining on vemurafenib at 9.2 months, suggesting that the model may overestimate
the incremental treatment cost. Additionally, at 12-months, the cumulative dose received by
patients on vemurafenib in combination with cobimetinib was 85% of the target dose on
average, and so the assumption of 100% dose intensity may be an overestimate.
Table 65 Costs disaggregated by treatment arm and health state (undiscounted), BRAF V600 network.

Dacarbazine
Dabrafenib
Vemurafenib
Dabrafenib with
Trametinib
Cobimetinib with
Vemurafenib

Progression
Free

Progressed
Disease

Total Costs

€21,400.57
€21,364.84
€21,375.96
€21,002.16

Drug
acquisition
costs
€591.31
€117,524.28
€124,699.39
€567,697.84

€3,653.25
€121,856.47
€126,773.78
€581,952.87
€582,123.33

€21,031.44

€573,145.43

€603,154.77

€25,054.30
€143,221.31
€148,149.74
€602,955.02

6.6.4 Model Outcomes
6.6.4.1 Deterministic Model Outcomes
The deterministic model outcomes are presented in Table 66 (incremental analysis) and Table
67 (pairwise versus dacarbazine). The CEF is shown in Figure 44. Vemurafenib and
vemurafenib in combination with cobimetinib where excluded due to dominance, with a
higher cost and lower QALY gain compared with dabrafenib and dabrafenib in combination
with trametinib. In the pairwise analysis versus dacarbazine, none of the treatment options
are cost-effective at the €20,000 or €45,000 per QALY thresholds.
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Table 66 Incremental analysis of cost effectiveness for the BRAFV600 network, dominated options excluded

Intervention
Total Cost
Dacarbazine
€24,669
Dabrafenib in combination
with Trametinib
€461,615

Total QALYs
1.83

ICER (cost per QALY)
-

3.07

€349,233

QALYs Quality Adjusted Life Year, ICER Incremental cost effectiveness ratio

Figure 44 Cost effectiveness frontier, BRAF V600 network
Table 67 Pairwise analysis of cost-effectiveness with reference to dacarbazine, BRAF V600 network

Intervention

Total
costs

Total Incremental
QALYs costs

Incremental
QALYs

NHB

-

ICER
NMB
(cost per
QALY)
-

Dacarbazine

€24,669

1.83

-

Dabrafenib

€127,893 2.12

€103,224

0.29

€357,149 -€90,218

-2.00

Vemurafenib

€134,054 2.08

€109,385

0.25

€430,039 -€97,939

-2.18

Dabrafenib
with
Trametinib
Vemurafenib
with
Cobimetinib

€461,615 3.07

€436,946

1.25

€349,233 -€380,644 -8.46

€464,827 3.01

€440,158

1.19

€369,963 -€386,620 -8.59

QALY Quality Adjusted Life Year, ICER incremental cost effectiveness ratio, NMB net monetary benefit, NHB net
health benefit
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6.6.4.2 Probabilistic Model Outcomes
The PSA scatterplot is shown (Figure 45). The CEAC is presented in Figure 46. The outcome of
the PSA is shown in Table 68. The probability of cost effectiveness at the national thresholds of
€20,000 and €45,000 per QALY is 0%.

Figure 45 Scatterplot from probabilistic sensitivity analysis, BRAF V600 positive network

Figure 46 Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve, BRAF V600 positive network
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Table 68 Probabilistic model outcomes, BRAF V600 network

Total Costs
Dacarbazine

€24,491

Total
QALYs
2.11

Incremental
costs
-

Incremental
QALYs
-

ICER

Dabrafenib

€129,584

2.43

€105,094

0.32

€330,151

Dabrafenib with €466,356
Trametinib

3.33

€336,772

0.90

€374,191

-

6.6.4.3 One-way Sensitivity Analysis
The outcomes of the OWSA for each comparison are shown. For BRAF inhibitor monotherapy,
the main sources of uncertainty in the model are the HR for OS versus dacarbazine, and the
utility values applied in the PD and PF state. The ICERs for dabrafenib varied from €119,275 to
€1,527,597 per QALY (Figure 47) and for vemurafenib from €204,583 to €1,247,733 per QALY
(Figure 48).

For BRAF/MEK inhibitor combination therapy, the main sources of uncertainty in the model are
the HR for OS versus dacarbazine, and also the discount rate on costs and outcomes, and the
HR for PFS which drives treatment cost. The ICERs with dabrafenib in combination with
trametinib varied from €206,669 to €417,793 per QALY (Figure 50), and with cobimetinib in
combination with vemurafenib from €209,233 to €689,743 per QALY (Figure 49).
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Figure 47 OWSA dabrafenib versus dacarbazine, BRAF V600 network

Figure 48 OWSA vemurafenib versus dacarbazine, BRAF V600 network
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Figure 49 OWSA vemurafenib in combination with cobimetinib, BRAF V600 network

Figure 50 OWSA dabrafenib in combination with trametinib. BRAF V600 network
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6.6.4.4 Scenario Analysis
A variety of scenario analyses were considered, and the outcomes are presented in Table 69, in terms of the pairwise comparison with dacarbazine.
Model outcomes with trametinib included as a comparator are presented in Appendix 11. Model outcomes were robust to changes in these key
parameters.
Table 69 Pairwise model outcomes (ICERs, cost per QALY) in scenario analyses, BRAF V600 network.

Dabrafenib

Vemurafenib

Dabrafenib and
Trametinib

Vemurafenib and
Cobimetinib

Base Case
Discount rate 4%

€357,149
€357,967

€430,039
€430,440

€349,233
€350,438

€369,963
€371,299

Time horizon 10
years
Log-logistic curve (OS
and PFS)
No adjustment for
disease specific
mortality
Treatment duration

€343,327

€416,879
€331,326

€349,745

€469,944

€564,866

€358,359

€379,349

€168,775

€196,326

€239,433

€250,956

€250,664

€327,902

€236,707

€247,456

Trial treatment
intensity

Notes
Likely that Irish discount rate will be formally reduced to 4% in
2019
Follow-up time of AJCC registry data used to adjust for disease
specific mortality
Applied to both PFS and OS, best fit in terms of AIC and BIC
but was visually a poorer fit

Using trial treatment duration to calculate treatment cost.
Likely to underestimate treatment costs for BRAF/MEK
combinations as almost 50% patients remain on treatment.
Using trial treatment intensity (85% applied to all treatments
based on coBRIM trial).

€303,314

€364,157

€297,467

€314,645

Treatment costs
based on real-world
treatment duration
€113,912

€144,889

€88,393

€90,397
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Estimated from PCRS data. This data is immature for
BRAF/MEK combination therapy and likely an underestimate
of treatment costs. No adjustment has been made to efficacy
to account for the shorter duration of treatment.

Applying estimates
from treatment
refractory network
for subsequent
treatment
SA utility values

€352,579

€425,496

€346,379

€367,068

€357,149

€430,039

€412,582

€438,860

€303,857

€355,666

€343,345

€363,611

€378,444

€456,187

€389,759

€415,252

SA responder analysis
SA EQ-5D-5L utility
values
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Assuming no difference in utility between interventions in
either health state
Applying a utility value of 0.85 to the proportion of patients
with ORR in the PF health state
Based on EQ-5D-5L values used in the Cobimetinib submission
to NICE

6.6.5 Price-ICER Relationship
The price reduction required to reduce the ICER for dabrafenib in combination with trametinib
to under €45,000 per QALY is 97% (inclusive of the IPHA rebate). The probability of cost
effectiveness with this discount is 20%.

6.7 Discussion

In the treatment refractory network, PD-1 inhibitor therapy is not cost effective compared to
chemotherapy. In the CheckMate 037 trial, there was no statistically significant benefit for
nivolumab compared to ICC in terms of PFS or OS. This is reflected in the model with almost
identical QALY gains predicted in the nivolumab and chemotherapy arms, and the treatment
cost driving the incremental difference. Pembrolizumab is associated with a greater QALY gain
than nivolumab, hence the pairwise ICER with chemotherapy is less despite its greater costs.
These findings have face validity with naïve comparison of the individual trial outcomes.
Predictions were robust to a variety of scenario analysis.

These conclusions are in line with those of the NCPE regarding pembrolizumab in treatment
refractory melanoma (ICER €85,766 per QALY, incremental costs €72,280, incremental QALYs
0.84), although the estimated incremental QALY gain is less and the incremental costs are
somewhat higher, resulting in a significantly higher ICER (303). Ipilimumab was excluded from
the base case in the treatment refractory network in this study, due to implausible measures of
benefit which did not have face validity when compared to the performance of ipilimumab in
the treatment naïve network, where the QALY gain was predicted to be much lower. The
exclusion of ipilimumab is supported by the GRADE assessment of ‘low’ certainty for both PFS
and OS outcomes in the comparison of ipilimumab with chemotherapy.
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In the treatment naïve BRAF WT network, four interventions were compared to dacarbazine
chemotherapy. Ipilimumab was excluded due to extended dominance, and nivolumab was
dominant of pembrolizumab, as it was associated with lower costs and higher QALYs. Nivolumab
was not cost effective relative to dacarbazine with an ICER of €85,166 per QALY, and nivo-ipi
was not cost effective relative to nivolumab at an ICER of €287,501 per QALY.

In the NCPE assessment, pembrolizumab was dominant of ipilimumab (177), whereas in this
analysis it was associated with incremental benefit but also a higher cost. The NCPE found that
nivolumab was not cost effective relative to ipilimumab (91). At the time of appraisal, there was
no RCT comparing nivolumab and ipilimumab and so nivolumab was compared to ipilimumab
via a covariate adjusted mixed treatment comparison using the MDX010-20 trial, introducing
significant uncertainty (91). In this comparison, nivolumab is compared directly to ipilimumab in
treatment naive patients, using more mature evidence from the CheckMate 067 study, and
indirectly across the treatment network, producing more reliable estimates of costeffectiveness, which are also more consistent with the findings regarding pembrolizumab.

In the NCPE appraisal of nivo-ipi, the comparator was ipilimumab and the ICER was €47,748 per
QALY (incremental costs €101,354, incremental QALYs 2.12) (178); the anticipated overall QALY
gain is lower in this study than was predicted in that appraisal. Nivo-ipi received marketing
authorisation a matter of months following nivolumab and pembrolizumab, neither of which
were SOC at the time of the reimbursement application. At the time of NCPE appraisal, no OS
data from the CheckMate 067 trial was available. This assessment using more mature data,
predicts a lower total QALY gain with nivo-ipi, and a much lower incremental QALY gain versus
ipilimumab. Validation of the cost-effectiveness estimates using recent five-year follow-up data
from CheckMate 067 suggests that the model is underestimating the treatment benefit of nivoipi and nivolumab, both in absolute and incremental terms, compared to ipilimumab
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monotherapy (292). However, given the ICERs obtained, this is unlikely to impact significantly
on the cost-effectiveness outcomes, in particular the ICER for nivo-ipi versus nivolumab
monotherapy.

In terms of the comparison between pembrolizumab and nivolumab, the NMA outputs and PSA
suggest a treatment advantage for nivolumab. It is noteworthy that pembrolizumab was given
at five times the licensed dose in the Keynote-006 trial, which may bias comparisons with
nivolumab in favour of pembrolizumab. This led to downgrading of the certainty of evidence for
pembrolizumab to ‘moderate’ in the GRADE assessment. A further advantage of nivolumab is
the increase in cost-effectiveness with the four weekly administration schedule. While the
impact on cost-effectiveness is relatively small, it has the benefit of freeing up additional
resource in day wards for other activities, and so consideration should be given to incentivising
this clinical practice.

In the BRAF V600 network, none of the treatment options were cost effective at the €45,000
per QALY threshold. In the fully incremental analysis dabrafenib in combination with trametinib
has an ICER of €349,233 per QALY versus dacarbazine and has 0% probability of costeffectiveness at the €45,000 per QALY threshold. With a discount of 95% applied to all
interventions, dabrafenib in combination with trametinib has just a 20% probability of costeffectiveness.

The model submitted to the NCPE for appraisal of vemurafenib indicated an ICER of €131,883
per QALY versus dacarbazine (184). For dabrafenib, it was dominant of vemurafenib and
associated with an ICER versus dacarbazine of €84,473 per QALY (183). In both appraisals, the
sensitivity of the model outcomes to assumptions in the survival extrapolation was highlighted.
The results from this model concur with the NCPE appraisal that dabrafenib is dominant of
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vemurafenib but shows much higher ICERs with both agents versus dacarbazine. This is largely
due to a much lower predicted QALY gain with BRAF inhibitor monotherapy. This is likely due to
a number of factors, especially more mature survival data, and also more reliable utility values
and potentially the adjustment for disease specific mortality which increases the baseline
survival and therefore renders the intervention less cost-effective.

In the appraisal of BRAF/MEK inhibitor combination therapies by the NCPE, the primary
comparator was BRAF inhibitor monotherapy. ICERs for vemurafenib in combination with
cobimetinib were higher than those for dabrafenib in combination with trametinib, similar to
the model predictions in this study (90,92). The vemurafenib with cobimetinib submission
predicted incremental QALY gains in the region of 0.5 compared to BRAF inhibitor monotherapy;
if this was a result of overly optimistic predictions of survival with BRAF inhibitor monotherapy
is unclear. With more mature evidence, this model predicts a greater incremental QALY gain,
but also a greater incremental cost resulting in significantly higher ICERs. The submission for
dabrafenib in combination with trametinib predicted lower costs but similar QALY gain to this
model, following adjustments by the NCPE. It is clear from sensitivity analyses that the model is
sensitive to assumptions regarding treatment duration; it is possible that this model
overpredicts treatment duration somewhat compared to the RCTs, and potentially to the realworld clinical scenario.

Trametinib was excluded from the model base case, as the HR for OS included in the NMA were
assessed to provide an overly optimistic measure of treatment benefit. This was reflected in the
GRADE assessment, which downgraded the OS evidence for trametinib to ‘low’ certainty, for a
serious risk of bias due to high levels of crossover and immature data, and imprecision due to
the immaturity of the data and a subsequent analysis showing no statistically significant OS
benefit. This serves to highlight the risk of assessing drugs based on interim analysis of RCTs.
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Of note, the predicted QALY gain with dacarbazine in the BRAF WT population is 2.03 QALYs,
compared to 1.82 QALYs in the BRAF targeted treatment network. This lends support to the
decision not to compare the immunotherapy and BRAF targeted treatments directly via NMA
due to heterogeneity in patient characteristics across the clinical trials. There is controversy as
to whether the BRAF mutation is an independent predictor of prognosis in melanoma, but in
this analysis dabrafenib in combination with trametinib was associated with similar absolute
QALY gains to nivo-ipi, although higher incremental gains due to the poorer performance of the
dacarbazine patients in the BRAF V600 network.

Estimates of treatment cost using real-world data show ICERs significantly less than predicted
when using surrogate measures such as PFS and even when adjusting for the dose intensity seen
in the RCTs. In the absence of corresponding real-world survival data, it is impossible to say if
these ICERs are a more realistic reflection of the cost-effectiveness of the interventions. There
is some evidence to support ongoing effects of immunotherapies in patients who discontinue
treatment early due to AEs (304), and the potential impact of this should be explored further
when sufficient real-world Irish data is available.

There are several limitations to this model. Baseline risk is derived from digitised survival curves,
which is inevitably less accurate than IPD. Using the hazard ratio outputs from the NMA to apply
the relative treatment effects in the model assumes that the proportional hazards model is
plausible, despite evidence from the trials that this is likely not the case for all outcomes and
treatments. Alternative methods which allow for relaxation of the proportional hazards
assumption were considered as an alternative to hazard ratios e.g. accelerated failure time
models. However these methods have not been widely used in the literature; an NMA
incorporating BRAF targeted treatments using this approach has been published, showing
similar results to the results seen here, hence it was considered unlikely to have a significant
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impact on model outcomes (305). PFS was used as a surrogate for mean treatment costs, which
may potentially underestimate true treatment costs. Routine disease related resource use
(outside of treatment related costs) were excluded on the basis that they were likely to be
incurred similarly in both arms. This may underestimate the treatment costs with treatments
which significantly prolong OS, such as BRAF/MEK inhibitor combination therapy and nivo-ipi. In
both immunotherapy networks PFS seems to be underestimated compared to outcomes in the
clinical trials. In this model structure, this underestimates treatment costs as well as benefits, so
it is assumed that it disadvantages all treatments to the same extent and therefore does not bias
overall model outcomes.

The HSE has the remit to reimburse drugs with ICERs above the cost-effectiveness threshold and
has exercised this power (30). Evaluations of cost-effectiveness versus SOC options which are
themselves not cost-effective leads to a distortion of decision making. This is illustrated here,
where pembrolizumab was dominant of ipilimumab in the NCPE evaluation but is associated
with a significant ICER versus dacarbazine chemotherapy in this model. This is particularly
important given the uncertainty in true treatment benefit for ipilimumab compared to
chemotherapy. The situation is similar for the comparison of nivo-ipi with ipilimumab for
reimbursement purposes, where nivo-ipi was associated with a relatively small ICER versus
ipilimumab but in this model is associated with a large ICER versus the more clinically effective
agent nivolumab.

The system of single-technology assessment is less useful where multiple new technologies
present in quick succession, with rapidly changing SOC and an incomplete picture of the relative
clinical evidence. Multiple technology assessments, where all agents are compared in a single
assessment against the initial standard of care, as done in this model, can better inform
decisions regarding the relative cost-effectiveness of new agents. Even in the scenario where
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drugs are reimbursed at ICERs above the cost-effectiveness threshold, there is potential to
increase health gain by promoting the use of dominant treatment options. In this instance, for
treatment naïve patients nivolumab monotherapy emerges as the treatment of choice, and its
use should be promoted ahead of nivo-ipi which is not cost effective relative to nivolumab. Even
in a situation where there is price parity with pembrolizumab, nivolumab should be the agent of
choice as there is an incremental QALY gain associated with its use in the PSA. If BRAF/MEK
inhibitor combination therapy is to continue to be reimbursed in the Irish setting, and assuming
price parity between treatment options, there is potentially value in pursuing schemes to
incentivise the use of dabrafenib in combination with trametinib ahead of other BRAF/MEK
combinations. There is clear dominance of BRAF/MEK inhibitor combination therapy over BRAF
monotherapy, and consideration should be given to divestment from BRAF monotherapy,
especially in light of the availability of immunotherapies which are suitable for use in patients
who cannot tolerate BRAF/MEK combination therapy.

6.8 Conclusion
A de novo CUA was conducted in three separate patient populations with advanced melanoma,
those with treatment naïve BRAF WT melanoma, BRAF V600 mutation positive melanoma and
those with treatment refractory disease. All interventions in each network were compared to
cytotoxic chemotherapy.

No interventions were cost-effective in any of the populations at the Irish cost-effectiveness
threshold of €45,000 per QALY. All these agents are currently reimbursed in the Irish healthcare
setting, with confidential discounts in place. This CUA identified dominant treatment options on
the treatment naïve BRAF WT and BRAF V600 network. There are opportunities to increase value
attainment from the current budgetary allocation through promoting the use of dominant
options. Additionally, opportunities for divestment from obsolete technologies were identified.
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7.1 Introduction and Background
The primary treatment for early stage melanoma (stage I, II and III) is surgical resection of the
tumour. Rates of recurrence free survival (RFS) vary by disease stage across countries in Europe
- recent estimates are 56% for stage II patients and 28-44% for stage III patients (306). Adjuvant
treatment is treatment administered following surgical resection of cancerous growths, with a
view to reducing the risk of recurrence, or prolonging the time to recurrent disease. Adjuvant
treatment forms part of SOC in several tumour types such as breast and colorectal cancers.

There has long been interest in adjuvant treatment of stage III melanoma, due to the high
relapse rates and poor prognosis of metastatic disease. A large variety of therapeutic agents
have been investigated for the adjuvant treatment of stage III melanoma; hereafter this
chapter only refers to adjuvant treatment of stage III disease as there is limited evidence for
use in stage I and II. Treatments such as checkpoint inhibitors and targeted treatments have
demonstrated efficacy in advanced disease, but their utility is constrained by heterogeneity in
patient response and the development of tumour resistance over time (307,308). It is thought
that these agents may be more effective in earlier stages of disease, prior to changes in the
tumour microenvironment which facilitate tumour escape mechanisms, and this forms the
underlying therapeutic hypothesis for adjuvant therapy (309,310).

Interferon alpha (IFN) was the only approved adjuvant therapy for melanoma patients with
lymph node metastases (stage II-IIIC) in Europe until 2018. During that year pembrolizumab,
nivolumab, and dabrafenib in combination with trametinib have all received EMA approval as
adjuvant treatment (311–313). In 2015, ipilimumab was approved in USA for adjuvant
treatment of melanoma, but no application for licensing was pursued in Europe (314).
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European guidelines from ESMO have not been fully updated to reflect the availability of newer
treatments for melanoma (40). Currently only adjuvant IFN is recommended, if tolerated. High
dose interferon (HDI) is the only approved regimen, however it is not clear that HDI offers a
therapeutic advantage over intermediate and low-dose regimens (315). The ESMO guidelines
highlight that adjuvant ipilimumab at a dose of 10mg/kg offers an increase in RFS but should
only be considered within clinical trials.

Guidelines from the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) in the US are more
recently updated, and now provide recommendations which differ according to disease stage
(IIIA, B or B) and sentinel lymph node size (316). Recommended adjuvant treatment options
from the NCCN include observation, nivolumab, pembrolizumab, dabrafenib in combination
with trametinib in the presence of the BRAF V600 mutation, and locoregional radiotherapy
(stage IIIC only). Ipilimumab, biochemotherapy and IFN are no longer recommended treatment
options.

This chapter includes preparatory work for a CUA of adjuvant treatment for melanoma,
including:
•

Establishing the usage of a proposed comparator, IFN, for adjuvant treatment of
melanoma in Ireland.

•

Summarise the available clinical efficacy information regarding newly licensed
adjuvant treatments for melanoma.

•

Project the budget impact of reimbursing adjuvant treatment with PD-1 inhibitors and
BRAF/MEK targeted therapy in Ireland.

•

Identify published CEAs of adjuvant treatment for melanoma, review their quality and
consider if they are transferable to the Irish setting.
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•

Identify challenges associated with HTA of adjuvant treatment for melanoma.

•

Recommendations for a de novo cost-effectiveness model for adjuvant treatment.

7.2 Analysis of the Use of Interferon for the Adjuvant Treatment of
Melanoma in Ireland
IFN was the only approved adjuvant therapy for melanoma patients with lymph node
metastases (stage II-IIIC) in Europe until 2018. The standard regimen is the HDI regimen (Table
70)(317). Adjuvant IFN has been widely used in the US, but use is more sporadic in Europe due
to concerns regarding potential toxicity, QOL impact and limited evidence for clinical efficacy
(318).
Table 70 Interferon dosage regimens.

High-dose

Induction: 20MU/m2/day IV for days 1-5 of a 7-day cycle, for 4 weeks.

interferon (HDI)

Maintenance: 10MU/m2/day SC for three days per week, for 48
weeks

Low-dose interferon

3MU/day SC for three days per week, for 2 years or until recurrence

(LDI)
SC subcutaneous, IV intravenous, MU million units

A Cochrane systematic review of the clinical efficacy of IFN identified 17 RCTs comparing
adjuvant IFN (at various dosage schedules) to observation or the GMK antimelanoma vaccine in
patients with resected stage II and III cutaneous melanoma (319). The review concluded based
on high-quality evidence, that IFN was associated with an increase in RFS (n=10,345 (17 studies),
HR 0.83, 95% CI 0.78, 0.87, p<0.00001), and with less confidence, an increase in OS (n=9,927 (15
studies), HR 0.91, 95% CI 0.85, 0.97, p=0.003). The number needed to treat (NNT) was 35 (95%
CI 21 to 108) to prevent 1 death. Subgroup analyses failed to identify which dosage regimens
offered greatest benefit, or groups of patients who may be more likely to benefit from adjuvant
treatment. Toxicity and QOL were not formally considered in the Cochrane review. However, in
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the review Grade ≥ 3 toxicity was observed in a minority of patients, with up to 8% with Grade
≥3 fever and up to 23% with Grade ≥3 fatigue. Toxicity disappeared after treatment
discontinuation and was associated with an impairment in QOL. Other studies suggest a much
higher greater incidence of Grade ≥3 AEs with IFN treatment and high rates of treatment
discontinuation due to toxicity (320,321).

Post hoc subgroup analyses have suggested that the greatest effect is seen in patients with
ulcerated early-stage melanoma (322,323). This hypothesis is currently under investigation in
the EORTC 18081 trial, comparing IFN for 2 years versus observation in patients (n=1200) with
an ulcerated primary cutaneous melanoma with T(2-4)bN0M0, with results expected in 2019
(324).

Expert clinical opinion suggests that IFN is used for select patients in Ireland, mainly those who
are young, fit and have ulcerated melanomas, but could not be considered standard of care for
the majority of patients6. The most common treatment strategy in Ireland at the time of this
analysis is routine observation (with different observation protocols used across treatment
centres).

To elicit additional information on the use of IFN in Ireland, and to determine if it should be
included as a comparator in the assessment of cost-effectiveness of PD-1 inhibitors and targeted
treatments for adjuvant melanoma, an analysis of the drugs claims database from the PCRS was
conducted.

6

Personal Communication [email], June 2018 with consultant oncologists in St James and Waterford
University Hospitals
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7.2.1 Methods
The use of the PCRS database for drug utilisation research has previously been described (325).
Pharmacy claims data from 2014 to 2016 were analysed as 2016 was the latest full year data
available. Claims for all available presentations of IntronA® were extracted from the PCRS claims
database (ATC L03AB05, IntronA® multidose vials and pens). No identifiable patient information
is available in the database; individual patients are represented by unique card numbers,
although an individual may have more than one card number. IntronA® was the only brand
included in the analysis as it is the only IFN preparation licensed for use in melanoma in Ireland.

IntronA® has a number of licensed indications, including chronic myelogenous leukaemia,
multiple myeloma, follicular lymphoma, Hepatitis B and C, and carcinoid tumours (326). As the
PCRS database does not include a diagnosis code, it is not possible to isolate patients in receipt
of IntronA® for melanoma. Thus, this analysis represents an upper bound on the prescribing of
IntronA® for melanoma, rather than an absolute representation of its use for melanoma. Claims
data for ribavirin (Rebetol® and Moderiba®) was extracted and cross-referenced by card number
to the claims for IntronA®, to identify patients receiving IntronA® for hepatitis rather than
malignancy and remove them from the dataset. It was not possible to perform this exercise for
the other indications due to the complexity of co-prescribed treatment regimens.

The total number of claims per annum, the number of card numbers with a claim per annum,
the average number of claims per card number annually, and the number of incident card
numbers per annum (2015 and 2016 only) were calculated. The annual value and total value of
claims was computed, and the mean cost of treatment was estimated. Data analysis was
conducted in Excel®.
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7.2.2 Results
No patients in receipt of concomitant treatment with ribavirin were identified in the crossreferencing exercise. The extracted claims are thus considered to represent the use of IntronA®
for malignancy only.

The average age of claimants at month of first claim was 51 years (SD 14.1) and the median age
was 52 (range 18 to 82) years. From 2014 to 2016, the number of claims for IntronA® products
per annum decreased, from 493 in 2014 to 236 in 2016 (Table 71). In total 114 unique card
numbers recorded at least one claim over the three years. There was a total of 60 claimants in
2014, 40 in 2015 and 48 in 2016 (Table 71). Card numbers with claims spanning more than one
year were identified as prevalent patients. The number of incident patients for 2015 and 2016
were 22 and 32 respectively.

The average number of claims per card number was 8.47 (SD 8.21) and the median was 6 (range
1 to 45) claims. The value of IntronA® dispensed over the three years was €1,038,446
(€1,277,288 incl. VAT). The average total ingredient cost per claimant was €9,109 (€11,204 incl.
VAT).
Table 71 Annual usage of IFN, 2014-2016

Year

Total number of

Number of card

Cost per year

claims

numbers

(incl. VAT)

2014

493

60

€536,816

2015

220

40

€340,897

2016

236

48

€399,575

7.2.3 Discussion
An analysis of PCRS claims for IntronA® shows that usage of IntronA® in Ireland is low and may
be declining. Over three years, total expenditure on IntronA® was €1.28 million for 114 patients.
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The average cost per patient was €11,204 (incl. VAT). The number of incident claimants initiating
treatment was 22 and 32 in 2015 and 2016 respectively.

As previously noted, this analysis represents an upper limit on the use of IntronA® for melanoma,
as it can be prescribed for multiple malignancies. It is considered that melanoma accounts for
the bulk of this usage, as IFN is rarely used in the current management paradigms of the other
licensed indications.

The analysis supports expert clinical opinion which suggested that usage of IntronA® in Ireland
is low. The average age of claimants at month of first claim was 51 years, in line with expert
opinion that it is mainly offered to younger patients7.

The years 2014-2016 corresponds to a time where clinical trials of adjuvant immunotherapy and
targeted treatments were ongoing in Ireland, which could explain some of the apparent
reduction or instability in the use of IFN over this time period (327).

Subsequent to this analysis, the manufacturer of IntronA® (Merck Sharpe and Dohme Ireland)
has indicated their intention to withdraw the product from the Irish market due to ‘limited
marketplace demand’, with effect from the end of 2018 (328). Following the withdrawal of
IntronA®, IFN can no longer be considered a relevant comparator in the adjuvant treatment of
melanoma.

7

Personal Communication [email] with consultant oncologist, University Hospital Waterford,

June 2018).
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7.3 Summary of Adjuvant Trials
Four key trials of new therapies have been identified, based on review of the marketing
authorisation documentation of the EMA and FDA. The EORTC 18071 trial randomised 951
patients to ipilimumab 10mg/kg Q3W for four doses, then one dose every three months (n=475)
or placebo (n=476), in patients aged ≥18 years, with stage III melanoma (60,329). In the
CheckMate 238 trial, 906 patients with stage IIIB, IIIC or IV melanoma were randomised to
receive either nivolumab 3mg/kg Q2W by IV infusion (n=453) or ipilimumab 10mg/kg Q3W for
4 doses, then Q12W (n=453)(330). The KEYNOTE-054 trial randomised 1019 patients to either
pembrolizumab 200mg Q3W IV infusion for one year (n=514) or placebo (n=505), following
complete resection of stage III melanoma with lymph node metastasis (69). The COMBI-AD
compared adjuvant treatment with dabrafenib in combination with trametinib (n=438) to
observation (n=432) in patients with resected stage III BRAF V600 mutation positive melanoma
(331). Across all trials, patients were a median of 53 years old (range 18-89) and majority male
(56.7%). Most patients were stage IIIB or IIIC (40% and 41% respectively).

Apart from EORTC 18071, all trials limited the duration of adjuvant treatment to one year; the
EORTC 18071 study allowed up to three years of treatment with ipilimumab. Patients were
required to have undergone complete regional lymphadenectomy prior to randomisation for
each study. The trial primary endpoint in each case was RFS, defined as time from randomisation
to first recurrence (local, regional, or distant metastases) or death from any cause; a co-primary
endpoint of RFS in the ITT population and in the population with PD-L1>1% was specified in the
Keynote-054 trial.

Trial outcomes are summarised in Table 72, reported for comparable time-frames where
possible. All trials were associated with a statistically significant increase in RFS compared to the
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control arm. The EORTC 18071 trial has the longest follow-up (median 5.3 years) and
demonstrates that the RFS advantage with ipilimumab is retained over the long-term (5-year
RFS 40.8% compared with 30.3% with placebo, HR 0.76, 95% CI 0.64, 0.89). COMBI-AD data with
additional follow-up was included in the EPAR, and shows that the RFS benefit with dabrafenib
with trametinib continues up to a median patient follow-up of 3.7 years, HR 0.49 (95% CI 0.4,
0.59)(311). In CheckMate 238, higher levels of PD-L1 expression were associated with improved
RFS in both treatment arms, with a 12-month RFS of 81.9% with nivolumab compared to 73.8%
with ipilimumab. There was a marginal advantage in the PD-L1>1% sub-group (HR 0.54 (95% CI
0.42, 0.69) in Keynote-054. Treatment effect was statistically significant across all sub-groups in
COMBI-AD (dabrafenib with trametinib), across stage IIIB and IIIC only in the PD-1 inhibitor trials,
and in the stage IIIC patients only in the EORTC-18071 ipilimumab trial.

Table 72 Summary of adjuvant clinical trial outcomes.

EORTC 18071
(N=951)
Ipilimumab
versus placebo
HR for RFS
12-month RFS
(intervention)
12-month RFS (control)
24-month RFS
(intervention)
24-month RFS (control)
Median RFS (intervention)
Median RFS (control)
HR for DMFS
24-month DMFS
(intervention)
24-month DMFS (control)
HR for OS
5-year OS (intervention)
5-year OS (comparator)

Keynote-054
(N=1019)
Pembrolizumab
versus placebo

0.75 (95% CI
0.34, 0.9)*
63.5%

CheckMate 238
(N=906)
Nivolumab
versus
ipilimumab
HR 0.65, 97.56%
CI 0.51, 0.83^
70.5%

HR 0.57, 98.4%
CI 0.43, 0.74ϕ
75.4%

COMBI-AD
(N=870)
Dabrafenib with
trametinib versus
placebo
HR 0.47 (95% CI
0.39, 0.58) ψ
88%

56.1%
51.5%

60.8%^
62.6%

61%
NS

56%
67%

43.8%
26.1 months
17.1 months
0.76 (95.8% CI
0.64, 0.92)
NS

50.2%
30.75 months
24.06 months
HR 0.76 (95% CI
0.59, 0.98)
70.5%

NS
NS
NS
NS

44%
NR
16.6 months
HR 0.51 (95% CI
0.4, 0.65)
NS

NS
0.72 (95.1% CI
0.58, 0.88)
65.4%
54.4%

63.7%
NS

NS
NS

NS
NS

NS
NS
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NS

NS
HR 0.57 (95% CI
0.42, 0.79) ϴ
NS
NS

NNT for recurrence at 1
year
Discontinuation due to AEs
(intervention)
Grade ≥ 3 AEs
Grade ≥3 IRAEs

14 (95% CI 9,
32)
53.3%

9 (95% CI 7,16) ¥

7 (95% CI 6, 9)

3 (95% CI 2.6, 4)

9.7%

13.8%

26%

54.1%
41.6%

25.4%
NR

14.7%
7.1%

41%
NS

All trials versus placebo unless otherwise specified. NS=Not specified, NR=Not reached. RFS=relapse free
survival. DMFS=Distant metastatic free survival. NNT=Number needed to treat. AEs= Adverse events.
IRAEs=Immune related adverse events *FU 2.74 years. ^control arm is ipilimumab, median follow-up
19.5 months. ¥Based on Stage III patients only. ϕ Follow-up 15.1 months. ψ Follow-up 2.5 years. ϴNot
statistically significant.

The EORTC 18071 trial is the only trial to publish meaningful OS results; ipilimumab was
associated with a statistically significant increase in OS compared to placebo, but was
inconsistent across subgroups, with a statistically significant difference seen only in stage IIIC
patients with ≥4 positive nodes (N=193, HR 0.48, 99% CI 0.28, 0.81). OS after disease recurrence
was similar in both arms. Median OS was not reached in the COMBI-AD trial of dabrafenib in
combination with trametinib, and the data is considered too immature to draw any firm
conclusions. The 2- and 3-year OS rates were 91% and 86% respectively with dabrafenib in
combination with trametinib, compared to 83% and 77% with placebo (311), but the difference
was not statistically significant.

In EORTC 18071, five patients died from toxicity attributed to ipilimumab, from colitis (3),
myocarditis (1) and multiorgan failure from Guillain-Barre syndrome (1). All deaths occurred in
the induction phase. By contrast there were no deaths with nivolumab in the CheckMate 238
trial, and 1 death from myocarditis in the Keynote-054 trial with pembrolizumab. Late emergent
AEs (onset date > 100 days after last dose of therapy) were reported in 3.5% nivolumab patients,
including 0.7% with Grade ≥3 AEs (diarrhoea, pneumonitis, and diabetic ketoacidosis). One fatal
AE was reported with dabrafenib in combination with trametinib (pneumonia) in COMBI-AD.
The incidence of Grade ≥3 AEs was highest with ipilimumab followed by dabrafenib and
trametinib.
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Health related QOL was found to be statistically significantly reduced in the ipilimumab arm
during the induction phase in EORTC 18071, but the difference between arms was not
considered clinically meaningful (< 10 points on the EORTC QLQ-C30 scale)(332). There was
clinically meaningful symptom deterioration for diarrhoea and insomnia at week 10 in the
ipilimumab arm. There were no clinically meaningful differences between nivolumab and
ipilimumab detected in CheckMate 238 using EORTC QLQ-C30. There is little information
published on QOL from COMBI-AD; using EQ-5D, there were no statistically significant
differences between dabrafenib with trametinib and placebo for the duration of treatment, and
minimal changes from baseline (311).

A sensitivity analysis is presented in the EPAR, where all patients from COMBI-AD (dabrafenib
with trametinib) are recategorized according to the AJCC 8th edition staging criteria. The HR for
RFS remains stable, and clinical effect is shown in the new stage IIID category (HR 0.34, 95% CI
0.15, 0.8). In the reclassified stage IIIA patients, treatment effect is no longer statistically
significant (HR 0.46, 95% CI 0.17, 1.21) although the confidence intervals are wide and the data
is relatively immature (17 out of a possible 89 events have occurred)(311). In the EPAR for
nivolumab, an analysis is presented reclassifying 43 patients from stage IIIB (AJCC 7th ed) to stage
IIIA as per the 8th edition criteria; the HR for RFS was 0.61 based on 18 months follow up (313).
Finally, a re-analysis of the Keynote-054 trial using the AJCC 8th edition criteria showed that the
RFS rate was robust to the reclassification (333).

Trials were similar in terms of treatment duration, although the EORTC 18071 trial allowed
ipilimumab treatment to continue for up to three years, whereas it was capped at 1 year in
CheckMate 238. In a trial of vemurafenib monotherapy versus placebo as adjuvant treatment in
stage II and III melanoma (BRIM-8), there was a maximum treatment duration of one year
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scheduled (334). There was clear divergence in RFS for the first year, but by year two the RFS
curves converged, and the trial did not meet its primary efficacy endpoint. This suggests that
one-year treatment duration with BRAF inhibitor monotherapy may be sub-optimal (335),
although one year treatment duration with combination BRAF/MEK inhibition seems to be
sufficient.

7.3.1 Relevant Ongoing Trials
While completing the rapid review assessments for these agents on behalf of the NCPE, several
relevant ongoing clinical trials were identified. The E1601 trial is a three-arm trial comparing
ipilimumab at a dose of either 3mg/kg or 10mg/kg to HDI as adjuvant treatment for stage III
melanoma. Accrual to the ipilimumab 10mg/kg arm was suspended due to toxicity for two
months during the trial (336). Preliminary results suggest a poorer AE profile with the 10mg/kg
dose compared to the 3mg/kg, with no statistically significant difference in 3-year RFS between
arms. The SWOG S1404 trial, comparing pembrolizumab with investigators choice of interferon
or ipilimumab in the adjuvant melanoma setting, is ongoing (337) and will provide additional
information regarding the relative efficacy of pembrolizumab in this setting. Both trials are
unlikely to affect the regulatory or reimbursement status of either interventions. Of greater
relevance is the ongoing trial of pembrolizumab versus observation in patients with high-risk
stage II melanoma (Keynote-716)(338). Patients with stage IIC melanoma have a greater risk of
death than those with stage IIIA (41). Furthermore the inclusion of this patient population would
have a significant impact on the drug budget impact of pembrolizumab; it was estimated that
stage II disease accounts for 16.4% patients diagnosed (339), which would at least double the
budget

impact

treatment(339)(339)(338)(337)(337)(337)(336)(336)(336)(336)(336)(336)(335)(335)(333).
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of

Use of IFN has been replaced by the availability of newer agents. The greater efficacy of PD-1
inhibition (as evidenced by CheckMate 238 trial) and the lower incidence of AEs will render
ipilimumab irrelevant when considering adjuvant treatment options. In terms of the choice
between BRAF/MEK inhibition and PD-1 inhibitors for patients with BRAF mutant melanoma, it
seems likely that BRAF/MEK treatment will be preferred due to the high and durable RFS and
also with a view to reserving PD-1 inhibition as a potential treatment option in the metastatic
setting. For BRAF WT melanoma, PD-1 inhibitors are likely to be offered to most patients with
Stage III disease, including elderly or less fit patients than would currently be offered treatment,
due to the established safety profile.
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7.4 Projected Budget Impact of Adjuvant Treatment of Stage III
Melanoma in Ireland

A budget impact assessment (BIA) of the potential impact of reimbursement of the current EMA
licensed treatments for stage III melanoma was conducted, in accordance with the Guidelines
for Budget Impact Assessment produced by HIQA (340). The objective is to identify the potential
budget impact of these treatments, to assess the need for CUA given limited HTA resources.

7.4.1 Methods
The BIA is conducted from the perspective of the publicly funded health and social care system
(HSE) in Ireland. In line with the NCPE and HIQA guidelines, it has been restricted to an analysis
of the impact on the HSE drugs budget. The unit of analysis is patient level. The chosen time
horizon is five years. Three drug regimens are authorised for the adjuvant treatment of stage III
melanoma in Europe:
•

Nivolumab 3mg/kg Q2W by IV infusion for one year

•

Pembrolizumab 200mg Q3W by IV infusion for one year

•

Dabrafenib 150mg twice daily in combination with trametinib 2mg once daily, both via
the oral route for one year

No exceptional capital investment, training or information requirements are necessary to make
these treatments available, as all are already reimbursed for other indications. Pembrolizumab
and nivolumab are both administered in the hospital setting, whereas dabrafenib and trametinib
are oral treatments, already available under the HTDA for patients with stage IV melanoma.
7.4.1.1 Eligible population
The eligible population included in the model are all patients diagnosed with stage III melanoma
in Ireland annually. A top-down approach is used to derive population estimates, based on the
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number of incident cases of stage III melanoma recorded in 2015 by the NCRI (N=947), and a
weighted average of the annual percentage change estimates based on 1994-2015 incident
rates (3.84%) (339) (Table 73). The proportion of patients presenting with stage III disease
(15.6%) and those undergoing surgery as first treatment (95%) are also based on NCRI data. The
percentage of patients receiving adjuvant treatment is assumed to be 95%. This assumption is
based on the safety profile of these agents and their widespread used in metastatic melanoma
and many other types of cancer. Mortality rates are not accounted for, as treatment duration (1
year) is less than expected mortality for these patients, and numbers of deaths while on
treatment in the clinical trials were negligible. No prevalent population is considered, as
treatment duration is limited to one year.
Table 73 Estimates of patient population eligible for adjuvant treatment

2015

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Incident population

987

1148

1192

1237

1285

1334

Stage III patients (15.6%)

154

179

186

193

200

208

146

170

177

183

190

198

139

162

168

174

181

188

Total patients receiving
complete resection (95%)
Total patients receiving
adjuvant treatment (95%)

All technologies are authorised for patients with stage III disease; nivolumab is additionally
authorised for use in resectable stage IV disease. However, this has been excluded from
consideration as it is already reimbursed for stage IV disease, and it is considered unlikely that
any additional patients with Stage IV disease will become eligible for treatment.
7.4.1.2 Comparators
The preferred comparator in Ireland is routine care. Based on the analysis of PCRS claims data
for Intron-A®, usage of IFN in Ireland is low. Intron-A is being withdrawn from the Irish market
in 2019, and thus it has not been included as a comparator in the base case. Observation, with
no pharmacological intervention, is the assumed comparator and thus there are no net drug
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cost offsets. It is expected that patients will not undergo any less frequent observation than
currently while on treatment, i.e. the protocols for surveillance of disease recurrence are
unlikely to change, and so no scenario analyses have been presented examining the impact of
treatment on current observation practices.
7.4.1.3 Drug Costs
The cost to the HSE per treatment cycle with each drug is provided below (Table 74), estimated
using the Drug Cost Guidelines produced by the NCPE (341). The baseline costs of observation
are assumed to be zero, from the perspective of the HSE drugs budget. Drug acquisition costs
are based on the most up-to-date publicly available price; discounts are available to the HSE on
all these drugs, but this information is not publicly available.
Table 74 Per cycle treatment costs included in the budget impact model

Pembrolizumab
100mg

Nivolumab
100mg

40mg

Trametinib
2mg

0.5mg

Dabrafenib
75mg

50mg

Price to wholesaler

€3,286.81

€1,474.00 €589.00 €6,010.01 €1,516.54 €6,230.00 €4,153.60

Rebate 5.5%

€180.77

€81.07

€32.40

€330.55

€83.41

€342.65

€228.45

Wholesale Mark-up

NA

NA

NA

€480.80

€121.32

€498.40

€332.29

VAT @ 23%

€755.97

€339.02

€135.47

NA*

NA*

NA*

NA*

Cost to HSE/vial (ex

€3,106.04

€1,392.93 €556.61 €6,160.26 €1,554.45 €6,385.75 €4,257.44

€6,212.07

€2,785.86 €556.61 €6,160.26 €1,554.45 €6,385.75 €4,257.44

€3,862.00

€1,731.95 €692.08 €6,160.26 €1,554.45 €6,385.75 €4,257.44

€7,724.00

€3,463.90 €692.08 €6,160.26 €1,554.45 €6,385.75 €4,257.44

VAT)
Cost to HSE/cycle
(ex VAT)
Cost to HSE/vial
(incl. VAT)
Cost to HSE/cycle
incl. VAT
*VAT not applicable to oral drug treatments. HSE Health Service Executive, Ex excluding, Incl including.

A patient care fee of €62.03 per month (up to a maximum of 12 fees per year) is payable to
community pharmacists dispensing drugs under the HTDA. This cost is applied for each cycle of
dabrafenib in combination with trametinib dispensed as this fee is included in the HSE drugs
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budget (Table 75). No dispensing or administration fees are applied to pembrolizumab or
nivolumab.

Drug doses for each cycle were calculated as per the licensed dose. For nivolumab, the patient
weight was assumed to be 80kg based on patient weight used in the HTA submission to NICE
(342). Treatment duration was based on the median number of cycles received in the pivotal
clinical trial for pembrolizumab and nivolumab, in the absence of published data on the mean
treatment duration. No adjustment for treatment intensity was made for the PD-1 inhibitors as
toxicity is managed through dose delays rather than dose reduction. For dabrafenib with
trametinib, the median duration of treatment in COMBI-AD is assumed to reflect the median
number of cycles received. Scenario analyses are presented using the mean cumulative dose
received, as detailed in the EPAR (311).
Table 75 Total treatment costs as applied in the budget impact model

Median number of cycles
Cost / cycle ex VAT
Cost / cycle incl. VAT
Total cost / patient ex VAT
Total cost / patient incl. VAT
Total cost/patient incl. VAT
and fees

Pembrolizumab
200mg Q3W

Nivolumab
3mg/kg Q2W

Dabrafenib 150mg BD +
Trametinib 2mg OD

18
€6,212.07
€7,724.00
€111,817.28
€139,032.06
€139,032.06

24
€3,342.47
€4,155.98
€80,219.16
€99,743.40
€99,743.40

11
€12,546.01
€12,546.01*
€138,006.11
€138,006.11*
€138,688.44*

*No VAT applied to oral treatments.

7.4.1.4 Market Share
Market share estimates are based on assumptions as there is no relevant reimbursement data
available. It is assumed that 100% of patients with a BRAF V600 mutation will be treated with
dabrafenib in combination with trametinib, which is allocated a market share of 25% based on
incidence rates in the advanced melanoma population (73). The remaining market share is
divided equally between nivolumab and pembrolizumab (75%).
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7.4.1.5 Additional Costs and Offsets
No additional non-drug costs are considered, as the perspective of the analysis is that of the HSE
drugs budget.
7.4.1.6 Uncertainty
Population estimates, eligible patients, market share and drugs costs were varied in a one-way
sensitivity analysis. Point estimates were varied within their known confidence intervals or +/20%. A variety of scenario analysis testing known assumptions are presented.

7.4.2 Results
7.4.2.1 Gross Budget Impact Estimates
As the cost of the current standard of care is zero, only the new technology scenario is
presented. All estimates are inclusive of VAT unless otherwise specified. The estimated five-year
cumulative gross drugs budget impact of adjuvant treatment is €93,063,808 million excluding
VAT and €108,353,024 including VAT (Table 76).
Table 76 Gross Budget Impact of Adjuvant Treatment

Eligible
patients
Pembrolizumab
market share
Nivolumab
market share
Dabrafenib
with trametinib
market share
Pembrolizumab

2019
162

Median Time on Therapy Drug Acquisition Costs
2020
2021
2022
168
174
181

2023
188

Totals
872

37.5%

37.5%

37.5%

37.5%

37.5%

37.5%

37.5%

37.5%

37.5%

37.5%

25.0%

25.0%

25.0%

25.0%

25.0%

€ 8,423,664

€ 8,747,168

€ 9,083,097

€ 9,431,927

€ 9,794,153

€ 45,480,009

Nivolumab

€ 6,043,245

€ 6,275,332

€ 6,516,331

€ 6,766,586

€ 7,026,452

€ 32,627,946

Dabrafenib
with trametinib
Totals

€ 5,601,896

€ 5,817,033

€ 6,040,432

€ 6,272,410

€ 6,513,298

€ 30,245,069

100%

€ 20,068,806 € 20,839,533 € 21,639,860 € 22,470,923 € 23,333,902 € 108,353,024
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7.4.2.2 Net Budget Impact Estimates
Since the cost of the current standard of care is zero, the net budget impact is equivalent to the
gross budget impact.
7.4.2.3 Uncertainty
In the OWSA, changes in drug costs and the proportion with stage III disease were associated
with the greatest changes in budget impact (Figure 51). The five-year cumulative gross budget
impact ranged from €86.68 million to €138 million.

Drug Costs
Market share nivo
Market share pembro
Upper
Bound

Proportion receiving adjuvant treament
Proportion receiving complete resection
Proportion with Stage III disease
Increase incidence annually

€80,000,000 €90,000,000 €100,000,000€110,000,000€120,000,000€130,000,000€140,000,000

Budget Impact (€)
Figure 51 OWSA showing factors influencing the budget impact of adjuvant treatment

Various scenario analyses were considered. Varying the eligible patient population using the
weighted confidence intervals of the average percentage change in incidence, lead to the total
eligible population varying from 847 to 898 over the 5 years, and the budget impact varying from
€105.2 million to €111.6 million. Reducing the projected uptake of adjuvant treatment to 90%
and 85% reduced the projected budget impact to €102.65 million and €96.95 million
respectively. Using the number of packs required to provide the mean cumulative dose of
dabrafenib with trametinib (8 packs) in the RCT to estimate treatment costs, rather than median
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duration of treatment, resulted in an estimated treatment cost per patient of €100,864.32. This
decreased the projected budget impact of dabrafenib with trametinib to €22 million and
decreased the overall budget impact to €100.1 million. Assuming a rebate ranging from 10% to
60% drug costs has a significant impact on the projected budget impact (Table 77).
Table 77 The impact of a range of drug rebates on the anticipated budget impact

Additional rebate
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%

Net budget impact (incl. VAT)
€98,769, 318
€89,185,611
€79,601,904
€70,018, 197
€60,434,491
€50,850,784

7.4.3 Conclusions
The projected budget impact for adjuvant treatment for stage III melanoma is in the region of
€100 million over 5 years. This figure is robust to sensitivity analyses. The parameters most likely
to impact on budget impact are drug costs and proportion of patients with stage III disease.

The assumption of 95% uptake of adjuvant treatment was considered justified as clinicians
already have extensive experience using these agents in the metastatic setting, clinical trials for
adjuvant treatment were recently open in Ireland and recruited well, and the acceptable safety
profile of these treatments. Reducing this figure by as much as 10% barely reduces the overall
budget impact below €100 million.

Disease stage could influence treatment duration, but there is currently no published data
available to examine this in the BIA. Since treatment costs are based on the median dose from
each trial, it is unlikely that this limitation should have a significant impact on the overall
estimates of budget impact.
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The inclusion of costs for Grade ≥3 AEs has the potential to increase the relative cost of
dabrafenib with trametinib compared to the PD-1 inhibitors, due to the higher incidence of
Grade ≥3 AEs in the COMBI-AD RCT (41% compared to 25.4% with nivolumab in CheckMate 038
and 31.6% with pembrolizumab in Keynote-054). However, the most common AEs associated
with dabrafenib in combination with trametinib (hypertension, fatigue, and pyrexia) are unlikely
to incur significant drug-related costs in their management.

The model does not consider cost offsets from adjuvant treatment, either in the drugs budget
or from the broader healthcare perspective. At this stage, data is still too immature to predict if
there will be significant cost offsets in treatment costs for metastatic disease. At least 28%
patients treated with dabrafenib in combination with trametinib received subsequent systemic
treatment in the COMBI-AD trial, and 22% of nivolumab patients in the CheckMate 238 trial, and
these percentages are likely to increase with additional follow-up.

The projected expenditure is most sensitive to a reduction in drug cost, and therefore rebates
offer the most effective mechanism to reduce expenditure, rather than efforts to restrict or
reduce the eligible patient population.

Nivolumab is less expensive than pembrolizumab based on the price to wholesaler; using only
nivolumab for BRAF V600 negative patients and excluding pembrolizumab, would result in drugs
budget savings of €12.85 million over 5 years. There are confidential rebates in place for both
drugs which could alter this analysis. Additionally, the relative clinical efficacy of both agents
must be considered prior to making such a funding decision, as clinical equivalency cannot be
assumed. If relative clinical efficacy is shown to be similar, a tendering process between
nivolumab and pembrolizumab could be considered to further reduce prices. Alternatively, a
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‘bundle-arrangement’ with some of the other indications could be considered, leveraging the
price-volume relationship, which could also improve the cost-effectiveness of treatment in other
areas and result in cost savings across the drugs budget.

Given the large projected budget impact associated with adjuvant treatments for stage III
melanoma and the uncertainty in long-term outcomes, a cost-utility analysis to determine value
for money is essential.

7.5 Systematic Review of Published Cost-Effectiveness Models for
Adjuvant Treatment of Stage III and IV Melanoma
Given the large anticipated budget impact of adjuvant treatment, and the uncertainty around
the long-term clinical efficacy, CEA of these treatments will be necessary to inform
reimbursement decisions. The NCPE have not previously assessed the cost-effectiveness of IFN
or any other adjuvant treatment for melanoma. A review of published models was conducted
to determine if IFN was considered cost effective in other jurisdictions, and what assumptions
were used in cost-effectiveness modelling of adjuvant treatments for melanoma.

7.5.1 Objective
To determine if published cost-effectiveness models of adjuvant treatment for stage III or IV
melanoma could be transferred to Ireland, or alternatively to inform the structure and
assumptions of a de novo model for adjuvant melanoma treatment, a systematic review of
published evaluations was conducted.

7.5.2 Methods
A systematic review protocol was created in line with the objectives of the review, with
reference to published literature on systematic review of economic evaluations and the
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Guidelines for the Retrieval and Interpretation of Economic Evaluations of Health Technologies
in Ireland (Appendix 12). The search strategy was devised based on published search filters for
economic evaluations (Appendix 12). The following databases were searched on 9th February
2018: EconLit via EBSCOhost, Cochrane Library (restricted to NHS EED and HTA database),
Embase and MEDLINE via Ovid, from inception.

Decision analytic models examining the cost-effectiveness of neoadjuvant or adjuvant
treatment for stage III or IV melanoma were eligible for inclusion. Only pharmacological
treatments for melanoma were considered, including comparisons with best supportive care,
placebo, or no treatment (observation). Studies with an outcome of cost per QALY, cost per LYG
or alternative measure of health outcome, and cost-minimisation studies were eligible for
inclusion. Cost of illness studies, non-English language studies and conference abstracts were
excluded. One author screened titles and abstracts to remove clearly irrelevant texts. The full
text of the remaining articles was reviewed in accordance with the eligibility criteria. A data
extraction form was developed, including the following: study title, author, country, perspective,
model type, time horizon, discount rate, treatment(s), resource use, modelling of AEs, methods
for survival extrapolation, utility, funding sources, and model outcomes. Total costs and ICERs
were inflated to 2018 values using the country-specific Consumer Price Index (CPI) for Health (or
the non-specific CPI if health category not available), then converted to US dollars using the
OECD Purchasing Price Parity (PPP) Index. Where cost year was not specified, it was assumed to
be year of publication. Completeness of reporting was assessed using the CHEERS checklist and
quality of the evaluation was assessed using the Philips Quality Checklist (153,154). As these are
qualitative instruments, no ‘score’ is provided. The number of compliances with the CHEERS
checklist and positive assessments of quality for each field of the Philips checklist are reported.
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7.5.3 Results
The review was conducted in accordance with the study protocol. A total of 707 records were
identified. The PRISMA diagram for the review is shown (Figure 52). Following the screening
process, 24 articles underwent full-text review and seven studies were included in the
qualitative analysis. Excluded studies and reasons are provided (Appendix 12). Summary details
of the included studies are provided in Table 78.
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Figure 52 PRISMA diagram, systematic review of cost effectiveness models, adjuvant melanoma
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Table 78 Summary of included economic evaluations in adjuvant melanoma

Author

Populatio
n

Typ
e

Model
type

Cycle
length

Time
horizon
(years)

Perspective

Countr
y

Interventio
n

Comparato
r

Discount
rate

Currenc
y

Cost
year

Funding

Messori
et al,
1997
(343)
Gonzalez
- Larriba
et al,
2000
(344)

NSassume
E1684 trial

CEA

NS-DT

NS-1
year

Societal*

NS

HDI

Observation

5%
benefits
only

US dollar

NSassum
e 1997

NS

Newly
diagnosed
,
resectable
primary
cutaneous
melanoma
patients
NSassume
Grob et al
trial

CEA

Markov

1 year

NSassume
30
years
35
years

Payer

Spain

HDI

Observation

6% costs
and
outcomes

Euro

1998

NSauthor
affiliated
with
Schering
Plough

CUA

QTWIST

5 years,
10
years,
and
lifetime

Payer

France

LDI for 18
months

Observation

Not
applied in
base case

Euro

NSassum
e 2000

Roche

E1684 trial

CUA

Markov

1month
Years
1-10,
1 year
thereaf
ter
1 year

35
years

Payer

HDI

Observation

1999

NS

CUA

NS-DT

NS

5 years

NS-payer

LDI for 24
months

Placebo

3% costs
and
outcomes
3.5%
costs only

Canadia
n dollar

AIM-HIGH
trial

Quebec
,
Canada
UK

Sterling

2003/
2004

Roche

Lafuma
et al,
2001
(345)

Crott et
al, 2004
(346)
Dixon et
al, 2006
(347)
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Cormier
et al,
2007
(348)

Hillner et
al, 1997
(349)

Stage III
patients
treated at
MD
Anderson
US.
E1684 trial

CUA

Markov

1
month

Lifetim
e

Payer

USA

HDI

Observation

3% costs
and
outcomes

US dollar

2005

None

CUA

Markov

NS

35
years

Payer

NSassume
US

HDI

Observation

3% costs
and
outcomes

US dollar

NSassum
e 1997

NS

NS: Not Specified. CEA: Cost Effectiveness Analysis. CUA: Cost utility analysis. DT: Decision Tree. NS-DT: Not specified and assumed to be decision tree. Q-TWIST: Quality-Adjusted Time
without Symptoms and Toxicity. Societal*: Paper states that a societal approach taken but only direct costs included. HDI: High-dose interferon. LDI Low-dose interferon.
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The seven identified studies were published between 1997 and 2007. The preferred evaluation
type was CUA (n=5)(345–349). There were no studies of neoadjuvant treatment. The
comparators in the studies were observation in all cases. All included studies were single
technology assessments, i.e. one intervention and one comparator. All studies examined IFN
only; the majority (n=5) examined HDI based on the E1684 study. No study compared HDI and
LDI. Four of the included publications did not specify the source of research funding or state any
potential conflicts of interest. An author on one of these studies was affiliated to Schering Plough
(344) . One study was self-funded by the author (348). The pharmaceutical company Roche
funded the remaining two studies (345,347).

7.5.3.1 Model Overview
A Markov modelling approach was taken in 4 (57%) of the included studies (344,346,348,349).
No studies used a partitioned survival approach. Two studies did not clearly describe a multistate modelling approach and so were defined as decision tree models (343,347). One model
adopted the Quality-Adjusted Time Without Symptoms and Toxicity (Q-TWIST) approach (345).

Five of the included models simulated multiple health states. Two studies used the same basic
model with four health states: on-treatment and disease free, off-treatment and disease free,
recurrence and death (346,349). Some studies applied detailed modelling of costs and survival
in the recurrence state, including treatment types (e.g. surgery, chemotherapy, palliative
treatment)(349) and disease-free survival (DFS) post-recurrence (344). The Q-TWIST model
consisted of three health states, TWIST, time without symptoms or toxicity, TOX, time with side
effects from treatment and REL, time in relapse (345). One model used seven health states
independent of treatment arm: no evidence of disease, loco-regional recurrence, salvaged locoregional recurrence, distant recurrence, salvaged distant recurrence, death from melanoma,
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and death from other causes (348). This model was considered to reflect the natural history of
the disease most closely.

Time horizons were poorly defined in many of the studies. One study used a 5-year time horizon,
mirroring the E1684 trial follow up (347). Time horizon had a significant impact on the costeffectiveness of IFN, with cost-effectiveness improving with longer time horizons (345). Cycle
length varied from one month to one year and was not clearly specified in three of the studies
(343,347,349).

All studies took the payer perspective in the base case analysis. One study stated that they took
a societal perspective but included only direct medical costs (343). The country was not
specified in two of the models (343,349); the others were set in Spain, France, UK, Canada and
USA. Discounting was not applied in the base case in one study (345). Other studies applied
discounting to costs or benefits only while some applied it to both costs and outcomes; the
discount rate applied varied from 3 to 6%. Three of the studies estimated costs in US dollars
(343,348,349). The remaining studies used Canadian dollars, euro, and sterling. Cost year ranged
from 1998 to 2005 but was not specified in a number of studies (343,345,349) with publication
dating back to 1997.

No studies reported a systematic approach to the identification of clinical evidence inputs. Four
(57%) of the studies used the E1684 trial as the primary source of evidence (343,344,346,349);
some supplemented the RCT evidence with additional observational evidence (346,349). One
study used a pooled analysis of trial data from E1684 and E1690 (N=713)(348). One study
evaluating LDI used the AIM-HIGH trial as the course of clinical efficacy evidence (347), while the
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other used the Grob et al study (345). No other study performed any evidence synthesis, despite
the range of conflicting evidence in the literature.

RFS was explicitly modelled in all studies, with the exception of one which focused solely on
incremental survival gain associated with IFN (343). Four studies applied the RFS rates from
E1684 or Grob et al, in most cases as different probabilities over discrete time intervals up to
year 10 (344–346,349), followed by rates derived from observational studies. Two of these
studies assumed no risk of recurrence beyond year 10 (345,346). Most of these studies assumed
the time from recurrence to death was constant, and modelled OS based on E1684 data
(344,346,349). One study used parametric extrapolation (Gompertz) of the trial data and
estimated incremental OS with IFN based on the differences in the AUC between the treatment
and control arms (343). One study used Hakulinen’s method to extrapolate OS beyond year 10
(345). Three studies adjusted for non-melanoma mortality (344,345,349). One study applied
both RFS and OS rates from the AIM-HIGH study, with no extrapolation beyond trial follow up
(347). Finally, one study derived a baseline history model from an observational data set, used
parametric extrapolation (Weibull) to extrapolate to the time horizon of the model, and applied
a hazard ratio for the reduction in recurrence associated with HDI based on pooled results from
ECOG studies (348).

Five of the included studies were CUAs. Two of these used values derived from the literature,
estimated using the standard gamble method (346,348). Two studies used assumed values for
each health state (345,349). One study used EQ-5D-3L utility values collected during the AIMHIGH study of LDI, and the UK value set (347). Values applied in the RFS state ranged from 0.96
to 1 when disease free and off- treatment, to 0.7 for induction therapy while disease free, and
0.8 to 0.87 for maintenance therapy while disease free (348,349); one study applied a value of
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0.52 while on treatment (346). Values for the recurrent disease state ranged from 0.23 to 0.61
(346,348); one study applied differential values for loco-regional (0.8) and distant metastatic
(0.61) recurrence (348).

7.5.3.2 Model Outcomes
Total costs (Table 79), QALYs and LYG (Table 80) and estimates of cost-effectiveness (Table 81)
from each study are shown. Studies marked with an asterisk were not subjected to discounting
and may not be directly comparable.

Disaggregated costs were not reported in two studies (347,348). There were significant
differences in the predicted costs associated with both observation and HDI treatment, ranging
from €13,904 to €217,835 with HDI and €0 to €180,408 for observation. Three studies did not
report the QALY or LYG associated with each treatment (344,345,348). Estimates of LYG with
observation and HDI were relatively consistent across three studies (343,346,349), with the LYG
for LDI versus observation out of line with all other estimates (345). QALYs with HDI were
consistent, but predicted QALYs with observation were more varied (346,347,349).
Unsurprisingly given the variation in costs and outcomes, there was significant variation in the
estimated ICERs for IFN treatment.
Table 79 Estimated total costs in the included models (2018 US$) (where provided)

Intervention

Messori

Gonzalez-

Lafuma

Crott

Hillner

Dixon

Cormier

(343)

Larriba

(345)*

(346)

(349)

(341)

(342)

(344)
HDI

$45,434

$13,904

N/A

$41,065

$217,835

N/A

NS

No treatment

$0.00

$3,582

$26,574

$11,465

$180,408

NS

NS

LDI

N/A

N/A

$16,108

N/A

N/A

NS

N/A

HDI with SLM

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

HDI and LDI

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

with SLM
HDI High dose Interferon, LDI Low dose interferon, SLM Sentinel lymph node mapping, NS Not Specified, N/A Not
Applicable. Disaggregated costs were not provided in two studies(347,348). *Undiscounted costs/outcomes.
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Table 80 Estimated total QALY and LYG in the included models (where provided)

Study
Crott 2004(346)
Dixon 2006(347)
Hillner 1997(349)
Lafuma 2001(345)*
Cormier 2007(348)
Messori 1997(343)
Gonzalez-Larriba 2000(344)
Messori 1997(343)
Lafuma 2001(345)*
Crott 2004(346)
Hillner 1997(349)
Gonzalez-Larriba 2000(344)

HDI
QALYs
6.4
N/A
6.06
NS
NS
N/A
N/A
LYG
5.78
N/A
6.98
6.74
NS

Observation

LDI

4.35
2.33
4.87
NS
NS
N/A
N/A

N/A
2.4
N/A
NS
N/A
N/A
N/A

4.45
14.28
4.98
5.42
NS

N/A
16.87
N/A
N/A
N/A

HDI High dose Interferon, LDI Low dose interferon, NS Not Specified, N/A Not applicable. Note: Three studies did not
report disaggregated QALY/LYG(344,345,348). *Undiscounted costs/outcomes
Table 81 Estimated ICERs extracted from included studies, where reported

ICERS for HDI and LDI versus observation
Intervention

HDI

LDI

Messori 1997(343)

$34,008

-

Gonzalez-Larriba 2000(344)

$5,384

-

Lafuma 2001(345)*

-

$2,408

ICURs for HDI and LDI versus observation
Crott 2004(346)

$14,483

-

Dixon 2006(347)

-

$90,103

Cormier 2007(348)

$128,564

-

Hillner 1997(349)

$31,391

-

Lafuma 2001(345)*

$9,341

-

ICER Incremental cost effectiveness ratio, ICUR Incremental cost utility ratio. *Undiscounted costs/outcomes

7.5.3.3 Reporting and Quality Assessment
Quality of reporting was assessed using the CHEERS checklist. Compliance with questionnaire
was variable (Appendix 12). No study had perfect compliance with the reporting checklist; one
study had only one non-compliance (348). Five studies had compliance of greater than 50%. One
study was considered to have poor compliance with the checklist, with only nine compliances
recorded out of a possible 25. Only one study complied with the following aspects: descriptions
of conflicts of interest, description of uncertainty, and adequate reporting of the values, ranges
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and probability distributions for all parameters (348). All studies described and justified the
interventions included, described and justified the relevance of the outcome measures used,
and provided a description of the analytical method. In ≥50% of the included studies, there was
assessed to be inadequate reporting of the study perspective, aspects of the setting and
location, handling of cost data, reporting of model parameters, disaggregated results, and the
role of the study funder.

Quality of the study was assessed using the Philips checklist (Appendix 12). Assessment of quality
is contingent on adequate reporting, and thus the assessment may reflect poor quality of
reporting rather than a poor-quality study. Most studies were single technology assessments
and no study included all feasible options for treatment (no study compared HDI to LDI).
Methods for data identification and quality assessment were of insufficient quality for all
studies, and methods for data incorporation were considered unclear. No study used a half cycle
correction. Only one study assessed the four types of uncertainty (348). Assessment of
uncertainty was poor across most studies, particularly assessment of parameter uncertainty and
heterogeneity. Most studies provided a clear description of the decision problem (n=4),
although one used inputs contrary to the described perspective (343). Most studies (n=6) did
compare the outcomes with previous studies, justified the included costs and all studies
described the sources of data used to develop the model. Most also described and justified
discount rates (n=6) and sources of costs (n=5), clearly defined the included interventions (n=6)
and conducted sensitivity analysis of methods used to extrapolate treatment effects (n=6). The
study by Cormier et al has the greatest number of positive quality assessments (348).

Transferability to the Irish setting was assessed using the EUnetHTA transferability template
(Appendix 12). None of the models reviewed were considered transferable to the Irish setting.
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For all studies, the clinical data was considered no longer relevant or generalisable to the Irish
setting, due to the availability of new technologies in both the adjuvant and metastatic setting.
Additionally, none of the studies alignedwith the national reference case for economic
evaluation. It was considered likely that the conclusions of the study would change for all studies
in the Irish context, with the exception of one study where this was considered unclear (348).
This study found that IFN was unlikely to be cost effective in the stage IIIA sub-group at a
threshold of $100,000 and given that the Irish cost-effectiveness threshold is considerably less
than this, the cost effectiveness would need to be significantly greater in the Irish population for
the decision to change. The conclusions regarding the stage IIIB and C subgroups was associated
with greater uncertainty, and it was unclear if these could remain cost-effective in the Irish
context.

7.5.4 Discussion
This review identified seven eligible studies examining the cost-effectiveness of adjuvant
treatment for stage III and IV melanoma. All studies evaluated IFN, mostly HDI, versus a
comparator of observation. No studies evaluating the cost effectiveness of newer agents
(ipilimumab, nivolumab, pembrolizumab, dabrafenib in combination with trametinib) were
identified. No studies investigating neoadjuvant treatment were identified.

There was significant variation in the predicted costs associated with HDI treatment, ranging
from $13,04 to $217,835, while the predicted QALY gain was consistent between the studies.
The outcomes of the included studies were consistent, with all bar one study concluding that
IFN was likely to be cost-effective. Only one study, considering LDI in the UK setting, concluded
that it was unlikely to be cost-effective (347). Of note, one study found the HDI was unlikely to
be cost-effective in stage IIIa, but more likely to be cost-effective in stage IIIB and IIIC patients
(348).
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Two of the studies which used the same basic model structure were relatively consistent in the
predicted QALY gain with HDI compared to observation (346,349). The CUA examining LDI
predicted much lower QALYs than the HDI studies, but also a much lower incremental QALY gain
with LDI compared to observation (347). This contradicts published systematic reviews, which
suggest that HDI may not be superior to LDI (315). One study only reported the incremental
QALY gain with HDI (0.56)(348).

Three of the studies produced similar estimates of LYG with observation (343,346,349). The QTWIST study reported values for LYG much higher than all of the other included studies (345);
there may be a number of explanations for this including not applying a discount rate, a
lifetime time horizon, lower toxicity with LDI compared to HDI regimens, and the extrapolation
of treatment effects, notably a constant rate from years 6-10 and no risk of relapse beyond
year 10.

Most models used similar health states and model structures to represent the disease state.
Estimates of recurrence were derived mainly from the E1684 trial, and many models were
underpinned by the assumption that patients would die within one year of metastatic
recurrence. Most models did not explicitly model transitions beyond the first recurrence. Only
one study distinguished between loco-regional and distant metastatic recurrence (348). As the
expected costs and survival implications of these two distinct types of recurrence could lead to
different estimates of cost-effectiveness, it is essential that these distinct health states and their
associated outcomes are accounted for.

There have been multiple trials conducted on the use of IFN in melanoma, with conflicting
results. The identified studies did not adopt a systematic approach to the identification of clinical
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efficacy inputs, and no study used all the available evidence. Many of the studies supplemented
their chosen RCT evidence with additional estimates derived from observational databases.
Again, there was no suggestion of a systematic approach to the identification or selection of
these observational databases, and no apparent consideration of heterogeneity between the
data sources, or any adjustments for differences in patient characteristics etc. Thus, the
derivation and application of treatment effects was considered to have a high risk of bias in all
the included studies and limits the usefulness of these studies in the current context. Only one
study created a baseline history model, and then applied the HR derived from RCT evidence to
this baseline history, but again, there was no evidence of adjustment for differences in patient
characteristics between the real-world data and the trial data.

The quality of reporting, as assessed by the CHEERS checklist was varied, and in many cases poor,
making the assessment of quality more challenging. Quality assessments were conducted with
regard to the Irish reference case, and most studies were considered to be of insufficient quality
for re-use in the Irish setting, mainly due to the exclusion of relevant evidence and inappropriate
consideration of uncertainty. Most models presented scenario analysis varying important
parameters in the model, but only one model conducted a probabilistic analysis. In terms of
transferability, none of the published models were considered transferable to the Irish setting,
as none included the currently relevant comparators, and many of the assumptions were not
aligned with the Irish reference case.

This review is timely, given the recent FDA & EMA approvals of ipilimumab, nivolumab,
pembrolizumab and dabrafenib in combination with trametinib for the adjuvant treatment of
melanoma. Clinical evidence for the use of IFN has been contradictory, and its use as adjuvant
therapy for melanoma is not considered standard of care worldwide. Evidence for the cost-
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effectiveness of IFN is relatively consistent, with six out of seven studies concluding that it is
likely to be cost-effective relative to observation. The study by Cormier et al is the highest quality
of the identified studies, and most likely to be transferable to the Irish context.

7.6 Challenges for HTA of Adjuvant Treatment in the Irish Setting

7.6.1 Patient Eligibility and Selection
Clinical trial staging criteria require SLNB for accurate staging purposes. SLNB is not currently
routinely performed for all patients in Ireland, as until recently the information provided could
not influence therapeutic decisions. However, now that treatment choices can be influenced by
this information, it is likely that there will be an increase in demand for SNLB services in Ireland,
with an associated increase in cost. There is an argument that this cost should be attributed to
adjuvant treatments undergoing HTA, in the same manner as laboratory-based tests used for
patient selection.

None of the trials were powered for sub-group analysis by disease stage, but randomisation was
stratified by disease stage in most trials. Stage IIIA, B and C patients have different survival
prognoses, and so it is plausible that different treatment effects will be seen by disease stage
(41). The EORTC trial of ipilimumab was suggestive of a non-significant benefit in stage IIIA and
IIIC patients with 1-3 lymph nodes, with the treatment effect driven by the effect in stage IIIB
and IIIC patients with ≥4 positive nodes. Similarly, in the CheckMate 238 trial, statistically
significant results were only seen in the stage IIIC subgroup, although patient numbers were
small in the other groups. Statistically significant benefit was seen in Keynote-054 only in stage
IIIB and IIIC patients, whereas treatment effects were statistically significant across all stages in
the COMBI-AD trial, although not in stage IIIA when reclassified according to the AJCC 8th edition
criteria. As recurrence probability and treatment effect varies by disease stage, sub-group
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analysis by disease stage will be important in CEA. This is supported by the findings of Cormier
et al, where the cost-effectiveness of IFN differed by disease stage (348).

The use of PD-L1 biomarker tests to select patients most likely to benefit is complicated by the
use of different PD-L1 expression cut-off points in the Keynote-054 and CheckMate 238 trials.
Keynote-054 included RFS in patients with PD-L1 positive tumours (defined as PD-L1 >1% in
tumour and immune cells) as a co-primary endpoint; PD-L1 expression was not a stratification
factor. There was little difference in RFS outcomes in the overall population and the PD-L1
positive sub-group. There was a suggestion in CheckMate 238 that higher PD-L1 expression
(≥5%) may be associated with improved RFS outcomes, with higher rate of one-year RFS with
both nivolumab and ipilimumab (81.9% and 73.8% respectively, versus 64.3% and 53.7% in the
PD-L1 <5% group). However, with efficacy noted in both groups (HR 0.71 with PD-L1<5% and HR
0.5 with PD-L1≥5%), it is unlikely that PD-L1 could be considered a feasible marker for patient
selection for adjuvant treatment with immunotherapy.

7.6.2 Surrogacy Between Relapse Free Survival and Overall Survival
OS data is available only for only one agent in the adjuvant setting, ipilimumab from the EORTC
18071 trial. This trial was conducted prior to the availability of effective treatment for metastatic
disease (patients recruited from July 2008 through August 2011), reflected by the relatively low
use of subsequent PD-1 inhibitors (5.8%). There is also an interim analysis of OS available from
COMBI-AD, which showed a treatment advantage which was not statistically significant (350).
Previously bevacizumab was shown to increase RFS as adjuvant treatment in stage II and III
melanoma, but failed to increase OS (351). Results from adjuvant IFN trials have been
conflicting.
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In the CHMP review of nivolumab, it is noted “It is yet unknown whether there is a positive
correlation between RFS and OS and if higher rates of RFS will lead to an increase in OS in
patients that have recurrent disease in the long term”, and further noted that “RFS has not yet
been established as a surrogate endpoint for OS in adjuvant melanoma as it has been
demonstrated in other types of tumours”(336). The Scientific Advisory Group consulted for the
nivolumab approval agreed that RFS is a reliable and clinically relevant endpoint in the adjuvant
treatment of stage III melanoma (313).

A recent study funded by the manufacturers of nivolumab investigates the use of RFS as a
surrogate for OS in stage II and III melanoma, using pooled individual patient data from 13 RCTs
comparing IFN to observation or vaccination (352). This paper concluded that there was a
surrogacy relationship between RFS and OS, and that a HR for RFS of 0.77 or less would predict
a treatment impact on OS. There are several limitations to this study, including the exclusion of
many studies as individual patient data was not available and the significant heterogeneity of
the trials included and the trial outcomes. Additionally, the included studies were from an era
when effective treatments for metastatic disease were not available, which would be expected
to alter any surrogacy relationship (351).

The question regarding the surrogacy relationship between RFS and OS renders economic
evaluation challenging. Indeed the Liverpool Review Group, when reviewing adjuvant
pembrolizumab on behalf of NICE, found ‘the currently available data are too immature to be
used to estimate the treatment effect of pembrolizumab’, the ‘company’s estimated ICERS per
QALY are unreliable’, but did not conduct any additional analyses themselves, considering that
the results from such analyses could ‘only generate spurious ICERs per QALY gained’(353).
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7.6.3 Relative Clinical Efficacy
For dabrafenib in combination with trametinib, pembrolizumab and ipilimumab, the pivotal
clinical trials provide evidence versus observation/placebo, and so estimates of the relative
efficacy versus SOC can be derived directly from the RCTs. Since the nivolumab pivotal trial does
not include SOC in Ireland, an indirect treatment comparison (ITC) will be necessary to derive
estimates of relative efficacy. This could include the CheckMate 238 and EORTC 18071 trials,
which would compare nivolumab to placebo (surrogate for observation) via ipilimumab 10mg/kg
Q3W for four doses, followed by Q12W dosing for up to 3 years. There is considerable
heterogeneity between the trials in terms of population, entry criteria, definitions of RFS, dosing,
etc. which may limit a between trials comparison in the absence of individual patient data. Some
bias would be expected against nivolumab if aggregate data was used, as almost 20% patients
recruited to the CheckMate 238 trial were stage IV.

In terms of relative efficacy of all the new agents, a suggested network diagram is shown (Figure
53). An ITC of dabrafenib in combination with trametinib and pembrolizumab is possible, and
trial characteristics are similar. The introduction of nivolumab into the network is more complex
as it also requires the inclusion of ipilimumab. An alternative would be to assume equal clinical
efficacy of nivolumab with pembrolizumab, in line with a previous Cochrane meta-analysis in
advanced disease (52).
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Figure 53 Proposed relative effectiveness network for adjuvant treatments

7.6.4 Baseline Recurrence Free Survival Estimates
There are no published information sources providing RFS estimates based on an Irish patient
population. The NCRI do not collect longitudinal information on relapse status in patients with
melanoma. Evidence from other European countries is conflicting, and applicability to the Irish
setting is unclear. A systematic review of published estimates suggests that the 5-year RFS is
56% in stage II and 28-44% in stage III, but a more detailed breakdown is not available (306).

A US study based on patients treated at Memorial Sloan Kettering reports 5-year RFS estimates
for stage IIIA, B and C at 63%, 32% and 11% respectively. This study also examined site of
recurrence by disease stage and found that loco-regional recurrence was more common than
distant recurrence with stage IIIA patients. Additionally, they showed that regional relapse was
associated with a longer survival compared with distant metastatic relapse (p<0.001) regardless
of disease stage. Indeed, the CHMP suggested that distant metastatic free survival “could be
considered as a more clinically relevant representative for long-term clinical benefit, rather than
RFS” when providing marketing authorisation to nivolumab (313). Since the RCTs all treated
loco-regional relapse and distant metastatic relapse as censoring events in their estimates of
RFS, this endpoint may not capture the nuances in survival risk associated with the nature of the
relapse event.

Ideally, using IPD, logo-regional and distant metastatic events would be
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separated and modelled separately. Alternatively, a PSM could be used to model four separate
health states, using RFS, distant metastatic free survival and OS curves to determine state
occupancy. A Markov model would not be possible as it would not be possible to separate risk
of RFS from distant metastatic free survival based on published KM curves.

Furthermore, baseline RFS estimates will be essential to capture the long-term plateau in RFS
and OS estimates that characterises melanoma, where risk of relapse and death are high in the
first two years, but gradually plateau. If hazards for RFS, distant metastatic free survival and
death are modelled solely based on immature trial data where long-term patterns in hazard
have not yet emerged, this initial high risk will be propagated for the full-time horizon of the
model and may lead to biased estimates of clinical and cost-effectiveness.

7.6.5 Treatment Sequencing
In the absence of OS data, it is not clear if adjuvant use of these new agents will offer a distinct
OS advantage over restricting their use to the metastatic setting, or if there is simply a temporal
relocation of the same absolute treatment benefit. This is acknowledged by the EMA, who
specify that “OS data should be reported” as “adjuvant therapy may limit therapeutic options at
time of recurrence”(354). It is still unknown if patients who achieve a prolonged period of RFS
in the adjuvant setting will receive re-treatment with these agents in the metastatic stage. This
is particularly relevant for dabrafenib in combination with trametinib, where the possibility of
emergent resistance to treatment cannot be discounted. There is also uncertainty about
subsequent use of these agents in patients who relapse following adjuvant therapy, in particular
with BRAF V600 WT patients for whom there are few options following PD-1 therapy. It is unclear
at this point if patients could expect to receive successful retreatment with PD-1 inhibitors or
would tumour resistance become an issue. Confounding by the administration of treatment in
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the metastatic setting will make interpretation of the relative value of using these agents in the
adjuvant setting more challenging.

One of the potential advantages of adjuvant therapies from an economic perspective is the
potential for cost offsets in the metastatic disease phase. Limited treatment duration offers
financial certainty, and potentially could offset longer treatment duration costs in the adjuvant
setting.

7.6.6 Real World Evidence in Advanced Disease.
PD-1 inhibitors first received marketing authorisation for advanced melanoma in Europe in 2015,
and the large budget impact created barriers to reimbursement in many countries (93). There is
a dearth of information on real-world clinical efficacy of these treatments, clinical uptake, and
treatment sequencing. The lack of unequivocal evidence for survival probabilities of patients
with stage IV disease inevitably makes evidence-based decisions about the merits of adjuvant
treatment challenging and poses difficulties for economic modelling.

7.7 Considerations for a De Novo Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
Cost-effectiveness models for newly authorised treatments should consider:
•

Using a four-health state model that distinguishes between RFS and distant metastatic
free survival health states. This structure would more closely represent the natural
history of the disease than the typical three health state model commonly used in endstage oncology. This would closely correspond to the model structure used by Cormier
et al.

•

Providing sub-group analysis by disease stage, as it is likely cost effectiveness will be
affected by stage at treatment initiation.

•

Including an additional cost for SLNB associated with adjuvant treatments.
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•

Obtaining and utilising a model of baseline risk of recurrence and death using Irish
data.

•

Incorporating treatment costs for subsequent metastatic disease.

•

A multi-technology assessment of the cost-effectiveness of targeted treatment
compared to immunotherapy, not just compared to the current SOC.

7.8 Conclusions
Targeted therapies and immunotherapies have shown preliminary evidence of efficacy as
adjuvant treatment for melanoma. The current SOC treatment for stage III melanoma patients
in Ireland is observation, with no pharmacological intervention. The reimbursement of targeted
treatments and immunotherapies in the adjuvant treatment of stage III melanoma will cost the
Irish health service in the region of €100 million over five years, in the absence of any price
negotiations to reduce budget impact. Adjuvant treatment has the potential to offset significant
costs in the metastatic disease setting, in addition to patient morbidity and mortality.

Currently there is insufficient data on the long-term treatment benefits of adjuvant treatment
to facilitate meaningful CEA. Data on long-term responses and treatment re-challenge is
required. In particular for targeted treatments there is evidence that resistance develops over
time in the majority of metastatic patients, which leads to a question about whether the early
use of these treatments may render them less useful in later lines of treatment.

Previously published cost-effectiveness models are based on assumptions around mortality that
are no longer valid in the era of effective treatments for metastatic disease and could not be
considered representative of the current disease course. There is a requirement to create a de
novo cost- effectiveness model, and in the absence of individual patient data to appropriately
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distinguish between RFS and distant metastatic free survival transitions, a four state PSM may
be most appropriate.
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8.1 Introduction
Neoadjuvant treatment is a form of induction therapy, given as a first step to shrink a cancerous
tumour prior to the main treatment, which is generally surgery (355). The aim of neoadjuvant
treatment in melanoma can be to improve survival outcomes, shrink tumours to make them
more amenable to surgical intervention, reduce surgical morbidity, or to improve surgical
outcomes (356).

A retrospective analysis of data from the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results database
in the USA indicated that metastectomy (surgical removal of metastases) was a significant
predictor of survival in patients with stage IV melanoma (357). A retrospective observational
study comparing survival outcomes in stage IV melanoma in patients undergoing metastectomy
and systemic anti-cancer treatment to those receiving systemic treatment alone, found a clear
survival advantage for those patients undergoing surgical intervention in addition to systemic
treatment (358). It follows that treatments which may facilitate successful metastectomy could
be associated with improved survival.

With recent therapeutic advances in the systemic treatment of stage IIIC and IV melanoma,
there is active research interest in the possibility of utilising these new agents in earlier stages
of the disease. There is evolving evidence for neoadjuvant immunotherapy and targeted therapy
for use in locally advanced melanoma (359,360). In order to assess the benefit of newer agents,
it is important to systematically analyse the evidence on benefits of neoadjuvant treatments
used for melanoma. There is no published high-quality systematic review of the trials
investigating neoadjuvant treatment strategies for melanoma. This review will provide
physicians, researchers and patients with a systematic evaluation of the current evidence base
for neoadjuvant treatment and will serve to provide comparative evidence for the relative
efficacy of neoadjuvant treatment and a new generation of therapies.
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8.2 Background
Neoadjuvant treatment is administered for a planned, fixed period of time prior to a surgical
procedure, and then may or may not continue to be administered in the postoperative period
(adjuvant phase). There are various pharmacologic agents which can be employed in the
neoadjuvant treatment of tumours, including cytotoxic chemotherapy, radiotherapy, topical
agents, immunotherapies, and targeted treatments. These agents work by different
pharmacological and physiological mechanisms to reduce tumour volume, making surgical
intervention more feasible.

A large variety of therapeutic agents have been investigated for the neoadjuvant treatment of
melanoma. Neoadjuvant treatment was historically directed at patients with stage III disease,
but with the advent of new treatments capable of generating significant tumour shrinkage at
multiple sites, there is greater interest in using it to treat loco-regional disease, to render large
tumours or metastases resectable (356). Evidence suggests that neoadjuvant treatments for
melanoma may exert their effects through immuno-modulatory mechanisms rather than
through direct anti-tumour effects (361,362). Immunotherapy treatments such as checkpoint
inhibitors may be more effective in earlier stages of disease, prior to changes in the tumour
microenvironment which facilitate tumour escape mechanisms, and this forms the underlying
therapeutic hypothesis for neoadjuvant therapy (363,364).

Neoadjuvant treatment strategies are not currently included in the ESMO treatment guidelines
for cutaneous melanoma (40). The NCCN guidelines similarly do not recommend any
neoadjuvant treatment strategies, but do refer to four currently ongoing trials investigating
checkpoint inhibitors, targeted BRAF/MEK combination treatment and intra-lesional vaccination
(316). Consensus guidelines from the European Association of Dermato-Oncology (EADO) and
the European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC)(318) include
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neoadjuvant treatment of melanoma as a recommended option, referencing research using
neoadjuvant treatment with high-dose interferon (365). Early investigations of neoadjuvant
treatment with checkpoint inhibitors and targeted treatments for melanoma are promising
(366). In the absence of drug treatments licensed in the neoadjuvant setting, it is important to
uncover and examine the underlying evidence base for neoadjuvant treatment
recommendations.

8.3 Objective
To assess the effects of neoadjuvant treatments in adults with stage III or stage IV melanoma.

8.4 Methods
To meet the requirements of the Cochrane Skin Editorial Group, a consultant dermatologist (Dr
Rupert Barry), a plastic surgeon (Dr Eamon Beausang), a statistician (Dr Susanne Schmitz) and a
lay-person with melanoma (Ms Kay Curtin) were recruited to the systematic review team. A
systematic review protocol was developed and published in the Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews (367).

Only prospective RCTs investigating neoadjuvant treatment approaches for cutaneous
malignant or metastatic (stage III and IV) melanoma were eligible for inclusion. Non-randomised
studies and trials investigating treatments in lentigo maligna, uveal, and mucosal melanomas
were excluded from the review. In order to be eligible for inclusion, a clearly stated neoadjuvant
treatment strategy meeting the following criteria was required:

•

confirmed disease stage in accordance with the AJCC criteria;

•

predefined systemic treatment prior to planned surgical procedure;

•

planned surgical procedure;
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•

may or may not include continued treatment beyond surgical procedure.

All systemic therapies, including chemotherapy, immunotherapy (ipilimumab, nivolumab,
pembrolizumab, nivo-ipi, IFN and interleukin-2 (IL-2)), targeted treatments (dabrafenib,
trametinib, vemurafenib, cobimetinib), topical agents and radiotherapy were included as
interventions or comparators. Placebo, standard care and no treatment/observation were also
permitted comparators.

In the absence of defined outcome sets for clinical trials in melanoma, the primary outcome
measures were OS (expressed as a HR) and AEs (expressed as the proportion of patients with
Grade ≥3 AEs using the CTCAE scale. Secondary outcomes included ORR, PFS (expressed as HR),
DFS (expressed as HR), QOL, economic evaluations (with cost per QALY or cost per LYG
outcomes), pathological complete response rate (pCR), surgical outcomes and time to recurrent
disease (expressed as HR). The prespecified definitions of each endpoint are described in Table
82.
Table 82 Pre-defined review outcomes, systematic review of neoadjuvant treatments

Endpoint

Definition

Overall survival
(OS)
Adverse Event
(AE)

Time from start of treatment (or randomisation) to death from any
cause
An unfavourable outcome that occurs during or after the use of a drug
or other intervention but is not necessarily caused by it. The CTCAE
scale is used to define the severity of AEs.
Defined as the proportion of patients with tumour size reduction,
assessed in accordance with RECIST v1.1 criteria for complete and
partial responses only
Defined as the time from start of treatment (or randomisation) to
disease progression or death from any cause
Defined as the length after primary cancer treatment ends that the
patient survives without any signs or symptoms of that cancer
Time from date of randomisation to local relapse/recurrence or regional
relapse/recurrence or distant metastases or death from any cause.
Defined by the validated quality-of-life measures or instruments used in
each trial.
Expressed as the cost per QALY and cost per LYG, conducted alongside
the RCT only.

Overall response
rate (ORR)
Progression free
survival (PFS)
Disease free
survival (DFS)
Time to
recurrence (TTR)
Quality of life
(QOL)
Economic
evaluation
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Pathological
complete
response (pCR)

Expressed as the rate of participants showing an absence of residual
invasive and in situ cancer on haematoxylin and eosin evaluation of the
complete resected specimen and all sampled regional lymph nodes
following completion of neoadjuvant systemic therapy.

QALY Quality Adjusted Life Year LYG Life Years Gained, CTCAE Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events

The search strategy was developed jointly with the Cochrane Skin Group Information Specialist
(Table A43, Appendix 13). In addition to database searching, hand searches of the following
clinical trial databases were conducted, restricted to RCTs only:
•

ClinicalTrials.gov (www.clinicaltrials.gov);

•

the Australian New Zealand Clinical trials registry (www.anzctr.org.au);

•

the

World

Health

Organisation

International

Clinical

Trials

Registry

(apps.who.int/trialsearch/);
•

the EU clinical trials register (www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu).

Handsearching of conference proceedings from ESMO and Society of Melanoma Research from
2016-2017 was conducted. Bibliographies of the included studies were searched for further
references to relevant trials. Trial investigators were contacted in order to obtain additional
unpublished information where necessary.

Covidence® was used to screen title and abstracts, and for full-text screening (368). Two review
authors screened all titles and abstracts independently, and all full-text articles (Claire Gorry,
Helen O’Donnell, National Centre for Pharmacoeconomics and Sarah Barrett, Discipline of
Radiation Therapy, Trinity College Dublin). A data extraction form was created based on a
template provided by the Cochrane Skin Group, to confirm eligibility and extract all relevant
data. Data extraction was completed in duplicate by two independent authors (Claire Gorry,
Helen O’Donnell, Sarah Barrett, Laura McCullagh), and was checked by a third author (Helen O’
Donnell, Sarah Barrett, Laura McCullagh).
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Risk

of

bias

(ROB)

was

assessed

using

the

Cochrane

Risk

of

Bias tool in accordance with the methods described in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic
Reviews for Interventions (185), by two review authors independently in tandem with data
extraction. This tool assesses ROB under the following headings: random sequence generation;
allocation concealment; blinding of participants and personnel; blinding of outcome assessment;
incomplete outcome data and selective outcome reporting. Assessments of bias were assigned
according to the information provided in the study; studies were categorised as ‘low risk’, high
risk’ or ‘unclear risk’ for each domain, according to the specified criteria in the Cochrane
Handbook.

The certainty of evidence was assessed using GRADE for the following outcomes: OS, AEs, PFS,
ORR and QOL. This process involves assessing the certainty of the evidence according to the
ROB, inconsistency, indirectness, imprecision, and publication bias. Evidence is graded as high,
moderate, low or very low (186). GRADEproGDT software was used to manage the GRADE
assessment process and produce ’Summary of findings’ tables (187). GRADE assessments were
conducted by two authors independently. Meta-analysis of trial outcomes was conducted using
RevMan software v5.3 in compliance with the requirements of the Cochrane Skin group (368).

8.5 Results
The search was executed by the Cochrane Skin Group Information Specialist on 20 th February
2018, in accordance with the review protocol. Electronic searches identified 5,977 records; six
additional publications were identified through the other predefined search mechanisms
(PRISMA flowchart, Figure 54). A total of 197 studies underwent full-text review, and five studies
were included in the final qualitative synthesis (Table 83). Included studies were all Phase I or
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Phase II open-label parallel-group RCTs. No cluster randomised trials were identified. All
included studies were funded by the pharmaceutical company manufacturing the intervention
of interest. Sample sizes were small in included studies; the largest sample size was 86
participants (369), compared to the smallest trial where 20 participants were recruited (370).
All studies were set in the USA (371–373) or Europe (369,370). Only one trial was a multi-centre
trial (369). Five ongoing studies were also identified (Table 89). Selected excluded studies with
reasons for exclusion are tabulated in Table A44, Appendix 13.

The five included trials randomised 202 participants. Studies recruited both men (61%) and
women (39%) aged over 18 years (range 18 to 82 years). Where reported, the majority of
patients had favourable performance status (ECOG PS 0, 95 %) and normal LDH levels (97%). All
randomised patients had stage III or IV melanoma, although the majority of patients had stage
IIIB (44%) and stage IIIC (45%) melanoma. The proportions of patients with each disease stage
was not reported in two studies (369,373).

All studies investigated at least one of the pre-specified interventions and comparators.
Immunotherapy agents were most commonly considered (80% RCTs). Investigational
treatment approaches varied, as did the dosing schedules of the various treatments used.
Additionally, duration of follow-up and maturity of the time-to-event outcome data varied
greatly across the studies. This impacts on confidence in the results and limits comparability
and feasibility of meta-analysis.
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Figure 54 PRISMA diagram, systematic review for neoadjuvant clinical trials
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Table 83 Identified neoadjuvant trials eligible for inclusion in the review

Trial

Trial design

Eligibility criteria

Intervention

Comparator

Outcomes

NCT02231775
(374)

Phase II
singlecentre,
open-label,
RCT.

Inclusion: Aged ≥18 years,
stage III and IV melanoma,
BRAF V600E/E mutation
with surgically resectable
disease.

Dabrafenib (150mg
PO twice daily) and
trametinib (2mg PO
once daily) for 8
weeks prior to
surgery, and for 44
weeks following
surgery (52 weeks
total treatment)

Definitive surgery in
line with current local
practice guidelines, and
the choice of receiving
adjuvant therapy
following surgery
(including IFN, IL-2,
ipilimumab or
observation).

EFS
(analogous to
the definition
of PFS used in
this review
protocol), OS,
Safety.

Nivolumab 3mg/kg
IV Q2W for a
maximum of 4
doses, followed by
planned surgical
resection and
adjuvant nivolumab
for a maximum of 13
doses over 6
months.
Ipilimumab 3mg/kg
IV plus nivolumab
1mg/kg IV Q3W, for
2 doses prior to
complete LN
dissection (CLND) at
week 6, then 2
doses further doses
starting at week 6
post-CLND.

Nivolumab 1mg/kg IV
and ipilimumab 3mg/kg
IV Q3W for a maximum
of 3 doses, followed by
planned surgical
resection and adjuvant
nivolumab for a
maximum of 13 doses
over 6 months.

Amaria et al
N=21

Exclusion: Previous
exposure to BRAF/MEK
inhibitors

NCT02519322
(372)
Amaria et al
N=23

NCT02437279
(370)
Blank et al
N=21

Phase II
singecentre,
open-label
noncomparative
RCT.

Phase Ib
singlecentre,
open-label
noncomparative
RCT

Inclusion: Adults, ECOG 0-1,
stage IIIB, C and IV
resectable melanoma.
Exclusion: active or known
autoimmune disease,
previous exposure to
checkpoint inhibitors, bone,
brain or leptomeningeal
metastases.
Inclusion: Aged ≥18 years,
resectable stage III
melanoma with palpable LN
metastases, WHO PS 0-1,
normal LDH levels.
Exclusion: Prior treatment
with checkpoint inhibitors
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Ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV
plus nivolumab 1mg/kg
IV Q3W for 4 doses,
commencing at week 6
post-CLND (adjuvant
treatment only).

Funding
source
Novartis

Notes

pCR and ORR
in
intervention
arm only
pCR, ORR,
OS, RFS, PFS,
Safety

BristolMyersSquibb

Halted due to
observation of early
disease progression
preventing surgical
resection in the
nivolumab arm, and
high rates of Grade
3 TRAEs with
combination
therapy.

Safety and
feasibility,
RFS, AEs, OS

BristolMyers
Squibb

Halted at an interim
safety analysis in
April 2016;
recruitment to the
intervention arm
continues as a
single-armed study.

NCT02977052
(369,375)
Rozeman et al

Phase II
multi-centre
open-label
RCT.

Inclusion: Aged ≥ 18 years,
resectable stage III
melanoma, WHO PS 0-1,
measurable LN metastases,
normal LDH.

N=86
Exclusion: Prior treatment
with checkpoint inhibitors,
distantly metastasized
melanoma
NCT0052503
(373)
Hwu et al
N=50

Phase II
singlecentre RCT

Inclusion: Aged ≥ 18 years,
ECOG 0-1, stage IIIB, C or
IVM1a resectable
melanoma.
Exclusion: Autoimmune
disease, current significant
psychiatric illness,
significant cardiac or
pulmonary dysfunction.

Arm 1: Ipilimumab
3mg/kg IV plus
nivolumab 1mg/kg
IV Q3W for 2 doses
Arm 2: Ipilimumab
1mg/kg IV plus
nivolumab 3mg/kg
IV Q3W for 2 doses

Temozolomide
150mg/m2/day PO
for 7 days followed
by a 7-day break. A
cycle is 8 weeks in
duration.
In each arm,
patients received
one 8-week cycle
prior to surgery. For
patients with a
response, three
additional cycles of
the assigned
treatment could be
administered as
adjuvant therapy

Arm 3: Ipilimumab
3mg/kg IV Q3W for 2
doses followed (>2
hours and <24 hours)
by nivolumab 3mg/kg
IV Q2W for 2 doses

Temozolomide
150mg/m2/day PO for 7
days followed by a 7day break, plus
pegylated interferonalpha 2b 0.5mcg/kg SC
once weekly. A cycle is
8 weeks in duration.

Grade 3≥
IRAEs at
week 12, ORR
at week 6,
pathological
response rate
at week 6,
RFS at 3
years, Late
AEs, EFS, OS,
DMFS
Primary:
Pooled ORR
(CR+PR+SD)

BristolMyers
Squibb

Schering
Plough

Other: Safety

In each arm, patients
received one 8-week
cycle prior to surgery.
For patients with a
response, three
additional cycles of the
assigned treatment
could be administered
as adjuvant therapy.

OS Overall Survival, PFS progression free survival, ORR overall response rate, EFS event free survival, DMFS distant metastatic free survival, ECOG European Cooperative Oncology Group,
PS performance status, WHO World Health Organisation, LN lymph node, CLND, complete lymph node dissection, pCR pathological complete response, AEs adverse events, TRAEs
treatment related adverse events, IRAEs immune related adverse events, RCT randomised controlled trials, PO per oral, IV intravenous, CR complete response, PR partial response, SD
stable disease, RCT randomised controlled trial, IFN interferon, IL-2 interleukin-2, RFS recurrence free survival
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8.5.1 Effects of Interventions
The effects of the included interventions are grouped according to the therapeutic categories
identified in the review protocol:
1. Targeted treatments
2. Immunotherapies
3. Chemotherapy
4. Topical therapies
5. Radiotherapy

No studies were identified examining the effects of topical therapies or radiotherapy, and so
no results are provided for these categories.

8.5.1.1 Targeted Therapy
8.5.1.1.1 Neoadjuvant BRAF/MEK plus adjuvant BRAF/MEK versus surgery

Amaria et al investigated the effects of 8 weeks treatment with neoadjuvant dabrafenib in
combination with trametinib prior to surgery, followed by up to 44 weeks of adjuvant treatment
with dabrafenib in combination with trametinib, compared to surgery with optional standard of
care adjuvant treatment (ipilimumab, IFN, chemotherapy), in patients with stage IIIB, IIIC and IV
melanoma with a BRAF V600 mutation (NCT02231775)(371). A total of 21 patients were
recruited to the trial, 14 to neoadjuvant treatment and 7 to the SOC arm.

The trial was not powered to detect differences in OS. No significant differences were seen in
OS between the two treatment arms: HR 0.28, 95% CI 0.026, 2.17. Median OS was not reached
in either arm. The overall incidence of Grade≥3 AEs was not reported. Eight treatment related
Grade 3≥AEs occurred in the neoadjuvant dabrafenib in combination with trametinib arm.
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ORR and pCR were not reported as comparative outcomes. The rate of ORR (CR+PR) in the
neoadjuvant treatment arm was 85%. An additional two patients achieved stable disease (15%).
The rate of pCR in the neoadjuvant treatment arm was 58% in patients who underwent surgery.

The trial primary endpoint was event free survival (EFS), defined as "time from randomisation
to recurrence event (local or distant disease development, or death)", which corresponds to the
review definition of time to recurrence (TTR). There was a significant difference in TTR between
treatment arms, HR 0.016 (95% CI 0.00012, 0.14). Median TTR was 19.7 months (95% CI 16.2,
not estimable) in the neoadjuvant treatment arm and 2.9 months (95% CI 1.7, not estimable) in
the SOC arm. The trial was stopped early for efficacy, despite not reaching the pre-specified
early stopping criteria.

No data was collected on QOL, surgical outcomes or economic evaluation. DFS and PFS were
not pre-specified endpoints.

8.5.1.2 Immunotherapy
8.5.1.2.1 Neoadjuvant combined CTLA-4 / PD-1 blockade versus neoadjuvant PD-1
blockade
Amaria et al investigated the effects of either combined CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade (nivo-ipi) or PD1 blockade (nivolumab) for up to three or four doses respectively prior to surgery (neoadjuvant
phase), followed by up to 13 cycles of adjuvant PD-1 treatment (nivolumab) in patients with
stage IIIB and IIIC melanoma (NCT02519322)(372). A total of 23 patients were recruited to the
trial, 11 to nivo-ipi and 12 to nivolumab. The trial was halted early due to observation of early
progression in the nivolumab arm preventing progression, and the high rate of AEs in the nivoipi arm.
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No significant differences were seen in OS between the treatment arms (p=0.18), as reported in
the trial publication. No HR or absolute number of events were reported, and it was not possible
to extract data reliably from the published KM curves. Only treatment related Grade ≥3 AEs
were reported; nivo-ipi was associated with a statistically significant higher risk of AEs compared
to nivolumab (Figure 55, RR 8.73, 95% CI 1.29-59, p=0.03).

Figure 55 Forest plot showing relative risk for treatment related Grade ≥3 AEs, neoadjuvant combined CTLA-4/PD-1
blockade versus PD-1 monotherapy

Nivo-ipi was associated with a statistically significant higher ORR than nivolumab (

Figure 56, RR 2.91, 95% CI 1.02, 8.27, p=0.05). Nivo-ipi was associated with a numerically but not
statistically significant higher rate of pCR than nivolumab (Figure 57, RR 1.82, 95% CI 0.56, 5.88,
p=0.32).

Figure 56 Forest plot showing relative risk for ORR, neoadjuvant combined CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade versus PD-1
monotherapy
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Figure 57 Forest plot showing relative risk for pCR, neoadjuvant combined CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade versus PD-1
monotherapy

The trial endpoint of PFS, defined as "time from randomisation to development of radiographic
progression before surgery, disease recurrence after surgical resection or death from any
cause", corresponds closely to the review definition of TTR. The publication reports that there
was no significant difference in TTR between treatment arms (p=0.19). No HR or absolute
number of events were reported, and it was not possible to extract data reliably from the
published KM curves. The trial endpoint of RFS, defined as "time from surgical resection to date
of documented disease recurrence" corresponds closely to the review definition of DFS. The
publication reports that there was no significant difference in DFS between treatment arms
(p=0.58). No HR or absolute number of events were reported, and it was not possible to extract
data reliably from the published KM curves.

8.5.1.2.2 Neoadjuvant combined CTLA-/PD-1 blockade (2 different dosing regimens)
versus sequential CTLA-4 then PD-1 blockade
Rozeman et al investigated the effects of two different dosing regimens of neoadjuvant
combined CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade (nivo-ipi) versus sequential CTLA-4 (ipilimumab) then PD-1
blockade (nivolumab) in patients with stage III melanoma (NCT02977052) (369). A total of 86
patients were recruited across the three arms, 30 to both combination arms and 26 to the
sequential treatment arm. Results from the combination arms have been pooled in the analysis
below.
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No HR for OS was reported, and it was not possible to extract data reliably from the published
KM curves. Two patients have died in one of the combination arms (ipilimumab 3mg/kg plus
nivolumab 1mg/kg) to date. The overall incidence of Grade≥3 AEs was not reported. There was
a non-significant difference in favour of the combination treatment in the incidence of immune
related Grade 3-4 AEs (Figure 58, RR 0.6, 95% CI 0.35, 1.03, p=0.07).

Figure 58 Forest plot showing relative risk for immune related Grade ≥3 AEs, neoadjuvant combined CTLA-4/PD-1
blockade versus neoadjuvant sequential CTLA-4 followed by PD-1 blockade

Neoadjuvant nivo-ipi was associated with a numerically but not statistically significant higher
rate of ORR compared to neoadjuvant sequential therapy (

Figure 59, RR 1.42, 95% CI 0.87, 2.32, p=0.17)). Neoadjuvant nivo-ipi was associated with a
statistically significant higher rate of pCR compared to neoadjuvant sequential therapy (Figure
60, RR 2.24, 95% CI 1.06, 4.71, p=0.03).

Figure 59 Forest plot showing relative risk for ORR, neoadjuvant combined CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade versus sequential
CTLA-4 followed by PD-1 monotherapy
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Figure 60 Forest plot showing relative risk for pCR, neoadjuvant combined CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade versus sequential
CTLA-4 followed by PD-1 monotherapy

No HR for TTR was reported, and it was not possible to extract data reliably from the published
KM curves. Surgery-related AEs were reported. There were four Frade≥3 surgery-related AEs in
each of the three treatment arms, with wound infection being the most common. No data was
reported on QOL, surgical outcomes or economic evaluation.

8.5.1.2.3 Neoadjuvant combined CTLA-4 / PD-1 blockade versus adjuvant combined
CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade
Blank et al investigated the effects of combined CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade (nivo-ipi) as either
neoadjuvant or adjuvant therapy in patients with palpable Stage III melanoma (NCT02437279)
(370). A total of 20 patients were recruited to the trial, 10 to each arm.

There was a numerical advantage for neoadjuvant nivo-ipi compared to adjuvant treatment for
OS, with one death in the neoadjuvant arm compared to four deaths in the adjuvant arm. No
HR or absolute number of events were reported, and it was not possible to extract data reliably
from the published KM curves. The overall incidence of Grade≥3 AEs was not reported. There
was no difference in the incidence of treatment related Grade≥ 3 AEs, (Figure 61, RR 1, 95% CI
0.75, 1.34, p=1). Surgery-related AEs were reported. One Grade≥3 surgery-related AE was
reported in the neoadjuvant arm (wound infection) and two were reported in the adjuvant arm
(wound infection).
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Figure 61 Forest plot showing relative risk for treatment related Grade ≥3 AEs, neoadjuvant versus adjuvant combined
CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade

ORR and pCR were not reported as comparative outcomes. The ORR rate (CR+PR) in the
neoadjuvant treatment arm was 40%. The rate of pCR in the neoadjuvant treatment arm was
37.5% in patients who underwent surgery.

RFS was reported in the trial, defined as “time from surgery to data or first relapse (local,
regional, or distant metastases)”, which is aligned with the protocol definition of DFS. There was
a numerical advantage for neoadjuvant treatment compared to adjuvant treatment, with two
patients experiencing a DFS event in the neoadjuvant arm compared to four in the adjuvant
arm. No HR or absolute number of events were reported, and it was not possible to extract data
reliably from the published KM curves. No data was collected on QOL, surgical outcomes or
economic evaluation.

8.5.1.2.4 Neoadjuvant high-dose interferon plus temozolomide versus temozolomide
alone
Hwu et al investigated the use of neoadjuvant temozolomide with or without concomitant IFN
in the treatment of stage IIIB, C and IV melanoma (NCT00525031) (373). A total of 52
participants were randomised, 27 to the temozolomide monotherapy arm and 25 to the
combination therapy arm.

No HR for OS was reported, nor absolute numbers of patients who died. KM data was not
identified. AE data was not reported according to the CTCAE criteria, in line with the predefined
outcomes of this review. No serious AEs were reported in the temozolomide arm, and 8 (32%)
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were reported in the combination temozolomide plus IFN arm. The reported serious AEs with
combination therapy were increased leukocytes (4%), increased neutrophils (4%), lymphopenia
(12%) and decreased platelets (12%).

ORR was reported including stable disease, which is not directly comparable with other studies;
it was numerically higher with combination therapy compared to monotherapy (Figure 62, RR
1.75, 95% CI 0.62, 4.95, p=0.29). No data was reported on pCR, TTR, DFS, PFS, QOL, surgical
outcomes or economic evaluation.

Figure 62 Forest plot showing relative risk for ORR, neoadjuvant temozolomide and IFN versus neoadjuvant
temozolomide

8.5.1.3 Chemotherapy
One trial was identified which included chemotherapy (temozolomide) as a comparator (373).
This is discussed in detail under the immunotherapies heading.

8.5.1.4 Topical agents
No eligible trials were identified with topical agents as an intervention or comparator.
8.5.1.5 Radiotherapy
No eligible trials were identified with radiotherapy as an intervention or comparator.
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8.5.2 Risk of Bias
The review authors assessments of the overall ROB in the included studies, and the ROB in each
trial, are presented (Figure 63, Figure 64). No trial was assigned a low ROB for all domains.
Unclear ROB was common; all included studies were assessed to be at unclear ROB for at least
two domains. It should be noted that this assessment of overall unclear ROB is not unexpected,
given that many of these trials are early phase studies, not powered to detect differences
between treatment arms. For this reason, the external validity of the included trials is
considered poor for efficacy endpoints.

Figure 63 Risk of bias graph: review authors' judgements about each risk of bias item presented as percentages across
all included studies (n=5).
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Figure 64 Risk of bias summary of review authors' judgements about risk of bias for each included study.
Amaria 2018 is NCT02231775, Amaria 2018b is NCT02519322 (Table 83). Green symbols imply low risk of bias, yellow
imply unclear risk of bias, and red imply high risk of bias.

All included studies were considered to have an unclear risk of selection bias in terms of issues
related to random sequence generation. The methods for random sequence generation were
generally not reported, and so in each case insufficient information was provided to assess the
level of risk. All included studies were assessed to have an unclear risk of selection bias with
regards to allocation concealment. Again, this was largely due to a lack of reporting on this issue
in the main study reports. All included trials were assessed to have a high risk of performance
bias for outcomes dependent on treatment choices taken during the course of the trial, such as
ORR, RFS, PFS and subjective outcomes such as safety. All trials were open-label, with both
patients and physicians aware of treatment allocations. The impact on OS outcomes was
considered unclear, as it would be expected to be confounded by multiple subsequent lines of
treatment outside of the clinical trial, in addition to choices made during the trial.

The risk of detection bias was considered high in 60% of the included studies, and unclear in
40% where information was not provided to make an assessment (369,373). This assessment
applied to subjective outcomes such as safety, and radiological and pathological outcomes. In
one study the risk of detection bias for pCR was considered low as assessment was by a blinded
radiologist (370). It was considered that the risk of detection bias for OS outcomes was low.
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The risk of attrition bias was considered low in 60% studies and unclear for 40% studies
(369,373). Studies where attrition bias was considered low risk provided CONSORT diagrams
and conducted analyses in the ITT population as per treatment protocol (370,372,374). In one
study, results were reported in only 50 of the 52 patients recruited, with no justification
provided (373).

The risk of reporting bias was considered low in three studies, where the trial protocol was
available (370,372), or the authors stated in correspondence that no other outcomes were
measured (374). Reporting bias was considered unclear in one study where the trial protocol
was not available (373), and was considered high in one study where only conference
proceedings are available (369).

Other potential sources of bias were identified as unclear in 40% included studies. One of these
had no peer reviewed results available (373). In the other, there was a process for approving
patients for the trial using a consensus panel of oncologists in addition to the objective eligibility
requirements, which potentially could result in an enriched trial population (372). One study
permitted different adjuvant treatment regimens between the two study arms, which could
have potentially confounded time to event outcomes and so was rated at high ROB (374). This
study was also stopped early, which can bias efficacy estimates, and did so in violation of the
prespecified protocol outcomes.

8.5.3 Quality of Evidence
Quality of evidence was assessed using GRADE for OS, safety and ORR outcomes, in line with
the review protocol. Confidence in the evidence is presented in the summary of findings table
for each comparison (Table 84, Table 85, Table 86, Table 87, Table 88). Detailed explanations
for the downgrading of the evidence is provided in each table.
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Overall the certainty in the evidence was rated as ‘low’ or ‘very low’. Assessments for all
comparisons were down-graded one level for high ROB in the performance and detection
domains. All comparisons were down-rated for imprecision, as confidence intervals for the
outcome did not exclude no effect, except for the adverse events outcome in the comparison
of neoadjuvant combined CTLA-4/PD-1 versus neoadjuvant PD-1 therapy, where AEs were
reported in both arms.

8.5.4 Ongoing Studies
Five ongoing clinical trials were identified (Table 89). These trials are investigating combinations
of the identified interventions in the main, and one trial is investigating a novel compound not
yet licensed for the treatment of melanoma (376). One trial was identified through the grey
literature search of the EUDRA-CT database and considered potentially eligible, but no results
were posted for this study (377). Efforts to contact the authors were fruitless, and so this trial is
considered to be awaiting classification.
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Table 84 Summary of Findings Table, Neoadjuvant BRAF/MEK inhibition compared to upfront surgery
Question: Neoadjuvant BRAF/MEK inhibition compared to surgery for neoadjuvant treatment of Stage III and IV cutaneous melanoma
Bibliography: Gorry C, McCullagh L, O'Donnell H, Barrett S, Schmitz S, Barry M, Curtin K, Beausang E, Barry R, Coyne I. Neoadjuvant treatment for malignant and metastatic cutaneous melanoma. Cochrane
Database of Systematic Reviews [Year], Issue [Issue].
№ of patients

Certainty assessment
№ of
studies

Study
design

Risk of
bias

Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision

Other
considerations

Neoadjuvant
BRAF/MEK
inhibition

surgery

none

1/14 (7.1%)

2/7 (28.6%)

Effect
Relative
(95% CI)

Absolute
(95% CI)

Certainty

Overall Survival
1

randomised serious a,
trials

not serious

serious b

very serious
c,d

HR 0.28
196 fewer
(0.02 to 4.82) per 1,000
(from 279
fewer to
517 more)

⨁◯◯◯
VERY LOW

Adverse Events
1

randomised
trials

serious a

not serious

serious b,e

not serious

none

This outcome was assessed only in the neoadjuvant arm
of the comparison, and there are no comparative results.

⨁⨁◯◯
LOW

Overall Response Rate
1

randomised
trials

serious a

not serious

not serious

not serious

none

This outcome was assessed only in the neoadjuvant arm
of the comparison, and there are no comparative results.
ORR was 85% with neoadjuvant treatment.

CI: Confidence interval; HR: Hazard Ratio; RR: Risk ratio
Explanations
a. Risk of performance and detection bias were considered high for this outcome
b. Patients in the intervention arm received different post-surgery adjuvant therapy to the control arm
c. Study is not adequately powered to detect differences in OS between treatment arms.
d. Confidence interval overlaps no effect, and fails to exclude important benefit or important harm
e. Safety outcomes in the control arm not recorded
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⨁⨁⨁◯
MODERATE

Importance

Table 85 Summary of Findings table, Neoadjuvant CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade compared to PD-1 blockade
Question: Neoadjuvant CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade compared to neoadjuvant PD-1 blockade for neoadjuvant treatment of Stage III and IV cutaneous melanoma
Bibliography: Gorry C, McCullagh L, O'Donnell H, Barrett S, Schmitz S, Barry M, Curtin K, Beausang E, Barry R, Coyne I. Neoadjuvant treatment for malignant and metastatic cutaneous melanoma. Cochrane
Database of Systematic Reviews [Year], Issue [Issue].
№ of patients

Certainty assessment
№ of
studies

Study
design

Risk of
bias

Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision

Other
considerations

Effect

Neoadjuvant neoadjuvant Relative
CTLA-4/PDPD-1
(95%
1 blockade
blockade
CI)

Absolute
(95% CI)

Certainty

Overall Survival
1

randomised
trials

This outcome was not reported for this comparison.

-

Adverse Events
1

randomised
trials

serious a

not serious

not serious

not serious b

none

8/11 (72.7%)

1/12 (8.3%)

RR 8.73 644 more per
(1.29 to
1,000
59.00) (from 24 more
to 1,000
more)

⨁⨁⨁◯
MODERATE

Overall Response Rate
1

randomised
trials

serious a

not serious

not serious

serious b

none

8/11 (72.7%)

CI: Confidence interval; RR: Risk ratio
Explanations
a. Risk of performance bias and detection bias were considered high for this outcome.
b. The pre-specified trial population was not recruited to the study
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3/12 (25.0%) RR 2.91 478 more per
(1.02 to
1,000
8.27)
(from 5 more
to 1,000
more)

⨁⨁◯◯
LOW

Importance

Table 86 Summary of Findings Table, Neoadjuvant CTLA-4/PD-1 blockage compared to adjuvant CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade
Question: Neoadjuvant CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade compared to adjuvant CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade for malignant and metastatic cutaneous melanoma
Bibliography: Gorry C, McCullagh L, O'Donnell H, Barrett S, Schmitz S, Barry M, Curtin K, Beausang E, Barry R, Coyne I. Neoadjuvant treatment for malignant and metastatic cutaneous melanoma. Cochrane
Database of Systematic Reviews [Year], Issue [Issue].
№ of patients

Certainty assessment
№ of
studies

Study
design

Risk of
bias

Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision

Other
considerations

Neoadjuvant
adjuvant
CTLA-4/PD- CTLA-4/PD1 blockade 1 blockade

Effect
Relative
(95% CI)

Absolute
(95% CI)

Certainty

Overall Survival
1

randomised
trials

This outcome was not reported on for this comparison

-

Adverse Events
1

randomised
trials

serious a

not serious

not serious

serious b

none

9/10 (90.0%)

9/10 (90.0%)

RR 1.00
0 fewer
(0.75 to 1.34) per 1,000
(from 225
fewer to
306 more)

⨁⨁◯◯
LOW

Overall Response Rate
1

randomised
trials

serious a

not serious

not serious

serious b

none

This outcome was assessed only in the neoadjuvant
treatment arm, and there are no comparative results.
ORR was 40% with neoadjuvant treatment.

CI: Confidence interval; RR: Risk ratio
Explanations
a. Risk of performance bias and detection bias were considered high for this outcome.
b. Confidence interval overlaps no effect, and fails to exclude important benefit or important harm
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⨁⨁◯◯
LOW

Importance

Table 87 Summary of Findings Table, CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade compared to sequential PD-1 blockade
Question: Neoadjuvant CTLA-/PD-1 blockade (2 different dosing regimens) compared to sequential CTLA-4 the PD-1 blockade for malignant and metastatic cutaneous melanoma
Bibliography: Gorry C, McCullagh L, O'Donnell H, Barrett S, Schmitz S, Barry M, Curtin K, Beausang E, Barry R, Coyne I. Neoadjuvant treatment for malignant and metastatic cutaneous melanoma. Cochrane
Database of Systematic Reviews [Year], Issue [Issue].
№ of patients

Certainty assessment

№ of
studies

Study
design

Risk of
bias

Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision

Other
considerations

Neoadjuvant
CTLA-/PD-1
blockade

sequential
CTLA-4 the
PD-1
blockade

Effect

Relative
(95% CI)

Absolute
(95% CI)

Certainty

Overall Survival
1

randomised
trials

This outcome was not reported on for this comparison.

-

Adverse Events
1

randomised
trials

serious a

not serious

not serious

serious b

none

18/60 (30.0%)

13/26
(50.0%)

RR 0.60
200 fewer
(0.35 to 1.03) per 1,000
(from 325
fewer to
15 more)

⨁⨁◯◯

11/26
(42.3%)

RR 1.42
178 more
(0.87 to 2.32) per 1,000
(from 55
fewer to
558 more)

⨁⨁◯◯

LOW

Overall response rate
1

randomised
trials

serious a

not serious

not serious

serious b

none

36/60 (60.0%)

CI: Confidence interval; RR: Risk ratio
Explanations
a. Risk of performance bias and detection bias was considered high for this outcome.
b. Confidence intervals overlaps no effect and fails to exclude important benefit or important harm
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LOW

Importance

Table 88 Summary of Findings Table, Neoadjuvant chemotherapy plus immunotherapy compared to chemotherapy
Question: Chemotherapy and immunotherapy compared to chemotherapy alone for malignant and metastatic cutaneous melanoma
Bibliography: Gorry C, McCullagh L, O'Donnell H, Barrett S, Schmitz S, Barry M, Curtin K, Beausang E, Barry R, Coyne I. Neoadjuvant treatment for malignant and metastatic cutaneous melanoma. Cochrane
Database of Systematic Reviews [Year], Issue [Issue].
№ of patients

Certainty assessment
№ of
studies

Study
design

Risk of
bias

Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision

Other
considerations

Chemotherapy
chemotherapy
and
alone
immunotherapy

Effect
Relative
(95% CI)

Absolute
(95% CI)

Certainty

Overall Survival
1

randomised
trials

serious

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

This outcome was not reported for this comparison

-

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

This outcome was not reported for this comparison

-

not serious

not serious

serious d

publication bias
strongly suspected

a,b,c

Grade 3 or 4 Adverse Events
1

randomised
trials

serious
a,b

Overall Response Rate
1

randomised
trials

serious
a,b

c

CI: Confidence interval; RR: Risk ratio; OR: Odds ratio
Explanations
a. Risk of performance and detection bias was rated high for this outcome.
b. Risk of selective reporting was rated high for this outcome.
c. Trial results published only in clincialtrials.gov, results from ITT population not published.
d. Confidence interval fails to exclude important benefit or important harm
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7/18 (38.9%)

4/18 (22.2%)

OR 1.75
(0.62 to
4.95)

11 more
per 100
(from 7
fewer to
36 more)

⨁◯◯◯
VERY LOW

Importance

Table 89 Summary of ongoing studies identified in systematic review

Trial
NCT005908
24 (378)

Design
Phase II
open-label
RCT

NCT016085
94 (379)

Phase II
open-label
singlecentre RCT

NCT029382
99 (380)

NCT028589
21 (381)

Phase III,
open-label,
multicentre RCT

Phase II
open-label
RCT

Intervention
Investigational drug
hu14.18-IL2 6mg/m2 IV
on days 1, 2, and 3 of a
28-day course followed
by surgery and up to 2
additional courses of
hu14.18-IL2
Ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV
Q3W for 2 doses, in
combination with IFN
20MU/m2/day IV D1-5
each week for 4 weeks,
then 10MU/m2/day SC alt
days three days each
week, for 2 weeks.
Surgery, followed by
ipilimumab 10mg/kg IV
Q3W for 2 doses, then
Q12W for 4 doses, in
combination with IFN at
the 10MU dose for 46
additional weeks.
Intra-lesional injection of
L19IL2 and L19TNF into
all injectable cutaneous,
SC and nodal tumours
once weekly for up to 4
weeks, followed by
surgical resection within
4 weeks of completing
treatment.
Arm 1: Sequential
dabrafenib (150mg PO
BD) and trametinib (2mg
PO OD) for two weeks,
followed by
pembrolizumab 200mg IV
at weeks 2,4,6, and 9,
then Q3W from week 12
for 50 weeks. Arm 2:
Concurrent dabrafenib
(150mg PO BD) and
trametinib (2mg PO OD)
and pembrolizumab
200mg IV Q3W for 52
weeks.
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Comparator
Surgery followed by 3
courses of 6 mg/m2
hu14.18-IL2 IV on days
1, 2, and 3 of a 28-day
course

Outcomes
No further
details
specified

Ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV
Q3W for 2 doses, in
combination with IFN
20MU/m2/day IV D1-5
each week for 4 weeks,
then 10MU/m2/day SC
alt days three days each
week, for 2 weeks.
Surgery, followed by
ipilimumab 3mg/kg IV
Q3W for 2 doses, then
Q12W for 4 doses, in
combination with IFN at
the 10MU dose for 46
additional weeks.
Surgical resection of
melanoma tumour
lesions within 4 weeks
of randomisation

Primary
outcome:
Safety
Secondary
outcomes:
Pathological
response
rate, ORR,
PFS, OS

Primary
outcome:
RFS
Secondary
outcomes:
DMFS, OS,
Safety

Pembrolizumab 200mg
IV Q3W for 52 weeks.

Primary
outcome:
Pathological
response
rate
Secondary
outcomes:
ORR, RFS,
OS, surgical
outcomes,
safety

NCT0221113
1 (382,383)

Phase II
multicentre
open-label
RCT

Six doses of T-VEC over
Immediate surgical
12 weeks, prior to
resection.
surgery. Day 1 week 1, a
concentration of 1 million
PFU/ml, maximum 4ml
via intralesional injection
into cutaneous,
subcutaneous and/or
nodal lesions. Subsequent
doses (Day 1 week
4,6,8,10,12) are given 100
million PFUs/ml, a
maximum of 4ml
administered each cycle

Outcomes
included in
this review:
pCR, ORR,
safety, RFS,
OS

MU million units, RCT randomised controlled trial, PFU Plaque forming units, pCR pathological complete response,
ORR Overall response rate, RFS recurrence free survival, OS overall survival, PO per oral, IV intravenous, SC
subcutaneous, BD twice daily, OD once daily, Q3W every three weeks, IFN interferon, D day, T-VEC talimogene
laherparepvec

8.6 Discussion
This review identified five RCTs investigating the use of neoadjuvant treatment in melanoma. All
trials were of a small size, were not powered to detect differences in efficacy, and compared a
variety of interventions, which precluded meta-analysis. This was reflected in the GRADE
assessments of certainty of the evidence, which was mostly assessed as ‘low’ or ‘very low’.

OS was analysed for only one trial, comparing neoadjuvant dabrafenib in combination with
trametinib to upfront surgery. It is uncertain if neoadjuvant dabrafenib in combination with
trametinib improved OS compared to upfront surgery (very low-quality evidence, Table 84).
Safety and ORR are not reported as comparative outcomes but are included in the SOF table for
completeness. There is moderate certainty in the reported ORR, downgraded due to high risk of
detection bias for ORR outcomes.

Neoadjuvant treatment with combined CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade is associated with a higher rate
of Grade≥3 treatment related AEs (moderate quality evidence, Table 85) compared to
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neoadjuvant PD-1 therapy. It may also increase ORR (low quality evidence, Table 85).
Neoadjuvant treatment with combined CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade may be associated with the same
rate of treatment related Grade ≥3 AEs as adjuvant CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade (low quality evidence,
Table 86, Table 85). Neoadjuvant treatment with combined CTLA-4/PD-1 blockade may be
associated with a lower risk of immune related Grade ≥3 AEs compared to sequential CTLA-4
and PD-1 neoadjuvant treatment (low quality evidence, Table 87). It may also be associated with
higher rates of ORR (low quality evidence, Table 87).

It is uncertain whether chemotherapy in combination with IFN improves ORR (Table 88). OS and
safety results were not reported for this comparison.

The five identified ongoing trials are exploring similar therapeutic strategies to the included
trials, in different treatment sequences and combinations. Two of the trials were investigating
novel agents (378,380).

Currently there is no defined outcome set for clinical trials in cutaneous melanoma (384).
Selection of appropriate endpoints for neoadjuvant trials is an ongoing regulatory challenge.
Many of the pre-specified outcomes of the review were not reported on in the RCTs, including
QOL and economic evaluation. Definitions of endpoints such as PFS, EFS, DFS, RFS vary between
trials, as well as from the review definitions, which makes interpretation of outcomes
challenging and could preclude future meta-analysis.

Rate of pCR was accepted as an appropriate endpoint in the regulatory approval of neoadjuvant
pertuzumab for breast cancer (385,386), although its relevance in the clinical setting is unclear
(387). It may also be considered by regulators for the approval of neoadjuvant treatment in
melanoma. Recently, consensus guidelines on pathologic examination, and definitions of
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pathologic response in resected melanoma metastases following neoadjuvant treatment have
been published (388). These guidelines have defined a continuum of pathological response
including partial pathological response and near complete response. Pathological responses are
a potential surrogate marker for efficacy, but further refinement and validation is necessary.
With immunotherapies, it appears that pathological response may correlate with outcomes
better than ORR.

The literature search was extensive and likely to have detected all randomised controlled trials.
However, it is always possible that some potentially relevant trials may have been omitted. A
recent systematic review of neoadjuvant treatment in melanoma identified two RCTs (389),
NCT0052503 which was also identified here, and a study by Aryian et al (390). This study was
excluded from this review (Table A44, Appendix 13) as while it was described as a randomised
study, patients could select which treatment arm they wished to be allocated to. Additionally,
disease staging was not according to the AJCC criteria, and insufficient information was provided
to determine if patients had stage III or IV disease.

There is a need for a core outcome set for neoadjuvant trials in melanoma, to ensure consistency
and comparability across future clinical studies. Future updates to this review will account for
any updates or emerging consensus in the literature or from a regulatory standpoint, to ensure
the most relevant data is incorporated. In particular, consideration will be given to the inclusion
of distant metastatic free survival as an endpoint, in light of recent comments from the EMA
that it is potentially more relevant than TTR in the adjuvant setting (313).

Given recent advances in adjuvant therapy for melanoma, the design of future neoadjuvant
trials will need to focus on isolating a specific benefit attributable to neoadjuvant treatment
above that now known to be associated with adjuvant treatment. Additionally, research to
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address questions regarding the appropriateness of retreating patients with immunotherapy
and targeted treatment agents if they develop metastatic disease is required, to inform
optimum use of these agents. The included treatments are high cost, and careful examination
of the opportunity cost of funding these agents in the neoadjuvant setting will be required.

8.7 Conclusions
The current evidence base for neoadjuvant treatment is insufficient to support its use outside
of clinical trials. There are indications that neoadjuvant treatment could potentially be an
effective option for resectable melanoma. Future research should focus on identifying a core
outcome set to define clinical benefit in the neoadjuvant setting, validation of pCR as a surrogate
for efficacy, and isolating a clear benefit for neoadjuvant treatment compared to adjuvant
treatment alone.
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9.1

Introduction

In the face of rapidly escalating healthcare expenditure, economic evaluation is increasingly
used to aid decision makers in resource allocation decisions, with a view to maximising health
gain from a fixed budget. This thesis set out to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of available
treatment modalities for NMSC and melanoma skin cancer.

9.2 Findings
The QOL study described in Chapter 3 found that while statistically significant and clinically
meaningful changes in QOL were detected following removal of NMSC when measured using
skin cancer specific PROMs, no change was detected in EQ-5D-3L utility values. Assessments of
responsiveness, sensitivity and construct validity did not support the validity of EQ-5D-3L in this
condition. Adapting and updating a previously published cost-effectiveness model indicated that
Mohs was associated with an ICER of €3,784 per recurrence avoided in pBCC and €2,091 per
recurrence in rBCC. Using a decision tree model to incorporate utility values, the ICER for Mohs
in pBCC was €37,887 per QALY and in rBCC was €25,233 per QALY. Based on these findings,
Mohs would likely be considered cost-effective for the treatment of rBCC in the Irish setting.

In Chapter 4, it was identified through systematic review of the literature that previously
published economic evaluations of systemic treatments for advanced melanoma were not
transferable to the Irish setting, and furthermore found conflicting evidence for the costeffectiveness of treatments for advanced melanoma. The use of inadequate methods to source
clinical efficacy inputs and naïve methods of evidence synthesis was identified as a significant
limitation in previously published evaluations. This was addressed in Chapter 5 through a
systematic literature review of the clinical evidence base for systemic treatments for advanced
melanoma, and an NMA to derive estimates of their relative efficacy compared to cytotoxic
chemotherapy. Using this methodology, immunotherapies were found to be more effective than
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chemotherapy in treatment naïve BRAF WT patients, in terms of PFS and OS outcomes, with
nivo-ipi showing the greatest probability of being ranked the most effective. Results were less
conclusive in the treatment refractory setting but immunotherapies remain likely to be more
effective than chemotherapy, with pembrolizumab appearing most effective. Dabrafenib in
combination with trametinib had the greatest probability of being ranked most effective in the
BRAF V600 mutation positive patient population.

Findings from Chapters 4 and 5 were integrated into a de novo cost utility model in Chapter 6,
to assess the cost effectiveness of novel treatments for advanced melanoma in three distinct
patient populations. None of the novel treatments were cost effective compared to
chemotherapy at a threshold of €45,000 per QALY in any patient population. Dominant options
were identified in the BRAF WT and BRAF V600 network, demonstrating the potential for costeffective prescribing by promoting the use of these options, without necessarily increasing
health care expenditure.

Preliminary work for an economic evaluation of adjuvant treatment for stage III melanoma was
described in Chapter 7. A budget impact analysis of adjuvant treatment was conducted, which
found that the 5-year budget impact of adjuvant therapy was in the region of €100 million.
Through analysis of national drug reimbursement datasets, the most appropriate comparator
for an economic evaluation of new interventions was determined to be routine observation.
Previously published economic evaluations were reviewed and a likely structure for a de novo
cost-utility model was proposed. It was concluded that cost utility analysis based on current
clinical evidence was premature, due to the lack of an established surrogacy relationship
between RFS and OS, and due to the immaturity of data on treatment patterns and survival in
the metastatic setting since the arrival of the targeted treatments and checkpoint inhibitors.
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A Cochrane systematic review was conducted to characterise the current evidence base for
neoadjuvant treatment for melanoma. Five RCTs were identified; heterogeneity in the
treatments, patients and trial design precluded meta-analysis. There is currently insufficient
evidence to support the use of neoadjuvant treatments in clinical practice, and use should be
restricted to clinical trials only. Future clinical trials must be designed to isolate the additional
benefit of neoadjuvant treatment compared to adjuvant treatment alone. A core outcome set
should be defined to ensure comparability across clinical trials, and validation of a relationship
between surrogate endpoints such as pCR and RFS and long-term survival will be necessary to
enable meaningful cost-effectiveness analysis.

9.3 Implications for Practice and Policy
This research has a number of implications for decision makers. Mohs surgery is associated with
a lower recurrence rate for both pBCC and rBCC and it is likely cost effective to provide Mohs
compared to TSE in the rBCC population, and potentially in the pBCC population also. Investment
or procurement of additional capacity should be considered.

The relative efficacy and cost-effectiveness analysis of novel treatments for advanced melanoma
conducted for this thesis provides a useful base for the development of cost-effective clinical
guidelines for the treatment of advanced melanoma. Promoting the prescribing of dominant
options could increase the health gain obtained without requiring an increase in expenditure.
Opportunities for divestment have also been identified; both BRAF monotherapy and
ipilimumab monotherapy are dominated by all available options.

Restricting the use of

dominated options could improve health gain in the patient population, while maintaining a
range of treatment options for patients which reflects international best practice in the
management of their disease.
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Data used for survival extrapolation in this economic evaluation is more mature than that
available at the time of reimbursement, and likely less susceptible to bias from overreliance on
early unstable estimates of hazard. Moreover, additional information regarding utility, clinical
effectiveness, costs and subsequent treatments may come available over time which enables
improved assessments of cost effectiveness and relative cost effectiveness. In almost all cases,
the ICERs in this study were higher than in the dossiers submitted to the NCPE for appraisal and
used for initial reimbursement decisions. Reassessment of drugs that are reimbursed with
limited evidence of benefit at time of marketing authorisation will be increasingly important as
new cancer drug technologies come to market earlier in the drug lifecycle, in many cases without
evidence of overall survival or QOL benefit (391). The use of GRADE in NCPE assessments could
help flag the situations where the quality of the evidence base is poor at time of assessment, in
order to prioritise these for reassessment at a later date. The Health (Pricing and Supply of
Medical Goods) Act 2013 includes a criterion of ‘the level of certainty in relation to the evidence
of those costs, benefits and risks’ when making reimbursement decisions for drugs; the use of
GRADE could support decision making in this context.

9.4 Conclusions
In this study, the cost-effectiveness of treatment modalities for NMSC and melanoma in the Irish
healthcare setting have been investigated, using a combination of primary data collection,
literature reviews, advanced methods for evidence synthesis and decision analytic modelling. A
de novo decision analytic model has been developed which will allow assessment of the
comparative

cost-effectiveness

of

future

treatments

authorised

for

melanoma.

Recommendations which could improve the cost-effectiveness of prescribing in melanoma in
Ireland have been outlined.
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Appendix 1 Melanoma Staging Criteria
The 7th edition of the AJCC recommendations for the staging of melanoma came into force in
2009 (42). These staging criteria have been used to determine eligibility for the majority of
clinical trials referred to in this thesis. Firstly, tumour, node and metastases status are
determined by histopathological review (Table A1). This status is then used to assign a disease
stage (Figure A1).
Table A1 Criteria for each TNM stage in melanoma: 7th Edition

T
Tx

N

Cannot be assessed

Nx

Regional

nodes

M
cannot

be

M0

assessed
T0

No evidence of primary tumour

N0

No

No detectable evidence
of metastases

regional

metastases

M1a

detected

Distant

skin,

subcutaneous,

nodal

metastasis, normal LDH
Tis

Melanoma in situ

N1

One

A

Micrometastases

M1b

node
T1

≤1mm

A

Without
ulceration
With

B

Macrometastasis

and

ulceration

or
1.01-

A

2mm

N2

mitosis

2-3

A

Micrometastases

B

Macro-

nodes

Without

metastases

With ulceration

C

In-transit
metastases
without
metastatic nodes

T3

2.10-

A

4mm

T4

>4mm

Without

N3

≥4 metastatic nodes, or in-

ulceration

transit

B

With ulceration

metastatic nodes.

A

Without

metastases

ulceration
B

All

other

visceral

metastases, normal or

ulceration
B

M1c

metastases, any distant

≥1/mm2
T2

metastases,

normal LDH

mitosis ≤1/mm2
B

Lung

With ulceration
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with

elevated LDH.

Figure A1 Pathologic staging based on assigned TNM status using the AJCC 7th edition

The 8th edition of the AJCC melanoma staging criteria came into force from January 2018. The
method for assigning the stage is as before (Table A2, Figure A2); however there have been a
number of significant changes from the 7th edition (41):
•

The addition of a fourth stage III category, stage IIID

•

The addition of a fourth stage IV category, stage IVD

•

Removal of mitotic rate as a staging criterion

•

Changes in nomenclature

Many of the changes are driven by the increased use of SLNB, which allows more accurate
staging of patients with stage II and III disease.
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Table A2 Criteria for each TNM stage in melanoma: 8th edition

T
Tx

N

Cannot be assessed

Nx

M

Regional nodes cannot be

M0

assessed

No

detectable

evidence

of

metastases
T0

No evidence of primary

N0

tumour

No

regional

metastases

M1a

detected

Distant

skin,

subcutaneous

or

nodal metastasis
Tis

Melanoma in situ

N1

One node

A

Clinically

M1b

Lung metastases

M1c

Metastases

occult
T1

≤1mm

A

Breslow

<

B

0.8mm

Clinically
detected

to

all

other visceral sites

without
ulceration
B

Breslow 0.8-

C

1mm

0 nodes, MSI

M1d

Metastases to brain

present

without
ulceration or
≤1mm

with

ulceration
T2

1.01-

A

2mm

Without

N2

2-3 nodes

A

ulceration
B

occult

With

B

ulceration
T3

2.10-

A

4mm

Clinically
Clinically
detected

Without

C

ulceration

1

node,

clinical

or

occult, MSI
present
B

With
ulceration

T4

>4mm

A

B

N3

≥4

A

>3 nodes, all

metastatic

occult,

nodes,

MSI

or

no

Without

intransit

ulceration

metastases

detected, no

with

MSI

B

With

metastatic

ulceration

nodes.

C

>3 nodes, ≥1

>1
clinical

node
or

occult, MSI
present
*MSI any satellite, locally recurrent or in transit lesions. LDH is incorporated into the M stage as follows, M1a-d(0)
normal LDH, M1a-d(1) elevated LDH.
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Figure A2 Pathologic staging based on assigned TNM status using the AJCC 8 th edition
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Appendix 2 Patient Reported Outcome Measures Used in
the Quality of Life Study
Three PROMs were used in this study. Copies of Skindex-16, Skin Cancer Index and EQ-5D-3L are
provided.
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DERMATOLOGY SURVEY Skindex-16

This survey concerns the skin condition which has bothered you the most
during the past 7 days.
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THESE QUESTIONS CONCERN THE SKIN CONDITION WHICH HAS
BOTHERED YOU THE MOST DURING THE PAST 7 DAYS

Never
Bothered

During the past 7 days, how often
have you been bothered by:
1. Your skin condition itching .

.

.

.

Always


⚫

______________________________

.

.

2. Your skin condition burning or stinging .

.

3. Your skin condition hurting .

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

.

.

.

.

.

.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

4. Your skin condition being irritated .

.

.

.

.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

.

5. The persistence / reoccurrence of your skin
6.

condition
Worry about your skin condition (For example: that
it will spread, get worse, scar, be unpredictable,
etc)

7. The appearance of your skin condition. .

.

.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

8. Frustration about your skin condition .

.

.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

9. Embarrassment about your skin condition .

.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

10. Being annoyed about your skin condition . . .

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

11. Feeling depressed about your skin condition . .
12. The effects of your skin condition on your

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

14. Your skin condition making it hard to show

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

affection
The effects of your skin condition on your daily
activities.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

.

interactions with others (For example:
interactions
with
family,
friends,
close
relationships, etc) . . . . . . . . . .

13. The effects of your skin condition on your desire
to be with people .

15.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

16. Your skin condition making it hard to work or do
what you enjoy.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Have you answered every item? Yes  No 
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Skin Cancer Index (SCI)
The following questions ask about your views on skin cancer or its treatment and how it may affect you socially, at work, or at
home, and other areas of concern. For each of the following, please indicate how much your skin cancer affects your life by
marking an “X” in the one box that most closely matches how you feel at the present time.
During the past month, how much have you…..
Very much
☐

Quite a bit

Moderately

A little bit

Not at all

☐

☐

☐

☐

1.

Worried that your skin cancer will spread to another part of your body?

2.

Felt anxious about your skin cancer?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

3.

Worried that family members may also develop skin cancer?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

4.

Worried about the cause of skin cancer?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

5.

Felt frustrated about your skin cancer?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

6.

Worried that your tumour may become a more serious type of skin cancer?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

7.

Worried about new skin cancers occurring in the future?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

8.

Felt uncomfortable when meeting new people?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

9.

Felt concerned that your skin cancer may worry friends or family?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

10. Worried about the length of time before you can go out in public?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

11. Felt bothered by people’s questions related to your skin cancer?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

12. Felt embarrassed by your skin cancer?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

13. Worried about how large the scar will be?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

14. Thought about how skin cancer affects your attractiveness?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

15. Thought about how noticeable the scar will be to others?

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
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By placing a tick in one box in each group below, please indicate which statements best describe
your own health state today.

Mobility
I have no problems in walking about

☐

I have some problems in walking about

☐

I am confined to bed

☐

Self-Care
I have no problems with self-care

☐

I have some problems washing or dressing myself

☐

I am unable to wash or dress myself

☐

Usual Activities (e.g. work, study, housework, family or leisure activities)
I have no problems with performing my usual activities

☐

I have some problems with performing my usual activities

☐

I am unable to perform my usual activities

☐

Pain/Discomfort
I have no pain or discomfort

☐

I have moderate pain or discomfort

☐

I have extreme pain or discomfort

☐

Anxiety/Depression
I am not anxious or depressed

☐

I am moderately anxious or depressed

☐

I am extremely anxious or depressed

☐
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Best imaginable
To help people say how good or bad a health state is, we

health state

have drawn a scale (rather like a thermometer) on which
the best state you can imagine is marked 100 and the
worst state you can imagine is marked 0.
We would like you to indicate on this scale how good or
bad your own health is today, in your opinion. Please do
this by drawing a line from the box below to whichever
point on the scale indicates how good or bad your health
state is today.

Your own health
state today

Worst imaginable
health state
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Appendix 3 Supplementary Results from Quality of Life Study

Figure A3 Histogram of baseline responses across each domain, Skindex-16
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Figure A4 Histograms of baseline response across each domain, Skin Cancer Index
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Figure A5 Histograms of baseline response, EQ-5D-3L and VAS
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Appendix 4 Supplementary Data, Systematic Review for
Economic Evaluations for Systemic Treatments for
Advanced Melanoma
Table A3 Search strategy, systematic review for economic evaluations of systemic treatments for advanced melanoma

EconLit via EBSCO host, 1969 to current.
1. /melanoma (20)
2. /skin cancer (24)
3. 1. OR 2. (39)
Cochrane library (restricted to NHS EED and HTA database), from inception
1. /MeSH descriptor [Melanoma] exp all trees (168)
EMBASE from inception
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

‘melanoma’/exp OR melanoma (170,222)
‘skin tumor’ (40,127)
‘skin cancer’ (41,046)
#1 or # 2 or #3 (223,459)
'cytotoxic t lymphocyte antigen 4'/exp OR 'cobimetinib'/exp OR 'dabrafenib'/exp OR
'dacarbazine'/exp OR 'ipilimumab'/exp OR 'mitogen activated protein kinase'/exp OR
'nivolumab'/exp OR 'pembrolizumab'/exp OR 'programmed death 1 ligand 1'/exp OR
'talimogene laherparepvec'/exp OR 'temozolomide'/exp OR 'trametinib'/exp OR
'vemurafenib'/exp (150,154)
6. #4 and #5 (19,478)
7. ‘cost effectiveness analysis’ (126,995)
8. ‘cost of illness’ (17,786)
9. ‘cost benefit analysis’ (76,233)
10. ‘cost minimization analysis’ (3,161)
11. ‘cost utility analysis’ (8,358)
12. ‘health care cost’ (161,350)
13. ‘health care financing’ (16,747)
14. ‘economic aspect’ (109,650)
15. ‘health economics’ (66,944)
16. #7 or #8 or #9 or #10 or #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 (481,821)
17. #6 and #16 (332)
MEDLINE (Ovid MEDLINE(R) Epub Ahead of Print, In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations, Ovid
MEDLINE(R) Daily and Ovid MEDLINE(R) 1946 to Present)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Exp melanoma/
Exp skin neoplasms/
(skin adj3 (cancer$ or oncolog$ or malignan$ or carcinoma$ or adenocarcinoma$ or
tumour$ or tumor$)).ti,ab.
1 or 2 or 3
Ipilimumab or Yervoy
Dabrafenib or Tafinlar
Pembrolizumab or lambrolizumab or MK 3475 or MK-3475 or Keytruda
Vemurafenib or Zelboraf
Trametinib or Mekinist
Cobimetinib or cotellic
Dacarbazine or DTIC or temozolomide
Talimogene or T-VEC
Nivolumab or Opdivo
5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13
4 and 14
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16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Economics
(economic$ or pharmacoeconomic$ or price$ or pricing).tw.
Cost control
Cost of illness
Cost savings
Cost-benefit analysis
Cost-effectiveness analysis
Health care cost
Health expenditure
Drug costs
(cost adj estimate$).mp
(Unit adj cost$).mp
Or/16-27
15 and 28

Table A4, Excluded studies, systematic review for economic evaluations of systemic treatments for advanced
melanoma

Reference
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2017; 15 (6): 805-816
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abstract). October 2015
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melanoma (Structured abstract). March 2015
Arondekar B, Curkendall S, Monberg M, Mirakhur B, Oglesby AK, Lenhart GM et
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melanoma. J Manag Care Spec Pharm 2015; 21 (2): 158-64
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Dranitsaris G, Zhu X, Adunlin G, Vincent MD. Cost effectiveness vs. affordability in
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Res 2018; 18 (4):351-357
Batty A, Winn B, Lebmeier M, Rowen D, Lee D. An exercise in cost-effectiveness
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Value in Health 15 (2012) A285
Batty A, Winn B, Pericleous L, Rowen D, Lee D, Nikoglou T. A comparison of general
population and patient utility values for advanced melanoma. Annals of Oncology
23, Issue suppl_9, September 2012, ix361-ix375
Bilir SP, Ma Q, Zhao Z, Wehler E, Munakata J, Barber B. Economic burden of
toxicities associated with treating metastatic melanoma in the United States Am
Health Drug Benefits 2016; 9 (4): 203-13
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and stratified medicines. Expert Rev Mol Diagn 2012; 12 (8): 791-794
Bohensky M, Gorelik A, Kim H, Liew D. A comparison of three survival models to
estimate the cost-effectiveness of cancer immunotherapy in the treatment of
advanced melanoma. Value in Health 2015; 18 (7): A699
Cashin RP, Lui P, Machado M, Hemels MEH, Corey-Lisle PK, Einarson TR. Advanced
cutaneous malignant melanoma: A systematic review of economic and quality-oflife studies. Value in Health 2008; 11 (2):259-271
Chang CL, Yim YM, Munakata J, Donga PZ, Reyes CM, Schabert VF. Comparative
health care (HC) costs in patients (pts) with metastatic melanoma (mM). J Clin
Oncol 2014; 32: no 15_suppl 9007-9007
Chang CL, Schabert VF, Munkata J, Donga P, Abhyankar S, Reyes CM et al.
Comparative healthcare costs in patients with metastatic melanoma in the USA.
Melanoma Research 2015;25 (4):312-320
Chapman PB, Hauschild A, McArthur GA. Authors Reply: Vemurafenib in
melanoma with BRAF V600E mutation
N Engl J Med 2011; 365 (15)
Sitki Copur M, Obermiller A. To the Editor: Ipilimumab plus Dacarbazine in
Melanoma. N Engl J Med 365;13
Aggarwal S, Topaloglu O, Kumar S. Cost effectiveness of anti-PD-1/PD-L1
treatments: Systematic review of published studies. Value in Health 2018; 21,
Supplement 1 S29
Davis KL, Mitra D, Kotapati S, Ibrahim R, Wolchok JD. Direct Economic Burden of
High-Risk and Metastatic Melanoma in the Elderly: Evidence from the SEERMedicare Linked Database. Appl Health Econ Health Policy 2009; 7 (1):31-41
Dixon S, Walters SJ, Turner L, Hancock BW. Quality of life and cost-effectiveness
of interferon-alpha in malignant melanoma: results from randomised trial
(Structured abstract). Brit J Cancer 2006; 94 (4): 492-498
Doble B, Harris A, Thomas DM, Fox S, Lorgelly P. Multiomics medicine in oncology:
Assessing effectiveness, cost-effectiveness and future research priorities for the
molecularly unique individual Pharmacogenomics 2013; 14 (12):1405-1417
Fader DJ, Wise CG, Normolle DP, Johnson TM. The multidisciplinary melanoma
clinic: a cost outcomes analysis of specialty care (Structured abstract). J Am Acad
Dermatol 1998; 38 (5 Part 1): 742-751
Garcia Gil S, Vina Romero MM, Naczo Casariego GJ, Gonzalez Garcia J, Gonzalez
de la Fuente G, Calzado Gomez G et al. Minimum cost-analysis of metastatic
melanoma treatment based on patient’s weight. Value in Health 2017; 20 (5) A359
Gedye C, Boyle FM. Optimising treatment for Australian melanoma patients can
save taxpayers millions of dollars annually. Med J Aust 2015;202 (3): 1
Haines IE. Over 150 potentially low-value health care practices: an Australian
study Med J Aust 2013; 198 (2):84-85
Hauschild A. Response to a costly revolution for a subgroup of patients with
metastatic melanoma. Brit J of Dermat 2013; 168 (3): 470-471
Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Healthcare. Trametinib: benefit assessment
according to §35a Social Code Book V (dossier assessment) (Structured abstract).
2016
Jarkowski A, Nestico JS, Vona KL, Khushalani NI. Dose rounding of ipilimumab in
adult metastatic melanoma patients results in significant cost savings. J Oncol
Pharm Pract 2014;20 (1): 47-50
Johnston KM, McPherson E, Osenenko K, Vergidis J, Levy AR, Peacock S. Costeffectiveness of therapies for melanoma. Expert Rev Pharmacoecon Outcomes
Res 2015;15 (2): 229-42
Ludwig Boltzmann Institute. Horizon Scanning in Oncology No. 30. Ipilimumab
(Yervoy®) for the first-line therapy of advanced/metastatic cutaneous melanoma
(Structured abstract). June 2012
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Ludwig Boltzmann Institute. Horizon Scanning in Oncology No. 34. Trametinib for
advanced or metastatic BRAF V600E mutation-positive melanoma (Structured
abstract). December 2012
Ludwig Boltzmann Institute. Horizon Scanning in Oncology No. 34. Vemurafenib
for patients with BRAFV600E mutation positive advanced melanoma (Structured
abstract). January 2012
Kandolf Sekulovic L, Peris K, Hauschild A, Stratigos A, Grob JJ, Nathan P et al. More
than 5000 patients with metastatic melanoma in Europe per year do not have
access to recommended first-line innovative treatments. Eur J Cancer 2017;
75:313-322
Klink A, Liu FX, Feinberg B, Stevinson K, Garofalo D, Lane J et al. Healthcare
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melanoma. Pigment Cell Melanoma Res 2017; 30 (1): 116-117
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January 2011
Innovation Observatory. National Institute for Health Research. Trametinib in
combination with dabrafenib for V600 BRAF positive advanced malignant
melanoma-first line (Structured abstract). September 2012.
Innovation Observatory. National Institute for Health Research. MK-3475 for
advanced melanoma: first or second line, in patients naïve to ipilimumab
(Structured abstract). December 2013
Innovation Observatory. National Institute for Health Research. MEK162 for NRAS
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Innovation Observatory. National Institute for Health Research. Lambrolizumab
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Innovation Observatory. National Institute for Health Research. Vemurafenib
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Innovation Observatory. National Institute for Health Research. Dabrafenib
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Abstract

Abstract

Abstract

Abstract

Abstract

Abstract

Abstract

Abstract

Abstract
Abstract

Abstract

No relevant
outcomes

Cost of illness

Table A5 Outcomes of CHEERS checklist, economic evaluations of systemic treatments for melanoma

Kohn

Oh

MatterWalstra

Barzey

Bohensky

Curl

Delea

de
Francesco

Miguel

Shih

Wang

Jensen

Pike

Hillner

Meng

Recommendation

Identify the study as an economic evaluation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Provide a structured abstract

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Provide an explicit statement of context and study
question
Describe the characteristics of the base case population
and subgroups analysed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

yes

yes

State relevant aspects of the setting/location

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

State study perspective

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Describe the interventions being compared and justify
their choice
State the time horizon and justify

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

yes

No

yes

State the discount rate and justify

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Describe the outcomes used as measure(s) of benefit
and justify relevance

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Single-study based estimates: describe the study and
justify use of single data source
Synthesis-based estimates: Describe the methods for
identifying included studies and data synthesis

NA

Yes

NA

No

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

NA

Yes

NA

NA

Yes

NA

Np

NA

NA

NA

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

NA

No

NA

No

Yes

NA

No

Describe the population and methods used to elicit
preferences for outcomes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

Yes

NA

Yes
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Single-study based economic evaluation: Describe
approaches to estimate resource use

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

No

NA

Model based economic evaluation: Describe
approaches and data sources used to estimate RU
associated with model health states
Report dates of estimated RU and unit costs and
describe methods for converting costs etc.

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Describe and give reasons for the type of decision
model used
Describe all structural and other assumptions
underpinning the model
Describe all analytical methods used in the evaluation

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Report the values, ranges, references and probability
distributions for all parameters

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Report mean values for estimated costs and outcomes,
and ICERs
Single study based economic evaluation: describe the
effects of sampling uncertainty, together with impact of
methodological assumptions
Model based economic evaluation: describe the effects
of uncertainty for all input parameters, model structure
and assumptions (PSA, OWSA and SA)
Report differences in costs/outcomes in subgroups

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

no

NA

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

NA

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Summarise key study findings
Describe the study funding and role of funder

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
Yes
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Describe any potential COI

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unc Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

NA not applicable, Unc unclear
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Table A6 Philips checklist, economic evaluations of systemic treatments for melanoma
Question

Is there a clear statement of the decision
problem?

Yes

ye
s

Yes

ye
s

ye
s

yes

ye
s

ye
s

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

ye
s

yes

Is the objective of the evaluation and model
specified and consistent with the stated
decision problem?
Is the primary decision maker specified?

Yes

ye
s

Yes

ye
s

ye
s

yes

ye
s

ye
s

yes

yes

no

Yes

yes

ye
s

yes

yes

Yes

ye
s
ye
s

ye
s
ye
s

ye
s
ye
s

No

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

ye
s
ye
s

no

yes

ye
s
ye
s

No

Is the perspective of the model stated
clearly?

ye
s
ye
s

Are the model inputs consistent with the
stated perspective?
Has the scope of the model been stated and
justified?
Are the outcomes of the model consistent
with the perspective, scope and overall
objective of the model?
Has the evidence regarding the model
structure being described?
Is the structure of the model consistent with
a coherent theory of the health condition
under evaluation?
Have any competing theories regarding
model structure been considered?

yes

no

Yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

ye
s
ye
s
ye
s

NA

yes

ye
s
ye
s
ye
s

yes

Yes

ye
s
ye
s
ye
s

no

ye
s
no

ye
s
ye
s
ye
s

no

yes

ye
s
ye
s
ye
s

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

ye
s

yes

yes

no

yes

Unc

ye
s
ye
s

yes

Yes

ye
s
ye
s

no

no

ye
s
ye
s

no

yes

ye
s
ye
s

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

No

no

no

no

no

no

no

Structure

Yes

Yes

yes

no
no

no
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no

no
NA

yes

No

Are the sources of data used to develop the
structure of the model specified?

no

ye
s

no

no

no

no

ye
s

ye
s

no

no

no

no

yes

ye
s

yes

Are the causal relationships described by the
model structure justified appropriately?

yes

no

no

no

ye
s

no

ye
s

ye
s

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

ye
s

yes

Are the structural assumptions transparent
and justified?
Are the structural assumptions reasonable
given the overall objective, perspective and
scope of the model?
Is there a clear definition of the options
under evaluation?
Have all feasible and practical options been
evaluated?
Is there justification for the exclusion of
feasible options?
Is the chosen model type appropriate given
the decision problem and specified causal
relationships within the model?
Is the time horizon of the model sufficient to
reflect all important differences between
options?
Is the time horizon of the model and the
duration of treatment and treatment effect
described and justified?
Has a lifetime horizon been used? If not, has
a shorter time horizon been justified?
Do the disease states (state transition
model) or the pathways (decision tree
model) reflect the underlying biological
process of the disease in question and the
impact of interventions?
Is the cycle length defined and justified in
terms of the natural history of disease?

yes

ye
s
no

yes

ye
s
ye
s

ye
s
ye
s

no

ye
s
ye
s

ye
s
ye
s

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

ye
s
ye
s

Yes

no

ye
s
no

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

ye
s
no

no

no

ye
s
no

yes

no

ye
s
no

no

no

ye
s
no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

yes

ye
s

Yes

ye
s

ye
s

no

ye
s
ye
s

ye
s

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

ye
s

yes

yes

no

yes

ye
s

no

no

no

ye
s

No

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

ye
s

no

ye
s

ye
s

no

no

ye
s

Unc

yes

no

yes

yes

ye
s

yes

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

no

Yes

ye
s

no

ye
s

ye
s
ye
s

Unc

yes

ye
s
ye
s

yes

yes

no

yes

Unc

ye
s

yes

yes

no

Yes

no

ye
s

no

ye
s

no

no

no

no

no

Unc

no

no

yes

yes

Yes

no

no

Data
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Unc

no

Are the data identification methods
transparent and appropriate given the
objectives of the model?
Where choices have been made between
data sources, are these justified
appropriately?
Has particular attention been paid to
identifying data for the important
parameters in the model?
Has the quality of the data been assessed
appropriately?
Where expert opinion has been used, are
the methods described and justified?

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

ye
s

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

NA

no

Unc

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

ye
s

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

NA

no

N/A

NA

ye
s

no

no

no

NA

no

NA

yes

no

ye
s

no

Is the data modelling methodology based on
justifiable statistical and epidemiological
techniques?
Is the choice of baseline data described and
justified?
Are transition probabilities calculated
appropriately?
Has a half-cycle correction been applied to
both cost and outcome?
If not, has this omission been justified?

yes

ye
s

no

ye
s

ye
s

no

ye
s

ye
s

no

yes

no

yes

unc

ye
s

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

unc

No

no

unc

NA

no

NA

NA

yes

unc

ye
s
NA

no

Un
c
no

ye
s
NA

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

unc

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

ye
s
A

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

If relative treatment effects have been
derived from trial data, have they been
synthesised using appropriate techniques?
Have the methods and assumptions used to
extrapolate short-term results to final
outcomes been documented and justified?
Have alternative assumptions been explored
through sensitivity analysis?
Have assumptions regarding the continuing
effect of treatment once treatment is
complete been documented and justified?
Have alternative assumptions been explored
through sensitivity analysis?

no

NA

NA

NA

ye
s

no

no

A

No

NA

no

yes

A

ye
s

unc

yes

no

no

ye
s

ye
s

no

ye
s

ye
s

no

yes

no

yes

yes

ye
s

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

ye
s
no

no

ye
s

ye
s
no

no

no

ye
s
no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

no
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yes

unc

no

Are the costs incorporated into the model
justified?
Has the source for all costs been described?

yes

no

no

yes

no

Have discount rates been described and
justified given the target decision-maker?

yes

ye
s
no

Are the utilities incorporated into the model
appropriate?

yes

no

Is the source for the utility weights
referenced?
Are the methods of derivation for the utility
weights justified?
Have all data incorporated into the model
been described and referenced in sufficient
detail?
Has the use of mutually inconsistent data
been justified (i.e. are assumptions and
choices appropriate)?
Is the process of data incorporation
transparent?
If data have been incorporated as
distributions, has the choice of distribution
for each parameter been described and
justified?
If data have been incorporated as
distributions, is it clear that second order
uncertainty is reflected?
Have the four principal types of uncertainty
been addressed? (Stochastic, Parameter,
Heterogeneity, Structural)
If not, has the omission of particular forms
of uncertainty been justified?

yes

ye
s
no

Have methodological uncertainties been
addressed by running alternative versions of
the model with different methodological
assumptions?

no

ye
s
ye
s
ye
s

ye
s
ye
s
ye
s

no

no

ye
s

ye
s

Yes
no

ye
s
no

Yes

ye
s
ye
s
ye
s

ye
s
ye
s
ye
s

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

ye
s

ye
s

no

yes

NA

yes

ye
s
ye
s
ye
s

yes

ye
s
ye
s
ye
s

ye
s
ye
s
ye
s

yes

yes

NA

no

yes

yes

yes
unc

no
no

ye
s
ye
s
ye
s

yes

NA

ye
s

yes

yes

NA

yes

NA

yes

NA

ye
s
no

yes

yes

yes

yes

ye
s

yes

yes
yes

yes

yes

ye
s

no

no

yes

ye
s

unc

No

ye
s

yes

ye
s

ye
s

NA

yes

yes

yes

yes

NA

NA

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

unc

no

no

yes

no

no

yes

no

ye
s
ye
s

no

Yes

ye
s
ye
s

yes

no

ye
s
ye
s

no

yes

ye
s
ye
s

yes

no

Yes

ye
s

ye
s

no

no

ye
s

yes

yes

no

yes

no

ye
s

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

No

no

no

no

no

no

No

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

No

no

no

no

ye
s

No

no

no

yes

no

ye
s

no
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no

Is there evidence that structural
uncertainties have been addressed via
sensitivity analysis?
Has heterogeneity been dealt with by
running the model separately for different
subgroups?
Are the methods of assessment of
parameter uncertainty appropriate?
If data are incorporated as point estimates,
are the ranges used for sensitivity analysis
stated clearly and justified?

no

no

no

ye
s

no

no

ye
s

ye
s

no

yes

yes

yes

no

No

no

no

ye
s

no

No

no

no

no

ye
s

no

no

no

yes

no

no

yes

yes

no

Yes

ye
s
ye
s

unc

no

no

yes

no

ye
s
ye
s

unc

yes

un
c
no

yes

Yes

ye
s
no

unc

no

ye
s
ye
s

no

yes

ye
s
ye
s

no

no

Consistency
Is there evidence that the mathematical
logic of the model has been tested
thoroughly before use?

no

no

Are any counterintuitive results from the
NA
NA
model explained and justified?
If the model has been calibrated against
NA
NA
independent data, have any differences
been explained and justified?
Have the results of the model been
no
ye
compared with those of previous models
s
and any differences in results explained?
NA Not applicable, Unc unclear

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

No

no

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

no

no

no

ye
s

ye
s

yes

no

no

no

NA

ye
s

no
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Appendix 5 Supplementary Data to Systematic Review for
Systemic Treatments for Advanced Disease
Objective of the Review
The objective of this systematic review is to identify all the relevant trials for drugs licensed for
the treatment of advanced melanoma in Europe. The purpose of the review is to allow for the
estimation of the relative efficacy of these treatments for input into a cost effectiveness model,
using network meta-analysis (NMA) to combine the evidence.
A second objective is to compare the relative effectiveness estimates generated by the NMA,
when alternative sources of evidence are considered:
A. Evidence from randomised controlled trials (RCTs) only
B. Evidence from RCTs supplemented with single-arm trial evidence

Methods
Guidelines for the treatment of metastatic melanoma are provided by the European Society for
Medical Oncology (ESMO)(40), and from the US, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network
(NCCN)(392) Treatment options vary according to the BRAF mutation status of the melanoma.
No RCTs exist to compare most of these treatment options in terms of clinical efficacy or safety.
Interventions to be considered for this review are all treatments for advanced melanoma
licensed by the European Medicines Agency (EMA), up to and including February 2017. The full
PICO criteria are outlined in Table A7.
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Table A7 PICO criteria for systematic review of treatments for advanced melanoma

Inclusion criteria
Population
Melanoma affects all races and genders.
• Any race, gender
Adult patients the most relevant patient
• Adult patients age ≥18 years
population.
Reflecting the population in the treatment
• Patients with advanced (unresectable
of metastatic) melanoma, i.e. stage IIIc license
and stage IV using AJCC 7th edition
staging criteria
Any line of therapy is included to ensure all
• Any line of therapy for the metastatic
relevant information is extracted.
disease stage
Trials admitting only BRAF positive patients
• No restrictions on mutation status of
will be analysed in a separate NMA.
tumour
Intervention
All treatments licensed for advanced
• Dacarbazine/Temozolomide
(unresectable or metastatic) melanoma in
• Ipilimumab
February 2017, in accordance with the
• Pembrolizumab
licensed dose. These treatments were
• Nivolumab
identified by a review of the American and
• Vemurafenib
European
clinical
guidelines,
and
• Dabrafenib
verification on the website of the EMA.
• Cobimetinib in combination with
vemurafenib
• Trametinib
• Trametinib in combination with
dabrafenib
• Talimogene laherparepvec
• Nivolumab in combination with
ipilimumab
Comparators
A broad range of comparators is defined to
• Placebo/Best supportive care
maximise the likelihood of creating
• All listed interventions
treatment networks for the NMA, while
• Any cytotoxic chemotherapy
restricting to most relevant treatments
• Excluded comparators include
used in clinical practice.
electrochemotherapy, isolated limb
perfusion, investigational vaccines and
radiotherapy, unlicensed products or
unlicensed use of licensed products
Outcomes
Primary
Primary outcomes were chosen based on
an assessment of those which are most
• Overall survival (HR)
relevant clinically to clinicians and patients,
• Progression free survival (HR)
and also those which were required for
Secondary
regulatory approval.
• Overall response rate, defined as
Only trials reporting OS or PFS,
complete or partial response
as primary or secondary outcomes are
• Median progression free survival
eligible for inclusion in the NMA.
• Median overall survival
Safety outcomes will be taken from RCTs
Descriptive
only.
• Safety
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Study type
Prospective RCTs are included to ensure
• RCTs
unbiased estimates of efficacy.
• Phase I/II non-randomised or
Single-arm trials are included as scenario
uncontrolled trials
analyses in the NMA of BRAF targeted
treatments.
Exclusion criteria
Non-English language studies/reports
Studies permitting retreatment with ipilimumab will be included but excluded from the NMA
as it is not licensed in Europe or USA and is not recommended in any clinical treatment
guidelines.
Neo-adjuvant or adjuvant treatment strategies.
Studies examining NRAS mutant melanoma specifically
Studies solely examining patients with uveal melanoma, mucosal melanoma, acral
melanoma, patients with untreated brain metastases.
Studies examining the treatment effects of any of the listed interventions concomitantly with
an unlisted intervention.
Studies investigating the concomitant use of 2 or more of any of the listed interventions,
(excluding those specified) or any concomitant use of the listed interventions with an unlisted
intervention.
EAPs or registry-based studies
Trials evaluating treatment sequencing strategies.
Trials investigating treatment in patients aged < 18 years
Trials investigating therapy with IL2 and IFN

Search Strategy
The search strategy is outlined in Table A8. The search strategy will be devised in conjunction
with Trinity College Medical Library Librarian. EMBASE, MEDLINE and CENTRAL will be searched
from inception. Proceedings from the Society for Melanoma Research and ESMO will be handsearched from 2012-2016.
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Table A8 Systematic Review Search Strategy-systemic treatments for advanced melanoma

CENTRAL
1. [mh "Interferon-alpha"] OR [mh "CTLA-4 Antigen"] [mh “Dacarbazine"] OR [mh
"Interleukin-2"] OR [mh "Extracellular Signal-Regulated MAP Kinases"] OR [mh
"Programmed Cell Death 1 Ligand 2 Protein"]
2. (“alpha interferon” OR “cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4” OR “CTLA-4” OR "GDC-0973"
OR cobimetinib OR "dabrafenib" OR “dacarbazine” OR “interleukin 2”OR "ipilimumab"
OR "nivolumab" OR “mitogen-activated protein kinase” OR “MAPK ” OR
"pembrolizumab" OR “programmed death 1 ligand 1” OR "talimogene laherparepvec"
OR "temozolomide" OR "trametinib" OR "vemurafenib"):ti,ab,kw
3. (systemic NEAR/2 (treatment* OR therap* OR medication* OR medicine* OR
immunotherapy* OR chemotherap*)):ti,ab,kw
4. #1 OR #2 OR #3
5. [mh "Melanoma"] AND [mh "Neoplasm Metastasis"]
6. (Melanoma NEAR/3 (metasta* OR advanced OR unresectable OR malignant)):ti,ab,kw
7. #5 OR #6
8. #4 AND #7
9. [mh "Interferon-alpha"] OR [mh "CTLA-4 Antigen"] [mh “Dacarbazine"] OR [mh
"Interleukin-2"] OR [mh "Extracellular Signal-Regulated MAP Kinases"] OR [mh
"Programmed Cell Death 1 Ligand 2 Protein"]
10. (“alpha interferon” OR “cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4” OR “CTLA-4” OR "GDC-0973"
OR cobimetinib OR "dabrafenib" OR “dacarbazine” OR “interleukin 2”OR "ipilimumab"
OR "nivolumab" OR “mitogen-activated protein kinase” OR “MAPK ” OR
"pembrolizumab" OR “programmed death 1 ligand 1” OR "talimogene laherparepvec"
OR "temozolomide" OR "trametinib" OR "vemurafenib"):ti,ab,kw
11. (systemic NEAR/2 (treatment* OR therap* OR medication* OR medicine* OR
immunotherapy* OR chemotherap*)):ti,ab,kw
12. #1 OR #2 OR #3
13. [mh "Melanoma"] AND [mh "Neoplasm Metastasis"]
14. (Melanoma NEAR/3 (metasta* OR advanced OR unresectable OR malignant)):ti,ab,kw
15. #5 OR #6
16. #4 AND #7
Medline
1. TI(systemic N2 (treatment* OR therap* OR medication* OR medicine* OR
immunotherapy* OR chemotherapy*)) OR AB(systemic N2 (treatment* OR therap*
OR medication* OR medicine* OR immunotherapy* OR chemotherap*))
2. (MH "Interferon-alpha") OR (MH "CTLA-4 Antigen") OR (MH "Dacarbazine") OR (MH
"Interleukin-2") OR (MH "Extracellular Signal-Regulated MAP Kinases+") OR (MH
"Programmed Cell Death 1 Ligand 2 Protein")
3. TI (“alpha interferon” OR “cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4” OR “CTLA-4” OR "GDC0973" OR cobimetinib OR "dabrafenib" OR “dacarbazine” OR “interleukin 2” OR
"ipilimumab" OR "nivolumab" OR “mitogen-activated protein kinase” OR “MAPK ”
OR "pembrolizumab" OR “programmed death 1 ligand 1” OR "talimogene
laherparepvec" OR "temozolomide" OR "trametinib" OR "vemurafenib") OR
AB(“alpha interferon” OR “cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4” OR “CTLA-4” OR "GDC0973" OR cobimetinib OR "dabrafenib" OR “dacarbazine” OR “interleukin 2” OR
"ipilimumab" OR "nivolumab" OR “mitogen-activated protein kinase” OR “MAPK ”
OR "pembrolizumab" OR “programmed death 1 ligand 1” OR "talimogene
laherparepvec" OR "temozolomide" OR "trametinib" OR "vemurafenib")
4. S1 OR S2 OR S3
5. (MH "Melanoma+") AND (MH "Neoplasm Metastasis+")
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6. TI(Melanoma N3 (metasta* OR advanced OR unresectable OR malignant)) OR AB
(Melanoma N3 (metasta* OR advanced OR unresectable OR malignant))
7. S5 OR S6
8. S4 AND S7
Embase
1. (systemic NEAR/2 (treatment* OR therap* OR medication* OR medicine* OR
immunotherapy* OR chemotherap*)):ti,ab
2. 'alpha interferon'/exp OR 'cytotoxic t lymphocyte antigen 4'/exp OR
'cobimetinib'/exp OR 'dabrafenib'/exp OR 'dacarbazine'/exp OR 'interleukin 2'/exp
OR 'ipilimumab'/exp OR 'mitogen activated protein kinase'/exp OR 'nivolumab'/exp
OR 'pembrolizumab'/exp OR 'programmed death 1 ligand 1'/exp OR 'talimogene
laherparepvec'/exp OR 'temozolomide'/exp OR 'trametinib'/exp OR
'vemurafenib'/exp
3. #1 OR #2
4. ('advanced cancer'/exp OR 'metastasis'/exp) AND 'melanoma'/exp
5. (Melanoma NEAR/3 (metasta* OR advanced OR unresectable OR malignant)):ti,ab
6. #4 OR #5
7. #3 AND #6
8. ([cochrane review]/lim OR [systematic review]/lim OR [meta analysis]/lim OR
[controlled clinical trial]/lim OR [randomized controlled trial]/lim OR 'clinical
article'/de OR 'clinical trial'/de OR 'clinical trial (topic)'/de OR 'controlled clinical
trial'/de OR 'controlled study'/de OR 'major clinical study'/de OR 'multicenter
study'/de OR 'phase 1 clinical trial'/de OR 'phase 1 clinical trial (topic)'/de OR 'phase
2 clinical trial'/de OR 'phase 2 clinical trial (topic)'/de OR 'phase 3 clinical trial
(topic)'/de OR 'randomized controlled trial'/de OR 'randomized controlled trial
(topic)'/de)
9. #7 AND #8
10. (systemic NEAR/2 (treatment* OR therap* OR medication* OR medicine* OR
immunotherapy* OR chemotherap*)):ti,ab
11. 'alpha interferon'/exp OR 'cytotoxic t lymphocyte antigen 4'/exp OR
'cobimetinib'/exp OR 'dabrafenib'/exp OR 'dacarbazine'/exp OR 'interleukin 2'/exp
OR 'ipilimumab'/exp OR 'mitogen activated protein kinase'/exp OR 'nivolumab'/exp
OR 'pembrolizumab'/exp OR 'programmed death 1 ligand 1'/exp OR 'talimogene
laherparepvec'/exp OR 'temozolomide'/exp OR 'trametinib'/exp OR
'vemurafenib'/exp
12. #1 OR #2
13. ('advanced cancer'/exp OR 'metastasis'/exp) AND 'melanoma'/exp
14. (Melanoma NEAR/3 (metasta* OR advanced OR unresectable OR malignant)):ti,ab
15. #4 OR #5
16. #3 AND #6
17. ([cochrane review]/lim OR [systematic review]/lim OR [meta analysis]/lim OR
[controlled clinical trial]/lim OR [randomized controlled trial]/lim OR 'clinical
article'/de OR 'clinical trial'/de OR 'clinical trial (topic)'/de OR 'controlled clinical
trial'/de OR 'controlled study'/de OR 'major clinical study'/de OR 'multicenter
study'/de OR 'phase 1 clinical trial'/de OR 'phase 1 clinical trial (topic)'/de OR 'phase
2 clinical trial'/de OR 'phase 2 clinical trial (topic)'/de OR 'phase 3 clinical trial
(topic)'/de OR 'randomized controlled trial'/de OR 'randomized controlled trial
(topic)'/de)
18. #7 AND #8
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Data extraction
Included studies will be exported into EndNote. One reviewer will review and extract studies.
Where there is uncertainty on whether a study meets the inclusion and exclusion criteria, a
second reviewer will adjudicate. Where there are multiple publications from the same study,
study selection will prioritise publications prior to treatment crossover if this is a relevant
consideration, otherwise the publications with the most similar duration of follow up will be
included in the evidence synthesis. Data extraction will be double checked by two reviewers.
Authors will be contacted if required information is not included in the publication.

Risk of bias and quality assessment
The Cochrane Risk of Bias tool will be used to perform the risk of bias assessments for RCTs
included in the NMA. Quality of the evidence supporting the outcomes of the NMA will be
assessed using GRADE and presented in GRADE Summary of Findings tables.

Data analysis
Evidence synthesis using meta-analysis and NMA techniques will be performed. The base case
NMA will include only RCTs of the relevant interventions. The choice of fixed or random effects
model will depend on the number of trials informing comparisons in the network. The review
will include a descriptive comparison of relative safety, in terms of Grade≥3 AEs, using data from
RCTs only. Three distinct patient populations will be considered in the NMA:
•

BRAF V600 mutation positive patients

•

Treatment naïve patients, regardless of BRAF V600 status

•

Treatment refractory patients, regardless of BRAF V600 status.
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Included publications
The included publications are listed in Table 97.
Table A9 Studies included in the systemic review for systemic treatments for advanced melanoma

Title

Trial
registration

Nivolumab in combination with ipilimumab
Combined Nivolumab and Ipilimumab or Monotherapy in Untreated NCT01844505
Melanoma (239)
Overall Survival with Combined Nivolumab and Ipilimumab in Advanced NCT01844505
Melanoma (66)
Efficacy and safety in key patient subgroups of nivolumab (NIVO) alone or NCT01844505
combined with ipilimumab (IPI) versus IPI alone in treatment-naive patients
with advanced melanoma (MEL) (checkmate 067) (393)
Updated results from a phase 3 trial of nivolumab (NIVO) combined with NCT01844505
ipilimumab (IPI) in treatment-naive patients with advanced melanoma (MEL)
(checkmate 067) (394)
Efficacy and quality of life outcomes in patients with advanced melanoma NCT01844505
(MEL) who discontinued treatment with nivolumab (NIVO) plus ipilimumab
(IPI) due to toxicity in a phase 3 trial (CheckMate 067) (304)
Efficacy and safety results from a phase III trial of nivolumab (NIVO) alone or NCT01844505
combined with ipilimumab (IPI) versus IPI alone in treatment-naive patients
(pts) with advanced melanoma (MEL) (CheckMate 067) (395)
Clinical response, progression-free survival (PFS) and safety in patients (PTS) NCT01927419
with advanced melanoma (MEL) receiving nivolumab (NIVO) combined with
ipilimumab (IPI) versus IPI monotherapy in checkmate 069 study (396)
Combined nivolumab and ipilimumab versus ipilimumab alone in patients
with advanced melanoma: 2-year overall survival outcomes in a multicentre,
randomised, controlled, phase 2 trial (67)
Initial report of overall survival rates from a randomized phase II trial
evaluating the combination of nivolumab (NIVO) and ipilimumab (IPI) in
patients with advanced melanoma (MEL) (397)
Nivolumab and ipilimumab versus ipilimumab in untreated melanoma(262)
Two-year overall survival (OS) rates from a randomized phase 2 trial
evaluating the combination of nivolumab (NIVO) and ipilimumab (IPI) versus
ipi in patients with advanced melanoma (MEL) (398)
Clinical response, progression-free survival (PFS) and safety in patients (PTS)
with advanced melanoma (MEL) receiving nivolumab (NIVO) combined with
ipilimumab (IPI) versus IPI monotherapy in checkmate 069 study (399)

NCT01927419

NCT01927419

NCT01927419
NCT01927419

NCT01927419

Overall survival in patients with advanced melanoma (MEL) who discontinued NCT01927419
treatment with nivolumab (NIVO) plus ipilimumab (IPI) due to toxicity in a
phase II trial (CheckMate 069) (400)
Nivolumab
Durable, long-term survival in previously treated patients with advanced NCT00730639
melanoma (MEL) who received nivolumab (NIVO) monotherapy in a phase I
trial (258)
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Survival, durable tumour remission, and long-term safety in patients with NCT00730639
advanced melanoma receiving nivolumab (236)
Safety, Activity, and Immune Correlates of Anti-PD-1 Antibody in Cancer (257) NCT00730639
Nivolumab versus chemotherapy in patients with advanced melanoma who
progressed after anti-CTLA-4 treatment (CheckMate 037): a randomised,
controlled, open-label, phase 3 trial (65)
A phase III open-label study of nivolumab (anti-PD-1 BMS-936558 ONO-4538)
versus investigator's choice in advanced melanoma patients progressing post
anti-CTLA-4 therapy (401)
Overall survival in patients with advanced melanoma (MEL) who received
nivolumab (NIVO) versus investigators choice chemotherapy (ICC) in the
phase 3 CheckMate 037 trial (402)
Overall survival in patients with advanced melanoma who received nivolumab
versus investigators choice chemotherapy in CheckMate 037 trial: A
randomised, controlled, open-label trial (260)
Nivolumab in previously untreated melanoma without BRAF mutation (64)

NCT01721746

NCT01721746

NCT01721746

NCT01721746

NCT01721772

Nivolumab improved survival vs dacarbazine in patients with untreated NCT01721772
advanced melanoma (403)
A phase III, randomized, double-blind study of nivolumab (anti-PD-1 BMS- NCT01721772
936558 ONO-4538) versus dacarbazine in patients (pts) with previously
untreated, unresectable, or metastatic melanoma (MEL) (404)
A single-arm, open-label, multi-centre phase II trial (CheckMate 172) of NCT02156804
nivolumab (NIVO) safety in European patients (pts) with advanced melanoma
(MEL) who have progressed after ipilimumab therapy (IPI) (238)
Pembrolizumab
Association of pembrolizumab with tumour response and survival among NCT01295827
patients with advanced melanoma (405)
Three-year overall survival for patients with advanced melanoma treated with NCT01295827
pembrolizumab in Keynote-001 (250)
Three-year overall survival for patients with advanced melanoma treated with NCT01295827
pembrolizumab in Keynote-001 (406)
Long-term efficacy of pembrolizumab (pembro; MK-3475) in a pooled analysis NCT01295827
of 655 patients with advanced melanoma enrolled in KEYNOTE-001 (407)
Safety and tumour responses with lambrolizumab (Anti-PD-1) in melanoma
(235)
Anti-programmed-death-receptor-1 treatment with pembrolizumab in
ipilimumab-refractory advanced melanoma: a randomised dose-comparison
cohort of a phase 1 trial (249)
Updated clinical efficacy of the anti-Pd1 monoclonal antibody pembrolizumab
in 411 patients with melanoma (408)
Final overall survival for KEYNOTE-002: pembrolizumab (pembro) versus
investigator-choice chemotherapy (chemo) for ipilimumab (ipi)-refractory
melanoma (251)
Pembrolizumab versus investigator-choice chemotherapy for ipilimumabrefractory melanoma (Keynote-002): a randomised, controlled, phase 2 trial
(63)
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NCT01295827
NCT01295827

NCT01295827
NCT01704287

NCT01704287

Patient reported outcomes in Keynote-002, a randomised study of
pembrolizumab versus chemotherapy in patients with ipilimumab refractory
metastatic melanoma (409)
KEYNOTE006: pD-L1 expression and efficacy in patients (Pts) treated with
pembrolizumab (pembro) vs ipilimumab (IPI) for advanced melanoma (254)
Pembrolizumab versus ipilimumab for advanced melanoma: Final overall
survival analysis of KEYNOTE-006 (410)
Pembrolizumab versus Ipilimumab in Advanced Melanoma (411)

NCT01704287

NCT01866319
NCT01866319
NCT01866319

PD-l1 expression and efficacy in patients treated with pembrolizumab vs NCT01866319
ipilimumab for advanced melanoma in KEYNOTE-006 (412)
KEYNOTE-006 study of pembrolizumab (pembro) versus ipilimumab (ipi) for NCT01866319
advanced melanoma: Efficacy by PD-L1 expression and line of therapy (413)
Pembrolizumab versus ipilimumab for advanced melanoma: Final overall NCT01866319
survival analysis of KEYNOTE-006 (414)
Pembrolizumab versus ipilimumab for advanced melanoma: Final overall
survival analysis OF KEYNOTE-006 (415)
Patient reported outcomes in Keynote 006, a randomised study of
pembrolizumab versus ipilimumab in advanced melanoma patients (416)
Long term outcomes in patients with ipilimumab-naïve advanced melanoma
in the phase III Keynote 006 study who completed pembrolizumab treatment
(255)
Pembrolizumab versus ipilimumab for advanced melanoma: final overall
survival results of a multicentre, randomised, open-label phase 3 study
(KEYNOTE-006) (242)
Ipilimumab

NCT01866319
NCT01866319
NCT01866319

NCT01866319

Improved survival with ipilimumab in patients with metastatic melanoma (59) NCT00094653
A Phase III, randomised, double-blind, multicentre study comparing
monotherapy with ipilimumab or gp100 peptide vaccine and the combination
in patients with previously treated, unresectable stage III or IV melanoma
(417)
Re-induction with ipilimumab, gp100 peptide vaccine, or a combination of
both from a phase III, randomised, double-blind, multicentre study of
previously treated patients with unresectable stage III or IV melanoma (418)
Ipilimumab plus sargramostim vs ipilimumab alone for treatment of
metastatic melanoma (232)
Ipilimumab plus dacarbazine for previously untreated metastatic melanoma
(58)
Five-year survival rates for treatment-naïve patients with advanced
melanoma who received ipilimumab plus dacarbazine in a Phase III trial (245)

NCT00094653

NCT00094653

NCT01134614
NCT00324155
NCT00324155

Overall Survival and safety results from a phase III trial of ipilimumab at NCT01515189
3mg/kg vs 10mg/kg in patients with metastatic melanoma (247)
Ipilimumab 10 mg/kg versus ipilimumab 3 mg/kg in patients with NCT01515189
unresectable or metastatic melanoma: a randomised, double-blind,
multicentre, phase 3 trial (234)
Ipilimumab monotherapy in patients with pre-treated advanced melanoma: a NCT00289640
randomised, double-blind, multicentre, phase 2, dose-ranging study (228)
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A Phase II multicentre study of ipilimumab with or without dacarbazine in NCT00050102
chemotherapy naïve patients with advanced melanoma (419)
Efficacy and safety of ipilimumab monotherapy in patients with pre-treated NCT00289627
advanced melanoma: a multicentre single-arm phase II study (230)
A prospective phase II trial exploring the association between tumour microenvironment biomarkers and clinical activity of ipilimumab in advanced
melanoma (229)
Effect of prior treatment status on the efficacy and safety of ipilimumab
monotherapy in treatment-naive and previously treated patients with
advanced melanoma [abstract no. 9055] (233)
Effect Of Dose On Efficacy And Safety In Ipilimumab-Treated Patients With
Advanced Melanoma - Results From A Phase Ii, Randomized, Dose-Ranging
Study [Abstract No. 769O] (420)
Open-label, multicentre, single-arm phase II DeCOG study of ipilimumab in
pre-treated patients with different subtypes of metastatic melanoma (227)
Survival follow-up and ipilimumab retreatment of patients with advanced
melanoma who received ipilimumab in prior phase II studies (231)

NCT00261365

CA184-007

NCT00289640

NCT01355120
NCT00162123

Vemurafenib
Improved survival with vemurafenib in melanoma with BRAF V600E mutation
(201)
Phase III randomized, open-label, multi-centre trial (BRIM3) comparing BRAF
inhibitor vemurafenib with dacarbazine (DTIC) in patients with V600EBRAFmutated melanoma (421)
Safety and efficacy of vemurafenib in BRAF(V600E) and BRAF(V600K)
mutation-positive melanoma (BRIM-3): extended follow-up of a phase 3,
randomised, open-label study (197)
Vemurafenib improves overall survival compared to dacarbazine in advanced
BRAFV600E-mutated melanoma: An update from the phase III randomized,
open-label, multi-centre BRIM3 trial (422)
Efficacy of vemurafenib in BRAF V600k mutation positive melanoma diseaseresults from the Phase III clinical study BRIM-3 (423)

NCT01006980
NCT01006980

NCT01006980

NCT01006980

NCT01006980

Long term safety and efficacy of vemurafenib in the treatment of BRAFV600- NCT00949702
mutant advanced melanoma (BRIM-2 study update) (424)
BRIM-2: An open-label, multicentre phase II study of vemurafenib in
previously treated patients with BRAF V600E mutation-positive metastatic
melanoma (195)
Survival in BRAF V600-mutant advanced melanoma treated with vemurafenib
(200)
An open-label, multicentre Phase II study of continuous oral dosing of RG7204
(PLX4032) in previously treated patients with BRAF V600E mutation-positive
metastatic melanoma (425)
Phase II study of vemurafenib in patients with locally advanced, unresectable
Stage IIIc or metastatic melanoma and activating exon 15 BRAF mutations
other than V600E (196)
Phase II study of vemurafenib in patients with advanced melanoma and
activating exon 15 BRAF mutations other than V600E (426)
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NCT00949702

NCT00949702
NCT00949702

NCT01586195

NCT01586195

Phase II study of vemurafenib in patients with locally advanced, unresectable
Stage IIIc or metastatic melanoma and activating exon 15 BRAF mutations
other than V600E (427)
Open-label, multicentre safety study of vemurafenib in patients with
BRAFV600 mutation positive metastatic melanoma (428)
Vemurafenib in patients with BRAF(V600) mutated metastatic melanoma: an
open-label, multicentre, safety study (199)
Dabrafenib
Dabrafenib in patients with melanoma, untreated brain metastases, and
other solid tumours: a phase 1 dose-escalation trial (202)
Phase II trial (BREAK-2) of the BRAF inhibitor dabrafenib (GSK2118436) in
patients with metastatic melanoma (203)
Long-term safety and overall survival update for BREAK-2, a phase 2, singlearm, open-label study of dabrafenib in previously treated metastatic
melanoma (NCT01153763) (429)
BREAK-2: A phase IIA trial of the selective BRAF kinase inhibitor GSK2118436
in patients with BRAF mutation-positive (V600E/K) metastatic melanoma
(430)
Tumour-specific circulating cell-free DNA (cfDNA) BRAF mutations to predict
clinical outcomes in patients treated with the BRAF inhibitor dabrafenib (431)

NCT01586195

Dabrafenib in BRAF-mutated metastatic melanoma: a multicentre, openlabel, phase 3 randomised controlled trial (204)
Phase III, randomized, open-label, multicentre trial (BREAK-3) comparing the
BRAF kinase inhibitor dabrafenib (GSK2118436) with dacarbazine (DTIC) in
patients with BRAFV600E-mutated melanoma (432)
An update on BREAK-3, a phase III, randomised trial: dabrafenib versus
dacarbazine in patients with BRAF V600E mutation positive metastatic
melanoma (214)
Updated 5-y landmark analyses of phase 2 (BREAK-2) and phase 3 (BREAK-3)
studies evaluating dabrafenib monotherapy in patients with BRAF V600–
mutant melanoma. (433)
Vemurafenib in combination with cobimetinib
Combination of vemurafenib and cobimetinib in patients with advanced
BRAF(V600)-mutated melanoma: a phase 1b study (208)

NCT01227889

Extended follow-up results of phase Ib study (BRIM7) of vemurafenib (VEM)
with cobimetinib (COBI) in BRAF-mutant melanoma (218)
Results of phase 1B combined BRAF and MEK inhibition with vemurafenib and
GDC-0973 in patients with BRAF V600 advanced melanoma and establishing
a Phase III dose (434)
Cobimetinib combined with vemurafenib in advanced BRAFV600 mutant
melanoma (coBRIM): updated efficacy results from a randomised, doubleblind, phase 3 trial (220)
Combined vemurafenib and cobimetinib in BRAF-mutated melanoma (209)
coBRIM: A phase 3, double-blind, placebo-controlled study of vemurafenib
versus vemurafenib + cobimetinib in previously untreated BRAFV600
mutation-positive patients with unresectable locally advanced or metastatic
melanoma (NCT01689519) (435)
Incidence, course, and management of toxicities associated with cobimetinib
combined with vemurafenib in the coBRIM study: An updated analysis (436)

NCT01271803
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NCT01307397
NCT01307397

NCT00880321
NCT01153763
NCT01153763

NCT01153763

NCT01153763

NCT01227889

NCT01227889

NCT01227889
NCT01153763

NCT01271803

NCT01271803

NCT01689519

NCT01689519
NCT01689519

NCT01689519

Vemurafenib plus cobimetinib in the treatment of mutated metastatic NCT01689519
melanoma: The coBRIM trial (437)
Update of PFS and correlative biomarker analysis from coBRIM: Phase III NCT01689519
study of cobimetinib plus vemurafenib in advanced BRAF mutated melanoma
(219)
Quality of life assessments in patients with metastatic melanoma receiving NCT01689519
vemurafenib and cobimetinib (438)
Dabrafenib in combination with trametinib
Overall Survival and Durable Responses in Patients With BRAF V600-Mutant NCT01072175
Metastatic Melanoma Receiving Dabrafenib Combined With Trametinib (439)
Efficacy, safety, and pharmacokinetics (PK) of the BRAF inhibitor dabrafenib
(D) hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) capsule formulation in
combination with the MEK1/2 inhibitor trametinib (T) in patients (pts) with
BRAF mutation-positive metastatic melanoma (MM) (440)
Updated overall survival (OS) for BRF113220, a phase 1-2 study of dabrafenib
(D) alone versus combined dabrafenib and trametinib (D+T) in pts with BRAF
V600 mutation-positive (+) metastatic melanoma (MM) (441)
Updated overall survival (OS) results for BRF113220, a phase I-II study of
dabrafenib alone versus combined dabrafenib and trametinib in patients with
BRAF V600 metastatic melanoma (MM) (442)
Five-year overall survival (OS) update from a phase II, open-label trial of
dabrafenib (D) and trametinib (T) in patients (pts) with BRAF V600–mutant
unresectable or metastatic melanoma (MM) (297)
Combined BRAF and MEK inhibition in Melanoma with BRAF V600 Mutations
(210)
Updated safety and efficacy results from a phase I/II study of the oral BRAF
inhibitor dabrafenib combined with the oral MEK inhibitor trametinib (443)

NCT01072175

COMBI-d: A randomized, double-blinded, Phase III study comparing the
combination of dabrafenib and trametinib to dabrafenib and trametinib
placebo as first-line therapy in patients (pts) with unresectable or metastatic
BRAFV600E/K mutation-positive cutaneous melanoma (444)
Dabrafenib and trametinib versus dabrafenib and placebo for Val600 BRAFmutant melanoma: a multicentre, double-blind, phase 3 randomised
controlled trial (223)
Overall survival in COMBI-d, a randomized, double-blinded, phase III study
comparing the combination of dabrafenib and trametinib with dabrafenib and
placebo as first-line therapy in patients (pts) with unresectable or metastatic
BRAF V600E/K mutation-positive cutaneous melanoma (445)
Combined BRAF and MEK inhibition versus BRAF inhibition Alone in
Melanoma (211)
Characteristics of pyrexia in BRAFV600E/K metastatic melanoma patients
treated with combined dabrafenib and trametinib in a phase I/II clinical trial
(446)
Improved overall survival in melanoma with combined dabrafenib and
trametinib (212)
Three-year estimate of overall survival in COMBI-v, a randomized phase 3
study evaluating first-line dabrafenib (D) + trametinib (T) in patients (pts) with
unresectable or metastatic BRAF V600E/K-mutant cutaneous melanoma (224)
Trametinib monotherapy

NCT01584648
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NCT01072175

NCT01072175

NCT01072175

NCT01072175

NCT01584648

NCT01584648

NCT01584648
NCT01584648

NCT01597908
NCT01597908

Improved Survival with MEK inhibition in BRAF-mutated melanoma (207)

NCT01245062

Overall survival update on METRIC, a randomised Phase III study to assess NCT01245062
efficacy of trametinib compared with chemotherapy on patients with BRAF
V600E/K mutation positive advanced or metastatic melanoma (216)
Phase II study of the MEK1/MEK2 inhibitor Trametinib in patients with NCT01037127
metastatic BRAF-mutant cutaneous melanoma previously treated with or
without a BRAF inhibitor (206)
Activity of the oral MEK inhibitor trametinib in patients with advanced NCT00687622
melanoma: A phase 1 dose-escalation trial (205)
Talimogene Laherparepvec
Talimogene Laherparepvec Improves Durable Response Rate in Patients With
Advanced Melanoma (241)
Patterns of durable response with intralesional talimogene laherparepvec (TVEC): Results from a phase III trial in patients with stage IIIb-IV melanoma
(447)
A Phase I/III, multicentre, open-label trial of talimogene laherparepvec (TVEC) in combination with pembrolizumab for the treatment of unresected,
stage IIIb-IV melanoma (MASTERKEY-265) (266)
Primary analysis of a phase 1b multicentre trial to evaluate safety and efficacy
of talimogene laherparepvec (T-VEC) and ipilimumab (ipi) in previously
untreated, unresected stage IIIB-IV melanoma (265)
Interim safety and efficacy of a randomized (1:1), open-label phase 2 study of
talimogene laherparepvec (T) and ipilimumab (I) vs I alone in unresected,
stage IIIB-IV melanoma (267)
Phase II Clinical Trial of a Granulocyte-Macrophage Colony-Stimulating
Factor–Encoding, Second-Generation Oncolytic Herpesvirus in Patients With
Unresectable Metastatic Melanoma (240)
Chemotherapy
Cancer Research Campaign phase II trial of temozolomide in metastatic
melanoma (190)
Randomized phase III study of temozolomide versus dacarbazine in the
treatment of patients with advanced metastatic malignant melanoma (193)
Fotemustine (F) versus Dacarbazine (DTIC) as first line treatment in
disseminated malignant melanoma (MM) with or without brain metastases
(BM): A randomized phase III trial (448)
Fotemustine compared with dacarbazine in patients with disseminated
malignant melanoma: a phase III study (449)
A randomized, controlled phase III trial of nab-Paclitaxel versus dacarbazine
in chemotherapy-naïve patients with metastatic melanoma (192)
Phase 3, randomized, open-label, multicentre trial of nab-paclitaxel (nab-P) vs
dacarbazine (DTIC) in previously untreated patients with metastatic malignant
melanoma (MMM) (450)
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NCT00769704
NCT00769704

NCT02263508

NCT01740297

NCT01740297

N/S

N/S
N/S
N/S

N/S
NCT00864253
NCT00864253

GRADE Summary of Findings Tables
Table A10 Dabrafenib and trametinib compared to dabrafenib for treatment of advanced melanoma
Patient or population: treatment of advanced melanoma
Setting: Irish public health service
Intervention: dabrafenib and trametinib
Comparison: dabrafenib
Relative effect

№ of participants

Certainty of the evidence

(95% CI)

(studies)

(GRADE)

423

⨁⨁⨁⨁

(1 RCT) a

HIGH

423

⨁⨁⨁⨁

(1 RCT) a

HIGH

Outcomes

Comments

HR 0.71

Overall Survival (OS)

(0.55 to 0.92)
[Overall Survival]
HR 0.67

Progression Free Survival (PFS)

(0.53 to 0.84)
[Progression Free Survival]

CI: Confidence interval; HR: Hazard Ratio
GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect
Moderate certainty: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different
Low certainty: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect
Very low certainty: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect

Explanations
a. NCT01072175 excluded from this quality evaluation as not powered to assessed comparative PFS or OS outcomes
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Table A11 Dabrafenib and trametinib compared to vemurafenib for treatment of advanced melanoma
Patient or population: treatment of advanced melanoma
Setting: Irish public health service
Intervention: dabrafenib and trametinib
Comparison: vemurafenib
Relative effect

№ of participants

Certainty of the evidence

(95% CI)

(studies)

(GRADE)

704

⨁⨁⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

HIGH

704

⨁⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

MODERATE a

Outcomes

Comments

HR 0.69

Overall Survival (OS)

(0.53 to 0.89)
[Overall Survival]
HR 0.56

Progression Free Survival (PFS)
(0.46 to 0.69)
[Progression Free Survival]
CI: Confidence interval; HR: Hazard Ratio

GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect
Moderate certainty: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different
Low certainty: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect
Very low certainty: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect

Explanations
a. High risk of bias for PFS outcomes. Open-label trial with Investigator assessed PFS as outcome
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Table A12 Dabrafenib compared to dacarbazine for treatment of advanced melanoma
Patient or population: treatment of advanced melanoma
Setting: Irish public health service
Intervention: dabrafenib
Comparison: dacarbazine
Outcomes

Relative effect

№ of participants

Certainty of the evidence

(95% CI)

(studies)

(GRADE)

250

⨁⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

MODERATE a, b

250

⨁⨁⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

HIGH

Comments

HR 0.76

Overall Survival (OS)

(0.48 to 1.21)
[Overall Survival]
HR 0.37

Progression Free Survival (PFS)

(0.23 to 0.57)
[Progression Free Survival]

CI: Confidence interval; HR: Hazard Ratio
GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect
Moderate certainty: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different
Low certainty: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect
Very low certainty: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect

Explanations
a. Crossover permitted upon progression
b. Confidence intervals cross 1
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Table A13 Trametinib compared to dacarbazine for treatment of advanced melanoma
Patient or population: treatment of advanced melanoma
Setting: Irish public health service
Intervention: trametinib
Comparison: dacarbazine
Relative effect

№ of participants

Certainty of the evidence

(95% CI)

(studies)

(GRADE)

322

⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

LOW a, b

322

⨁⨁⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

HIGH

Outcomes

Comments

HR 0.54

Overall Survival (OS)

(0.32 to 0.92)
[Overall Survival]
HR 0.45

Progression Free Survival (PFS)
(0.33 to 0.63)
[Progression Free Survival]
CI: Confidence interval; HR: Hazard Ratio

GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect
Moderate certainty: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different
Low certainty: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect
Very low certainty: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect

Explanations
a. Crossover upon progression allowed in trial protocol
b. Immature data (16% events had occurred at time of analysis), subsequent analysis showed non-significant OS benefit
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Table A14 Vemurafenib and cobimetinib compared to vemurafenib for treatment of advanced melanoma
Patient or population: treatment of advanced melanoma
Setting: Irish public health service
Intervention: vemurafenib and cobimetinib
Comparison: vemurafenib
Relative effect

№ of participants

Certainty of the evidence

(95% CI)

(studies)

(GRADE)

495

⨁⨁⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

HIGH

495

⨁⨁⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

HIGH

Outcomes

Comments

HR 0.70

Overall Survival (OS)
(0.55 to 0.90)
[Overall Survival]
HR 0.58

Progression Free Survival (PFS)

(0.46 to 0.72)
[Progression Free Survival]

CI: Confidence interval; HR: Hazard Ratio
GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect
Moderate certainty: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different
Low certainty: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect
Very low certainty: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect
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Summary of findings:

Table A15 Vemurafenib compared to dacarbazine for treatment of advanced melanoma
Patient or population: treatment of advanced melanoma
Setting: stage IIIC/IV melanoma
Intervention: vemurafenib
Comparison: dacarbazine

Outcomes

Relative effect
(95% CI)

Overall Survival (OS)

(0.63 to 0.93)

№ of participants
(studies)

HR 0.76
[Overall Survival]

Progression Free Survival (PFS)

675

⨁⨁⨁◯

(1 RCT)

MODERATE a,b

HR 0.38
(0.32 to 0.46)

Certainty of the
evidence
(GRADE)

(1 RCT)

[Progression Free Survival]

Comments

⨁⨁⨁◯
MODERATE a,c

*The risk in the intervention group (and its 95% confidence interval) is based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the intervention (and its 95% CI).
CI: Confidence interval; HR: Hazard Ratio
GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect
Moderate certainty: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different
Low certainty: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect
Very low certainty: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect

Explanations
a. Unequal dropout rates between arms (15% from dacarbazine versus <1% from vemurafenib), risk of bias in terms of incomplete outcome data
b. Large proportions of patients crossed over (25%), reported HRs are censored at crossover.
c. Open-label study with Investigator assessment of PFS
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Table A16 Nivolumab in combination with ipilimumab compared to ipilimumab for first line treatment of advanced melanoma
Patient or population: first line treatment of advanced melanoma
Setting: Irish public health service
Intervention: nivolumab in combination with ipilimumab
Comparison: ipilimumab
Outcomes

Relative effect

№ of participants

Certainty of the evidence

(95% CI)

(studies)

(GRADE)

771

⨁⨁⨁⨁

(2 RCTs)

HIGH a

771

⨁⨁⨁⨁

(2 RCTs)

HIGH

Comments

HR 0.58

Overall Survival (OS)

(0.46 to 0.72)
[Overall Survival]
HR 0.42

Progression Free Survival (PFS)

(0.35 to 0.51)
[Progression Free Survival]

CI: Confidence interval; HR: Hazard Ratio
GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect
Moderate certainty: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different
Low certainty: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect
Very low certainty: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect

Explanations
a.

Confidence intervals crossed 1 for OS analysis in CheckMate 069, but trial not powered to detect OS benefit
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Table A17 Nivolumab in combination with ipilimumab compared to nivolumab for first line treatment of advanced melanoma
Patient or population: first line treatment of advanced melanoma
Setting: stage IIIC/IV melanoma
Intervention: nivolumab in combination with ipilimumab
Comparison: nivolumab

Outcomes

Relative effect
(95% CI)

Overall Survival (OS)

(0.35 to 1.07)

HR 0.85
[Overall Survival]

HR 0.78

Progression Free Survival (PFS)

(0.64 to 0.96)
[Progression Free Survival]

№ of participants
(studies)

Certainty of the evidence
(GRADE)

630

⨁⨁⨁◯

(1 RCT)

MODERATE a,b

630

⨁⨁⨁◯

(1 RCT)

MODERATE a

Comments

*The risk in the intervention group (and its 95% confidence interval) is based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the intervention (and its 95% CI).
CI: Confidence interval; HR: Hazard Ratio
GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect
Moderate certainty: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different
Low certainty: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect
Very low certainty: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect

Explanations
a. Trial not powered to detect differences in OS between nivolumab in combination with ipilimumab and nivolumab monotherapy
b. Confidence interval for point estimate crosses 1.
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Table A18 Nivolumab compared to dacarbazine for first line treatment of advanced melanoma
Patient or population: first line treatment of advanced melanoma
Setting: Irish public health service
Intervention: nivolumab
Comparison: dacarbazine
Outcomes

Relative effect

№ of participants

Certainty of the evidence

(95% CI)

(studies)

(GRADE)

418

⨁⨁⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

HIGH

418

⨁⨁⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

HIGH

Comments

HR 0.42

Overall Survival (OS)

(0.25 to 0.73)
[Overall Survival]
HR 0.43

Progression Free Survival (PFS)
(0.34 to 0.56)
[Progression Free Survival]
CI: Confidence interval; HR: Hazard Ratio

GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect
Moderate certainty: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different
Low certainty: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect
Very low certainty: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect
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Table A19 Pembrolizumab compared to ipilimumab for first line treatment of advanced melanoma
Patient or population: first line treatment of advanced melanoma (Keynote 006)
Setting: stage IIIC/IV
Intervention: pembrolizumab
Comparison: ipilimumab

Outcomes

Relative effect
(95% CI)

№ of participants
(studies)

HR 0.68

Overall survival (OS)

(0.53 to 0.86)
[Overall survival]

Certainty of the evidence
(GRADE)

555

⨁⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

MODERATE a

Comments

HR 0.61

Progression Free Survival (PFS)

(0.50 to 0.75)

555

⨁⨁⨁

[Progression Free

(1 RCT)

MODERATE a

Survival]

CI: Confidence interval; HR: Hazard Ratio
GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect
Moderate certainty: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different
Low certainty: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect
Very low certainty: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect

Explanations
a. Dose in clinical trial (10mg/kg Q2W or Q3W) is five times higher than licensed dose of 2mg/kg Q3W
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Table A20 Ipilimumab compared to chemotherapy for treatment refractory melanoma
Patient or population: treatment refractory melanoma
Setting: stage IIIC/IV
Intervention: ipilimumab
Comparison: chemotherapy

Outcomes

Relative effect
(95% CI)

№ of participants
(studies)

Certainty of the evidence
(GRADE)

Overall Survival (OS)
follow up: median 27 months

HR 0.66
(0.51 to 0.87)
[Overall Survival]

273
(1 RCT)

⨁⨁◯◯

Progression Free Survival (PFS)
follow up: median 27 months

HR 0.64
(0.50 to 0.83)
[Progression Free Survival]

273
(1 RCT)

⨁⨁◯◯

LOW a,b

LOW a,b

*The risk in the intervention group (and its 95% confidence interval) is based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the intervention (and its 95% CI).
CI: Confidence interval; HR: Hazard Ratio
GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect
Moderate certainty: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different
Low certainty: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect
Very low certainty: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect

Explanations
a. Comparator is an investigational vaccine which has worse ORR, toxicity and possibly OS than chemotherapy
b. Trial not powered to compare these two treatment arms
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Comments

Table A21 Nivolumab compared to chemotherapy for treatment refractory advanced melanoma
Patient or population: treatment refractory advanced melanoma
Setting: Irish public health service
Intervention: nivolumab
Comparison: chemotherapy
Certainty of the
Relative effect

№ of participants

(95% CI)

(studies)

Outcomes

evidence

Comments

(GRADE)

Overall Survival (OS)
follow up: median 24 months

HR 0.95
405

⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

LOW a, b

405

⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

LOW a, b

(0.73 to 1.24)
[Overall Survival]

Progression Free Survival (PFS)

HR 1.00
(0.78 to 1.45)

follow up: median 24 months
[Progression Free Survival]

CI: Confidence interval; HR: Hazard Ratio
GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect
Moderate certainty: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different
Low certainty: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect
Very low certainty: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect

Explanations
a. A large proportion of patients withdrew from the control arm prior to treatment (23%), considered at high risk of bias for incomplete outcome data
b. Confidence intervals cross 1
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Table A22 Pembrolizumab compared to chemotherapy for treatment refractory advanced melanoma
Patient or population: treatment refractory advanced melanoma
Setting: Irish public health service
Intervention: pembrolizumab
Comparison: chemotherapy
Relative effect

№ of participants

Certainty of the evidence

(95% CI)

(studies)

(GRADE)

359

⨁⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

MODERATE a, b

359

⨁⨁⨁⨁

(1 RCT)

HIGH

Outcomes

Comments

HR 0.86

Overall Survival (OS)

(0.67 to 1.10)
[Overall Survival]
HR 0.57

Progression Free Survival (PFS)

(0.45 to 0.73)
[Progression Free Survival]

CI: Confidence interval; HR: Hazard Ratio
GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High certainty: We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect
Moderate certainty: We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different
Low certainty: Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect
Very low certainty: We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect

Explanations
a. Confidence interval includes 1
b. 55% crossover
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Table A23 Outcomes from NMA including single-arm trials in BRAF treatment network

Excluding
Dab+Tram1mg*

Trametinib monotherapy
Dabrafenib Monotherapy
Dabrafenib with trametinib
Vemurafenib with cobimetinib
Vemurafenib monotherapy

Mean
0.45
0.37
0.20
0.21
0.36

SD
1.08
1.00
1.05
1.31
0.82

Trametinib monotherapy
Dabrafenib Monotherapy
Dabrafenib with trametinib
Vemurafenib with cobimetinib
Vemurafenib monotherapy

Mean
0.45
0.37
0.20
0.21
0.36

SD
1.08
1.00
1.05
1.31
0.82

Excluding
Including All 3
Dab+Tram2mg
Arms
PFS Random effects
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
0.47
1.83
0.47
1.11
0.34
1.59
0.38
0.94
0.22
1.83
0.20
0.98
0.20
2.43
0.20
1.56
0.37
1.49
0.36
0.88
OS Random effects
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
0.47
1.83
0.47
1.11
0.34
1.59
0.38
0.94
0.22
1.83
0.20
0.98
0.20
2.43
0.20
1.56
0.37
1.49
0.36
0.88

*Model base case
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Matched Arms
Pooled

Matched Arms
Hierarchical Model

Matched Arms
Down-Weighted

Mean
0.55
0.38
0.20
0.16
0.32

SD
0.27
0.26
0.31
0.33
0.26

Mean
0.51
0.37
0.20
0.17
0.33

SD
0.45
0.90
0.48
0.97
0.94

Mean
0.50
0.37
0.20
0.18
0.35

SD
0.56
0.83
0.67
0.92
0.81

Mean
0.55
0.38
0.20
0.16
0.32

SD
0.27
0.26
0.31
0.33
0.26

Mean
0.51
0.37
0.20
0.17
0.33

SD
0.45
0.90
0.48
0.97
0.94

Mean
0.50
0.37
0.20
0.18
0.35

SD
0.56
0.83
0.67
0.92
0.81

Appendix 6 Parameter Inputs for Cost Utility Model
Unit costs are provided in Table A24. Detailed derivation of treatment initiation costs (Table
A25), drug acquisition costs (Table A26), administration and monitoring costs (Table A27), and
adverse event costs (Tables A28 and A29) are provided.
Table A24 Unit Costs used in the cost utility model

Parameter
Vemurafenib 240mg (56)
Cobimetinib 20mg (63)
Dabrafenib 75mg (120)
Dabrafenib 50mg (120)
Trametinib 2mg (30)
Trametinib 0.5mg (30)
Pembrolizumab 100mg
vial
Nivolumab 100mg/10ml
vial
Ipilimumab 200mg vial
Ipilimumab 50mg vial
Nivolumab 240mg vial

Unit Cost
€2,243.20
€5,804.78
€6,728.40
€4,485.89
€6,822.60
€1,705.65
€3,286.81

Hi-tech fee
Dacarbazine 1g vial
Paclitaxel
300mg/50ml
vial
Carboplatin 450mg/45ml
vial
Parameter
FBC
Glucose
TFTs
Chest X Ray
MRI
renal profile
CT TAP
skin biopsy
red cells for transfusion
platelets for transfusion
Inpatient bed
Chest CT

Drugs
Cost year
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018

€1,474.00

2018

15250.78
3823.71
€3,147.08

2018
2018
2018

€62.03
€50
€300

2018
2018
2018

€40

2018

Source
PCRS List of Reimbursable items

IPHA price realigned prices 2018

NCPE summary report nivolumab for
the second line treatment of
urothelial carcinoma
PCRS website
NCPE internal costs, 2018

Diagnostics, Administration, and monitoring
Cost
year
Reference
€8.69
2018
Cost of inpatient management of
febrile neutropenia study
€3.08
2018
€12.30
€32.08
€214.26
€7.35
€116.87
€123.02
€255.00
€846.25
€878.55
€125.07

2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
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Stool sample
CRP
Free T4
HBV sAg
HBV core
HCV ant
serum cortisol
liver profile
LDH
Palliative care
Smear test in females <65
Administration cost
ECG

€18.45
€10.40
€20.69
€13.91
€15.38
€91.93
€12.41
€12.00
€1.52
€7,477.12
€85.00
€334.20
€30.00

2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018

Echocardiogram

€273.00

2018

BRAF test
Dermatology exam

€120.00
€135.14

2018

Elective day case
ED attendance (nonadmitted)
OPD attendance
J11 Other skin procedures
(day case)
C03ZS Retinal procedures
R62 Other neoplastic
disorders
F67M Hypertension
Q61M Red Blood Cell
Disorders
K64M
Endocrine
disorders -CSCC
K64B Inflammatory Bowel
Disease
G70B Other digestive
systems diag -CSCC
E62C
Respiratory
inflam/infection -CC
Concomitant medicines
Dexamethasone 2mg

€662.16
€278.59

2018
2018

€135.14
€716.22

2018
2018

€4,582.12
€1,007.28

2018
2018

€421.00
€432.43

2018
2018

€2,882.53

2018

€3,202.70

2018

€1,728.69

2018

€2,744.28

2018

Cost per tablet
€0.14

2018
2018

Ondansetron 8mg

€3.39

2018
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Internal NCPE costs

Bourke et al 2014
WellWoman Centre website, 2018
Personal correspondence, 2015
http://www.swiftbrookmedical.ie/s
urgery_consultation_fees
https://www.materprivate.ie/dublin
/centre-services/heart-vascularcentre/insurance-and-pricing/
Personal correspondence
Assumed OPD cost, HSE Ready
Reckoner 2013
HSE Ready Reckoner 2013

Reference
https://www.sspcrs.ie/druglist/sear
ch/category/0?description=dexamet
hasone
https://www.sspcrs.ie/druglist/sear
ch/category/0?description=ondanse
tron

Domperidone 10mg

€0.04

2018

Metoclopromide 10mg

€0.08

2018

Prochlorperazine 5mg

€0.05

2018

Aprepitant 3-day
(1*125 plus 2*80)

pack €59.11

2018

https://www.sspcrs.ie/druglist/sear
ch/category/0?description=motiliu
m
https://www.sspcrs.ie/druglist/sear
ch/category/0?description=maxolon
https://www.sspcrs.ie/druglist/sear
ch/category/0?description=stemetil
https://www.sspcrs.ie/druglist/sear
ch/category/0?description=emend

Table A25 Treatment initiation costs implemented in the cost utility model
Cobimetinib with Vemurafenib
Item

Reference

Resource use

Cost

BRAF mutation
test
FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile
LDH
ECG
Echo
Dermatology
exam
Smear test in
females aged
<65
OPD

NCCP chemotherapy regimen,
cobimetinib and vemurafenib (451)

1

€120.00

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

€8.69
€7.35
€12.00
€1.52
€30.00
€273.00
€135.14

1

€85.00

Vemurafenib SPC (452)

Assumption

1
Total

BRAF test
FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile
ECG
Dermatologic
exam
Echo
OPD

Trametinib and Dabrafenib
NCCP chemotherapy regimen,
trametinib and dabrafenib (453)

Trametinib SPC (454)
Assumption

1
1
1
1
1
1

€120.00
€8.69
€7.35
€12.00
€30.00
€135.14

1
1

€273.00
€135.14
€721.32

Total
BRAF mutation
test
FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile
ECG
Dermatology
exam

Vemurafenib
NCCP chemotherapy regimen,
vemurafenib(455)
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€135.14
€807.84

1

€120.00

1
1
1
1
1

€8.69
€7.35
€12.00
€30.00
€135.14

Smear test in
females <65
OPD

1
Assumption

€85.00

1
Total

BRAF mutation
test
FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile
ECG
Dermatologic
exam
OPD

Dabrafenib
NCCP chemotherapy regimen,
dabrafenib (456)

Assumption

1

€120.00

1
1
1
1
1

€8.69
€7.35
€12.00
€30.00
€135.14

1
Total

Trametinib
Average dabrafenib and vemurafenib applied in the absence of an NCCP
Chemotherapy Regimen for monotherapy
Dacarbazine
NCCP chemotherapy regimen,
FBC
1
dacarbazine (274)
Renal profile
1
Liver profile
1
Assumption
1
OPD

FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile
Glucose
TSH
Free T4
HBV sAg
HCV RNA
OPD

FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile
Serum cortisol
Glucose
TSH
Free T4
HBV sAg
HCV RNA
OPD

Ipilimumab
NCCP chemotherapy regimen,
ipilimumab (457)

Assumption
Nivolumab
NCCP chemotherapy regimen,
nivolumab (458)

Assumption

€135.14
€448.32
€490.82

€8.69
€7.35
€12.00
€135.14

Total

€163.18

Total

€8.69
€7.35
€12.00
€3.08
€12.30
€20.69
€13.91
€91.93
€135.14
€305.09

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

€8.69
€7.35
€12.00
€12.41
€3.08
€12.30
€20.69
€13.91
€91.93

1

€135.14
Total
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€135.14
€533.32

€317.50

FBC

Pembrolizumab
NCCP chemotherapy regimen,
pembrolizumab (459)

1

€8.69

Renal profile

1

€7.35

Liver profile

1

€12.00

Glucose

1

€3.08

TSH

1

€12.30

Free T4

1

€20.69

HBV sAg

1

€13.91

HBV core

1

€15.38

HCV ant

1

€91.93

1

€135.14

Total

€320.47

OPD

FBC

Assumption

Nivolumab in combination with ipilimumab
NCCP chemotherapy regimen,
nivolumab with ipilimumab (460)

1

€8.69

Renal profile
Liver profile
Glucose
TSH

1
1
1
1

€7.35
€12.00
€3.08
€12.30

Free T4
HBV sAg

1
1

€20.69
€13.91

HCV RNA

1

€91.93

1
Total

€135.14
€305.09

€8.69

€8.69

€7.35

€7.35

€12.00

€12.00

€135.14
Total

€135.14
€163.18

OPD

FBC

Assumption
Dacarbazine/Carboplatin and Paclitaxel
NCCP chemotherapy regimen,
dacarbazine(274)

Renal profile
Liver profile
OPD

Assumption
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Table A26 Calculation of drug acquisition costs for cost utility model

ψ

Intervention

PTW

Rebate

WMU

Reimbursement strength cost/unit Dose
price
(mg)

cost/day

cost/cycle

monthly cost

Cobimetinib
20mg
Vemurafenib
240mg
Trametinib 2mg

€5,374.80

€295.61

€429.98

€5,509.17

20

€87.45

60mg OD

€262.34

€1,836.39

€5,509.17

€1,712.11

€94.17

€136.97

€1,754.91

240

€31.34

240mg BD

€250.70

€1,769.18

€7,631.36

€6,317.22

€347.45

€505.38

€6,475.15

2

€215.84

2mg OD

€215.84

€1,510.87

€6,570.12

Dabrafenib
75mg
Trametinib
monotherapy
Dacarbazine ψ

€6,230.00

€342.65

€498.40

€6,385.75

75

€53.21

150mg BD

€212.86

€1,504.27

€6,479.41

€6,317.22

€347.45

€505.38

€6,475.15

2

€215.84

2mg OD

€215.84

€1,525.13

€6,570.12

N/A

N/A

N/A

€50

1000

€0.05

1000mg/m2*

€4.35*

€30.48

€132.56

Carboplatin ψ

N/A

N/A

N/A

€40

450

€0.09

AUC 6

€2.24*

€15.65

€68.07

Paclitaxel ψ

N/A

N/A

N/A

€300

300

€1

175mg/m2

€15.24*

€106.69

€463.97

Pembrolizumab
100mg
Nivolumab
240mg
Ipilimumab
50mg
Ipilimumab
200mg
Nivolumab
100mg

€3,286.81

€164.34

€262.94

€3,385.41

100

€33.85

200mg

€322.42

€2,256.94

€9,814.48

€3,147.08

€157.35

€251.77

€3,241.49

240

€13.51

240

€231.54

€1,620.75

€7,047.93

€3,823.71

€191.19

€305.90

€3,938.42

50

€78.77

3mg/kg

€187.54*

€1,312.81

€5,708.84

€15,250.78

€762.54

€1,220.06 €15,708.30

200

€78.77

3mg/kg

€748.01*

€5,236.10

€22,769.56

€1,474

€73.70

€117.92

100

€15.18

1mg/kg

€56.97*

€398.76

€1,734.04

€1,518.22

Dacarbazine, carboplatin, paclitaxel are off-patent, and so no rebate is applicable. Only a contract price representing the cost to the HSE is available. *BSA 1.83m2, weight of 78.795kg

used in model. PTW Price to Wholesaler, WMU Wholesale mark up, OD once daily, BD twice daily
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Table A27 Treatment administration and monitoring costs implemented in the cost utility model

Item

Reference

Resource use

Frequency

Unit Cost

Total cost

Notes

Cobimetinib and Vemurafenib
Recurrent to week 16 (week 1-15)
FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile
LDH
ECG

NCCP
Chemotherapy
Regimen,
Cobimetinib
with
vemurafenib
(451)

Dermatology
exam

1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
1

€8.69
€7.35
€12.00
€1.52
€30.00

€26.07
€22.05
€36.00
€4.56
€30.00

1

1

€135.14

€135.14

Q4W to
W12
then
Q12W
once off
at 8
weeks
at 4
weeks,
then
Q12W

ECHO

Cobimetinib
SPC(461)

1

1

€273.00

€273.00

Anti-emetics

Low
emetogenic
potential
Assumption

0

0

€0.00

€0.00

NCCP
Chemotherapy
Regimen,
Cobimetinib
with
vemurafenib(4
51)
Cobimetinib
SPC(461)
Low
emetogenic
potential
Assumption

1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
1

€8.69
€7.35
€12.00
€1.52
€30.00

€26.07
€22.05
€36.00
€4.56
€30.00

Q12W

1

1

€273.00

€273.00

Q12W

0

0

€0.00

€0.00

OPD

FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile
LDH
ECG
ECHO
Anti-emetics

OPD

FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile

1
1
€135.14
Total cost
Weekly cost
Recurrent from week 16 (Q12W)

1
1
€135.14
Total
Weekly total
Trametinib and Dabrafenib
Recurrent to week 16 (week 1-15)
NCCP
1
3
€8.69
Chemotherapy
1
3
€7.35
Regimen,
1
3
€12.00
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€135.14
€661.96
€44.13

€135.14
€526.82
€43.90

€26.07
€22.05
€36.00

Q12W

ECG

Dermatology
exam
Head & Neck
exam

ECHO-LVEF

Anti-emetics

OPD

Dabrafenib
with
trametinib(45
3)

1

1

€30.00

€30.00

1

1

€135.14

€135.14

At 4
weeks,
then
Q12W
Q8W

NCCP
Chemotherapy
Regimen,
Dabrafenib
(456)
Trametinib
SPC(454)

1

1

€135.14

€135.14

Q12W

1

1

€273.00

€273.00

once at 4
weeks,
then
Q12W

Low
emetogenic
potential
Assumption

0

0

€0.00

€0.00

1

1

€135.14

€135.14
€792.54
€52.84

Total
Weekly Total
Recurrent from week 16 (Q12W)
FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile
Chest CT
ECG
Dermatology
exam
ECHO
H+N exam

Anti-emetics

OPD

NCCP
Chemotherapy
Regimen,
Dabrafenib
with
trametinib(45
3)

1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
0.5
1
1.5

€8.69
€7.35
€12.00
€32.08
€30.00
€135.14

€26.07
€22.05
€36.00
€16.04
€30.00
€202.71

Q26W
Q12W
Q8W

Trametinib
SPC (454)
NCCP
Chemotherapy
Regimen,
Dabrafenib(45
6)
Low
emetogenic
potential
Assumption

1

1

€273.00

€273.00

Q12W

1

1

€135.14

€135.14

Q12W

0

0

€0.00

€0.00

1

1

€135.14

€135.14
€876.15
€73.01

Q12W

Q4W for
12 weeks

Total
Weekly total
Vemurafenib
Recurrent to week 16 (week 1-15)
ECG
FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile

Q12W

NCCP
Chemotherapy
Regimen,
Vemurafenib(
455)

1

3

€30.00

€90.00

1
1
1

3
3
3

€8.69
€7.35
€12.00

€26.07
€22.05
€36.00
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Dermatology
exam
Anti-emetics

OPD

ECG
FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile
Chest CT
Anti-emetics

OPD

H+N exam
FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile
ECG

Dermatology
exam
Anti-emetics

OPD

ECG
FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile
Dermatology
exam

Low
emetogenic
potential
Assumption

1

1

€135.14

€135.14

0

0

€0.00

€0.00

1

1

€135.14

€135.14
€444.40
€29.63

Recurrent from week 16 (Q12W)
NCCP
1
1
€30.00
Chemotherapy
1
1
€8.69
Regimen,
1
1
€7.35
Vemurafenib(
1
1
€7.35
455)
Vemurafenib
1
0.5
€32.08
SPC(452)
Low
0
0
€0.00
emetogenic
potential
Assumption
1
1
€135.14
Total
Weekly Total
Dabrafenib
Recurrent to week 16 (week 1-15)
NCCP
Chemotherapy
Regimen,
Dabrafenib(45
6)

€30.00
€8.69
€7.35
€7.35

Q12W

€16.04

Q26W

€0.00

€135.14
€204.57
€17.05

1
1
1
1
1

1
3
3
3
3

€135.14
€8.69
€7.35
€12.00
€30.00

€135.14
€26.07
€22.05
€36.00
€90.00

1

1.5

€135.14

€202.71

Low
emetogenic
potential
Assumed

0

0

€0.00

€0.00

NCCP
Chemotherapy
Regimen,
Dabrafenib(45
6)

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
€135.14
Total
Weekly Total
Recurrent from week 16 (Q12W)
1
3
3
3
1.5
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€30.00
€8.69
€7.35
€12.00
€135.14

once off
at 8
weeks

Q12w

Q4W for
12 weeks
then Q12
weeks
Q8W

€135.14
€647.11
€43.14
€30.00
€26.07
€22.05
€36.00
€202.71

Q12W

Q8W

H+N exam
Chest CT
Anti-emetics

OPD

Vemurafenib
SPC(452)
Low
emetogenic
potential
Assumption

1
1

1
0.5

€135.14
€32.08

€136.14
€16.04

0

0

€0.00

€0.00

1

1

€135.14

€135.14
€604.15
€50.35

Total
Weekly Total
Trametinib
Recurrent to week 16 (week 1-15)-assumed average of vemurafenib and
dabrafenib
Recurrent from week 16 (Q12W)- assumed average of vemurafenib and
dabrafenib
Ipilimumab

€36.38
€33.70

Recurrent for all cycles of treatment
FBC

1

1

€8.69

€8.69

1

1

€7.35

€7.35

1

1

€12.00

€12.00

Glucose

1

1

€3.08

€3.08

TFTs

1

1

€12.30

€12.30

Free T4

1

1

€20.69

€20.69

0

0

€0.00

€0.00

1

1

€334.20

€334.20

Renal profile
Liver profile

Anti-emetics

NCCP
Chemotherapy
Regimen,
Ipilimumab(45
7)

Low potential

Administration
Total

€398.31
Nivolumab

Recurrent for all cycles of treatment
FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile
Glucose
TFTs
Free t4
Anti-emetics
Administration

NCCP
Chemotherapy
Regimen,
Nivolumab(45
8)

1

1.00

€8.69

€8.69

1
1

1
1

€7.35
€12.00

€7.35
€12.00

1
1
1

1
1
1
0
1

€3.08
€12.30
€20.69
€0.00
€334.20

€3.08
€12.30
€20.69
€0.00
€334.20

Low potential
1
Total

€398.31
Pembrolizumab

Recurrent for all cycles of treatment
FBC

1

1
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€8.69

€8.69

Q12W
Q26W

Renal profile
Liver profile
Glucose
TFTs

NCCP
Chemotherapy
Regimen,
Pembrolizuma
b(459)

Administration

1

1

€7.35

€7.35

1

1

€7.35

€7.35

1

1

€3.08

€3.08

1

1

€12.30

€12.30

1

1

€334.20

€334.20

Total

€372.97

Nivolumab in combination with ipilimumab
Recurrent costs weeks 1-12
FBC
Renal profile
Liver profile
Glucose
TFTs
Administration

NCCP
Chemotherapy
Regimen,
Nivolumab
with
ipilimumab(46
0)

1

4

€8.69

€34.76

1

4

€7.35

€29.40

1

4

€12.00

€48.00

1

4

€3.08

€12.32

1
1

4
4

€12.30
€334.20

€49.20
€1,336.8
0
€1,510.4
8
€89.12

Total
Weekly Total
Recurrent costs beyond week 12
FBC

1

1

€8.69

€8.69

1

1

€7.35

€7.35

1

1

€12.00

€12.00

1

1

€3.08

€3.08

1

1

€12.30

€12.30

Free t4

1

1

€20.69

€20.69

Administration

1

1

€334.20

€334.20

Renal profile
Liver profile
Glucose
TFTs

NCCP
Chemotherapy
Regimen,
Nivolumab
with
ipilimumab(46
0)

Total

€398.31

Dacarbazine/Carboplatin and Paclitaxel
Recurrent costs for all cycles of treatment
FBC
Renal profile

NCCP
Chemotherapy
Regimen,
Dacarbazine

1

1

€8.69

€8.69

1

1

€7.35

€7.35
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Liver profile
Anti-emetics

High
emetogenic
potential

Administration

1

1

€12.00

€12.00

1

1

€68.36

€68.36

1

1

€334.20

€334.20

Total

€430.60

Q every, W week. FBC Full blood count, TFTs thyroid function tests, H+N head and neck, ECG electrocardiogram, OPD
out-patient appointment, LDH lactate dehydrogenase
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Table A28 Derivation of unit costs per adverse event implemented in the cost utility model

Adverse Events
Pyrexia
cSCC

Fatigue

Resource
Use
OPD
FBC
OPD
J11

Unit
s
1
1
1
1

Cost

Total Cost

Justification

€135.14
€8.69
€135.14
€716.22

€143.83

Managed through dose interruption or reduction (462). Assumed an outpatient appointment required.

€851.36

OPD
FBC
TFT

1
1
1
0

€135.14
€8.69
€12.30
€0.00

€156.13

Assumed to undergo surgical removal, requiring dermatology out-patient
appointment plus DRG cost of J11 Other Skin, subcutaneous tissue and breast
procedures
No medical intervention indicated, but differential diagnosis assumed to
require an out-patient appointment and investigational bloods (463)

0

€0.00

€0.00

1

€135.14

€135.14

Increased alanine
aminotransferase
Increased aspartate
aminotransferase
Diarrhoea
OPD

€0.00

Vomiting

G70B

1

€1,728.69

€1,728.69

Nausea

G70B

1

€1,728.69

€1,728.69

Rash

OPD

1

€135.14

€135.14

Keratoacanthoma

OPD
J11

1
1

€135.14
€716.22

€851.36

Arthralgia

OPD

1

€135.14

€135.14

Asymptomatic, detected during drug monitoring and managed through dose
reduction/interruption, so assumed no additional costs incurred (463)
Asymptomatic, detected during drug monitoring and managed through dose
reduction/interruption, so assumed no additional costs incurred (463)
Symptomatic management on outpatient basis(463). Assumed an out-patient
appointment required.
Grade ≥ 3 vomiting requires hospitalisation(464), potentially with tube feeding
or TPN. DRG cost G70B Other Digestive Sys Diag -CSCC assumed
Grade ≥ 3 nausea is characterised by inadequate oral caloric of fluid intake,
tube feeding, TPN or hospitalisation indicated (464). DRG cost G70B Other
Digestive Sys Diag -CSCC assumed
Symptomatic management on outpatient basis (463). Assumed an out-patient
appointment required. Management is inexpensive-emollients, topical
steroids, maybe short course oral steroids
Assumed to undergo surgical removal, requiring dermatology out-patient
appointment plus DRG cost of J11 Other Skin, subcutaneous tissue and breast
procedures
Characterised by severe pain, limiting self-care ADL. Self-limiting, managed
through dose reductions. Assumed one OPD required.
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Decreased
ejection fraction

Cardiologis
t

Photosensitivity
Increased CK

1

€135.14

€135.14

0
0

€0.00
€0.00

€0.00
€0.00

Grade 3 is symptomatic, expected to be detected during drug monitoring and
managed through dose reduction/interruption. Assumed one cardiology outpatient appointment required.
Sun cream costs not covered by HSE, assumed no health service costs incurred
Asymptomatic, detected during drug monitoring and managed through dose
reduction/interruption, so assumed no additional costs incurred (463)
DRG Cost of C03Z Retinal Procedures (inpatient) assumed

Retinal
detachment
Neutropenia
Hypertension

C03Z

1

€4,582.12

€4582.12

R62
F67

1
1

€1,007.28
€421

€1007.28
€421

DRG Cost of R62 Other neoplastic disorders (day case) assumed
Grade≥3 hypertension is defined as stage 2+ hypertension, with medical
intervention indicated in accordance with clinical guidelines(464). DRG Cost of
F67M Hypertension (day case) assumed

Anaemia

Q61

1

€432.43

€432.43

Constipation

OPD

1

€135.14

€135.15

Abdominal pain
Decreased
appetite
Colitis

OPD
G70B

1
1

€135.14
€1,728.69

€135.14
€1,728.69

G64B

1

€3,202.70

€3,202.70

Grade ≥3
immune-related
diarrhoea
Hypopituitarism

G64B

1

€3,202.70

€3,202.70

Blood transfusion indicated for Grade 3+ anaemia. DRG cost of Q61 Red blood
cell disorders (day case) assumed
Symptomatic management on outpatient basis (463). Assumed an out-patient
appointment required.
Grade≥3 defined as severe pain, limited ADL. Assumed OPD required
Grade ≥3 is characterised by significant weight loss, hospitalisation required.
DRG G70B Other Digestive Sys Diag -CSCC assumed
Grade ≥3 characterised by severe abdominal pain, medical intervention
indicated. DRG G64B Inpatient management of inflammatory bowel disease
assumed
Grade ≥3 IV steroids for 3-5 days and inpatient management required. DRG
G64B Inpatient management of inflammatory bowel disease assumed

K64B

1

€2,882.53

€2,885.53

Hypophysitis

K64B

1

€2,882.53

€2,885.53

Headache

OPD

1

€135.14

€135.14

Grade≥3 endocrine disorder severe or medically significant, but not
immediately life threatening. Hospitalisation indicated. DRG cost K64B
Inpatient management of endocrine disorders assumed.
Grade≥3 endocrine disorder severe or medically significant, but not
immediately life threatening. Hospitalisation indicated. DRG cost K64B
Inpatient management of endocrine disorders assumed.
Grade ≥3 characterised by severe pain, limited ADL. Assumed OPD required.
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Dyspnoea

OPD

1

€135.14

€135.14

Grade 2 immunerelated diarrhoea

1
1
1
1
1
1

€8.69
€7.35
€12
€12.30
€10.40
€18.45

€204.33

Hyponatraemia

FBC
Renal
Liver
TFTs
CRP
Stool
sample
OPD
K64B

1
1

€135.14
€2,882.53

€2,885.53

Pruritis
Hyperglycaemia

OPD
K64B

1
1

€135.14
€2,882.53

€135.14
€2,885.53

Hypokalaemia

K64B

1

€2,882.53

€2,885.53

Dehydration

K64B

1

€2,882.53

€2,885.53

Hyperthyroidism

K64B

1

€2,882.53

€2,885.53

Pneumonitis

E62C

1

€2,744.28

€2,744.28

Decreased
neutrophils

OPD

1

€135.14

€135.14

Grade ≥3 characterised by shortness of breath at rest, limited self-care/ADL.
Assumed OPD
Grade 2 diarrhoea requires close monitoring, costs identified as per algorithm
in ESMO guidelines for the management of toxicities from
immunotherapy(465)

Grade 3+ endocrine disorder severe or medically significant, but not
immediately life threatening. Hospitalisation indicated. DRG cost K64B
Inpatient management of endocrine disorders assumed.
Grade 3+ endocrine disorder severe or medically significant, but not
immediately life threatening. Hospitalisation indicated. DRG cost K64B
Inpatient management of endocrine disorders assumed.
Grade 3+ endocrine disorder severe or medically significant, but not
immediately life threatening. Hospitalisation indicated. DRG cost K64B
Inpatient management of endocrine disorders assumed.
Grade 3+ endocrine disorder severe or medically significant, but not
immediately life threatening. Hospitalisation indicated. DRG cost K64B
Inpatient management of endocrine disorders assumed.
Grade 3+ endocrine disorder severe or medically significant, but not
immediately life threatening. Hospitalisation indicated. DRG cost K64B
Inpatient management of endocrine disorders assumed.
Grade ≥3 characterised by limited ADL, oxygen required. DRG cost of E62C
Respiratory Inflamm/Infection -CC assumed, as require diagnostics including
bronchoscopy, IV steroids and hospitalisation to manage(465).
Assumed OPD required. No specific management costs included
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Thrombocytopenia
Decreased White
cell count

OPD

1

€135.14

€135.14

Assumed OPD required. No specific management costs included

OPD

1

€135.14

€135.14

Assumed OPD required. No specific management costs included

OPD outpatient appointment, RU Resource use
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Table A29 Derivation of total adverse event costs per treatment arm, implemented in cost utility model

Dabrafenib and trametinib
Pyrexia

Incidence
4.75%

Cost
€143.83

Total
€6.83

Hypertension
cSCC
Fatigue
Inc in alanine AT
inc in aspartate AT
Diarrhoea
Vomiting
Pain in extremity

10.26%
1.37%
1.37%
2.63%
1.75%
1%
1%
1%

€421.00
€851.36
€156.13
€0.00
€0.00
€135.14
€1,728.69
€0.00

€43.19
€11.66
€2.14
€0.00
€0.00
€1.35
€17.29
€0.00
€82.47

Vemurafenib and Cobimetinib
Pyrexia
cSCC
Rash
Keratocanthoma
Fatigue
Inc in alanine AT
inc in aspartate AT
Nausea
Diarrhoea
Vomiting
arthralgia
decreased ejection fraction
Photosensitivity
Increase CK
retinal detachment

Incidence
2%
2%
6%
1%
4%
11%
8%
1%
6%
1%
2%
1%
2%
10.20%
2%

Cost
€143.83
€851.36
€135.14
€716.22
€156.13
€0.00
€0.00
€1,728.69
€135.14
€1,728.69
€135.14
€135.14
€0.00
€0.00
€4,582.12

Vemurafenib
Hypertension
cSCC
Rash
Fatigue
Inc in alanine AT
inc in aspartate AT
Nausea
Arthralgia

Incidence
3.40%
13.63%
7.60%
2.26%
3.13%
1.65%
1%
3.90%

Cost
€421.00
€851.36
€135.14
€156.13
€0.00
€0.00
€1,728.69
€135.14

Dabrafenib
Pyrexia
Hypertension
cSCC
Fatigue

Incidence
2.47%
2.65%
4%
1%

Cost
€143.83
€421.00
€851.36
€156.13

Dacarbazine, BRAF WT network
Fatigue
Nausea

Incidence
1.00%
0.00%

Cost
€156.13
€1,728.69

Total
€2.88
€17.03
€7.97
€7.16
€6.25
€0.00
€0.00
€17.29
€8.11
€17.29
€2.70
€1.35
€0.00
€0.00
€91.64
€179.66
Total
€14.31
€116.04
€10.27
€3.53
€0.00
€0.00
€17.29
€5.27
€166.71
Total
€3.55
€11.16
€34.05
€1.56
€50.32
Total
€1.56
€0.00
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Diarrhoea
decreased WBC
Thrombocytopenia
Neutropenia
Decreased neutrophils

0.00%
2.00%
4.90%
4.40%
2.40%

€135.14
€135.14
€135.14
€1,007.28
€135.14

€0.00
€2.70
€6.62
€44.32
€3.24
€56.89

Dacarbazine, BRAF targeted
treatment network
Fatigue
Nausea
Neutropenia

Incidence
1.63%
1.63%
7.81%

Cost
€156.13
€1,728.69
€1,007.28

Total
€2.54
€28.18
€78.67
€109.39

Chemotherapy, treatment
refractory network
Fatigue
Nausea
Diarrhoea
Anaemia
Pyrexia
Neutropenia

Incidence
4.00%
2.00%
2.00%
5.00%
1.00%
0.00%

Cost
€156.13
€1,728.69
€135.14
€432.43
€143.83
€1,007.28

Trametinib
Rash
Fatigue
Hypertension

Incidence
8%
4%
12%

Cost
€135.14
€156.13
€421.00

Total
€6.25
€34.57
€2.70
€21.62
€1.44
€0.00
66.58
Total
€10.81
€6.25
€50.52
€67.58

Nivolumab, treatment naïve
network
Fatigue
Anaemia
Increased AST
Increased ALT
Increased Alkaline phosphatase
Increased lipase
Increased amylase
Pain
Diarrhoea G3+
Diarrhoea G2+
Vomiting
Abdominal pain
Backpain
Dyspnoea
hyponatraemia
hypertension

Incidence
1.70%
3.20%
2.00%
2.00%
1.10%
2.50%
1.00%
1.30%
2.40%
14.10%
1.30%
3.00%
1.70%
1.10%
1.70%
2.40%

Cost
156.13
432.43
0
0
0
0
0
0
3202.7
204.33
1728.69
135.14
135.14
135.14
2882.53
421

Total
2.65
13.84
0
0
0
0
0
0
76.87
28.81
22.47
4.05
2.29
1.49
49.00
10.10
211.59

Pembrolizumab, treatment
naïve network
Fatigue (EPAR)

Incidence
2.6%

Cost
156.13

Total
€4.06
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Diarrhoea (KN006)
Colitis (KN006)
Hepatitis (KN006)
Anaemia (EPAR)
Hyponatraemia (EPAR)
Dyspnoea (EPAR)

1.0%
2.5%
1.8%
4.6%
3.0%
2.4%

3202.7
3202.7

Ipilimumab, treatment naïve
network
Nausea
Abdominal pain
Fatigue
Colitis
G 3+Diarrhoea (IRAE)
Hypophysitis
Grade 2 diarrhoea (IRAE)
Rash
asthenia
increased lipase
increased amylase
Increased AST
Increased ALT

Incidence
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
8.00%
6.00%
2.00%
17.00%
2.00%
1.00%
4.00%
1.00%
1.00%
2.00%

Cost
1728.69
135.14
156.13
3202.7
3202.7
2882.53
204.33
135.14
156.13
0
0
0
0

Nivolumab and ipilimumab
Rash
Pruritis
Maculopapular rash
fatigue
diarrhoea G3
nausea
vomiting
colitis
increased lipase
increased amylase
Increased AST
Increased ALT
Hypophysitis
Pyrexia
Asthenia
Pain
Diarrhoea G2
Abdominal pain
Dyspnoea
Pneumonitis
Decreased appetite
Hyponatraemia
Hyperglycaemia
Hypokalaemia

Incidence
3.20%
1.70%
2.20%
5.90%
10.10%
3.40%
3.20%
9.60%
9.80%
2.90%
6.60%
8.80%
2.00%
2.20%
1.00%
1.50%
25.70%
1.20%
2.50%
1.20%
1.50%
3.20%
2.50%
1.70%

Cost
135.14
135.14
135.14
156.13
3202.7
1728.69
1728.69
3202.7
0
0
0
0
2882.53
143.83
156.13
0
204.33
135.14
135.14
2744.28
1728.69
2882.53
2882.53
2882.53

Total
17.29
1.35
1.56
256.22
192.16
57.65
34.74
2.70
1.56
0
0
0
0
€565.23
Total
4.32
2.30
2.97
9.21
323.47
58.78
55.32
307.46
0
0
0
0
57.65
3.16
1.56
0
52.51
1.62
3.38
32.93
25.93
92.24
72.06
49.00

Dehydration

2.70%

2882.53

77.83

432.43
2882.53
135.14
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€32.03
€80.07
€0.00
€19.89
€86.48
€3.24
€225.76

anaemia

1.20%

432.43

5.19

hypertension

1.20%
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5.05

hyperthyroidism

1.00%

2882.53

28.83
€1272.79

Pembrolizumab treatment
refractory
Fatigue
Myalgia

Incidence
1%
1%

Cost
156.13
135.14

Total
1.56
1.35
€2.91

Nivolumab, treatment
refractory
Fatigue
Anaemia
Increased AST
Increased ALT

Incidence
1%
1%
1%
1%

Cost
156.13
432.46
0
0

Total
1.56
4.32
0
0
€5.89

Ipilimumab, treatment
refractory
Diarrhoea
Nausea
Constipation
Vomiting
Abdominal pain
Fatigue
decreased appetite
headache
dyspnoea
Anaemia
Colitis
G 3+Diarrhoea (IRAE)
Hypopituitarism
Hypophysitis
Grade 2 diarrhoea (IRAE)

Incidence
5.30%
2.30%
2.30%
2.30%
1.50%
6.90%
1.50%
2.30%
3.90%
3.10%
5.30%
4.60%
1.60%
1.50%
11.45%

Cost
135.14
1728.69
135.14
1728.69
135.14
156.13
1728.69
135.14
135.14
432.43
3202.7
3202.7
2882.53
2882.53
204.33

Total
7.16
39.76
3.11
39.76
2.03
10.77
25.93
3.11
5.27
13.41
169.74
147.32
46.12
43.24
23.40
€580.13
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Appendix 7 Supplementary Data: Treatment Refractory
Network
Progression Free Survival Digitised Data

Figure A6 Recreated progression free survival Kaplan Meier curve from Checkmate 037

Figure A7 Log cumulative hazard plot of progression free survival curve from CheckMate 037
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Figure A8 Plot of Schoenfeld residuals, progression free survival curve, CheckMate 037

Figure A9 Parametric curve fits to progression free survival data, chemotherapy arm CheckMate 037
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Overall Survival Digitised Data

Figure A10 Recreated overall survival Kaplan Meier curve from Checkmate 037

Figure A11 Log cumulative hazard plot of overall survival curve from CheckMate 037
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Figure A12 Plot of Schoenfeld residuals, overall survival curve, CheckMate 037

Figure A13 Parametric curve fits to overall survival data, chemotherapy arm CheckMate 037
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Outcomes with Ipilimumab Included
Table A30 Deterministic model outcomes (pairwise analysis)

Intervention

Total costs

Total QALYs

ICER (cost per QALY)

Chemotherapy

€26,886

1.63

-

Nivolumab

€56,875

1.74

€293,088

Pembrolizumab

€116,805

1.99

€249,450

Ipilimumab

€81,932

2.59

€57,401

Figure A14 PSA scatterplot treatment refractory network, ipilimumab included

Figure A15 CEAC, treatment refractory network, ipilimumab included
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Table A31 Probabilistic outcomes, treatment refractory network, ipilimumab included

Total Costs

Total

Incremental

Incremental

ICER (cost

QALYs

costs (v PC)

QALYs (v PC)

per PC)

PC

€23,799

1.64

-

-

-

Nivolumab

€58,639

1.76

€34,840

0.11

€307,859

Pembrolizumab

€120,374

2.01

€96,575

0.36

€265,141

Ipilimumab

€81,841

2.60

€58,042

0.96

€60,361
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Appendix 8 Supplementary Data: BRAF Wildtype Treatment
Naïve Network
Progression Free Survival Digitised Data

Figure A16 Recreated progression free survival Kaplan Meier curve from Checkmate 066

Figure A17 Log cumulative hazard plot of progression free survival curve from CheckMate 066
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Figure A18 Plot of Schoenfeld residuals, progression free survival curve, CheckMate 066

Figure A19 Parametric curve fits to progression free survival data, chemotherapy arm CheckMate 066
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Overall Survival Digitised Data

Figure A20 Recreated overall survival Kaplan Meier curve from Checkmate 066

Figure A21 Log cumulative hazard plot of overall survival curve from CheckMate 066
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Figure A22 Plot of Schoenfeld residuals, overall survival curve, CheckMate 066

Figure A23 Parametric curve fits to overall survival data, chemotherapy arm CheckMate 066
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Appendix 9 Supplementary Data: BRAF Targeted Treatment
network
Progression Free Survival Digitised Data

Figure A24 Recreated progression free survival Kaplan Meier curve from BRIM-3

Figure A25 Log cumulative hazard plot of progression free survival curve from BRIM-3
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Figure A26 Plot of Schoenfeld residuals, progression free survival curve, BRIM-3

Figure A27 Parametric curve fits to progression free survival data, chemotherapy arm BRIM-3
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Overall Survival Digitised Data

Figure A28 Recreated overall survival Kaplan Meier curve from BRIM-3

Figure A29 Log cumulative hazard plot of overall survival curve from BRIM-3
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Figure A30 Schoenfeld Residuals for OS data from BRIM-3

Figure A31 Parametric curve fits to overall survival data, chemotherapy arm BRIM-3
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Appendix 10 Outcomes for BRAF Targeted Treatment
Network Using Alternative NMA Inputs
Random effects model
Table A32 Deterministic outcomes using random effects model

Intervention
Dacarbazine
Dabrafenib with
Trametinib

Total Cost
€24,669

Total QALYs
1.82

ICER
-

€503,487

3.05

€389,120

Table A33 Probabilistic ICERs with pooled data

Total Costs

Total

Incremental

Incremental

QALYs

costs (v DTIC)

QALYs (v DTIC)

ICER

Dacarbazine

€24,614

2.12

Dabrafenib

€127,369

2.41

€102,755

0.28

€361,251

Vemurafenib

€143,245

2.40

€118,631

0.27

€435,411

Trametinib

€413,039

4.56

€388,426

2.44

€159,200

Dabrafenib

with €504,777

3.34

€480,163

1.21

€395,941

Vemurafenib with €505,630

3.33

€481,017

1.21

€397,883

Trametinib
Cobimetinib

Figure A32 Scatterplot, RE model, BRAF targeted treatment
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Figure A33 CEAC, RE model, BRAF targeted treatment
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Random effects model, using matched pooled single arm data
Table A34 Deterministic outcomes using random effects model with pooled data, BRAF targeted treatment

Intervention
Dacarbazine
Dabrafenib with
Trametinib

Total Cost
€24,669

Total QALYs
1.82

ICER
-

€461,615

3.07

€349,233

Table A35 Probabilistic ICERs, random effects model with pooled data, BRAF targeted treatment

Total Costs

Total

Incremental

Incremental

QALYs

costs (v DTIC)

QALYs (v DTIC)

ICER

Dacarbazine

€24,398

2.10

-

-

-

Dabrafenib

€128,567

2.41

€104,170

0.32

€327,964

Vemurafenib

€134,866

2.37

€110,468

0.27

€407,736

Trametinib

€413,039

4.56

€388,642

2.47

€157,609

Dabrafenib

with €463,587

3.32

€439,190

1.22

€360,141

Vemurafenib with €472,284

3.28

€447,886

1.19

€377,947

Trametinib
Cobimetinib

Figure A34, Scatterplot, Random effects model with pooled data, BRAF targeted treatment
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Figure A35 CEAC, data random effects model with pooled data, BRAF targeted treatment
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Appendix 11 Outcomes for BRAF Targeted Treatment
Network with Trametinib Monotherapy Included
Table A36 Deterministic model outcomes with trametinib included, excluding dominated options

Intervention
Dacarbazine

Total Cost
€24,669.14

Total QALYs
1.8194

ICER
-

Trametinib

€96,877.05

2.6874

€83,195

Dabrafenib with
Trametinib

€461,615.41

3.0706

€951,755

Figure A36 Cost effectiveness Acceptability Curve, BRAF V600 network with trametinib included

Figure A37 One-Way Sensitivity Analysis with Trametinib included
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Appendix 12 Systematic Review Protocol for Cost-effectiveness
Models of Adjuvant Treatments for Stage III and IV melanoma
Objective of the review
Identify published cost-effectiveness models investigating (neo)-adjuvant treatments for melanoma and
to assess their relevance to assessing the cost-effectiveness of these treatments in the Irish setting.

Methods
The study will be conducted in line with the HIQA guidelines for the interpretation of economic
evaluations (151). The PICOs criteria for the review are outlined in Table A3. The following databases will
be searched from inception:
•

MEDLINE

•

EconLit via EBSCOhost

•

EMBASE

•

Cochrane Library including NHS EED and HTA database

The search strategy is described in Table A4. One reviewer will screen the searches to exclude clearly
irrelevant articles, then review the remaining full-text articles in accordance with the eligibility criteria.
Where there is uncertainty on whether a study meets the inclusion and exclusion criteria, it will be
resolved through discussion or arbitration by a third party if necessary. Economic evaluations which
formed part of a reimbursement application are excluded due to the absence of peer review. In addition,
economic evaluations which are only published in abstract form e.g. in conference proceedings are
excluded from the review as they contain insufficient detail to assess the quality and transferability to the
Irish setting.

A qualitative review of the included studies will be performed. A data extraction template will be
developed to ensure consistent extraction of data (150). Studies will be reviewed under the following
headings-model structure, population, approach to survival extrapolation, modelling of utility values,
adverse events, costs, clinical evidence inputs and research sponsor. The systematic review will be
reported in accordance with PRISMA guidelines (466). Included studies will be checked against the CHEERS
guidelines to assess the quality of reporting (153). The Philips checklist will be used to assess the quality
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of the study (154). The Economic Evaluation Domain of the EUnetHTA transferability tool will be used to
examine the relevance of the assessment to the Irish context (155).
Table A37 PICOs criteria for systematic review of cost-effectiveness models

Population

Intervention/
Comparator

Outcomes

Study type

Language

Inclusion

Exclusion

Rationale

Patients with Stage III or IV
melanoma, irrespective of line
of treatment under
assessment
Any (neo)-adjuvant medical
treatment of melanoma,
including BSC, placebo and no
treatment

None

In line with
licensed patient
population

Non-pharmacological
interventions

To allow all studies
with relevant
interventions to be
captured.

All studies with an outcome of
cost/QALY, cost/LYG, or
alternative measure of health
outcome, and costminimisation studies
Full economic evaluation, in
the form of one of the
following:
Cost-utility analysis
Cost-effectiveness analysis
Cost-minimisation study
The study must make use of
economic modelling
techniques
English

Cost-of-illness studies

In line with the
Irish reference case

Reviews, letters and
comment articles.
Studies only reported
in conference
abstracts.

In line with the
Irish reference case

Non-English language
studies

To ensure clear
understanding

Table A38 Search strategy, economic evaluations of systemic treatments for advanced melanoma

EconLit via EBSCO host, 1969 to current.
1. /melanoma (20)
2. /skin cancer (24)
3. 1. OR 2. (39)
Cochrane library (restricted to NHS EED and HTA database), from inception
2. /MeSH descriptor [Melanoma] exp all trees (168)
EMBASE from inception
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

‘melanoma’/exp OR melanoma (170,222)
‘skin tumor’ (40,127)
‘skin cancer’ (41,046)
#1 or # 2 or #3 (223,459)
'cytotoxic t lymphocyte antigen 4'/exp OR 'cobimetinib'/exp OR 'dabrafenib'/exp OR
'dacarbazine'/exp OR 'ipilimumab'/exp OR 'mitogen activated protein kinase'/exp OR
'nivolumab'/exp OR 'pembrolizumab'/exp OR 'programmed death 1 ligand 1'/exp OR
'talimogene laherparepvec'/exp OR 'temozolomide'/exp OR 'trametinib'/exp OR
'vemurafenib'/exp OR ‘alpha interferon’/exp OR ‘interleukin 2’/exp (150,154)
6. #4 and #5 (19,478)
7. ‘cost effectiveness analysis’ (126,995)
8. ‘cost of illness’ (17,786)
9. ‘cost benefit analysis’ (76,233)
10. ‘cost minimization analysis’ (3,161)
11. ‘cost utility analysis’ (8,358)
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

‘health care cost’ (161,350)
‘health care financing’ (16,747)
‘economic aspect’ (109,650)
‘health economics’ (66,944)
#7 or #8 or #9 or #10 or #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 (481,821)
#6 and #16 (332)

MEDLINE (Ovid MEDLINE(R) Epub Ahead of Print, In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations, Ovid
MEDLINE(R) Daily and Ovid MEDLINE(R) 1946 to Present)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Exp melanoma/
Exp skin neoplasms/
(skin adj3 (cancer$ or oncolog$ or malignan$ or carcinoma$ or adenocarcinoma$ or
tumour$ or tumor$)).ti,ab.
1 or 2 or 3
Ipilimumab or Yervoy
Dabrafenib or Tafinlar
Pembrolizumab or lambrolizumab or MK 3475 or MK-3475 or Keytruda
Vemurafenib or Zelboraf
Trametinib or Mekinist
Cobimetinib or cotellic
Dacarbazine or DTIC or temozolomide
Talimogene or T-VEC
Nivolumab or Opdivo
Interferon*
Interleukin* or aldesleukin*
5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15
4 and 16
Economics
(economic$ or pharmacoeconomic$ or price$ or pricing).tw.
Cost control
Cost of illness
Cost savings
Cost-benefit analysis
Cost-effectiveness analysis
Health care cost
Health expenditure
Drug costs
(cost adj estimate$).mp
(Unit adj cost$).mp
Or/18-27
17 and 30
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Table A39 itemizes the full-text studies which were reviewed and did not meet the inclusion criteria for
the review.
Table A39 Excluded studies, systematic review of economic evaluations of systemic treatments for advanced
melanoma

Reference

Reason

Australian Government Medical Services Advisory Committee. MSAC Application 1049:

No Economic

M-VAX(TM) - a treatment for patients with advanced stage III melanoma. August 2002

Evaluation

Canadian Coordinating Office for Health Technology Assessment. Emerging Drug List-

No Economic

Metastatic melanoma vaccines (Structured abstract). 2006

Evaluation

National Institute for Health and Clinical Evidence. Improving outcomes for people with

No Economic

skin tumours including melanoma: the manual (Structured abstract). 2006

Evaluation

Melanoma Therapy that targets PD-1 recommended for EU approval. The Pharmaceutical

No Economic

Journal 2015; 7 (4) DOI: 10.1211/CP.2015.20068505

Evaluation

Agarwala S, Kirkwood JM. Adjuvant interferon treatment for melanoma.

No Economic

Haematology/Oncology Clinics of North America 1998; 12 (4): 823-833. DOI:

Evaluation

10.1016/S0889-8588(05)70025-3
Crott R. Cost effectiveness and cost utility of adjuvant interferon α in cutaneous

Review

melanoma: A review. Pharmacoeconomics 2004; 22 (9): 569-580. DOI:
10.2165/00019053-200422090-00002
Eggermont AM. Adjuvant ipilimumab in stage III melanoma: New landscape, new

Editorial

questions. European Journal of Cancer 2016; 69: 39-42 DOI: 10.1016/j.ejca.2016.10.009
Hillner BE, Kirkwood JM. Economic analyses of benefit from interferon-alpha 2B in high-

Editorial

risk melanoma: trade-offs between completeness, simplicity, and clarity. European
Journal of Cancer 1997; 33 (9): 1345-1346
Hoffman W. Economic analysis of adjuvant interferon-alpha-2-therapy in high-risk

Non-English

melanoma patients based on results of the ECOG 1684 Study Group. Straglentherapie

Language

und Onkologie 1998; 174 (5): 288-9
Johnston KM, McPhearson E, Oseneko K, Vergidis J, Levy AR, Peacock S. Cost-

Review

effectiveness of therapies for melanoma. Expert Review of Pharmacoeconomics and
Outcome Research 2015;15 (2): 229-242
Kirkwood JM, Tarhini AA, Moschos SJ, Panelli MC. Adjuvant therapy with high-dose

No Economic

interferon alpha 2b in patients with high-risk stage IIB/III melanoma. Nature Clinical

Evaluation

Practice Oncology 2008;5 (1): 2-3
Kohn CG, Zeichner SB, Chen Q, Montero AJ, Goldstein DA, Flowers CR. Cost-Effectiveness

Not Adjuvant

of Immune Checkpoint Inhibition in BRAF Wild-Type Advanced Melanoma. Journal of

Treatment

Clinical Oncology 2017; 35 (11): 1194-1202
Look Hong NJ, Cheng SY, Wright FC, Petrella Tm, Mittmann N. Resource utilisation and

No Economic

disaggregated cost analysis for initial treatment of melanoma. Value in Health 2017; 20

Evaluation

(9): A511 DOI: 10.1016/j.jval.2017.08.637
Health Technology Assessment Database. HTA-32012000558. Ipilimumab (Yervoy) for

No Economic

malignant melanoma-first line adjuvant therapy (Structured abstract). 2012

Evaluation
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Health Technology Assessment Database. HTA-32013000353. Astuprotimut-r (Zumagev)

No Economic

for stage III, MAGE-A3 positive malignant melanoma-adjuvant therapy (Structured

Evaluation

abstract). 2013
Hillner BE. Cost-effectiveness Assessment of Interferon Alpha-2b as Adjuvant Therapy of

Duplicate of Included

High-risk Resected Cutaneous Melanoma. European Journal of Cancer 1998; 34: Suppl 2

Study

S18-21
Wilson LS, Reyes CM, Lu C, Lu M, Yen C. Modelling the cost-effectiveness of sentinel

Non-pharmacological

lymph node mapping and adjuvant interferon treatment for Stage II melanoma.

intervention
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Outcomes of CHEERS Assessment
Table A40 Assessment of Reporting using CHEERS checklist, economic evaluations of systemic treatments
for advanced melanoma
Messori
1997

GonzalezLarriba
2000

Lafuma
2001

Crott 2004

Dixon 2006

Cormier
2007

Hillner
1997

Identify the study as an economic evaluation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Provide a structured abstract
Provide an explicit statement of context and
study question

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

yes

Yes

Yes

Describe the characteristics of the base case
population and subgroups analysed

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

State relevant aspects of the setting/location

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

State study perspective
Describe the interventions being compared
and justify their choice

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

State the time horizon and justify

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

State the discount rate and justify
Describe the outcomes used as measure(s) of
benefit and justify relevance

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

No

Recommendation

Single-study based estimates: describe the
study and justify use of single data source
Synthesis-based estimates: Describe the
methods for identifying included studies and
data synthesis
Describe the population and methods used to
elicit preferences for outcomes
Single-study based economic evaluation:
Describe approaches to estimate resource use
Model based economic evaluation: Describe
approaches and data sources used to estimate
RU associated with model health states
Report dates of estimated RU and unit costs
and describe methods for converting costs etc.
Describe and give reasons for the type of
decision model used
Describe all structural and other assumptions
underpinning the model
Describe all analytical methods used in the
evaluation
Report the values, ranges, references and
probability distributions for all parameters
Report mean values for estimated costs and
outcomes, and ICERs
Single study based economic evaluation:
describe the effects of sampling uncertainty,
together with impact of methodological
assumptions
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Model based economic evaluation: describe
the effects of uncertainty for all input
parameters, model structure and assumptions
Report differences in costs/outcomes in
subgroups

N/A

No

No

No

N/A

Yes

N/A

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Summarise key study findings

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Describe the study funding and role of funder

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Describe any potential Conflict of Interest

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Outcomes of Philips Assessment
Table 41 Assessment of Quality using the Philips Checklist
Messori
1997

GonzalezLarriba
2000

Lafuma
2001

Crott 2004

Dixon
2006

Cormier
2007

Hillner
1997

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Unclear

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unclear

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unclear

Yes

Unclear

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Unclear

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unclear

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

No

Yes

Yes

Have any competing theories regarding
model structure been considered?

No

No

No

No

yes

No

No

Are the sources of data used to develop
the structure of the model specified?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Unclear

Yes

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Is there a clear statement of the decision
problem?
Is the objective of the evaluation and
model specified and consistent with the
stated decision problem?
Is the primary decision maker specified?
Is the perspective of the model stated
clearly?
Are the model inputs consistent with the
stated perspective?
Has the scope of the model been stated
and justified?
Are the outcomes of the model
consistent with the perspective, scope
and overall objective of the model?
Has the evidence regarding the model
structure being described?
Is the structure of the model consistent
with a coherent theory of the health
condition under evaluation?

Are the causal relationships described
by the model structure justified
appropriately?
Are the structural assumptions
transparent and justified?
Are the structural assumptions
reasonable given the overall objective,
perspective and scope of the model?
Is there a clear definition of the options
under evaluation?
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Yes

Have all feasible and practical options
been evaluated?
Is there justification for the exclusion of
feasible options?
Is the chosen model type appropriate
given the decision problem and
specified causal relationships within the
model?
Is the time horizon of the model
sufficient to reflect all important
differences between options?
Is the time horizon of the model and the
duration of treatment and treatment
effect described and justified?
Has a lifetime horizon been used? If not,
has a shorter time horizon been
justified?
Do the disease states (state transition
model) or the pathways (decision tree
model) reflect the underlying biological
process of the disease in question and
the impact of interventions?
Is the cycle length defined and justified
in terms of the natural history of
disease?
Are the data identification methods
transparent and appropriate given the
objectives of the model?
Where choices have been made
between data sources, are these
justified appropriately?
Has particular attention been paid to
identifying data for the important
parameters in the model?
Has the quality of the data been
assessed appropriately?
Where expert opinion has been used,
are the methods described and
justified?
Is the data modelling methodology
based on justifiable statistical and
epidemiological techniques?
Is the choice of baseline data described
and justified?
Are transition probabilities calculated
appropriately?
Has a half-cycle correction been applied
to both cost and outcome?
If not, has this omission been justified?
If relative treatment effects have been
derived from trial data, have they been
synthesised
using
appropriate
techniques?

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Unclear

Yes

Unclear

Unclear

No

Yes

Yes

Unclear

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unclear

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Unclear

Unclear

No

Unclear

N/A

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Unclear

No

No

No

No

No

No

Unclear

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Yes

No

No

N/A

N/A

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

N/A

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

N/A

Unclear

Unclear

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Unclear

N/A
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Have the methods and assumptions
used to extrapolate short-term results
to final outcomes been documented and
justified?
Have alternative assumptions been
explored through sensitivity analysis?
Have assumptions regarding the
continuing effect of treatment once
treatment
is
complete
been
documented and justified?
Have alternative assumptions been
explored through sensitivity analysis?
Are the costs incorporated into the
model justified?
Has the source for all costs been
described?
Have discount rates been described and
justified given the target decisionmaker?
Are the utilities incorporated into the
model appropriate?
Is the source for the utility weights
referenced?
Are the methods of derivation for the
utility weights justified?
Have all data incorporated into the
model been described and referenced in
sufficient detail?
Has the use of mutually inconsistent
data been justified (i.e. are assumptions
and choices appropriate)?
Is the process of data incorporation
transparent?
If data have been incorporated as
distributions, has the choice of
distribution for each parameter been
described and justified?
If data have been incorporated as
distributions, is it clear that second
order uncertainty is reflected?
Have the four principal types of
uncertainty been addressed?
If not, has the omission of particular
forms of uncertainty been justified?
Have methodological uncertainties been
addressed by running alternative
versions of the model with different
methodological assumptions?
Is there evidence that structural
uncertainties have been addressed via
sensitivity analysis?
Has heterogeneity been dealt with by
running the model separately for
different subgroups?

Yes

No

No

No

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

N/A

Unclear

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

N/A

N/A

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

N/A

N/A

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

No

Yes

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes
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Are the methods of assessment of
parameter uncertainty appropriate?
If data are incorporated as point
estimates, are the ranges used for
sensitivity analysis stated clearly and
justified?
Is there evidence that the mathematical
logic of the model has been tested
thoroughly before use?
Are any counterintuitive results from
the model explained and justified?
If the model has been calibrated against
independent data, have any differences
been explained and justified?
Have the results of the model been
compared with those of previous
models and any differences in results
explained?

No

No

No

Unclear

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Outcomes of Transferability Assessment
Table A42 Assessment of transferability using EUnetHTA template
Messori
1997

GonzalezLarriba
2000

Lafuma
2001

Crott 2004

Dixon
2006

Cormier
2007

Hillner
1997

How generalizable and
relevant are the results,
and the validity of the
data and model to the
relevant jurisdictions and
populations?

Not
relevant

Not
relevant

Not
relevant

Not
relevant

Not
relevant

Not
relevant

Not
relevant

Are there any differences in the following parameters?
Perspective

Different

Same

Same

Same

Unclear

Same

Unclear

Preferences

Different

Different

Different

Different

Same

Different

Different

Relative costs

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Indirect costs

Same

Same

Same

Same

Unclear

Same

Same

Discount Rate

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Technological Context

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Personnel Characteristics

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Epidemiological context
(including genetic
variants)
Factors which influence
incidence and prevalence
Demographic context

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different
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Life Expectancy
Reproduction

Different
Unclear

Different
Unclear

Different
Unclear

Different
Unclear

Different
Unclear

Different
Unclear

Different
Unclear

Pre- and postintervention care
Integration of technology
in health care system
Incentives

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

If differences exist, how
likely is that each factor
would impact the results?
In which direction? Of
what magnitude?
Taken together, how
would they impact the
results and of what
magnitude?
Given these potential
differences, how would
the conclusions likely
change in the target
setting? Are you able to
quantify this in any
manner?
Does the economic
evaluation violate your
national/regional
guidelines for health
economic evaluation?

Very likely

Very likely

Very likely

Very likely

Very likely

Likely

Likely

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Likely

Likely

Likely

Likely

Likely

Unlikely

Likely

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Appendix 13 Supplementary Data to Cochrane Systematic
Review
The search strategy used in the Cochrane Review is outlined in Table A43.
Table A43, search strategy for Cochrane review

Cochrane Skin Specialised Register (CRSW)
((Melanoma* or “skin Neoplas*” or “skin cancer*”) and (neoadjuvant* or immunotherap*
or “Interleukin-2” or “Interferon-alpha*” or ipilimumab or nivolumab or pembrolizumab or
“cytotoxic t lymphocyte antigen 4 inhibitor*” or “CTLA-4 inhibitor*” or “programmed deathligand 1” or “PD-L1 inhibitor*” or “checkpoint inhibitor*” or “interleukin-2” or “interferon
alpha*” or “targeted treatment*” or ((braf or mek or mapk) and inhibitor*) or dacarbazine
or temozolomide or vindesine or vinblastine or paclitaxel or cisplatin or carboplatin or
lomustine or carmustine or fotemustine or bendamustine or tamoxifen or vemurafenib or
dabrafenib or trametinib or cobimetinib or “mitogen activated protein kinase inhibitor*” or
“antineoplastic agent*” or chemotherap* or “cancer vaccine*” or “talimogene
laherparepvec” or “intra-lesional treatment*” or imiquimod or bevacizumab or axitinib or
(topical and neoadjuvant)))
CENTRAL (Cochrane Library) search strategy
#1 [mh melanoma [mj]]
#2 melanoma*:ti,ab
#3 [mh "skin neoplasms" [mj]]
#4 (skin next neoplas*):ti,ab
#5 (skin next cancer*):ti,ab
#6 {or #1-#5}
#7 [mh "neoadjuvant therapy" [mj]]
#8 neoadjuvant*:ti,ab
#9 #7 or #8
#10 [mh immunotherapy [mj]]
#11 [mh Interleukin-2 [mj]]
#12 [mh interferon-alpha [mj]]
#13 (ipilimumab or nivolumab or pembrolizumab):ti,ab
#14 cytotoxic t lymphocyte antigen 4 inhibitor*:ti,ab
#15 CTLA-4 inhibitor*:ti,ab
#16 programmed death-ligand 1:ti,ab
#17 PD-L1 inhibitor*:ti,ab
#18 (checkpoint next inhibitor*):ti,ab
#19 (interleukin-2):ti,ab
#20 (interferon next alpha*):ti,ab
#21 (targeted next treatment*):ti,ab
#22 ((braf or mek or mapk) next inhibitor*):ti,ab
#23 (vemurafenib or dabrafenib or trametinib or cobimetinib):ti,ab
#24 mitogen activated protein kinase inhibitor*:ti,ab
#25 [mh "antineoplastic agents" [mj]]
#26 chemotherap*:ti,ab
#27 MeSH descriptor: [Tamoxifen] explode all trees
#28 MeSH descriptor: [Dacarbazine] explode all trees
#29 MeSH descriptor: [Vinblastine] explode all trees
#30 MeSH descriptor: [Vindesine] explode all trees
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#31 MeSH descriptor: [Paclitaxel] explode all trees
#32 MeSH descriptor: [Cisplatin] explode all trees
#33 MeSH descriptor: [Carboplatin] explode all trees
#34 MeSH descriptor: [Lomustine] explode all trees
#35 MeSH descriptor: [Carmustine] explode all trees
#36 (dacarbazine or temozolomide or vindesine or vinblastine or paclitaxel or cisplatin or
carboplatin or lomustine or carmustine or fotemustine or bendamustine or tamoxifen):ti,ab
#37 MeSH descriptor: [Cancer Vaccines] explode all trees
#38 talimogene laherparepvec:ti,ab
#39 intra-lesional treatment*:ti,ab
#40 imiquimod:ti,ab
#41 MeSH descriptor: [Bevacizumab] explode all trees
#42 Bevacizumab:ti,ab
#43 axitinib:ti,ab
#44 (topical and neoadjuvant):ti,ab
#45 {or #9-#44}
#46 #6 and #45
MEDLINE (Ovid) search strategy
1. exp *Melanoma/
2. melanoma$.ti,ab.
3. exp *Skin Neoplasms/
4. skin neoplas$.ti,ab.
5. skin cancer$.ti,ab.
6. or/1-5
7. exp Neoadjuvant Therapy/
8. neoadjuvant$.ti,ab.
9. 7 or 8
10. exp *Immunotherapy/
11. exp Interleukin-2/
12. exp Interferon-alpha/
13. (ipilimumab or nivolumab or pembrolizumab).ti,ab.
14. cytotoxic t lymphocyte antigen 4 inhibitor$.ti,ab.
15. CTLA-4 inhibitor$.ti,ab.
16. programmed death-ligand 1.ti,ab.
17. PD-L1 inhibitor$.ti,ab.
18. checkpoint inhibitor$.ti,ab.
19. (interleukin-2 or interferon alpha$).ti,ab.
20. targeted treatment$.ti,ab.
21. ((braf or mek or mapk) and inhibitor$).ti,ab.
22. (vemurafenib or dabrafenib or trametinib or cobimetinib).ti,ab.
23. mitogen activated protein kinase inhibitor$.ti,ab.
24. exp *Antineoplastic Agents/
25. chemotherap$.ti,ab.
26. exp Tamoxifen/
27. exp Dacarbazine/
28. exp Vinblastine/
29. exp Vindesine/
30. exp Paclitaxel/
31. exp Cisplatin/
32. exp Carboplatin/
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33. exp Lomustine/
34. exp Carmustine/
35. (dacarbazine or temozolomide or vindesine or vinblastine or paclitaxel or cisplatin or
carboplatin or lomustine or carmustine or fotemustine or bendamustine or tamoxifen).ti,ab.
36. exp Cancer Vaccines/
37. talimogene laherparepvec.ti,ab.
38. intra-lesional treatment$.ti,ab.
39. imiquimod.ti,ab.
40. exp Bevacizumab/
41. Bevacizumab.ti,ab.
42. axitinib.ti,ab.
43. (topical and neoadjuvant).ti,ab.
44. or/9-43
45. randomized controlled trial.pt.
46. controlled clinical trial.pt.
47. randomized.ab.
48. placebo.ab.
49. clinical trials as topic.sh.
50. randomly.ab.
51. trial.ti.
52. 45 or 46 or 47 or 48 or 49 or 50 or 51
53. exp animals/ not humans.sh.
54. 52 not 53
55. 6 and 44 and 54
[Lines 45-54: Cochrane Highly Sensitive Search Strategy for identifying randomized trials in
MEDLINE: sensitivity- and precision-maximizing version (2008 revision)]
Embase (Ovid) search strategy
1. exp *Melanoma/
2. melanoma$.ti,ab.
3. exp metastatic melanoma/
4. exp *skin tumor/
5. skin neoplas$.ti,ab.
6. skin cancer$.ti,ab.
7. or/1-6
8. exp neoadjuvant therapy/
9. neoadjuvant$.ti,ab.
10. exp *immunotherapy/
11. exp *interleukin 2/
12. exp *alpha interferon/
13. exp ipilimumab/
14. exp nivolumab/
15. exp pembrolizumab/
16. cytotoxic t lymphocyte antigen 4 inhibitor$.ti,ab.
17. CTLA-4 inhibitor$.ti,ab.
18. programmed death-ligand 1.ti,ab.
19. PD-L1 inhibitor$.ti,ab.
20. checkpoint inhibitor$.ti,ab.
21. (interleukin-2 or interferon alpha$).ti,ab.
22. (ipilimumab or nivolumab or pembrolizumab).ti,ab.
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23. targeted treatment$.ti,ab.
24. ((braf or mek or mapk) and inhibitor$).ti,ab.
25. exp vemurafenib/
26. exp dabrafenib/
27. exp trametinib/
28. exp cobimetinib/
29. (vemurafenib or dabrafenib or trametinib or cobimetinib).ti,ab.
30. mitogen activated protein kinase inhibitor$.ti,ab.
31. exp *antineoplastic agent/
32. chemotherap$.ti,ab.
33. exp *chemotherapy/
34. exp *tamoxifen/
35. exp dacarbazine/
36. exp vinblastine/
37. exp vindesine/
38. exp *paclitaxel/
39. exp *cisplatin/
40. exp *carboplatin/
41. exp lomustine/
42. exp carmustine/
43. (dacarbazine or temozolomide or vindesine or vinblastine or paclitaxel or cisplatin or
carboplatin or lomustine or carmustine or fotemustine or bendamustine or tamoxifen).ti,ab.
44. exp cancer vaccine/
45. exp talimogene laherparepvec/
46. talimogene laherparepvec.ti,ab.
47. intra-lesional treatment$.ti,ab.
48. imiquimod.ti,ab.
49. exp imiquimod/
50. exp bevacizumab/
51. Bevacizumab.ti,ab.
52. exp axitinib/
53. axitinib.ti,ab.
54. (topical and neoadjuvant).ti,ab.
55. or/8-54
56. crossover procedure.sh.
57. double-blind procedure.sh.
58. single-blind procedure.sh.
59. (crossover$ or cross over$).tw.
60. placebo$.tw.
61. (doubl$ adj blind$).tw.
62. allocat$.tw.
63. trial.ti.
64. randomized controlled trial.sh.
65. random$.tw.
66. or/56-65
67. exp animal/ or exp invertebrate/ or animal experiment/ or animal model/ or animal
tissue/ or animal cell/ or nonhuman/
68. human/ or normal human/
69. 67 and 68
70. 67 not 69
71. 66 not 70
72. 7 and 55 and 71
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LILACS search strategy
neoadjuvant and (melanoma$ or neoplas$ or cancer$) and skin
In LILACS we searched using the above terms and the Controlled clinical trials topic-specific
query filter.
Table A44 contains a select list of studies excluded from the review, with reasons.
Table A44 Select studies excluded from Cochrane review, with reasons

Study Title
Treatment with neoadjuvant targeted therapy yields high response rates
and pathologic complete responses in patients with resectable metastatic
melanoma (467)
Serial monitoring of circulating melanoma cells during neoadjuvant
biochemotherapy for stage III melanoma: Outcome prediction in a
multicenter trial (468)
Results of a phase II trial with cystemustine in advanced malignant
melanoma. A trial of the EORTC Clinical Screening Group (469)
Phase III multicenter trial of eltrapuldencel-T: Autologous dendritic cells
loaded with irradiated autologous tumor cells (DC-TC) in granulocytemacrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) in patients with metastatic
melanoma (INTUS trial) (470)
A phase II trial of erlotinib and bevacizumab for patients with metastatic
melanoma (471)
Phase II study of VP-16-213 versus dianhydrogalactitol in patients with
metastatic malignant melanoma (472)
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy in patients with local-regional recurrence of
melanoma (473,474)
Melanoma antigen-specific effector T cell cytokine secretion patterns in
patients treated with ipilimumab (475)
Dacarbazine and outpatient interleukin-2 in treatment of metastatic
malignant melanoma: Phase II Southwest Oncology Group trial (476)
Combination immunotherapy mitigated metastatic melanoma in early trial
(477)
Pre-operative intradermal administration of CpG-B +/- GM-CSF in stage I-III
melanoma patients arms the sentinel lymph node: evidence for reduced
tumour spread (478)
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Reason
Wrong Study
Design
Wrong Study
Design
Wrong Study
Design
Wrong Study
Design

Wrong Study
Design
Wrong Study
Design
Wrong Study
Design
Wrong Study
Design
Wrong Study
Design
Wrong Study
Design
Wrong
population

List of Publications
Peer Reviewed Publications-First Author
Gorry C, McCullagh L, O'Donnell H, Barrett S, Schmitz S, Barry M, Curtin K, Beausang E, Barry R,
Coyne I. Neoadjuvant treatment for malignant and metastatic cutaneous melanoma [Protocol].
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2018, Issue 3. Art. No.: CD012974.
DOI: 10.1002/14651858.CD012974.
Gorry C, Barry M, McCullagh L. Economic Evaluation of Systemic Treatments for Advanced
Melanoma: A Systematic Review. Value in Health 2020; 23 (1):52-60.
Gorry C, Barry M, McCullagh L. Transferability of Economic Evaluations of Treatments for
Advanced Melanoma. Pharmacoeconomics 2020; 38 : 217-231.
Under Review
Gorry C, McCullagh L, O'Donnell H, Barrett S, Schmitz S, Barry M, Curtin K, Beausang E, Barry R,
Coyne I. Neoadjuvant treatment for malignant and metastatic cutaneous melanoma [Review].
Under review with Cochrane Skin Group.
Co-Author peer-reviewed publications
Access to innovative medicines for metastatic melanoma worldwide: Melanoma World Society
and European Association of Dermato-oncology survey in 34 countries, Eur J Cancer 2018;104:
201-209
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejca.2018.09.013
Conference abstracts and presentations
“Is EQ-5D-3L sensitive in NMSC?”, Oral vignette presentation, HTAi Annual Meeting, Vancouver
2018
Drug Utilisation of BRAF Inhibitors for Melanoma in Ireland, presented at ISPOR 18th Annual
Congress, Vienna, November 2016.
Value Health 2016;19(7):A728
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2016.09.2183
Comparison of Utility Values Implemented in Disease Models of Metastatic Melanoma,
presented at ISPOR 19th Annual Conference, Glasgow, November 2017
Value Health 2017;20(9):A447-A448
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2017.08.280
436

Analysis of Hospital Episode Statistics to Identify Hospital Resource Use Due to Skin Cancer in
Ireland, presented at ISPOR 19th Annual Conference, Glasgow, November 2017
Value Health 2017;20(9):A506
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2017.08.606
Systematic Review of Cost-Effectiveness Studies of Treatments for Advanced Melanoma,
presented at HTAi Annual Meeting, Vancouver, June 2018.
Construct validity of EQ-5D in Non-Melanoma Skin Cancer, presented at ISPOR 20th Annual
Conference, Barcelona, November 2018.
Value Health 2018;21(Suppl 3):S74
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2018.09.435
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